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Abstract 

Over the last two decades the US Air Force (USAF) has consistently produced 
approximately 1000 pilots a year to meet their operational flying and mission 
requirements. And during this time period, approximately 1000 pilots a year 
voluntarily leave active duty. These departures could be from retirement, 
permanent loss of flight status, or the end of an initial commitment. Over this time, 
this stock and flow pattern of production and departures from the Air Force has 
been sufficient to meet the requirements of the USAF.  

However, the USAF has begun to see a significant rise in the expected number of 
pilots leaving active duty, specifically those pilots at the end of their initial 
commitment. As of March 2017, the total force of pilots in the USAF is 1,569 pilots 
less than the total number required.  To make matters worse, by the 2020’s the 
shortage of pilots in the active duty force is expected to increase to well over 2,000 
pilots.  

Many researchers believe pilots are separating from the USAF because of an 
increase in major airline hiring because of the better pay and quality of life offered. 
However, these external pull factors are but a subset of reasons. Failure to 
understand what factors are truly impacting the pilot’s decision to stay or go, and 
how these factors interact, leaves the USAF and the country potentially unprepared 
to fly, fight, and win.  

Using data from the USAF 2015 Active Duty Career Decisions Survey, this 
dissertation employs a range of qualitative data analysis techniques to examine the 
open-ended response questions related to a pilot’s decision to remain or depart the 
service. This study is intended to inform USAF senior leadership about the factors 
and themes important to rated crew force retention decisions. With this knowledge, 
the USAF’s leadership can make more informed policy decisions related manpower 
and personnel. 

The views expressed in this dissertation are those of the author and do not 
reflect the official policy or position of the United States Air Force, Department of 
Defense, or the U.S. Government. 
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Chapter 1—Introduction 

Background 
Over the last few years the United States Air Force (USAF) has been losing 

experienced pilots at a higher than previously expected rate.  These losses are 
occurring at both the end of pilots’ initial active duty service commitment (ADSC), 
and at the end of their initial bonus pay-back period. Many researchers believe 
these pilots are separating from the USAF because of an increase in major airline 
hiring, and opportunities for better pay and quality of life (QoL). However, these 
external pull factors are but a subset of reasons pilot appear to leave the USAF. A 
failure to understand what factors impact the pilot’s decision to stay or go, and how 
these factors interact, leaves the USAF and the country potentially unprepared to 
fly, fight, and win.  

Statement of the Problem, Significance, and Purpose 
Over the last two decades the USAF has consistently produced approximately 

1000 pilots a year to meet its flying requirements. During this same time period, 
approximately 1000 pilots a year voluntarily leave active duty. These departures 
could be from retirement, permanent loss of flight status, or the end of an initial 
commitment. This pattern of production and departures from the Air Force has 
previously been sufficient to meet the pilot manning requirements of the USAF. 
However, the USAF has begun to see a significant rise in the number of pilots 
leaving active duty, specifically those pilots at the end of their initial commitment. 
As of March 2017, the total force of pilots in the USAF is 1,569 pilots less than the 
total number required.  To make matters worse, by the 2020s, the shortage of pilots 
in the active duty force is expected to increase to well over 2,000 pilots1. 

1 These numbers come from a Headquarters Air Force (HAF) Aircrew Management Executive 
Council (AMEC) briefing in the spring of 2017. 
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Figure 1--Inventory of pilots, assuming current MAH hirings, and stated requirements of pilots by the 

USAF 

  
The only real policy initiative to attack this looming pilot shortage and 

incentivize pilots at the end of the commitment to remain on active duty, has been 
the aviation bonus (AvB)2. This program was started in 1989, when the USAF 
realized many of their mobility pilots were separating at the end of their initial 
commitment (M. M. Smith, 1989).   

 There are currently a few different variants for the AvB, but in general the 
AvB is only offered to pilots at the end of their UPT service commitment, when that 
pilot has approximately 12 years of active duty service and is most likely a Major 
(O-4). The financial incentive is $25k pre-tax (net is approximately $18k) a year for 
five years. The pilot signs a new service commitment, incurring an additional 5 year 
ADSC taking them to approximately 17 years in active duty, and within 3 years of 
retiring from the USAF. At the end of this additional service commitment, each 
pilot has to make the decision again: to separate from the USAF or stay an 
additional 3 years to ensure they are eligible for retirement.   

The average take rate for the AvB has been in the mid to low 60%’s since the 
beginning of the 2000s. This percentage of pilots who take the bonus is also roughly 

                                            
2 The AvB has gone by many different acronyms: Aviation Continuation Pay (ACP) or the Aviator 
Retention Pay (ARP). However, per DoDI 7730.67, effective Oct 2016, this program is now identified 
as aviation bonuses (AvB). 
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the percentage the USAF estimates is needed to provide the number of pilots in the 
eligible cohort to maintain a stable and consistent crew force. Through most of the 
2000s this take rate was stable at or above the 65%. Sometime around 2013 the 
take rate for pilots started to decrease. In FY15 the take rate for the AvB for all 
pilots was 55%. Most recently, in FY16, the official take rate for all pilots was 
48.8%. Even worse, if one looks only at fighter pilots, the take rate was 39.5%3.  
These rates are projected to remain this low, or potentially decrease into the mid to 
low 30% (McGee, 2015) through the rest of the current decade, mirroring  the rates 
experienced towards the end of the 1990s when the USAF experienced a similar 
exodus of pilots.  

 

 
Figure 2--Historic and Estimated AvB Take Rate 

 
 Why are these experienced pilots leaving at the end of their commitment? 

The main theories researchers have put forth are increases for employment 
opportunities in the civilian sector, combined with a continued high operations 
tempo. 

                                            
3 These percentages are from inputs given by Lt Col Beale, AF/A1PR.  
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The USAF has traditionally been a significant source of pilots for the airline 
industry. However, as a result of the combined effects of two major wars, multiple 
contingency operations, and a downturn in the general economy, and in the 
commercial airline industry specifically, the USAF has seen sufficient retention of 
rated officers. But as the economy continues to improve, McGee asserts that the 
major airlines will continue to have increased demand for pilots well into the 2020s. 
Moreover, he finds that major airlines will not suffer a shortage of pilots from either 
the civilian or military pools of pilots. However, without any policy changes, the 
military will experience an inventory shortage of pilots (McGee, 2015). 

  
 

 
Figure 3: MAH, Historical and Forecast (McGee, 2015) 

 
McGee’s research is bolstered by past studies using the Dynamic Retention 

Model (DRM) of military personnel. Mattock, Hosek and Asch reported in a 2016 
RAND study that the AvB must increase by 94% to offset increases both in major 
airline hirings and in civilian pilot pay. When they examine different assumptions 
of the DRM, they find that in order to maintain pilot retention in the USAF, the 
AvB will need to increase between 54% and 151% in order to be competitive. This 
suggests the AvB needs to increase to between $38,500 and $62,500 (Mattock, 
Hosek, Asch, & Karam, 2016). 

The DRM used in the RAND study does broaden the range of factors in an 
individual’s decision, over past instantiations of the DRM, by allowing differing 
tastes for service and random shocks throughout the individual’s career as part of 
optimal decision-making. However, the use of the DRM, and much of the early 
retention theory (March & Simon, 1958; Mobley, 1977), still suggests that pilots see 
their decision to stay or leave the USAF as an evaluation of their subjective 
expected value— ultimately a rational economic decision.  
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The USAF is on a precipice. Currently it has enough rated personnel, in the 
aggregate, to meet their operational and administrative missions. Without 
understanding the latent factors pushing officers away or keeping them in, we as a 
service face a problem of not being able to meet our requirements to support and 
defend the country. If we assume the DRM model accurately portrays an 
individual’s decision-making process, and the assumptions put forth in the DRM are 
accurate, then increasing the AvB should work to keep the USAF rated manning 
sufficient. However, if the assumptions in the model are misstated, or the DRM is 
missing important critical factors, or even if the model is a perfect representation of 
an individual’s choice but the USAF is unable to get Congress to increase the AvB, 
the problem the USAF still faces is to determine how to keep and maintain their 
inventory of pilots. The purpose of this study is to understand those factors related 
to rated officer’s decisions to stay or leave the USAF.  

Research Questions 
1. How do rated officers talk about their experiences and decisions in the USAF? 

1.1. What words do rated officers say influenced their decision to stay or leave?  
1.2. What organizing themes emerge from rated officers’ experiences in the 

USAF?  
2. To what degree do words/themes vary by rated officers by Air Force Specialty 

Code (AFSC)4?  
3. To what degree do words/themes vary by different retention intentions? 

Definitions of Terms 
AvB—aviation bonus given to eligible Regular and Reserve Component officers 

for continued aviation service. In the past, this has been called aviator retention pay 
(ARP), aviation continuation pay (ACP), or just “The Bonus”. In this study, the term 
AvB will be used to describe all past and present bonuses.  

 
Rated—the following are the USAF aeronautical ratings: Pilot, Senior Pilot, 

Command Pilot, RPA Pilot, Senior RPA Pilot, Command RPA Pilot, Combat 
Systems Officer (CSO), Senior CSO, Master CSO5, Navigator, Senior Navigator, 
                                            
4 AFSCs are alphanumeric codes used to identify specific jobs in the USAF. These are similar to 
Military Occupation Specialty (MOS) in the U.S. Army and Marine Corps. For this study, we will 
only be looking at AFSCs in the officer ranks of ’11’—pilot.  
5 CSO includes individuals previously awarded the Navigator rating 
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Master Navigator, Air Battle Manager (ABM), Senior ABM, Master ABM, Flight 
Surgeon, Senior Flight Surgeon, Chief Flight Surgeon. Each military officer who is 
coded as one of these titles is considered a “Rated Aircrew Member”. For this study 
when we use “rated” we are specifically indicating pilots, senior pilots, or command 
pilots.   

Assumptions 
The survey was administered to a representative sample of USAF members, and 

these members were assured anonymity under the assumption that respondents 
would be more truthful and forthcoming with their responses than if they had not 
been assured this anonymity. Furthermore, it was assumed the responses are 
salient for the respondents for all the questions answered.  

Limitations 
Due to the nature of the data set analyzed (e.g. lack of specific demographic 

information) some of the constructs related to turnover and retention will not be 
analyzed. Because of this, some of our results may contain biases. Additionally, as 
with most studies regarding turnover, we will be using stated intentions to remain 
or leave the USAF, instead of actual retention behaviors. The responses received in 
the 2015 survey only represent the thoughts and statements of the individuals at a 
singular point of time. Because of this, we are unable to determine how and which 
factors matter across time. 

Delimitations 
Only USAF rated officers— grades 2nd Lt. through Lt. Col.—with less than 20 

years of service and no established date of separation were included in the 2015 
survey. 

Conclusion 
This chapter described the issues related to USAF rated retention and its 

potential effects for the USAF. In particular, this chapter focused on the main 
retention tools the USAF has at its disposal, and the factors believed to be causing 
the retention issues, mainly quality-of-life and outside civilian hiring opportunities. 
The following chapter will present a review of the literature related to 
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organizational retention and turnover, as well as a discussion of the antecedents for 
turnover and how they relate specifically to military retention. 
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Chapter 2—Literature Review 

Introduction  
The attraction and retention of an organization’s high-quality human capital is 

more important today than ever. Yet after nearly 100 years of research and 
thousands of academic studies on the topic of turnover, there is still no consensus on 
the causal mechanisms and factors. This chapter will summarize the findings from 
the literature. The purpose of this chapter is to inform the reader on previous 
academic research regarding employee turnover and retention, and to provide 
context on the applicability of the civilian research to understanding USAF rated 
retention.  

While this study is not intended to create or validate a turnover / retention 
model, it is important to understand the theoretical underpinnings of employee 
turnover. In order to achieve this understanding of employee turnover and retention 
issues, this literature review focuses on 1) the major turnover process models, 2) the 
most researched factors and constructs related to turnover, and 3) how these factors 
and models relate in a military context. 

Turnover 
Turnover is a change in the membership status in an organization for an 

individual (Bludedorn, 1978).  Turnover can be further classified as voluntary or 
involuntary, employee initiated or company initiated termination, respectively. 
Most retention literature views turnover as either voluntary or involuntary. 
Involuntary turnover is presumed to be within the control of the organizational 
leaders. In contrast, voluntary turnover is undesirable because the organization did 
not request this departure. Because of this, most of the research done on turnover is 
devoted to voluntary turnover. 

Voluntary turnover can be additionally refined as either functional and 
dysfunctional. Functional turnover represents the departure of substandard 
employees, while dysfunctional turnover represents the departure of effective, 
highly trained, highly skilled employees who are not easily replaced (Dalton, Todor, 
& Krackhardt, 1982). Dysfunctional turnover can be further parsed as either 
avoidable or unavoidable turnover (Abelson, 1987).  Avoidable voluntary turnover 
refers to the employee-initiated leaving often related to job dissatisfaction and lack 
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of organizational commitment. This type of turnover is precipitated by cognitive 
withdrawal behaviors and changes in job performance. On the other hand, 
unavoidable voluntary turnover refers to an employee-initiated leaving from causes 
over which the organization has little or no control. For instance, if employees leave 
because of health problems or a desire to advance their education, there may be 
little the organization can do to keep them. While functional turnover can help 
reduce sub-optimal organizational performance, in their meta-analysis of turnover 
rates and organizational performance, Park & Shaw (2013) describe turnover rates 
and organizational performance as significantly and negatively related - turnover 
rates of any type can damage organizational performance under any contextual 
conditions.  One of the main objectives of turnover research is to measure actual 
employee turnover. However, employee turnover data is often inaccessible to 
researchers—either this data is unavailable, or has not been accurately or 
consistently collected (Campion, 1991). Thus, researchers rely on employee turnover 
intention as a proxy for actual employee turnover. 

Turnover intentions refer to the conscious and deliberate willingness to leave an 
organization in the near future, and is considered as the last part of a sequence in 
the cognitive withdrawal process ( Mobley, Griffeth, Hand & Meglino, 1979). Meta-
analyses show intentions to quit are a major predictor and antecedent of actual 
turnover (Hom & Griffeth, 1995; Griffeth, Hom, & Gaertner, 2000). For this reason, 
turnover intention has been incorporated into most employee turnover models in 
the published literature.  

Models of Turnover  
A number of turnover models have been proposed over the past century. Below is 

a chronological summary and description of the most relevant turnover process 
models.    

March & Simon 1958 

March and Simon (1958) introduced the earliest formal model of turnover 
emphasizing the importance of balancing employee and organization contributions 
and incentives. Many studies of voluntary turnover are to some degree descendants 
of the March and Simon theory (e.g.  Mobley, 1977; Price & Mueller, 1981; Lee & 
Mitchell, 1994; Steel & Lounsbury, 2009). The theory specifies that employees’ 
decision to resign is influenced by two factors: their perceived ease of movement 
(today referred to as perceived alternatives) and perceived desirability (now thought 
of as job satisfaction). Both factors were assumed to operate independently as 
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influences in an employee’s motivation to leave.  Also emphasized are differences in 
ability, and demographic differences such as gender, tenure, and age as key 
determinants of perceived ease of movement, and organization size and job 
satisfaction drive as key determinants of perceived desire for movement.  

Mobley’s Model of Employee Turnover 1977  

The employee turnover decision process described by Mobley (1977) has been the 
most influential model related to turnover research (Steel & Lounsbury, 2009). 
Mobley’s model adopted March and Simon’s central constructs and identified a more 
comprehensive withdrawal process that was able to link job dissatisfaction to actual 
turnover behaviors.  

The turnover decision process can be described as a linear sequence of cognitive 
stages:  

 
Figure 4--Model of Mobley Employee Turnover Decision Process (William H. Mobley, 1977) 

 
Later studies extended Mobley’s model by integrating research done by Price & 

Mueller (1981), which identified a broad range of turnover determinants. Mobley’s 
theories captured workplace and labor market causes, but also community and 
occupational drivers of retention and turnover (Price & Mueller, 1981). Mobley’s 
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model provided the foundation for a significant body of empirical research; 
contributing as well to major conceptual developments that refined and extended 
the core tenets. For example, Hom’s model of turnover (Hom, Griffeth, & Sellaro, 
1984) proposes an alternative network of relationships between his constructs. The 
study suggests that the intention to quit takes place before the intention to search. 
The findings also  suggest  there are two paths: the first being that once an 
employee begins to think about quitting, they make an appraisal about their 
expected utility of quitting and compare this to potential alternatives; or they 
immediately quit (Hom et al., 1984). The researchers validated this framework in 
1991 by surveying 206 nurses using Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) path 
analysis (Hom & Griffeth, 1991).  

While the empirical evidence suggests alternative turnover paths to Mobley’s 
linear progression, many of the constructs and measures, along with his initial 
causal sequence, still remain relevant to modern theory and work. 

Unfolding Model of Turnover 1994 

A meta-analysis conducted by Griffeth et al. (2000) showed that even with the 
more complex variants provided by March and Simon, the model still falls short in 
explaining turnover, only predicting 10% to 15% of the variance in voluntary 
turnover decisions. A radically different framework, introduced by Lee & Mitchell in 
1994, suggests individuals quit their jobs not only due to negative effects (e.g. job 
dissatisfaction), but because of a variety of particular jarring events, identified as 
“shocks” (Steel & Lounsbury, 2009). 

Known as the “Unfolding Model of Turnover”, this framework includes scripts, 
image violations, job satisfaction, and job search.  A script is a pre-existing plan of 
action when a shock occurs. An image violation occurs when an individual’s values, 
goals and strategies for goal attainment no longer fit with those of the organization. 
Lower levels of job satisfaction occur when a person, over time, believes their job no 
longer provides the intellectual, emotional, or financial benefits desired. Finally, job 
search includes those activities involved with looking for alternatives and the 
evaluation of those alternatives. The components unfold over time and combine to 
form five distinct quit paths for individuals (Lee & Mitchell, 1994). 

Path 1 describes how a shock can trigger the enactment of a script. This script 
details a plan of action and can be based on past experience, observation of the 
experience of others or social expectations. The employee quits without considering 
other job alternatives. Moreover, job satisfaction seems to be irrelevant in the 
decision process in path 1. In path 2, an image violation initiates a shock that 
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triggers an employee to reconsider their attachment to the organization. The person 
leaves without searching for other alternatives. In path 3, a shock generates an 
image violation. This induces the individual to evaluate their current job and 
several alternatives. In path 4, the precipitator is job satisfaction, and not a shock. 
Some employees who experience job dissatisfaction simply leave without having 
other alternatives (Path 4a), while other dissatisfied workers quit only after 
searching and evaluating other jobs (Path 4b) (Lee & Mitchell, 1994). Path 4b 
represents the turnover process described by the traditional turnover models.  

Mitchell, et al. (2001) further refined the Unfolding Model to include a new 
construct—job embeddedness. Job embeddedness recognizes three distinct forces 
that embed employees within an organization: fit, links, and sacrifices. Fit is 
defined as an employee’s compatibility or comfort within an organization and their 
environment. Links are the formal and informal connections between individuals 
and institutions or other people. Finally, the construct of sacrifice captures the 
perceived cost of material or psychological benefits that may be forfeited by leaving 
a job (Mitchell, Holtom, Lee, Sablynski, and Erez, 2001). 

In published tests of the Unfolding Model, Lee and Mitchell demonstrated that 
individuals follow one of these five psychological and behavioral paths when 
quitting. Of the samples studied, the Unfolding Model was applicable to 75% of the 
decisions made to stay or leave. ( Mitchell & Lee, 2001). 

Eight Motivational Forces and Voluntary Turnover 2004 

Building on the Unfolding Model, Maertz $ Griffeth (2004) identified eight 
motivational forces which drive an individual’s decision to stay or leave. They 
theorized these motivational forces would initiate the mental behaviors for 
turnover. They identified the following:  

 
 Affective forces (job satisfaction) 
 Alternative forces (job opportunities) 
 Normative forces (meeting perceived expectations to others) 
 Constituent forces (attachment to supervisors and coworkers) 
 Contractual forces (perceived obligations to stay under a psychological 

 contract) 
 Behavioral forces (avoiding explicit and psychological costs) 
 Calculative forces (future expected utility if remaining) 
 Moral/ethical forces (ethical norms for staying)  
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Maertz & Griffeth also delineated four decision types by combing content models 
(why people quit) and process models (how people quit) of turnover.  They identified: 
impulsive quitters, comparison quitters (those who mainly quit for other 
employment opportunities), preplanned quitters (plan in advance to quit at specific 
time in the future), and conditional quitters (quit if some uncertainty or shock 
occurs). The researchers show how the eight turnover motive forces are 
systematically related to four turnover decision types such that different groups of 
quitters are motivated by different forces ( Maertz & Campion, 2004). Subsequently 
Maertz, Boyar & Pearson (2012) were able to empirically show that these eight 
forces were mediators of turnover intentions.   

Proximal Withdrawal State Theory 2012   

One of the main critiques of the turnover literature is the assumption that 
turnover and retention are different sides of the same coin; that is, the motivational 
antecedents relating to retention are the exact same for turnover. To address this 
criticism, researchers looked at different sets of motivations and factors that could 
impact decisions to stay versus leave, (Mitchell et al., 2001), and discovered that 
avoidable and unavoidable voluntary turnover could be explained by very different 
behaviors and motivations (Abelson, 1987). They found that employees who left an 
organization for unavoidable reasons (e.g., illness, transfer of a spouse, family 
reasons, etc.) behaved similarly to those who remained in the organization; further 
supporting the notion that a variety of determinants predict employees’ decision to 
maintain or terminate their relationship with an organizational. 

With this idea in mind, Hom et al. (2012) integrates the content factors (the why 
of leaving) with the process factors (the how of leaving) by bringing together the 
content models of Maertz’s eight forces (Maertz & Griffeth, 2004), Mitchell’s 
construct of job embeddedness (Mitchell et al., 2001) and Lee & Mitchell’s Unfolding 
Model. Using this new model, they identified a dozen new potential profiles of 
individuals’ decision-making processes. In their 2013 study, Woo & Allen 
inductively derived the Hom (Hom, Mitchell, Lee, & Griffeth, 2012) framework for 
understanding employee subpopulations that share distinct patterns of job search 
and turnover-related to psychological and behavioral states (Woo & Allen, 2014). Li 
et al (2016) later empirically supported the Hom (2012) framework, and showed 
reluctant stayers (those who want to leave but have to stay) are similar to 
enthusiastic leavers (those who want to leave and can leave) in affective 
commitment, job satisfaction, and job embeddedness, and reluctant leavers (those 
who want to stay but have to leave) are similar to enthusiastic stayers (those who 
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want to stay and can stay) on these dimensions. They also found job satisfaction and 
job embeddedness are stronger influences on intent to leave for enthusiastic stayers 
and leavers than for reluctant stayers and leavers. 

Factors Related to Turnover  
The relationships between voluntary turnover and antecedent factors are still 

not fully agreed upon. As an example, in a meta-analysis of voluntary turnover 
studies, researchers found age, tenure, gender, pay, overall job satisfaction, and 
employee’s perceptions of fairness as strong predictors of voluntary turnover 
(Cotton & Tuttle, 1986). However a meta-analysis conducted by Griffeth in 2002 
concluded that gender and age were not correlated with voluntary turnover 
(Griffeth et al., 2000).  

Thus, there is no grand unifying theory or model to date of employee turnover 
and retention. Regardless, a common theme across this literature is the notion that 
turnover is determined by multiple and multi-level factors at the individual, 
organizational, and external level. Furthermore, current research shows that 
reasons for leaving can differ from those for staying (Mitchell et al., 2001).  

These factors in voluntary turnover studies can be categorized into three 
themes—individual, organizational, and attitudinal. The attitudinal theme 
mediates the individual and organizational themes with respect to turnover 
intentions. The individual theme focuses on the influence that factors such as age, 
gender, ethnicity, education, and marital status have on an employee’s cognitive 
behaviors leading to voluntary turnover. The second theme focuses on 
organizational characteristics including salary, working conditions, leadership and 
supervision, promotion potential.  The third theme of voluntary turnover factors, 
the attitudinal factors, focus on job satisfaction, perceived support, distributed 
justice, and the three components of organizational commitment (affective, 
normative, and continuance).  

Individual Factors 

There is a consistent focus on employee age as a variable in the literature. For 
instance, a meta-analysis conducted by Cotton & Tuttle (1986) found age negatively 
correlated with turnover intentions. However, a different meta-analysis (Griffeth et 
al.,2000) found a small, negative correlation between age and turnover, but 
determined that due to substantial variability across studies, they could not define 
age as a statistically significant factor for voluntary turnover.  
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Gender has also been studied as a factor in voluntary turnover research. Meta-
analyses on turnover literature conducted by Cotton & Tuttle (1986) and Hom & 
Griffeth (1995) found with strong confidence that women are more likely to 
voluntarily terminate employment then men. However, an updated meta-analysis 
by Griffeth et al. (2000) found that women’s quit rates to be similar to men’s. Most 
recently, and based on quit statistics of 475,458 professionals and managers from 19 
occupational fields and 20 corporations, Hom, Roberson, & Ellis (2008) observed 
women have a slightly higher, and statistically significant, quit rate as compared to 
men.  

In the same 2008 study, researchers found that racial minorities (African-
American, Hispanic, and Asian) quit more often than their Caucasian colleagues. 
However, when controlled for confounding variables such as tenure and past job 
attrition, the racial differences in voluntary quits were no longer statistically 
significant. These results further support the findings of Griffeth et al. (2000) that 
show no significant relationship between race and voluntary turnover.  

Employees who have spent more time in their current position (tenure) are more 
likely to be embedded in their job and thus more unlikely to voluntarily leave. 
Comparatively, younger employees are more likely to take risks and take new job 
opportunities; the inference being that fewer years working for a company makes 
one more likely to leave current employment for a new opportunity (Griffeth et al., 
2000).  

Ultimately, while almost all demographic and personal characteristics utilized in 
turnover and retention models have been shown to provide some, albeit low to 
modest, predictive strength of employee turnover (Cotton & Tuttle, 1986; Griffeth et 
al., 2000), few demographic attributes have consistently been shown to 
meaningfully predict turnover.  

Organizational Factors 

Much like demographic factors, organizational factors have been extensively 
examined in the literature, and many have been found to not be significant in 
predicting voluntary turnover. However, all or most of these factors have been 
tested as antecedents to job satisfaction, embeddedness, and organizational 
commitment. 

It is true that compensation matters for retention, and employees often leave 
organizations to take higher paying jobs elsewhere. However, while the relation 
between pay and retention has been the subject of many studies, these studies are 
not unanimous in their findings with regards to the strength of the impact pay has 
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on retention. For some, satisfaction with pay strongly correlates with the decision to 
stay with an organization. However, the literature generally finds pay level and pay 
satisfaction are relatively weak predictors of individual turnover decisions. 

In 1997 Trevor and his research team established that rise in pay increases 
retention of employees in an organization (Trevor, Gerhart, & Boudreau, 1997). Also 
in their study, Hausknecht, Rodda and Howard (2009) found extrinsic rewards— 
pay and other benefits—are significant contributors to employee retention. 
However, in Griffeth’s (2000) meta-analysis, only modest effects sizes on the 
retention decision were detected. The researchers also concluded that insufficient 
rewards beyond pay can increase a high performer’s decision to voluntarily leave. 
These results suggest pay increases may not always be the best solution to enhance 
employee retention.  

Like pay, the effect of promotion rates is not well understood in the literature. In 
multiple meta-analyses of the literature, promotions have been found to be 
negatively related to voluntary turnover (Cotton & Tuttle, 1986; Griffeth et al., 
2000). Salamin & Hom (2005) also concluded promotions are negatively linked with 
turnover. Salamin & Hom’s (2005) conclusion further supported Griffeth et al.’s 
(2000) meta-analysis—where they found promotional chances to be negatively 
correlated (-0.16) with voluntary turnover.  However, Trevor et al. (1997) found 
promotions, controlling for pay growth, to be positively correlated with voluntary 
turnover.  

Various studies have examined how the relationship between an employee, their 
immediate supervisor or manager, and their organization, plays a significant role in 
turnover decisions. Many recent studies have found significant statistical 
relationships between perceived organizational support—or how an individual 
believes the organization cares about their contributions and well-being (Kottke & 
Sharafinski, 1988)—and voluntary turnover (Allen, Shore, & Griffeth, 2003; 
Eisenberger, Stinglhamber, Vandenberghe, Sucharski, & Rhoades, 2002; Rhoades & 
Eisenberger, 2002). In their meta-analysis, Rhoades and Eisenberger (2002) found a 
correlation of -0.51 between perceived organizational support and turnover 
intention. In their longitudinal study utilizing the path model, Allen et al. (2003) 
found a significant correlation of -0.33 between perceived organizational support 
and turnover intentions.  

Direct supervisors and managers also shape employee views of the organization 
through perceived supervisor support. Eisenberger et al. (2002) argues employees 
view their front-line supervisor as agents of their organization.  The employees 
therefore consider their supervisor’s actions to be equated with organizational 
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actions. Evidence from the Path Model indicates that perceived supervisor support 
correlates with actual voluntary turnover of -0.11. Maertz et al. (2007) later showed, 
again through path modeling, perceived supervisor support not only mediates 
perceived organizational support, but is also a significant factor on its own.  
Eisenberger et al. (2002) also found that perceived supervisor support is more 
important than the organizational support. Their research supports the notion that 
since an employee’s manager or supervisor has daily contact with the employee, 
they may be able to foster more personal loyalty and thus convey potential to obtain 
more benefits to the employee.  

Job stress, mainly the result of role ambiguity and role conflict, has also been 
examined in the literature as an important factor related to turnover (Joseph, Ng, 
Koh, & Ang, 2007; Nygaard & Dahlstrom, 2002). Role ambiguity is the lack of 
information necessary for an employee to perform a job or task, leading them feeling 
helpless (Rizzo, House, & Lirtzman, 1970).  Role conflict is conflicting, inconsistent 
or incompatible job demands placed on the employee (Rizzo et al., 1970).   

Previous meta-analytic studies have shown higher levels of role ambiguity are 
correlated with lower job satisfaction and greater propensity to voluntarily leave an 
organization (Fisher & Gitelson, 1983; Jackson & Schuler, 1985). Similar to role 
ambiguity, role conflict was found to be associated with lower job satisfaction, 
organizational  commitment, and higher turnover intentions (Fisher & Gitelson, 
1983; Jackson & Schuler, 1985). Griffeth & Hom (1995), in their original meta-
analysis, showed job stress is a significant antecedent to voluntary turnover. They 
later reaffirmed this assertion in their 2000 meta-analysis, identifying role clarity 
and conflict to be significantly negatively correlated with voluntary turnover 
(Griffeth et al., 2000).  

Attitudinal Factors 

Job Satisfaction 
Most voluntary turnover models conceptualize job satisfaction as a key job-

related attitude initiating the voluntary turnover process. In fact, job satisfaction 
has been the most reliable construct and as such has become synonymous with 
turnover. It has long been recognized that dissatisfied employees are more likely to 
quit their jobs (March & Simon, 1958). Several meta-analyses have demonstrated 
job satisfaction moderately and negatively correlates to turnover (Cotton & Tuttle, 
1986; Griffeth et al., 2000; Hom, Roberson, & Ellis, 2008), as do various other 
antecedents of job satisfaction (e.g., satisfaction with the work, pay, or supervision; 
(Cotton & Tuttle, 1986). Job satisfaction is a function of perceptions of various 
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aspects of the job relative to individual values. Maertz & Griffeth (2004) suggest if 
an employee evaluates the characteristics of their job as poor they will have a 
negative affective reaction to the job. An employee experiencing dissatisfaction with 
their job is likely to have thoughts about quitting.  If job satisfaction is sufficiently 
low, the employee will develop a desire and intent to leave the organization. And 
this is exactly what is found: overall job satisfaction and various facets of 
satisfaction are moderate predictors of employee turnover (Cotton & Tuttle, 1986; 
Griffeth et al., 2000; Hom & Kinicki, 2001).   

 
Organizational Commitment 
Organizational commitment reflects an individual’s psychological attachment to 

their organization as a whole. Organizational commitment tends to be a better 
predictor than overall job satisfaction (Griffeth et al., 2000). Meyers and Allen 
(1991) identified a model of organization commitment comprised of three 
components: affective, normative, and continuance commitment (Meyer & Allen, 
1991). Affective commitment is the positive emotional attachment and identification 
of the employee to their organization. Continuance commitment is defined as 
commitment to an organization because of the high cost associated with leaving 
that organization. Normative commitment represents the perceived obligation to 
stay with an organization, regardless of the employee’s satisfaction. 

High affective commitment employees remain with an organization because they 
want to; high continuance commitment employees stay because they need to; and 
high normative commitment employees stay because they ought to (Carmeli & 
Weisberg, 2006). A meta-analysis run by Meyer (2002) showed that while all three 
forms of organizational commitment were negatively correlated to turnover, 
affective commitment was the strongest predictor, followed by normative and then 
continuance commitment (Meyer, Stanley, Herscovitch, & Topolnytsky, 2002).   

 
Embeddedness 
While organizational commitment and job satisfaction have some similarities to 

job embeddedness, they are not the same. The idea of job embeddedness consists of 
links, fit, and sacrifice. Links to the organization are the relationships the employee 
has with the organization (e.g. squadron, wing) and the relationships they have 
with others at work (e.g., colleagues, commander, and mentor). The links to the 
community include the geographical ties the individual has with regards to friends, 
relatives and community organizations.  
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Fit with an organization assesses how the employee perceives their work in the 
organization and whether the individual perceives there is similarity between the 
employee’s values and career goals and the work they are actually performing. Fit 
with the community is the perception of fit between the individual’s concepts of the 
type of community they want to integrate into and the community they actually live 
in.  

The concept of Sacrifices captures the perceived costs of current employment 
tangibles (e.g., pay and benefits), and the tangibles of the community if they were to 
leave the organization.  

While each dimension may have differing levels of importance at different stages 
of life, the aggregate of fit, links, and sacrifices represents attachment and inertia; 
more embedded employees are less likely to leave their organizations. The 
literature continually suggests employees with high embeddedness are less likely to 
voluntarily leave their organization. In 2001, Mitchell et al. offered evidence that 
organizational embeddedness has a negative effect on voluntary turnover intentions 
and actual voluntary turnover in a sample of grocery stores and hospital employees 
(Mitchell et al., 2001). Subsequent research has also shown a similar relationship 
between organizational embeddedness and voluntary turnover intentions (Burton, 
Holtom, Sablynski, Mitchell, & Lee, 2010; Zhang, Fried, & Griffeth, 2012).  

 
Perceived Alternatives  
Perceived alternatives refers to employees’ perception of the ease of finding 

alternative employment and is directly linked to March and Simon’s (1958) notion of 
ease of movement. Perceived job alternatives represent another extensively studied 
focal construct in turnover research. Research shows labor market perceptions of 
perceived alternative opportunities only modestly affect individual voluntary 
turnover (Griffeth et al., 2000; Jiang, Liu, McKay, Lee, & Mitchell, 2012; Steel & 
Lounsbury, 2009). 

Similarities and differences between Civilian, Military, and Rated retention 
While the literature on voluntary retention and turnover shows a significant 

amount of attention to turnover in the civilian employment sector, there is  a 
distinct lack of research available that looks at the factors affecting  voluntary 
turnover in the military in general, and the USAF specifically (Smith, Holtom, & 
Mitchell, 2011).   

Most published studies of military retention focus on data analysis and 
correlations related to the individual’s characteristics and demographics (e.g. 
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marital status and age), organizational characteristics (e.g. pay and bonuses, 
benefits, and ops temp) , and external employment opportunism (e.g. unemployment 
rates, and major airline hiring) in relationship to turnover (Gotz & McCall, 1983; 
Fullerton, 2003; Chaffin, Hamilton, & Czerw, 2008; Asch et al., 2010; Coates, 
Silvernail, Fulton, & Ivanitskaya, 2010; Gray & Grefer, 2012; Hansen & Moskowitz, 
2006; Mattock et al., 2016). Studies also treat the decision to stay and the decision 
to leave as being affected by the same or similar factors. Furthermore, most studies 
focus on the individual as being rational, making systematic evaluations of the 
current job, and making a utility maximizing turnover or retention decision. As a 
result, pay and benefits are universally found to be important factors (Ausink & 
Wise, 1996; Fullerton, 2003; Hansen & Moskowitz, 2006; Mattock et al., 2016), 
airline hiring reduces retention in the USAF (Levy, 1995; Fullerton, 2003; McGee, 
2015), and retention bonuses motivate service members to stay if set at the correct 
level (Ausink & Wise, 1996; Fullerton, 2003; Mattock et al., 2016). While some 
models have tried to overcome rational actor limitation by including a taste for 
service factors (Mattock et al., 2016), almost all studies make the caveat that it is 
difficult to untangle the effects of the pecuniary and nonpecuniary aspects of the 
retention decision. This narrow focus on the rational utility maximizing military 
member has led to a tendency to overlook difficult to measure factors such as 
attitudes toward senior leadership, perceptions of missions, deployments or ops 
tempo (Elliott, Kapur, & Gresenz, 2004).  

Summary  
The purpose of this chapter is to ground the reader in the history of academic 

research into voluntary employee turnover and retention in order to provide context 
for the discussion that follows in the rest of this dissertation. This chapter provides 
a historical and theoretical background of the relevant process and content models 
of the how and why an employee makes their decision, followed by a review of some 
of the most relevant factors used by employees in determining their decision. It then 
discusses how the research with respect to the military, and more specifically USAF 
pilot, retention differs from the civilian literature. What we find is that much of the 
literature related to military retention is predicated on the notion that individuals 
are utility maximizing, while overlooking many of the important concepts discussed 
in the civilian retention literature.   
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Chapter 3—Methodology 

To understand those factors related to rated officers’ decisions to stay or leave 
the USAF, and how they may vary by AFSC, this dissertation relied on quantitative 
and qualitative data from the USAF’s 2015 Military Career Decisions Survey. The 
questions in this survey mostly utilize Likert scale type responses. The topics 
covered by the questions touch on the reasons for leaving military service, the 
command climate, attitudes toward leadership, attitudes towards pay and benefits, 
job satisfaction, deployment history, and plans following separation from the 
service. The survey also generated free text responses by giving respondents the 
option to explain, in their own words, why they answered certain questions the way 
they did.    

Historically, the Military Career Decisions Survey has provided statistics on 
retention behaviors, but there has been little analysis linking the survey responses 
to the free text supplied by the respondent. Additionally, these types of response, 
such as the open-ended questions used in this research, are not often used for 
detailed analysis. They are traditionally used to develop other additional survey 
questions, or as an outlet for the respondents to air their frustrations and allow 
them to further explain their responses (Looker, Denton, & Davis, 1989). Free-text 
responses contain extremely rich information and act to accentuate and round out 
quantitative findings. Since quantitative findings from surveys lack the ability to 
express emotive content, nuanced information embedded in the verbatim responses 
is often lost. This richness of context and emotion inherent in text data makes it 
extremely valuable to analyze. 

While techniques for analyzing numerical data have become more advanced, text 
data analysis is still time-consuming and labor-intensive. When dealing with a 
large number of texts, a pitfall for coders is their ability to remain consistent and 
unbiased in coding. To address these issues, this study is inductive and deductive in 
nature, and two distinct analyses were used —text-based and theme-based.  

The text-based analysis relied on a ‘bag-of-words6’ analysis of the open-ended 
responses. We first organized all the responses by individual, and sorted them by 

                                            
6 This methodology treats every word, or phrase, as a unique feature in a document, and as a result 
is computationally inexpensive. Furthermore, because the data is organized in a matrix of 
observations and attributes we can easily apply different analytical methods to the data (Kwartler, 
2017).  
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the three different questions. The text for each question was then combined to 
create a single entry, which were then cleaned—an explanation of what this entails 
will be provided later—and then the top words were extracted and analyzed.  

Following the text analysis, a theme-based or content analysis was employed to 
identify the prevailing themes. Themes are recurrent or emerging concepts about 
the subject of inquiry (Ritchie, Lewis, Nicholls, & Ormston, 2013). They are 
fundamental concepts (Bernard & Ryan, 2010) that characterize the experiences of 
an individual by more general insights discovered from the data as a whole. While 
grounded theorists recommend a purely inductive approach to developing a set of 
codes for thematic analysis, the method chosen for this study utilized a data-driven 
inductive approach and a deductive organizing framework. The codes and sub-codes 
identified are conceptual in nature and identify the essential dimensions of the key 
concepts (Bradley, Curry, & Devers, 2007).   

This study implements a triangulation approach. The basic idea is to study a 
phenomenon of interest from differing angles to increase confidence in the findings. 
This can be accomplished in different ways: using various data, differing methods to 
collect data, involving multiple researchers, including different frameworks in the 
analysis, or any combination of these approaches (Silverman, 2013). For this study, 
multiple methodologies were used to arrive at the final results: a text analysis of 
the free responses, and a content analysis to identify the most prominent themes.  
The results were used to identify what USAF rated officers stated as being the 
significant factors and themes regarding their retention and retirement decisions.  
With insights distilled from the open-ended responses, specific and actionable policy 
recommendations are made to enhance the retention of rated officers in the USAF.  

Data 

Respondents 

I used data from the 2015 Active Duty Career Decisions Survey. This survey, 
also known as the USAF Retention Survey, has been administered biannually since 
1989. In 2013 the survey was rewritten to include a rated only section. The 
purposes of the retention and exit surveys are to assess factors influencing an 
individual’s decision to remain in the USAF. In addition, Headquarters USAF 
(HAF), manpower, personnel, and services (A1) has established a goal of using the 
responses to strengthen the link between, and integrate stated factors into, the 
actual policies and programs that HAF/A1 implements.  
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The survey was administered between 1 June 2015 and 14 September 2015. The 
eligible population for the survey was limited to only active duty E1 through E9 and 
O1 through O5 personnel with fewer than 20 years of service and no established 
date of separation. In 2015, the population of officers eligible to take the survey was 
41,5997. Of that initial population, 13,641 responded to the survey8. Finally, of the 
13,641 USAF officers who responded, 4,136 of those officers were pilots.  

 

 
Figure 5: Rank Demographics of Eligible Respondents and Actual Respondents 

 

Open-ended responses 

For this study, only the data for Air Force specialty codes (AFSC) 11—pilot—was 
used. For the question “Are there any reasons not previously mentioned that 
significantly influenced your decision,” 1,765 pilots responded. For the question, “If 
you would like to provide any comments on why you have chosen not to take 'the 
bonus' please do so below", 797 pilots responded. Finally, for the question, “Please 
provide any comments you may have pertaining to what factors influenced your 

                                            
7 12% LtCol, 22% Maj, 42% Capt, 15% 1Lt, and 8% 2Lt.  
8 15% LtCol, 24% Maj, 42% Capt, 12% 1Lt, and 7% 2Lt. 
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career decision", 1,259 pilots answered with a written comment. Looking at the 
table below, we can also see a breakout of the pilot type and the response rate to the 
three open ended questions.   

 

 
Table 1: Count and Percentage of Respondents by Question and Pilot Type 

 
The 2015 Active Duty Career Decisions Survey, which currently has over 4,000 

pilot respondents, is my secondary data source. In this study, the researcher served 
as an objective observer and was independent from the actual study.  I used a 
subsection of the survey questions which specifically speak to the factors and 
decision making processes respondents stated were important to them. The open-
ended questions are shown below: 

 
 Are there any reasons not previously mentioned that significantly influenced your 

decision? 
 If you would like to provide any comments on why you have chosen not to take the 

bonus, please do so. 
 Please provide any comments you may have pertaining to what factors influenced 

your career decision.  
 
Two separate items pertaining to retention were also used in the final analysis. 

Specifically, the items 1) Intent to remain beyond your present service commitment, 
and 2) Intent to remain until you are retirement eligible, are used to understand 
each individual’s career intentions. These two items are rated on a 7 point Likert 

AFSC
Total  

Respondents
#repsonded to 

question
% responded 
to question

#repsonded to 
question

% responded 
to question

#repsonded to 
question

% responded 
to question

11B 198 117 59.1% 48 24.2% 88 44.4%
11E 45 32 71.1% 10 22.2% 22 48.9%
11F 604 353 58.4% 171 28.3% 231 38.2%
11H 191 102 53.4% 43 22.5% 70 36.6%
11K 64 37 57.8% 11 17.2% 18 28.1%
11M 1438 835 58.1% 409 28.4% 590 41.0%
11R 238 121 50.8% 42 17.6% 110 46.2%
11S 276 164 59.4% 59 21.4% 123 44.6%
11U 16 4 25.0% 4 25.0% 7 43.8%

All Pilots 3070 1765 57.5% 797 26.0% 1259 41.0%

Sum of (Q30) "Are there any 
reasons not previously 

mentioned that significantly 
influenced your decision?"

Sum of (Q107) "If you would 
like to provide any comments 
on why you have chosen not 
to take 'the bonus' please do 

so below."

Sum of (Q151) "Please provide 
any comments you may have 

pertaining to what factors 
influenced your career 

decision."
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scale with responses ranging from Definitely will remain in the Air Force to 
Undecided, to Definitely will NOT remain in the Air Force. 

 
The data was previously collected on the 2015 Active Duty Career Decisions 

Survey. RAND’s Human Subjects Protection Committee (HSPC) has recommended 
exemption from future reviews. All data is anonymized, and there was no manner 
by which officers could be identified during the course of the study. All data is 
currently kept on an official RAND encrypted computer, and stored in an Excel 
worksheet which is password-protected. 

 

Text and Theme Pre-Processing  

Using the open-ended statements in the survey, the goal of this research is to 
typify each type of pilot, their separation intention, and their retirement intention 
in terms of word usage as a way to gain actionable insights from the responses. 
When using this method, there is sometimes a risk that a small number of 
respondents will repeat particular words or phrases repeatedly, therefore skewing 
results. However, after careful examination of the responses, this was found not to 
be the case. Preliminary analyses showed individual words were sufficient. 
However, word co-occurrences (2 word pairs) were also taken into account. The 
rationale for including word pairs was to ensure words which define a particular 
concept were not lost (e.g. additional duties, pilot bonus, fighter pilot, etc.). By 
counting individual words and word combinations, a document term matrix (DTM) 
was constructed. This matrix was then analyzed using correspondence analysis 
(CA), to visualize the relationship between pilot type, separation intentions, and 
retirement intentions, and the words used by the respondents.  

To create this matrix, we ‘cleaned’ the textual statements and make some 
practical choices on which words to keep or combine. The actual word count and 
creation of the DTM was done using the tidytext and TM package in the statistical 
software tool R (Feinerer, 2017; Silge & Robinson, 2016). Traditionally the DTM 
keeps a count of the total number of times a word used in a document (for an 
abbreviated example see Table 2). However, a preliminary analysis of the responses 
showed respondents used the exact same response for multiple open-end questions. 
Thus, a decision was made to use a binary count of the words, i.e.  a word is 
recorded by the DTM as a 1, regardless of how many times the word was used.  
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Table 2: Abbreviated DTM Example 

 
In the same way that the modified DTM was created, a theme by respondent 

matrix was created. How the themes were determined will be discussed later in the 
chapter. Nevertheless, it is appropriate to discuss how the matrix was created. Each 
respondent had the opportunity to answer the three questions. Codes were assigned 
to each response (for an abbreviated example see Table 3). Then for each 
respondent, the coded themes were tallied. For the same reason stated in the 
creation of the DTM, a decision was made to use a binary count of the themes. That 
is, regardless of the number of times a respondent repeated a theme, the theme 
matrix registers a score of 1.   

 

 
Table 3: Abbreviated Theme by Respondent Example 

 
Text analysis began with the preprocessing, or the ‘cleaning’ of the text: 

removing typing mistakes, dealing with digits, punctuation marks, and letter 
capitalization (Miner, Elder IV, & Hill, 2012). In the next step, words with low 

1 4 5 11 20 … 4215 4216 4224 4232
addition 0 0 0 0 0 … 0 0 0 0

assignables 0 0 0 0 0 … 0 0 0 0
base 0 0 0 0 0 … 1 0 0 0

bonus 0 1 0 0 0 … 0 0 0 0
care 0 0 0 0 0 … 0 0 0 1

career 0 0 0 0 1 … 0 0 0 0… … … … … …

…

… … … …

train 1 0 0 0 0 … 0 1 0 0
treat 0 0 0 0 0 … 0 0 0 0
unit 0 0 0 0 0 … 0 0 0 0

valuable 0 0 1 0 0 … 0 0 0 0
workand 0 0 0 0 0 … 0 0 0 0

yearly 0 0 0 1 0 … 0 0 0 0

Unique 
Word

Respondent ID

1 4 5 6 … 4228 4230 4231 4232
alts.air 0 1 0 0 … 0 0 0 1

alts.other 0 1 0 1 … 0 0 0 0
alts.qol 0 1 0 0 … 0 0 0 0

fam.child 0 0 0 0 … 0 0 0 0
fam.pcs 0 0 0 0 … 0 0 0 0… … … … … … … … … …

s.pp.maternity 0 0 0 0 … 0 0 0 0
s.pp.pcs 0 0 0 1 … 0 0 0 0
s.pp.pme 0 0 0 0 … 0 0 0 0

s.pp.promote 0 0 0 0 … 0 0 0 0
s.pp.pt 0 0 0 0 … 0 0 0 0

s.pp.retire 0 0 1 0 … 0 0 0 0

Respondent ID

Theme
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meaning, also called stopwords (e. g. the, and, for, on), were removed. After 
examining the responses, it was clear that the customary stopwords in the TM 
package and the quanteda package in R (Benoit & Nulty, 2013; Feinerer, 2017) 
were insufficient. The problem was solved by combining the stopwords in these 
packages with custom stopwords (see appendix K). 

Statements from the respondents vary greatly with regards to length, 
grammatical construction and complexity, and emotion. Furthermore, they often 
contain negations (e.g. no, not) and qualifiers (e.g. very, some). The word not, for 
example, appears on many stopword lists, since this word does not supply much 
meaning on its own. While this is generally true, in this study this word is of 
primary concern: happy and not happy are extremely different statements. Similar 
reasoning applies to words such as too, very, and no. We therefore did not include 
negations and qualifiers on the stopword lists for these words.  

The final preprocessing step is lemmatization and stemming9: a process for 
grouping together derivatives of the same word. For example, deploy, deploying, 
and deployments when lemmatized, all reference the same concept of deploying. 
Synonyms are also important; TDY, for instance, also means deploying.  We did not 
lemmatize or stem these words because we used correspondence analysis (CA), 
which contains, inherent in its methodology, a special property of distributional 
equivalence, which is an extremely useful property when analyzing word frequency 
tables. For instance, if several words have the same CA profile, and we group them 
together like a single entry by adding their word count totals before conducting the 
analysis, the CA of this simplified table will give exactly the same results as an 
analysis on the original, uncombined, table. Because of this property, we know 
directly if these words have the same profile - it does not matter whether we group 
them together; the results will be the same (Husson, Lê, & Pagès, 2017).  

Once the preprocessing of the DTM and the respondent by theme matrices were 
complete, the data from the individual respondents were compiled, resulting in 
multiple contingency tables, also known as cross tabulation tables.  These tables 
organize the pilot types, separation intentions, and retirement intentions in rows, 

                                            
9 The purpose of both stemming and lemmatization is to reduce related forms of 

a word to a common base. This allows the words to be analyzed as a single term. 
Stemming is a heuristic process reducing words to their base or root 
form. Lemmatization is a process of grouping words together and return the base or 
dictionary form of a word, the lemma of a word. 
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and the words and themes in columns. Our goal was to use these tables in the 
analysis, using the results to make inferences about the relationships between the 
columns and the rows. Below is an abbreviated example of the contingency tables.   

 

 
Table 4: Abbreviated Example Contingency Table of Pilot Types and Unique Words 

Analysis 

Words-based analysis 

The text analysis allows us to take large amounts of unstructured textual data 
and distill useful insights (Kwartler, 2017) the USAF can use to inform decisions on 
policy and programming. Below is an explanation how this text analysis was 
conducted to arrive at these insights.  

As previously mentioned, word counts and word frequency analyses were used to 
identify, compare, and interpret themes from the open-ended responses. Word 
counts are a tried and true method for discovering patterns of ideas in any body of 
text and making comparisons between groups (Weber, 1990). Furthermore, word 
frequency lists provide a convenient way of understanding differences in word 
usage. As an example, Ryan & Weisner (1998) used word counts to compare 
mothers’ and fathers’ descriptions of their children. In examining the frequency of 
words mentioned, they found mothers expressed more concern over interpersonal 

11B 11E 11F 11H 11K 11M 11R 11S
ability 14 6 51 16 4 109 18 26

absolutely 0 0 0 5 3 0 0 0
accept 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9

accomplish 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8
account 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0
actual 0 0 0 7 0 0 0 0

additional 26 8 91 13 12 190 23 32
additional duty 28 6 93 16 11 240 26 36

additionally 0 0 21 0 0 56 7 10
adequate 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0

adsc 15 7 42 11 2 86 14 18
afb 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 14… … … … … … … … …

wife 0 4 30 8 0 57 0 0
wing 10 0 28 11 4 56 13 10

worked 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 0
working 15 3 39 7 0 77 0 12
worse 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0
worth 13 4 32 0 0 81 11 15
wrong 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 0
young 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 0

Pilot Type
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issues (e.g. friends, respect, creative), and fathers appeared to prioritize 
achievement-oriented and individualistic issues (e.g. good, independent, extremely). 

In another example, Nolan & Ryan (2000) used words counts to compare gender 
perception differences of slasher films. By comparing the frequency of words used to 
describe these films, they found female respondents displayed a greater fear related 
to family terror and demonic possession, and male respondents showed a pattern of 
fear of strangers and unfamiliar assailants (Nolan & Ryan, 2000).  

A disadvantage with word count and word frequency analyses is that they do not 
consider the context in which the words occur. Neither do they consider the 
semantic or affective salience of the words used. Yet, these types of analyses do help 
to identify important constructs and provides a method to systematically compare 
groups (Ryan & Weisner, 1998). 

By examining the word counts and frequencies in the DTM, keywords were 
identified and explored in their full context. A “keyword in context” (KWIC) list is 
created by searching a document or corpus for all the places a particular word or 
phrase appears, and displaying the word or phrase in the context of the words 
before and after it. This produces a concordance: the search and identification of all 
cases of a string or specific word, shown in a context. A brief example of a KWIC is 
shown in Table 5.  

 
 

 
Table 5: Example KWIC 

  
KWIC as a method has withstood the test of time. While the term ‘KWIC’ was 

coined in by an IBM engineer in the 1960’s (Luhn, 1960), this methodology dates 
back much further. Well-known concordances have been conducted on sacred texts, 
such as the Old and New Testaments of the Christian Bible (Cruden, 1843) and the 

I want the flexibility to choose my 
future employment path instead of 

being locked in for another 5 or 9 
years . Secondary , the current 

amount offered by the

bonus

isnt enough to make up for the lack of 
flexibility and the resulting guarantee of at 
least one (and probably two or thre) more 
PCSs and likely another

I feel the Aviator Retention Pay Bonus

is going to have to increase greatly to offset 
the desire for pilots to not accept much 
higher paying jobs with airlines after their 
initial UFT ADSC is complete.

Pilots care more about their time 
than the bonus

money. Add support personnel to allow 
focus on primary duties while shortening 
the duty the day . Working 8 - 10 hours per 
day will keep more people in than bumping 
the bonus a few thousand dollars. The 
bonus bump will never compete with the 
airline money.

4.Undecided
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Koran (Kassis, Rahman, & Rahman, 1983), as well as on famous works of literature 
by authors including Euripides (Longman, Allen, & Italie, 1956), Homer 
(Prendergast, 1869), and Beowulf (Bessinger & Smith, 1969)  (Bernard & Ryan, 
2010). 

KWIC and concordance for this project are essentially the same thing. A KWIC 
output displays the contexts of the located phrases or word (Neuendorf, 2016). 
When KWIC is run on all the substantive words in a text and then arranged 
alphabetically by substantive words, the results are a classic concordance (Bernard 
& Ryan, 2010; Weber, 1990). Each KWIC or concordance gives us a better 
understanding of the use and context of the word or phrase than a raw count or 
frequency (Neuendorf, 2016).  

Finally, correspondence analysis (CA), an exploratory multivariate space-
reduction technique for categorical data analysis, was used on the word contingency 
tables. CA is an exploratory technique allowing for the simultaneous visualization 
of the relationships between rows and columns in the same space. These 
visualizations take the form of symmetric bi-plots:  both rows and columns are in 
principal coordinates. These plots represent the strength of correlation and 
variation through the relative distance between data points. This representation 
applies only to the data points in the same space (i.e. data in the rows or columns). 
When interpreting row-to-column distances, it is important to keep in mind that it 
is not possible to interpret the distance between row points and column points using 
symmetric bi-plots. However, when a row profile is positive it is generally associated 
with positive column profiles, and vice versa.  

This methodology has been traditionally applied to contingency tables of two or 
more categorical variables, and the data can be either discrete or categorical (M. J. 
Greenacre, 2010). Again, while we can show there is a relationship between rows 
and columns, we cannot show the strength of this relationship.  The primary 
purpose is to produce a simplified low-dimensional representation of the 
information in large contingency tables. Although a mathematical proof of CA is 
beyond the scope of this research, the reader is directed to many of the textbooks 
written on the subject (Beh & Lombardo, 2014; Benzécri, 1992; M. Greenacre, 2017; 
M. J. Greenacre, 2010; Husson et al., 2017). 

Theme-based analysis 

Among the most common methods in qualitative data analysis are coding and 
classification. In this is research, coding refers to the categorization of open ended 
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responses to facilitate analysis. The following is an explanation of how the codes 
were identified and the process by which the open-ended responses were coded.   

 
Identifying themes 
The initial and most critical step in the coding process is the creation of a 

codebook (DeCuir-Gunby, Marshall, & McCulloch, 2011). While there has been 
much debate in the qualitative research literature about coding methods and 
codebook creation (e.g. (Bazeley, 2013; Bernard & Ryan, 2010; DeCuir-Gunby et al., 
2011; Neuendorf, 2016; Ritchie et al., 2013; Silverman, 2013; Weber, 1990), there 
does not yet seem to be an established or universally accepted set of coding 
procedures  (DeCuir-Gunby et al., 2011). Seidel and Kelle suggest three 
fundamental steps in the coding process: 1) consider relevant occurrences to the 
study, 2) collect instances of those occurrences, and 3) analyze the occurrences to 
identify similarities, differences, patterns, and structures (Seidel & Kelle, 1995). 

While most codes are either theory driven or data driven (Bernard & Ryan, 
2010), the codes used in this research were both the product of existing theories and 
concepts in the employee retention literature, and from themes that emerged from 
the open-ended responses themselves. Codes were identified, labeled, and 
categorized. The open-ended responses were then analyzed and coded, and the main 
themes extracted. These main themes were originally identified as system, 
individual, family, and outside career alternatives. However, an analysis conducted 
on these variables was found to be insufficient to draw any conclusions.  

 
 

 
Table 6: Identified Themes and Subthemes 

Individual Family Alternatives
Culture Infrastructure Leadership Plans & Programs Volunteer QoL Other 
Valued Base Senior Leaders Assignment System Service Spouse Airlines
Fairness Resources Immediate Supervisor Joint Spouse Patriotism Child QoL

Camaraderie Manpower Toxic Leader Bonus Control PCS
Mission Focus AFPC Priorities PCS Meaning Sacrifice

Moral Support Effectiveness Force Management Community 
Change Medical Managers Retirement Not the Money

Transparency Risk Adverse Promotion Love
Trust Careerism Benefits

Toxic Culture Out of Touch Maternity Leave
More with Less Deployment System

Bureaucracy Feedback 
Politically Correct PME

Voice PT
Uncertainty

System
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After this initial open coding, interviews with subject matter experts in RAND’s 

Project Air Force (PAF)) as well as a literature review were conducted to provide 
supporting theories to better define and expand the themes. Then the original 
themes were subcategorized into 58 subthemes. The main theme System had four 
new subthemes identified as Culture, Infrastructure, Leadership, and Plan & 
Programs, while Individual, Family and Alternatives remained. All themes can be 
found in Table 6. Furthermore, the exact definitions and criteria for the codes can 
be found in the codebook in Appendix L. While these themes are not meant to be 
mutually exclusive, they are meant to capture the full range of major themes 
expressed by the respondents. 

A parallel analysis of the themes followed the exact same methodology as the 
analysis of the words. Theme counts were calculated and input into multiple 
contingency tables (an example can be seen in Table 7).  Key themes in context were 
then analyzed. Finally, a CA was conducted to understand how these themes relate 
to the following dimensions: pilot types, separation intentions, and retirement 
intentions. 

 
 

 
Table 7: Abbreviated Example Contingency Table of Separation Intention and Themes 

Triangulation 
The most common statistical reliability methods in the content analysis 

literature (e.g. Cohen’s Κ, Scott’s Π, Fleiss’ Κ, and Krippendorf’s α), are used to 

1.Def_NOT 2.Prob_NOT 3.Lean_NOT 4.Undecided 5.Lean_Will 6.Prob_Will 7.Def_Will
alts.air 51 80 49 44 38 25 9

alts.other 18 25 14 9 0 9 2
alts.qol 31 68 42 23 16 17 11

fam.child 7 19 11 10 9 13 6
fam.pcs 10 20 18 16 9 12 6
fam.qol 24 48 37 42 32 37 20

fam.sacrifice 40 96 52 65 57 46 17
fam.spouse 12 45 33 29 27 25 9… … … … … … … …

s.pp.joint 4 11 10 10 16 16 3
s.pp.maternity 1 2 0 3 1 0 0

s.pp.pcs 9 28 21 23 15 14 3
s.pp.pme 9 14 8 11 11 15 6

s.pp.promote 46 75 48 44 44 48 31
s.pp.pt 1 4 1 2 1 4 0

s.pp.retire 11 22 18 39 38 39 36

Stated Separation Intention 
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report agreement among raters (Krippendorff, 2004; Lombard, Snyder Duch & 
Bracken, 2002). However, these measures can only be used for data that belong to 
mutually exclusive categories. Because we were dealing with non-mutually 
exclusive categories, these measurements were inappropriate for this study. 
Therefore, the F1 measure (Hripcsak & Rothschild, 2005)—the harmonic mean 
between two sets of data.—was used. The F1 score is 1 if the two sets of data are 
exactly the same, and 0 if the two sets of data are completely different. Ultimately, 
this measure shows how much agreement exists between a set of raters.  

Two researchers calculated the F1 scores between the label themes of an open-
ended response, and were then averaged across all the responses to represent the 
agreement. If there are a total number of N responses categorized by the two 
researchers, for the ith response, x1i represents the number of themes labeled to this 
response by Coder A, x2i represents the number of themes labeled to this response 
by Coder B, and si represents the number of themes common between Coder A and 
Coder B. Let p1i = si / x1i, and p2i = si / x2i , then  

 

 

 
For the comparisons of a group of objects, a reliability coefficient of 0.7 or above 

is sufficient(Friedman & Wyatt, 2005). In this study, two subject matter experts 
were given a random sample of 100 responses, and categorized them separately. 
The F1 scores between the two raters was F1=0.741.  

 

Summary 
The content analysis was designed to help better understand the stated 

influences and factors involved in a rated officer’s decision to stay or leave the 
USAF. Responses to the 2015 Active Duty Career Decisions Survey were read, 
words and phrases analyzed, and then the statements used by each member were 
assigned themes. These themes represent the important topics among lusters of 
individuals. With this information, specific policy recommendations can be made to 
enhance the retention of rated officers in the USAF.  
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Chapter 4—Results 

This chapter answers the research questions in Table 8 by taking an exploratory 
approach to understanding the data, and using the methodologies described in 
Chapter 3 to confirm the conclusions drawn about the responses elicited by USAF 
crew force.  

We first begin by understanding and interpreting who responded to the survey. 
We then break down the data by Pilot Type, Stated Separation Intention, and 
Stated Retirement Intention. For each group, we explored the data in exactly the 
same way: analyzing the words used by each group, examining certain keywords in 
context, and finally analyzing the themes. What we find is that all three methods 
are complementary and each leads us to similar conclusions.  

 

 
Table 8: Research Questions 

Pilot Types and Stated Career Intentions 
To better understand the population of respondents, a chi-square analysis and 

Cramer’s V were calculated10. Chi-square indicates the statistical significance of the 
relationship between two variables. Cramer’s V measures the strength of that 
relationship. Ultimately, the chi-square answers the question about the likelihood 
of a relationship in between the rows and columns; the Cramer’s V tells about the 
strength of this relationship.  

Knowing if a relationship is statistically significant or real in the population is 
important. Cramer’s V indicates importance, with values ranging from 0 to a perfect 
1.0. Based literally on the computed chi-square measure, Cramer’s V also takes into 

                                            
10  , the square root of total inertia divided by the minimum of total rows (I)-

1 or total columns (J)-1 (Husson et al., 2017). In CA the term inertia is synonymous with variance.   
Total inertia   is a measurement of the variation in a contingency table—the extent the 
points are spread around the centroid. The Φ2 will be the same for both analyses conducted on the 
rows and the columns, because of distributional equivalence.  

1.1. What words do rated officers say influenced their decision to stay or leave? 
1.2. What organizing themes emerge from rated officers’ experiences in the USAF? 

1.    How do rated officers talk about their experiences and decisions in the USAF? 

2. To what degree do words/themes vary by rated officers by AFSC? 
3. To what degree do words/themes vary by different retention intentions?
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account the number of cases in the sample and the number of values of the 
categorical variable being interrelated. Cramer’s V and chi-square combined make 
it possible to distinguish between a small but nonetheless real association between 
two variables in a population, and an association that is both significant and 
relatively more important. 

The number of responses by pilot type for each stated separation intention is 
given in Table 9. A chi-square test of independence was performed to examine the 
relation between pilot type and stated separation intention.  We removed the 
11K’s11 from our analysis and found the relationship between these variables is 
insignificant, X2 (36, N = 2288) = 46.67, p=.11, and the Cramer’s V = .054. The p-
value and the Cramer’s V value suggest there is no significant difference between 
pilot types, with regard to their stated separation intention.  

 

 
Table 9: Contingency Table of Pilot Type and Stated Separation Intentions with 11K's Removed 

 
This result suggests that this is a ubiquitous problem across all pilot AFSC’s. 

With regards to pilot types, each group seems to have similar stated separation 
intentions. The implications here are   that focusing retention efforts solely on any 
                                            
11 The reason for leaving out the 11K's has to do with assumptions of the chi-square test. The chi-
square approximation can be a poor indicator when the expected values are less than five (Agresti, 
1996). When we conducted the analysis on the complete dataset the relationship between these 
variables was significant, X2 (42, N = 2332) = 60.6, p=.031, and the Cramer’s V = .061. While the 
results suggest pilot type is not independent of separation type, the Cramer’s V value suggests this is 
a very small association. Furthermore, we later discuss the fact that 11E’s and 11K's are most likely 
outliers, with respect to other AFSC types. 

11B 11E 11F 11H 11M 11R 11S
1.Definitely will 
NOT remain in 
the Air Force

13 4 36 13 146 19 25

2.Probably will 
NOT remain in 
the Air Force

29 3 99 13 207 30 41

3.Lean toward 
NOT remaining 
in the Air Force

30 6 71 17 157 21 31

4.Undecided 21 9 93 29 167 27 35

5.Lean toward 
remaining in 
the Air Force

18 7 54 22 153 27 31

6.Probably will 
remain in the 

Air Force
23 7 67 32 168 30 36

7.Definitely will 
remain in the 

Air Force
15 4 45 15 106 22 14

St
at

ed
 S

ep
ar

at
io

n 
In

te
nt

io
n

AFSC
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particular AFSC type misses the point; this is an Air Force- wide aircrew force 
problem. While retention is not a unique problem for any particular pilot AFSC, as 
we will see later, the stated reasons for separating and retiring will vary among 
them. 

A chi-square test of independence was performed to examine the relation 
between pilot type and stated retirement intention. The relation between these 
variables was significant, X2 (49, N = 2332) = 134.8, p=.000, and the Cramer’s V = 
.085. In much the same way as the result for stated separation intention, the results 
suggest pilot type is not independent of retirement type. However, the Cramer’s V 
value suggests this is a very small association.  

 

 
Table 10: Contingency Table of Pilot Type and Stated Retirement Intentions 

 

For a sensitivity analysis, we remove the 11K’s, 11E’s12, and those pilots whom 
are already retirement eligible from our analysis and conduct another chi-square 
test of independence on the relation between pilot type and stated retirement 
intention. We see the relation between these variables is still significant, X2 (30, N = 
2233) = 89.34, p=.000, and the Cramer’s V = .082. The p-value and the Cramer’s V 
value still suggest there is significant difference between pilot types, with regard to 
their stated retirement intention. However, the Cramer’s V value is relatively 

                                            
12 Again, we removed the 11E's and the 11K's for the reasons stated above when looking at the AFSC 
type and stated separation intentions. 

11B 11E 11F 11H 11K 11M 11R 11S
1.Definitely will 
NOT remain in 
the Air Force

9 1 20 9 4 123 12 21

2.Probably will 
NOT remain in 
the Air Force

22 1 62 10 17 183 24 35

3.Lean toward 
NOT remaining 
in the Air Force

28 4 41 14 4 134 16 29

4.Undecided 21 3 71 20 6 139 22 31

5.Lean toward 
remaining in the 

Air Force
14 7 42 23 3 149 25 27

6.Probably will 
remain in the Air 

Force
25 7 80 29 9 179 33 33

7.Definitely will 
remain in the Air 

Force
30 16 145 35 1 191 43 34

8.Already 
Retirement 

Eligible
0 1 4 1 0 6 1 3
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t 
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ns

AFSC
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small, and along with the stated separation intentions, can be seen to suggest that 
the relationship is weak.  

 

 
Table 11: Contingency Table of Pilot Type and Stated Retirement Intentions with 11E's and 11K's Removed 

 
In Table 12, the residuals (observed values minus the expected values) of the 

chi-square test, we some interesting trends. Negative values in Table 13 suggest 
fewer respondents stated this response than predicted, and positive values suggest 
more respondents stated this response than expected. Past retention efforts have 
focused on the 11F community. However, the residuals show fewer 11Fs than 
expected indicated an intent to retire. These results suggest the focus on retaining 
11Fs, with regard to keeping retirement eligible or near retirement eligible fighter 
pilots, may be misplaced. In fact, based on stated retirement intentions, the positive 
residuals values in Table 12 suggest the 11M and the 11S communities may soon 
face a shortage of their most experienced pilots. 

 

11B 11F 11H 11M 11R 11S
1.Definitely will 
NOT remain in 
the Air Force

9 20 9 123 12 21

2.Probably will 
NOT remain in 
the Air Force

22 62 10 183 24 35

3.Lean toward 
NOT remaining 
in the Air Force

28 41 14 134 16 29

4.Undecided 21 71 20 139 22 31

5.Lean toward 
remaining in the 

Air Force
14 42 23 149 25 27

6.Probably will 
remain in the Air 

Force
25 80 29 179 33 33

7.Definitely will 
remain in the Air 

Force
30 145 35 191 43 34

Retire / AFSC
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Table 12: Table of Residuals (Oij - Eij) 

 

A chi-square test of independence was performed, on the data in Table 13, to 
examine the relation between stated separation intention and stated retirement 
intention. The relation between these variables was highly significant, X2 (42, N = 
2332) = 6166.83, p=.000, and the Cramer’s V = .664. The strength of this 
relationship is particularly strong. This result suggests those who indicate intent to 
stay past their current ADSC also indicate intent to stay to at least their retirement 
date or longer. However, the opposite is also true; those who indicate an intent to 
separate at the end of their ADSC have no intention to remain until retirement 
eligibility. These results are also visualized in Figure 6. This result should not come 
as a startling revelation to the reader. What is interesting is that we have shown 
there is a statistical relationship between the two. It should be noted that this 
relationship is correlational, and we do not imply any sense of causation in the 
relationship13.  

                                            
13 We do not know if the decision to stay until retirement coerces the decisions to stay past current 
ADSC, or if staying past current ADSC forces the retirement decision.  

11B 11E 11F 11H 11K 11M 11R 11S

1.Definitely will NOT remain 
in the Air Force -3.71 -2.41 -19.68 -3.03 0.25 28.79 -3.02 2.82

2.Probably will NOT remain 
in the Air Force -0.62 -5.07 -8.59 -11.40 10.32 15.41 -2.72 2.67

3.Lean toward NOT 
remaining in the Air Force 10.75 -0.63 -12.84 -2.33 -1.09 6.18 -4.38 4.34

4.Undecided 1.00 -2.37 8.59 1.08 0.09 -9.18 -1.62 2.41
5.Lean toward remaining in 

the Air Force -4.53 2.03 -15.83 5.47 -2.47 11.71 3.11 0.51

6.Probably will remain in 
the Air Force -0.24 0.22 1.24 5.12 1.55 -8.00 3.19 -3.08

7.Definitely will remain in 
the Air Force -1.63 7.51 46.30 5.07 -8.34 -43.34 5.64 -11.21

8.Already Retirement 
Eligible -1.02 0.73 0.81 0.03 -0.30 -1.57 -0.21 1.54
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Table 13: Contingency Table of Stated Separation Intentions and Stated Retirement Intentions 

 
While these results are confounding, a closer look at the main diagonal of the 

matrix, and the cells just left or right of each cell on the diagonal, we see that for 
the UNDECIDED and WILL separation types more people indicate a higher level of 
retirement intention than lower. While the opposite is true for the NOT remain 
groups. For example, in the UNDECIDED separation intention group, 52 
respondents stated they are LEANING WILL remain versus 18 stating they are 
LEANING NOT to remain—see Table 14. Furthermore, if we examine the upper 
triangle, and compare it to the lower triangle, we see there are significantly more 
respondents in the upper portion of the matrix and in the lower. This suggests there 
is potential to influence a portion of the respondents to change their stated 
separation intentions in a positive direction (i.e. moving toward the WILL remain 
intention).    

 

1.Definitely 
will NOT 

remain in the 
Air Force

2.Probably 
will NOT 

remain in the 
Air Force

3.Lean 
toward NOT 
remaining in 
the Air Force

4.Undecided

5.Lean 
toward 

remaining in 
the Air Force

6.Probably 
will remain 
in the Air 

Force

7.Definitely 
will remain 
in the Air 

Force

8.Already 
Retirement 

Eligible

1.Definitely will 
NOT remain in 
the Air Force

175 18 4 3 3 10 41 5

2.Probably will 
NOT remain in 
the Air Force

21 289 26 8 5 19 64 6

3.Lean toward 
NOT remaining 
in the Air Force

2 44 219 29 6 6 33 1

4.Undecided 0 3 18 248 52 20 45 3

5.Lean toward 
remaining in 
the Air Force

1 0 1 22 195 60 35 1

6.Probably will 
remain in the 

Air Force
0 0 1 3 29 263 74 0

7.Definitely will 
remain in the 

Air Force
0 0 1 0 0 17 203 0
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Table 14: Subset of Stated Separation Intentions and Stated Retirement Intentions 

 
Again, if we look at Figure 6 these results are also shown. The first dimension 

(the x-axis) clearly delineates between those who will stay in the Air Force after 
their ADSC or until retirement, and those who have stated they will not remain. It 
is notable that those who stated that they are UNDECIDED, both about remaining 
in the USAF after their current ADSC and remaining until retirement, clearly fall 
on the side with those who are leaning or will remain in. This observation suggests 
better understanding of the UNDECIDED group is need. If members from this 
group can be motivated to move from being undecided to leaning towards 
remaining, better retention will be achieved. 

1.Definitely 
will NOT 
remain in 

the Air Force

2.Probably 
will NOT 

remain in the 
Air Force

3.Lean 
toward NOT 
remaining in 
the Air Force

4.Undecided

5.Lean 
toward 

remaining in 
the Air Force

6.Probably 
will remain 
in the Air 

Force

7.Definitely 
will remain 
in the Air 

Force

8.Already 
Retireme

nt 
Eligible

1.Definitely 
will NOT 

remain in the 
Air Force

175 18 4 3 3 10 41 5

2.Probably 
will NOT 

remain in the 
Air Force

21 289 26 8 5 19 64 6

3.Lean 
toward NOT 
remaining in 
the Air Force

2 44 219 29 6 6 33 1

4.Undecided 0 3 18 248 52 20 45 3

5.Lean 
toward 

remaining in 
the Air Force

1 0 1 22 195 60 35 1

6.Probably 
will remain 
in the Air 

Force

0 0 1 3 29 263 74 0

7.Definitely 
will remain 
in the Air 

Force

0 0 1 0 0 17 203 0
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Figure 6: CA of Stated Separation Intention (RED) vs Stated Retirement Intention (BLUE) 
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Pilot Types 

Words and Phrases 

The top 200 words and phrases, by rank, were selected for each pilot type. This 
resulted in 481 unique words and phrases. Looking at Figure 7 and Table 15 we can 
see two different representations of the top 30 words by pilot type.  

The shapes of the distributions and the word frequency and rates are similar 
between each pilot type. This indicates no particular group is using any particular 
word more than any other group. Further, when we look at Figure 7 and Table 16 
we see the words being used appear at about the same rates and ranks.  

When we highlight specific words—found in Table 16—we see the most common 
words across the pilot types are job, career, and duty, and are shared by all groups. 
Moreover, when we look at the rest of the list, we notice of the top 10 words used by 
each group, they share at least 5 of the same words (family, pilot bonus, leadership, 
flying, and additional duty)—except for the 11K’s.  

Looking at the CA bi-plot of Figure 8, we see the graph is particularly skewed by 
the 11E’s and 11K’s. The 11K’s have inertia of .232, a coordinate value of 3.54, and 
contribute to 94.9% of the variation in dimension 1. The 11E’s have inertia of .204, a 
coordinate value of 2.85, and contribute to 95.1% of the variation in dimension 2. 
Those points which have a large inertia and contribution (relative to other points) 
are most likely to be outliers (Hoffman & Franke, 1986). Also, we can think of the 
coordinate values on the axes as the number of standard deviations away from the 
overall average profile, or barycenter14. Looking at the 11E’s and 11 K’s both have 
dimensional points greater than three; combined with their large contributions this 
suggests these two groups are outliers.  

The CA with the 11E’s and 11K’s removed, seen in Figure 9, now has a total 
inertia (Φ2) value of .546, a Χ2 =20261, and associated p-value=0. Furthermore, 
dimension 1 and 2 account for 46.5% of the total inertia (or variation) of the data. 
This suggests the associations between pilot types and words used should be clearly 
visible. While the pilot/word contingency table has poor validity test conditions 
(when conducting Χ2 tests, the expected sample size for each cell should have a 

                                            
14 In CA the barycenter is just the centroid or weighted average of all the points. This barycentric 
property can be seen intuitively in the following way: a row will be close to the columns with which it 
is most associated. The corollary is also true: a column is next to the rows which are associated with 
it most. We can then expand this idea out to a double barycentric property which lets us 
simultaneously represent the data in the bi-plots, because the origin of the axis corresponds to the 
barycenter for the rows and columns.  
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value higher than 5, and none of them should be zero)15, the p-value=0 is so low the 
significance of the CA for this data should not be questioned. Even with this, we 
shall be doubly careful when interpreting the data. In tangible terms, this means 
understanding the results and words in direct context.  

Though the results from Table 17 suggest all pilot types say the same words 
about the same rates, we see something slightly different from the CA in Figure 10. 
Here the rows (words) are represented in blue, and the columns (pilot types) 
represented in red. We have also plotted the top 100 words which have contributed 
to the construction of the axes16. Initially we notice the 11Fs, 11Ms, 11Rs, and 11Ss 
all tend to gather around the origin—suggesting they have similar profiles. A 
distinct separation between the 11Bs and 11Hs and the other pilot types seems to 
be present along the dimension 1. The inertia of the first dimension is 0.14. 
Furthermore, the 2nd dimension has inertia of 0.12, and shows a separation between 
the 11Bs and the 11Hs.    

The 11Bs tend to overuse words directly related to their mission: bomber, 
nuclear, and weapons. But they also tend to use more words describing their 
feelings about family life and outside opportunities: family life, civilian sector, 
employment, health costs, sacrifice, and skill.  

The 11Hs are more associated with the words describing why they are doing 
what they do: friends, CSAR, satisfaction, motivated, join, volunteer, mission, fight, 
and train. They also tend to overuse words related to non-flying and administrative 
duties17: OPR, PME, awards, waste, and support agencies.  

Although there is no obvious interpretation or definition of these dimensions—
most likely a result of random fluctuations among the residuals—it is interesting 
the CA allowed us to see words helping to distinguish and describe the 11Bs and 
11Hs. The more interesting finding is the that the various pilot types, for the most 
part, are saying the same things—with respect to rank and frequency. When we 
look at the words being used in context, not only are the same words being used, but 
they are saying the same things in the same ways. We will take a look at additional 
duties, bonus, family, flying, and leadership. These words were chosen based on 
anecdotal accounts and referencing Table 17. Below are examples of the KWIC. 
Further examples for each can be found in Appendix H. 

                                            
15 This will hold the same for all future CA word analyses.  
16 This methodology will be the same for all future CA word analyses.  
17 Many respondents explicitly stated this as qweep:  a term universally used by pilots to describe 
tasks or duties they feel are completely useless to their primary job 
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Additional duties: when talking about additional duties pilots often use the word 
“I”, expressing how the additional duties affect them from accomplishing their 
mission. They also often discuss how manning shortfalls push additional duties onto 
the individuals, again preventing them from accomplishing their primary duties. 
They also mention manning issues with respect to increasing overall requirements 
and deployments—which they, or others in their unit, will be required to 
accomplish.   

 

 
 
Bonus: each group tends to mention the bonus with regards to it not being 

enough money for the potential futures they envision. They also mention how the 
bonus is not enough money to influence a person’s decision: it is a payment for those 
who have already decided to stay in. Furthermore, there were many comments 
about how the bonus has not changed in value for many years. However, the 2017 
National Defense Authorization Act (NDAA) has authorized the USAF to increase 
the Aviation Retention Pay from the $25,000 per year to $35,000 per year 
(Congress, 2017). Since these comments were submitted in 2015, for the purposes of 
this analysis less emphasis was placed on comments about specific dollar amounts.   

 

 

ID 3365: We have to stop doing the taskers / junk 
that are conveniences of a well-funded well 

manned force . Examples: 30 million different 
awards programs, countless

additional
duties, and PRFs that contain a bunch of 
overlooked FLUFF! Those minutes/hours that are 
spent working on these items begin to add up…

ID 311: I want to separate from Active Duty 
USAF service for a very important reason that you 

havent asked: I cant do my primary job. I am 
constantly drowning in

additional
duties with no time to focus on my primary job: 
being a fighter pilot. I am in the Air Force to 
follow a Combatant Commanders orders to kill

ID108: Im leaving the Air Force because Ive been 
TDY / Deployed for 400 + days in the last 2 years . 

Budget cuts force
additional

duties that allow me to not do my primary job . Ill 
go be a civilian that earns over double and only 
has to be good at one primary job

ID 627: AFPC and their assignment process is 
severely broken career broadening opportunities 

are lacking in the rated community . A bonus with 
crappy assignments is not worth it . The pilot

bonus

does not compensate for a stagnate career . As a 
weapons school graduate I am tired of hearing 
how valuable I am but end up with no 
opportunities for career progression. 

ID 2329: in a position to accept either an 
assignment I do not want or a deployment that I 

am not a volunteer for . The funny thing is that 
with the

bonus
, Id make a lot more money in the military than 
outside the military . However , as the saying goes 
the juice is not worth the squeeze.

ID 264: Money will not fix the personnel problem 
the Air Force faces . People that simply want to 

serve are not influenced by a retention
bonus

since they were already planning to stay in . 
People that are fed up with the Ops Tempo , 
additional duties , etc will not stay for a bonus 
because its a QoL issue that you cannot buy . 
People who arent allowed to focus on doing their 
jobs will leave for the civilian sector where they 
can. 
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Family: when the pilots discuss family, they emphasize how the USAF affects 

them: both from the member being deployed and not present in their family’s lives, 
or how the constant moving, due to PCSing, affects their family adversely.   

 

 
 
 
 
Flying: pilots became pilots to fly. This was mentioned time and time again. 

They constantly express a fear of being sent to a non-flying assignment (e.g. RPA’s, 
non-flying deployments, or staff tours). They also express frustration that flying has 
moved from being their primary responsibility. This is expressed in relation to 
having too many additional duties taking time away from their primary job, or how 
being an expert in your profession is actually a detriment to one’s ability to be 
promoted in the USAF.  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ID 122: I do not want to be under additional 
ADSC . I would like to continue serving as a 

Combat Mission Ready aircrew , not as a 
paperwork administrator separated from

family
for a year in the desert . I want to serve as a 
combat ready aircrew , not as a secretary or 
finance worker it isnt about money 

ID 16: The biggest reason I want to leave active 
duty are two things : I cannot stay anywhere long 

enough to feel like my
family

really ever settles in , and the deployments and 
365 remotes to jobs that do not have an impact . 
We deploy for the sake of deploying

ID 615: The likely requirement to perform a 365 
day TDY away from my family

is the strongest influence to leave the Air Force 
that I experience . Typically , these 365s are for 
unnecessary / worthless purposes . To leave my 
family for such

ID 3617: The number one reason I would 
potentially leave the Air Force is due to 365 

deployments that are completely unrelated to my 
career field. Deploying to a non -

flying

assignment that could be accomplished by 
someone with much less skill and educational 
background would show me that the Air Force is 
not focused on its people 

ID 1483: I feel pressure to excel in my additional 
duties because that is what will go on my OPR 
and set me apart from the rest more than any

flying
bullet . Those OPRs will ultimately determine if I 
will be able to stay in the AF for 20 + years and 
get a retirement 

ID 556: I wanted to fly. I love flying when I get the opportunity to. I love the 
deployments because all I do is the mission.
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Leadership: pilots frequently expressed how they feel leadership—at all levels—

does not understand the current environment the respondents live with on a daily 
basis. On top of not understanding what is going on, they feel leadership is risk 
adverse; they feel no one is willing to make the hard choices and stand up for them. 
Commanders and leadership are in their positions to not rock the boat in order to 
get promoted.  

 

 
 
  
 

ID 843: The Senior Air Force leadership
is out of touch , ignorant , to the real sacrifices , 
and I am sick of them taking advantage of the 
core values to do their job

ID 34: The air force is significantly under 
resourced . Wing level leadership

and above are so risk averse that they refuse to do 
any critical thinking that could help solve the 
problems . So they place unrealistic expectations 
and harshly punish any

ID 68: From about the Wing / CC level of leadership

on up , it is apparent that there is little actual 
awareness of the battlefield . The information 
that makes it to the units points to a lack of 
knowledge
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Figure 7:  Scree Plot of top 30 words by Pilot Type 
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Table 15: Top 30 Words and Phrases by Pilot Type 

 
 

 
Table 16: Selection of Words and Phrases by Pilot Types

Rank Word N TF Word N TF Word N TF Word N TF Word N TF Word N TF Word N TF Word N TF
1 career 47 1.87% career 19 1.99% job 154 1.91% career 41 2.08% job 13 1.86% family 338 1.84% job 48 1.75% job 63 1.85%
2 family 46 1.83% twenty 15 1.57% duty 152 1.88% job 31 1.57% additional 12 1.72% duty 335 1.82% leadership 47 1.71% career 60 1.77%
3 duty 45 1.79% pilot_bonus 13 1.36% pilot_bonus 149 1.85% pilot_bonus 31 1.57% duty 12 1.72% career 325 1.77% career 44 1.60% leadership 60 1.77%
4 job 45 1.79% military 12 1.26% family 129 1.60% opportunity 28 1.42% leadership 12 1.72% job 324 1.76% duty 41 1.49% duty 59 1.74%
5 opportunity 43 1.71% deployment 11 1.15% career 128 1.59% family 26 1.32% additional duty 11 1.57% deployment 286 1.55% military 35 1.28% family 53 1.56%
6 pilot_bonus 37 1.47% family 11 1.15% leadership 114 1.41% leadership 26 1.32% care 10 1.43% pilot_bonus 280 1.52% mission 35 1.28% military 53 1.56%
7 service 32 1.27% duty 10 1.05% flying 100 1.24% military 26 1.32% career 10 1.43% leadership 255 1.39% family 34 1.24% pilot_bonus 50 1.47%
8 lack 31 1.23% leadership 10 1.05% opportunity 95 1.18% duty 25 1.27% primary 10 1.43% military 252 1.37% flying 34 1.24% service 46 1.35%
9 leadership 31 1.23% eligible 9 0.94% additional duty 93 1.15% mission 25 1.27% civilian 9 1.29% additional duty 240 1.30% pilot 33 1.20% deployment 44 1.29%

10 flying 30 1.19% job 9 0.94% additional 91 1.13% service 23 1.17% deployment 9 1.29% flying 217 1.18% fly 31 1.13% mission 41 1.21%
11 deployment 29 1.15% opportunity 9 0.94% money 90 1.12% squadron 23 1.17% family 9 1.29% opportunity 214 1.16% opportunity 31 1.13% opportunity 41 1.21%
12 mission 28 1.11% ten 9 0.94% twenty 86 1.07% twenty 21 1.07% military 9 1.29% retirement 207 1.13% pilot_bonus 31 1.13% pay 36 1.06%
13 additional duty 28 1.11% test pilot 9 0.94% service 85 1.05% retirement 20 1.02% opportunity 9 1.29% money 203 1.10% retirement 31 1.13% additional duty 36 1.06%
14 military 27 1.07% additional 8 0.84% squadron 85 1.05% system 20 1.02% flying 8 1.14% service 203 1.10% deployment 30 1.09% decision 34 1.00%
15 retirement 27 1.07% continue 8 0.84% deployment 83 1.03% pay 19 0.96% mission 8 1.14% mission 202 1.10% twenty 30 1.09% retirement 34 1.00%
16 additional 26 1.03% decision 8 0.84% assignment 81 1.00% promotion 19 0.96% assignment 7 1.00% pilot 201 1.09% current 28 1.02% money 33 0.97%
17 continue 26 1.03% jobs 8 0.84% mission 79 0.98% serve 18 0.91% based 7 1.00% pay 194 1.05% airline 27 0.98% additional 32 0.94%
18 twenty 26 1.03% life 8 0.84% pay 79 0.98% training 18 0.91% squadron 7 1.00% additional 190 1.03% civilian 27 0.98% civilian 32 0.94%
19 current 24 0.95% mission 8 0.84% continue 75 0.93% care 17 0.86% taking 7 1.00% twenty 185 1.01% level 26 0.95% commitment 32 0.94%
20 pay 23 0.91% officers 8 0.84% retirement 74 0.92% deployment 17 0.86% twenty 7 1.00% airline 183 0.99% additional duty 26 0.95% current 30 0.88%
21 pilot 22 0.87% pilot 8 0.84% current 73 0.91% money 17 0.86% amount 6 0.86% current 182 0.99% assignment 25 0.91% lack 30 0.88%
22 decision 21 0.83% retirement 8 0.84% civilian 71 0.88% pilot 17 0.86% pilot 6 0.86% assignment 164 0.89% jobs 25 0.91% flying 29 0.85%
23 fly 21 0.83% service 8 0.84% military 69 0.86% ability 16 0.81% system 6 0.86% continue 162 0.88% life 25 0.91% location 29 0.85%
24 level 21 0.83% three_sixty_five 8 0.84% primary 68 0.84% commander 16 0.81% things 6 0.86% life 154 0.84% service 25 0.91% pilot 29 0.85%
25 civilian 20 0.79% career path 8 0.84% promotion 68 0.84% community 16 0.81% primary job 6 0.86% three_sixty_five 154 0.84% commitment 24 0.87% benefit 27 0.79%
26 money 20 0.79% adsc 7 0.73% ten 68 0.84% fly 16 0.81% commitment 5 0.72% commitment 151 0.82% pay 24 0.87% serve 27 0.79%
27 squadron 20 0.79% assignment 7 0.73% commander 65 0.81% staying 16 0.81% continue 5 0.72% fly 149 0.81% primary 24 0.87% things 27 0.79%
28 ten 20 0.79% commander 7 0.73% based 64 0.79% additional duty 16 0.81% fly 5 0.72% commander 139 0.76% additional 23 0.84% ability 26 0.77%
29 care 19 0.75% commitment 7 0.73% level 63 0.78% flying 15 0.76% focus 5 0.72% benefit 138 0.75% reason 23 0.84% life 26 0.77%
30 reason 19 0.75% potential 7 0.73% reason 63 0.78% lack 15 0.76% life 5 0.72% civilian 138 0.75% money 22 0.80% members 26 0.77%

11S11R11M11K11H11F11E11B

Rank Word N TF Word N TF Word N TF Word N TF Word N TF Word N TF Word N TF Word N TF
1 career 47 1.87% career 19 1.99% job 154 1.91% career 41 2.08% job 13 1.86% family 338 1.84% job 48 1.75% job 63 1.85%
2 family 46 1.83% twenty 15 1.57% duty 152 1.88% job 31 1.57% additional 12 1.72% duty 335 1.82% leadership 47 1.71% career 60 1.77%
3 duty 45 1.79% pilot_bonus 13 1.36% pilot_bonus 149 1.85% pilot_bonus 31 1.57% duty 12 1.72% career 325 1.77% career 44 1.60% leadership 60 1.77%
4 job 45 1.79% military 12 1.26% family 129 1.60% opportunity 28 1.42% leadership 12 1.72% job 324 1.76% duty 41 1.49% duty 59 1.74%
5 opportunity 43 1.71% deployment 11 1.15% career 128 1.59% family 26 1.32% additional duty 11 1.57% deployment 286 1.55% military 35 1.28% family 53 1.56%
6 pilot_bonus 37 1.47% family 11 1.15% leadership 114 1.41% leadership 26 1.32% care 10 1.43% pilot_bonus 280 1.52% mission 35 1.28% military 53 1.56%
7 service 32 1.27% duty 10 1.05% flying 100 1.24% military 26 1.32% career 10 1.43% leadership 255 1.39% family 34 1.24% pilot_bonus 50 1.47%
8 lack 31 1.23% leadership 10 1.05% opportunity 95 1.18% duty 25 1.27% primary 10 1.43% military 252 1.37% flying 34 1.24% service 46 1.35%
9 leadership 31 1.23% eligible 9 0.94% additional duty 93 1.15% mission 25 1.27% civilian 9 1.29% additional duty 240 1.30% pilot 33 1.20% deployment 44 1.29%

10 flying 30 1.19% job 9 0.94% additional 91 1.13% service 23 1.17% deployment 9 1.29% flying 217 1.18% fly 31 1.13% mission 41 1.21%
11 deployment 29 1.15% opportunity 9 0.94% money 90 1.12% squadron 23 1.17% family 9 1.29% opportunity 214 1.16% opportunity 31 1.13% opportunity 41 1.21%
12 mission 28 1.11% ten 9 0.94% twenty 86 1.07% twenty 21 1.07% military 9 1.29% retirement 207 1.13% pilot_bonus 31 1.13% pay 36 1.06%
13 additional duty 28 1.11% test pilot 9 0.94% service 85 1.05% retirement 20 1.02% opportunity 9 1.29% money 203 1.10% retirement 31 1.13% additional duty 36 1.06%
14 military 27 1.07% additional 8 0.84% squadron 85 1.05% system 20 1.02% flying 8 1.14% service 203 1.10% deployment 30 1.09% decision 34 1.00%
15 retirement 27 1.07% continue 8 0.84% deployment 83 1.03% pay 19 0.96% mission 8 1.14% mission 202 1.10% twenty 30 1.09% retirement 34 1.00%
16 additional 26 1.03% decision 8 0.84% assignment 81 1.00% promotion 19 0.96% assignment 7 1.00% pilot 201 1.09% current 28 1.02% money 33 0.97%
17 continue 26 1.03% jobs 8 0.84% mission 79 0.98% serve 18 0.91% based 7 1.00% pay 194 1.05% airline 27 0.98% additional 32 0.94%
18 twenty 26 1.03% life 8 0.84% pay 79 0.98% training 18 0.91% squadron 7 1.00% additional 190 1.03% civilian 27 0.98% civilian 32 0.94%
19 current 24 0.95% mission 8 0.84% continue 75 0.93% care 17 0.86% taking 7 1.00% twenty 185 1.01% level 26 0.95% commitment 32 0.94%
20 pay 23 0.91% officers 8 0.84% retirement 74 0.92% deployment 17 0.86% twenty 7 1.00% airline 183 0.99% additional duty 26 0.95% current 30 0.88%
21 pilot 22 0.87% pilot 8 0.84% current 73 0.91% money 17 0.86% amount 6 0.86% current 182 0.99% assignment 25 0.91% lack 30 0.88%
22 decision 21 0.83% retirement 8 0.84% civilian 71 0.88% pilot 17 0.86% pilot 6 0.86% assignment 164 0.89% jobs 25 0.91% flying 29 0.85%
23 fly 21 0.83% service 8 0.84% military 69 0.86% ability 16 0.81% system 6 0.86% continue 162 0.88% life 25 0.91% location 29 0.85%
24 level 21 0.83% three_sixty_five 8 0.84% primary 68 0.84% commander 16 0.81% things 6 0.86% life 154 0.84% service 25 0.91% pilot 29 0.85%
25 civilian 20 0.79% career path 8 0.84% promotion 68 0.84% community 16 0.81% primary job 6 0.86% three_sixty_five 154 0.84% commitment 24 0.87% benefit 27 0.79%
26 money 20 0.79% adsc 7 0.73% ten 68 0.84% fly 16 0.81% commitment 5 0.72% commitment 151 0.82% pay 24 0.87% serve 27 0.79%
27 squadron 20 0.79% assignment 7 0.73% commander 65 0.81% staying 16 0.81% continue 5 0.72% fly 149 0.81% primary 24 0.87% things 27 0.79%
28 ten 20 0.79% commander 7 0.73% based 64 0.79% additional duty 16 0.81% fly 5 0.72% commander 139 0.76% additional 23 0.84% ability 26 0.77%
29 care 19 0.75% commitment 7 0.73% level 63 0.78% flying 15 0.76% focus 5 0.72% benefit 138 0.75% reason 23 0.84% life 26 0.77%
30 reason 19 0.75% potential 7 0.73% reason 63 0.78% lack 15 0.76% life 5 0.72% civilian 138 0.75% money 22 0.80% members 26 0.77%

11F11E11B 11S11R11M11K11H
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Figure 8: CA of AFSC and Words / Phrases 
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Figure 9: CA of AFSC and Words / Phrases with Outliers (11E and 11K) Removed—top 100 contributing words 
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Themes 

In the same way that words were analyzed by pilot type, we also looked at 
themes. Looking at Figure 11 and Table 17, we see the top 30 themes, by rank, for 
each of the pilot types. It should be initially obvious the rank ordering of themes is 
similar across all pilot types. This should come as no surprise, since we saw the 
same thing when we looked at the words being used. If we look at Table 18, we see 
that of the top 10 themes expressed by each pilot type, at least five of the same 
themes are shared, the most common being a sense of being valued (S.CULT.VAL), 
comments about senior leadership in the USAF (S.LDR.SENIOR), the sacrifices of 
the respondent’s family (FAM.SACRIFICE), mission focus (S.CULT.MSNFOCUS), 
and the pilot bonus (S.PP.BONUS). 

When we again remove the 11E’s and 11K’s, due to being outliers, and conduct a 
CA, the trends we see in Table 18 are again obvious—all the pilot types are similar 
in expressing the same themes. Examining Figure 12, we see all pilot types and 
themes trend towards the origin, close to 0, which means pilot types are using, more 
or less equally, the same themes. The total inertia (Φ2) is 0.042, a p-value=.032, and 
a Cramer’s V of 0.091. So even though there is a statistical relationship between 
pilot type and themes, the relationship is weak.  

Implications 

From the analysis of the words and phrases we can see in general all pilot types 
are saying the same things, and are saying them in the same ways. Additionally, 
when we look at the themes we see similar rates by pilot type. The culture of the 
USAF is strong. The culture of being a pilot is very strong. Yet, no culture is 
completely homogenous; we see there is some variation. Within these strong 
cultures this analysis shows potential subcultures with the 11B’s and 11H’s. 
Nevertheless, from the plots in this chapter we can infer there is a high degree of 
consensus in what airmen value.  This should not be ignored. The results suggest 
any policies implemented to help with pilot retention should necessarily be applied 
equally across all AFSCs. It should be noted however that efforts should be made to 
ensure any policies implemented do not amplify or aggravate any differences 
between the AFSCs.
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Figure 10: Scree Plot of top 30 Themes by Pilot Type 
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Table 17: Top 30 Themes by Pilot Type 

 
 

 
Table 18: Selection of Themes by Pilot Types

Rank Theme N Theme N Theme N Theme N Theme N Theme N Theme N Theme N
1 s.cult.val 30 s.cult.val 8 s.cult.val 93 s.ldr.senior 25 s.ldr.senior 12 s.cult.val 205 s.cult.val 35 s.cult.val 35
2 fam.sacrifice 25 s.pp.bonus 8 s.pp.bonus 87 s.pp.promote 23 s.cult.toxic 10 fam.sacrifice 188 s.ldr.senior 29 s.ldr.senior 35
3 s.cult.toxic 21 fam.sacrifice 7 s.ldr.senior 83 s.cult.toxic 19 s.cult.val 8 s.ldr.senior 176 s.cult.msnfocus 27 s.pp.promote 33
4 s.ldr.senior 20 s.cult.msnfocus 7 fam.sacrifice 75 s.cult.msnfocus 18 s.ldr.toxic 7 ind.control 170 s.cult.trust 27 fam.sacrifice 32
5 s.cult.msnfocus 19 s.pp.retire 7 s.pp.promote 75 s.cult.val 18 s.pp.promote 7 alts.air 167 fam.sacrifice 25 s.cult.msnfocus 28
6 ind.control 18 fam.qol 6 ind.control 63 s.pp.bonus 18 alts.qol 6 s.pp.promote 159 s.pp.bonus 23 s.cult.toxic 27
7 s.pp.bonus 18 ind.control 6 s.cult.toxic 56 s.infs.resources 16 fam.sacrifice 6 s.pp.bonus 157 alts.air 22 fam.qol 25
8 s.infs.manpower 17 fam.spouse 5 alts.air 55 fam.sacrifice 15 s.cult.msnfocus 6 s.cult.msnfocus 142 ind.control 21 s.cult.trust 25
9 s.pp.promote 17 s.ldr.senior 5 s.infs.manpower 51 ind.mean 15 s.cult.trust 6 s.cult.toxic 127 s.cult.toxic 21 s.pp.bonus 24

10 alts.air 16 s.pp.deploy 5 s.cult.msnfocus 49 s.pp.retire 12 s.ldr.priorites 6 fam.qol 124 s.pp.fm 19 alts.qol 22
11 fam.qol 16 fam.child 4 fam.qol 46 ind.control 11 ind.control 5 s.cult.trust 119 s.pp.promote 18 alts.air 20
12 s.ldr.toxic 16 ind.mean 4 s.cult.trust 45 s.ldr.toxic 11 s.cult.bur 5 alts.qol 104 alts.qol 16 ind.control 20
13 alts.qol 15 s.cult.bur 4 s.ldr.priorites 40 alts.air 10 s.cult.moral 5 s.pp.retire 102 s.ldr.priorites 16 s.ldr.toxic 19
14 s.ldr.imd 15 s.pp.assign 4 s.ldr.toxic 39 s.cult.bur 10 s.ldr.outoftouch 5 s.pp.fm 101 s.pp.retire 16 fam.spouse 18
15 s.cult.trust 12 s.pp.promote 4 s.pp.assign 39 s.cult.fair 10 s.cult.moreless 4 fam.spouse 98 s.infs.manpower 15 ind.mean 18
16 ind.mean 11 alts.air 3 s.pp.retire 38 s.ldr.priorites 10 s.pp.assign 4 s.ldr.priorites 95 s.ldr.toxic 14 s.ldr.imd 18
17 s.cult.moreless 11 alts.qol 3 s.infs.resources 37 s.cult.trust 9 alts.air 3 ind.mean 81 fam.qol 13 s.ldr.effective 17
18 s.ldr.effective 11 fam.pcs 3 fam.spouse 36 s.ldr.imd 9 s.cult.fair 3 s.infs.manpower 75 ind.mean 12 s.pp.retire 16
19 s.pp.fm 11 ind.pat 3 alts.qol 35 s.pp.assign 9 s.ldr.career 3 s.cult.fair 74 s.cult.moreless 12 s.cult.fair 15
20 s.pp.retire 11 ind.serve 3 s.infs.support 34 s.pp.joint 9 s.ldr.imd 3 s.ldr.toxic 74 s.ldr.outoftouch 12 s.ldr.priorites 15
21 ind.serve 10 s.ldr.priorites 3 s.cult.moreless 31 fam.qol 8 s.pp.fm 3 s.cult.bur 70 s.infs.afpc 11 s.infs.manpower 14
22 s.cult.bur 10 s.pp.beni 3 s.pp.pcs 29 fam.spouse 8 alts.other 2 s.ldr.effective 69 s.pp.assign 11 s.pp.assign 13
23 s.infs.resources 10 s.pp.fm 3 s.cult.fair 28 s.pp.beni 8 fam.pcs 2 ind.serve 68 s.cult.fair 10 ind.pat 12
24 s.pp.beni 10 s.pp.pme 3 s.ldr.imd 28 alts.qol 7 fam.qol 2 s.pp.assign 68 s.cult.bur 9 ind.serve 12
25 ind.pat 9 ind.comm 2 ind.mean 27 ind.serve 7 fam.spouse 2 s.ldr.imd 67 s.ldr.career 9 s.pp.fm 11
26 s.cult.change 9 ind.love 2 ind.pat 27 s.cult.moral 7 ind.not_money 2 s.pp.pcs 66 s.ldr.effective 9 s.cult.bur 10
27 s.cult.fair 9 s.cult.moral 2 ind.serve 26 s.ldr.career 7 s.cult.pc 2 s.cult.moreless 63 s.ldr.imd 9 s.cult.change 10
28 s.pp.assign 9 s.cult.moreless 2 s.cult.pc 26 s.pp.fm 7 s.cult.trans 2 s.pp.beni 59 fam.pcs 7 s.ldr.career 10
29 fam.spouse 8 s.cult.toxic 2 s.infs.afpc 25 s.cult.change 6 s.infs.afpc 2 s.pp.deploy 56 s.cult.change 7 s.infs.support 9
30 s.cult.moral 8 s.cult.trust 2 s.ldr.effective 25 s.cult.pc 6 s.pp.deploy 2 ind.pat 54 s.cult.moral 7 s.ldr.outoftouch 9

11R 11S11B 11E 11F 11H 11K 11M

Rank Theme N Theme N Theme N Theme N Theme N Theme N Theme N Theme N
1 s.cult.val 30 s.cult.val 8 s.cult.val 93 s.ldr.senior 25 s.ldr.senior 12 s.cult.val 205 s.cult.val 35 s.cult.val 35
2 fam.sacrifice 25 s.pp.bonus 8 s.pp.bonus 87 s.pp.promote 23 s.cult.toxic 10 fam.sacrifice 188 s.ldr.senior 29 s.ldr.senior 35
3 s.cult.toxic 21 fam.sacrifice 7 s.ldr.senior 83 s.cult.toxic 19 s.cult.val 8 s.ldr.senior 176 s.cult.msnfocus 27 s.pp.promote 33
4 s.ldr.senior 20 s.cult.msnfocus 7 fam.sacrifice 75 s.cult.msnfocus 18 s.ldr.toxic 7 ind.control 170 s.cult.trust 27 fam.sacrifice 32
5 s.cult.msnfocus 19 s.pp.retire 7 s.pp.promote 75 s.cult.val 18 s.pp.promote 7 alts.air 167 fam.sacrifice 25 s.cult.msnfocus 28
6 ind.control 18 fam.qol 6 ind.control 63 s.pp.bonus 18 alts.qol 6 s.pp.promote 159 s.pp.bonus 23 s.cult.toxic 27
7 s.pp.bonus 18 ind.control 6 s.cult.toxic 56 s.infs.resources 16 fam.sacrifice 6 s.pp.bonus 157 alts.air 22 fam.qol 25
8 s.infs.manpower 17 fam.spouse 5 alts.air 55 fam.sacrifice 15 s.cult.msnfocus 6 s.cult.msnfocus 142 ind.control 21 s.cult.trust 25
9 s.pp.promote 17 s.ldr.senior 5 s.infs.manpower 51 ind.mean 15 s.cult.trust 6 s.cult.toxic 127 s.cult.toxic 21 s.pp.bonus 24

10 alts.air 16 s.pp.deploy 5 s.cult.msnfocus 49 s.pp.retire 12 s.ldr.priorites 6 fam.qol 124 s.pp.fm 19 alts.qol 22
11 fam.qol 16 fam.child 4 fam.qol 46 ind.control 11 ind.control 5 s.cult.trust 119 s.pp.promote 18 alts.air 20
12 s.ldr.toxic 16 ind.mean 4 s.cult.trust 45 s.ldr.toxic 11 s.cult.bur 5 alts.qol 104 alts.qol 16 ind.control 20
13 alts.qol 15 s.cult.bur 4 s.ldr.priorites 40 alts.air 10 s.cult.moral 5 s.pp.retire 102 s.ldr.priorites 16 s.ldr.toxic 19
14 s.ldr.imd 15 s.pp.assign 4 s.ldr.toxic 39 s.cult.bur 10 s.ldr.outoftouch 5 s.pp.fm 101 s.pp.retire 16 fam.spouse 18
15 s.cult.trust 12 s.pp.promote 4 s.pp.assign 39 s.cult.fair 10 s.cult.moreless 4 fam.spouse 98 s.infs.manpower 15 ind.mean 18
16 ind.mean 11 alts.air 3 s.pp.retire 38 s.ldr.priorites 10 s.pp.assign 4 s.ldr.priorites 95 s.ldr.toxic 14 s.ldr.imd 18
17 s.cult.moreless 11 alts.qol 3 s.infs.resources 37 s.cult.trust 9 alts.air 3 ind.mean 81 fam.qol 13 s.ldr.effective 17
18 s.ldr.effective 11 fam.pcs 3 fam.spouse 36 s.ldr.imd 9 s.cult.fair 3 s.infs.manpower 75 ind.mean 12 s.pp.retire 16
19 s.pp.fm 11 ind.pat 3 alts.qol 35 s.pp.assign 9 s.ldr.career 3 s.cult.fair 74 s.cult.moreless 12 s.cult.fair 15
20 s.pp.retire 11 ind.serve 3 s.infs.support 34 s.pp.joint 9 s.ldr.imd 3 s.ldr.toxic 74 s.ldr.outoftouch 12 s.ldr.priorites 15
21 ind.serve 10 s.ldr.priorites 3 s.cult.moreless 31 fam.qol 8 s.pp.fm 3 s.cult.bur 70 s.infs.afpc 11 s.infs.manpower 14
22 s.cult.bur 10 s.pp.beni 3 s.pp.pcs 29 fam.spouse 8 alts.other 2 s.ldr.effective 69 s.pp.assign 11 s.pp.assign 13
23 s.infs.resources 10 s.pp.fm 3 s.cult.fair 28 s.pp.beni 8 fam.pcs 2 ind.serve 68 s.cult.fair 10 ind.pat 12
24 s.pp.beni 10 s.pp.pme 3 s.ldr.imd 28 alts.qol 7 fam.qol 2 s.pp.assign 68 s.cult.bur 9 ind.serve 12
25 ind.pat 9 ind.comm 2 ind.mean 27 ind.serve 7 fam.spouse 2 s.ldr.imd 67 s.ldr.career 9 s.pp.fm 11
26 s.cult.change 9 ind.love 2 ind.pat 27 s.cult.moral 7 ind.not_money 2 s.pp.pcs 66 s.ldr.effective 9 s.cult.bur 10
27 s.cult.fair 9 s.cult.moral 2 ind.serve 26 s.ldr.career 7 s.cult.pc 2 s.cult.moreless 63 s.ldr.imd 9 s.cult.change 10
28 s.pp.assign 9 s.cult.moreless 2 s.cult.pc 26 s.pp.fm 7 s.cult.trans 2 s.pp.beni 59 fam.pcs 7 s.ldr.career 10
29 fam.spouse 8 s.cult.toxic 2 s.infs.afpc 25 s.cult.change 6 s.infs.afpc 2 s.pp.deploy 56 s.cult.change 7 s.infs.support 9
30 s.cult.moral 8 s.cult.trust 2 s.ldr.effective 25 s.cult.pc 6 s.pp.deploy 2 ind.pat 54 s.cult.moral 7 s.ldr.outoftouch 9

11R 11S11B 11E 11F 11H 11K 11M
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Figure 11: CA of AFSC and Themes with Outliers (11E and 11K) Removed 
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Separation Intentions 

Words and Phrases 

The top 200 words and phrases, by rank, were selected for each separation 
intention. This resulted in 339 unique words and phrases. Looking at Figure 12 and 
Table 19 we see two different representations of the top 30 words by separation 
intentions.  

The shapes of the distributions are similar between each separation intention 
type. Unlike the analysis completed on the AFSCs, the word frequency and rates 
differ between the groups. If we look at Figure 12 and Table 19 we see there is still 
some commonality and words used: duty, job, family, and career. However, when we 
highlight certain words we see both an increasing and decreasing importance by 
intention type. On Table 20 through Table 24, we have highlighted specific words to 
show these trends succinctly. The words chosen, are airline, pilot bonus, money, 
opportunity, and retirement.  

On Table 20 we see the word airline is highest ranked (rank #12) with those who 
stated they DEFINITELY WILL NOT remain. As we move from those who stated 
they will not remain to those who DEFINITELY WILL remain, we see a significant 
decrease in the usage of this word. By the time we get to those who PROBABLY 
WILL or DEFINITELY WILL remain in the Air Force the word airline does not 
even register in the top 30 words. 

On Table 21 we tracked the phrase pilot bonus. As with the word airline, the 
phrase pilot bonus is highest ranked (rank #1) with those who DEFINITELY WILL 
NOT remain in the USAF. The usage drops off, bottoming out with those who stated 
they PROBABLY WILL remain in the USAF (rank #16), and then jumps back up to 
more importance with those who DEFINITELY WILL remain in the USAF (rank 
#3). As we will see later in this chapter, although the usage on either end of this 
spectrum seems to be the same, how the word is used in context differ. 

 On Table 22 we follow the word money. Again, this word is highest ranked with 
those who stated they DEFINITELY WILL NOT remain in the USAF (rank #4), 
drops off quickly. When we get to those who stated they PROBABLY WILL remain 
it does not even register in the top 30 words. It should be noted there is a definite 
break in the usage between those LEANING NOT to remain and those who are 
UNDECIDED. 

With the word opportunity, on Table 23, we see a reverse trend that is less 
pronounced. Opportunity is highest ranked with those who stated they PROBABLY 
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WILL remain and DEFINITELY WILL remain in the USAF (both ranked #5). It 
then slowly loses importance, with the lowest ranking of the word (rank #17) being 
with those who stated they DEFINITELY WILL NOT remain in the USAF. 

Finally, the word retirement is shown on Table 24. We see that those who stated 
they DEFINITELY WILL remain in the USAF have the highest rank of this word 
(rank #1). It slowly drops off in usage, and then completely disappears between 
those who are UNDECIDED and those who are LEANING NOT to remain. 
Retirement does reappear with those who stated they DEFINITELY WILL NOT 
remain (rank #30). In spite of this, of the top 30 words used by this group, it is the 
least important word used. 

Now when look at those same words (airline, bonus, money, opportunity, and 
retirement) used in context we will see the definitions remain the same, but the 
associations and how the word fits into the big picture changes as we move along 
the spectrum of WILL NOT remain to WILL remain. Below are examples of the 
KWIC. Further examples for each can be found in Appendix I. 

 
Airline: all the groups define airline as a pull mechanism for leaving the USAF. 

All groups recognize the current hiring binge of the airlines. All groups also believe 
the job of an airline pilot, and the airlines as an organization, offer a better quality 
of life through better pay, fewer responsibilities unrelated to being a pilot, and a 
more predictable lifestyle. On the other hand, those who stated they DEFINITELY 
WILL remain tend to use the word as a warning - if something does not change 
others will go. Those in the middle of the spectrum tend to use the word as an option 
they can potentially explore after the USAF, or if certain personal milestones are 
not met in their USAF career. These respondents talk about their love of flying. For 
them, going into an airline career is a continuation of the skills and expertise they 
have gained during their service. Those who stated they DEFINITELY WILL NOT 
remain talk about employment with an airline as their intended goal.  This is not 
only because of the increased job opportunities with the airlines, but because the 
current USAF environment is pushing them out.  

 

 
 

7.Definitely will remain in the 
Air Force

It must be valued to retain our fundamental 
mission and retain the quality experience needed 

to train and inspire the future force . If not , 
prepare for the mass

airline exodus .

4.Undecided

The most recent examples are the possible BAH 
changes as well as the retirement changes . I 

personally do knot have plans to seek a job with 
an

airline
but if push comes to shove , the pay is better and 
the job security is better . I stay in CURRENTLY 
because I love what I do

1.Definitely will NOT remain in 
the Air Force

Bottom line: Im getting out because the quality of 
life in the Air Force is terrible when compared 

with the quality of life of an
airline pilot . The carrot on a stick is more enticing on the 

other side of the fence.
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Bonus: all groups talk about bonus with regard to the AvB, either implicitly or 

explicitly. Those on the right side of the spectrum, in the WILL remain groups, talk 
about the bonus in two ways. First, they discuss it as an incentive that helped sway 
their decision to stay. Or they state they took it because the incurred ADSC got 
them close enough to retire. Regardless, it was not the only, or primary, factor in 
their decision.  

For the UNDECIDEDS to the left side of the spectrum, the NOT remain, they 
talk about the bonus in terms of cost-benefit. Many stated the bonus is not large 
enough to offset the risks associated with potential bad assignments, deployments, 
or potential loss of seniority/earning potential in the civilian sector. Many 
respondents from these groups also talked about the fact that no amount of money, 
or at least the money being offered in the bonus, can offset the loss of quality of life; 
they did not join for money, and there is more to life than money. 

 

 
 
 
Money: in general, all groups talk about money in two ways. First, they mention 

that money (with respect to the AvB) is not competitive with the potential gains 
found in the civilian sector, or the money does not offset the implied negatives (e.g. 
guaranteed 365 deployments, loss of individual control, and poor quality of life) they 
assume they will have to endure. They also express the idea that service is not 
about money; they care more about intangibles such as meaning, purpose, respect, 
and the quality of life in the USAF.  

 

 

7.Definitely will remain in the 
Air Force

Money will not fix the personnel problem the Air 
Force faces . People that simply want to serve are 

not influenced by a retention bonus since they 
were already planning to stay in . People that are 

fed up with the Ops Tempo , additional duties , 
etc will not stay for a

bonus

because its a QoL issue that you cannot buy . 
People who arent allowed to focus on doing their 
jobs will leave for the civilian sector where they 
can .

4.Undecided

I want the flexibility to choose my future 
employment path instead of being locked in for 

another 5 or 9 years . Secondary , the current 
amount offered by the

bonus

isnt enough to make up for the lack of flexibility 
and the resulting guarantee of at least one (and 
probably two or thre) more PCSs and likely 
another

1.Definitely will NOT remain in 
the Air Force

The Air Force needs to wake up and realize that 
there is a serious problem with retention. 

Because no
bonus the Air Force could offer me would change my 

mind to stay in. Theres more to life than money.

7.Definitely will remain in the 
Air Force

People who arent allowed to focus on doing their 
jobs will leave for the civilian sector where they 

can . We serve for a multitude of different reasons 
but

money is not high on the average persons list therefore it 
cannot be apart of the fix.

4.Undecided I want to serve as a combat ready aircrew, not as 
a secretary or finance worker it isnt about money

, but if I can provide for myself more efficiently on 
the civilian side (better money/time), I would 
leave 

1.Definitely will NOT remain in 
the Air Force

I am a pilot, and the airlines are hiring. Its not 
about money

, but rather the amazing lack of respect that 
senior leaders have for the training, skills, and 
experience that we bring to the Air Force mission.
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Opportunity: those on the right side of the spectrum, again the WILL remain 
groups, use the word opportunity with respect to the opportunities afforded to them. 
They feel they had many good opportunities to either lead airmen, opportunities for 
advancement and promotion, or had the opportunities to get an assignment or base 
of choice. In contrast, the UNDECIDEDS and the NOT remain groups use the word 
in a more negative context. They feel they do not have opportunities for promotion 
or to lead in the USAF. They perceive they will have better opportunities in the 
civilian sector. They also express frustration with the lack of opportunities for 
career broadening and the lack of opportunities for individual flexibility to pursue 
their own personal goals. 

 

 
 
 
Retirement: there is a consistent thread when all the groups use the word 

retirement. The incentive of receiving a military retirement and associated benefits 
(e.g. Tricare, GI Bill) seems to be a very strong reason for an individual to remain in 
the USAF. Those in the WILL remain groups also imply they will remain past their 
retirement date if they still find meaning and enjoyment in the mission. In contrast, 
those on the other end of the spectrum expressed concerns about the uncertainty 
surrounding the retirement system. Also, there is a tangible lack of trust in the 
system: that a future retirement will even be available for them. This uncertainty, 
combined with a corporate memory of the most recent force reduction measures, 
weigh heavy in their comments. 

 

 
 

7.Definitely will remain in the 
Air Force

of the B.S . . Those are powerful words to hear 
from people who were Wing Execs or on the 

command eligible list . This assignment I have 
had an

opportunity

to get away from the mobility air forces and had a 
great commander that has really put things in 
perspective , fully utilized me , and actually taken 
the effort

4.Undecided
As an operations research major with an MBA 

and military experience , I can get a job that pays 
the equivalent with more growth

opportunity
. I enjoy serving my country but I feel under 
appreciated and I do not have an impact outside 
of my drone work.

1.Definitely will NOT remain in 
the Air Force

Air Force due to the current promotion system 
and recognition of officers over pilots . The 

opportunities for those who are interested in 
being a pilot are not given an

opportunity
to stay in the Air Force yet the current climate is 
destroying all experience in the Air Force . The 
bonus is a great deal . 

7.Definitely will remain in the 
Air Force

The benefits of the military are great. Two of my 
biggest reasons for staying in are retirement / medical coverage and the Post 9/11 GI Bill that I 

transferred to my dependents 

4.Undecided

I am still undecided , however I think the biggest 
factor against staying is uncertainty . Uncertainty 
about assignments , deployments , the possibility 

of future force reduction and forced early

retirement
. Giving people a little bit more stability and 
foresight into their future would go a long way in 
keeping people.

1.Definitely will NOT remain in 
the Air Force

Since I am not a school select, there is a chance 
that I get non-continued at 15 years an lose out 

on
retirement . Why would I take that risk?
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The CA of stated separation intentions and words, visualized in the bi-plot of 
Figure 13, has a total inertia (Φ2) value of .432, a Χ2 =16610, and associated p-
value=0. Furthermore, dimensions 1 and 2 account for 47.4% of the total inertia of 
the data. This suggests the associations between stated separation intentions and 
words used should be clearly visible. This is exactly what we see. Figure 13 shows 
stated separation intentions are almost perfectly ranked by increasing intention to 
remain in the first dimension. In fact, we can identify the first dimension as 
perfectly separating those who have stated intentions to remain and those who have 
stated they will not. The plot further shows three distinct clusters: those who stated 
they will NOT remain (1, 2, & 3), those LEANING or PROBABLY WILL remain (5 
& 6), and those who DEFINITELY WILL remain (7). Unsurprisingly those who 
stated they are UNDECIDED (4) remain very close to the center (the 
UNDECIDED’s profiles are very close to the mean profile).   

The words used by the NOT cluster show frustration with non-flying and 
administrative duties: stress, ridiculous, primary job, paperwork, awards, and office. 
They also use words describing why they do not want to remain: risk, civilian sector, 
amount of money, money, quality of life, 365, 365 deployment, and control.    

The LEANING or PROBABLY WILL respondents tend to use words related to 
how the USAF is changing or the uncertainty about plans and programs: difference, 
today, BAH, Congress, job security, situation, concerned, and budget.  

Finally, the DEFINITELY WILL respondents tend to use words around two 
particular themes: service and patriotism, and incentives.  The words related to 
service and patriotism are: serve country, patriotism, nation, and served. The words 
used to describe the incentives are: pilot bonus, bonuses, incentives, received, paid, 
and retirement benefit.   
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Figure 12: Scree Plot of top words by Stated Separation Intention 
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Table 19: Top 30 Words and Phrases by Stated Separation Intention 

 

 
Table 20: Airline tracked by Stated Separation Intention 

 

Rank Word N TF Word N TF Word N TF Word N TF Word N TF Word N TF Word N TF
1 pilot_bonus 107 2.31% duty 160 1.90% job 124 2.20% career 121 1.97% family 92 1.80% career 112 2.04% retirement 58 1.92%
2 duty 91 1.96% job 149 1.77% duty 110 1.95% job 110 1.79% duty 89 1.74% family 100 1.82% career 55 1.82%
3 job 77 1.66% pilot_bonus 149 1.77% family 105 1.86% duty 108 1.76% job 87 1.70% job 93 1.69% pilot_bonus 53 1.75%
4 money 70 1.51% career 146 1.73% career 92 1.63% family 101 1.64% career 85 1.66% retirement 85 1.55% military 52 1.72%
5 deployment 68 1.47% family 136 1.61% deployment 84 1.49% pilot_bonus 91 1.48% leadership 77 1.51% opportunity 84 1.53% opportunity 49 1.62%
6 leadership 68 1.47% leadership 134 1.59% additional duty 81 1.44% deployment 82 1.34% military 65 1.27% service 84 1.53% family 48 1.59%
7 flying 67 1.45% deployment 122 1.45% flying 79 1.40% military 79 1.29% deployment 64 1.25% leadership 82 1.49% job 47 1.55%
8 additional duty 65 1.40% additional duty 114 1.35% pilot_bonus 77 1.37% leadership 76 1.24% additional duty 64 1.25% duty 81 1.47% leadership 46 1.52%
9 family 64 1.38% money 113 1.34% pilot 73 1.30% assignment 70 1.14% opportunity 63 1.23% military 79 1.44% twenty 43 1.42%

10 career 63 1.36% additional 102 1.21% leadership 72 1.28% pay 68 1.11% retirement 63 1.23% mission 71 1.29% service 41 1.35%
11 additional 59 1.27% flying 97 1.15% opportunity 72 1.28% retirement 68 1.11% mission 61 1.19% twenty 70 1.27% duty 40 1.32%
12 airline 54 1.17% military 91 1.08% money 71 1.26% service 67 1.09% pilot_bonus 61 1.19% current 66 1.20% mission 33 1.09%
13 military 53 1.14% opportunity 90 1.07% military 64 1.14% mission 66 1.07% pay 58 1.13% factor 59 1.07% pay 33 1.09%
14 pilot 53 1.14% pilot 88 1.04% additional 63 1.12% additional duty 64 1.04% flying 55 1.08% pay 59 1.07% serve 33 1.09%
15 service 53 1.14% fly 86 1.02% mission 60 1.07% opportunity 63 1.03% assignment 53 1.04% deployment 57 1.04% deployment 32 1.06%
16 mission 49 1.06% mission 86 1.02% service 60 1.07% additional 59 0.96% twenty 53 1.04% pilot_bonus 56 1.02% flying 32 1.06%
17 opportunity 49 1.06% life 78 0.93% current 55 0.98% flying 59 0.96% continue 52 1.02% benefit 52 0.95% pilot 30 0.99%
18 life 47 1.01% airline 77 0.91% twenty 54 0.96% benefit 55 0.90% current 52 1.02% continue 50 0.91% promotion 30 0.99%
19 promotion 45 0.97% civilian 77 0.91% civilian 53 0.94% decision 55 0.90% additional 51 1.00% flying 50 0.91% continue 29 0.96%
20 current 44 0.95% twenty 75 0.89% assignment 51 0.91% twenty 55 0.90% service 49 0.96% additional duty 47 0.85% current 27 0.89%
21 fly 44 0.95% service 73 0.87% life 51 0.91% money 54 0.88% benefit 47 0.92% promotion 46 0.84% lack 27 0.89%
22 three_sixty_five 44 0.95% pay 72 0.85% pay 51 0.91% continue 53 0.86% decision 46 0.90% commander 45 0.82% eligible 26 0.86%
23 twenty 44 0.95% squadron 70 0.83% continue 49 0.87% current 53 0.86% primary 46 0.90% assignment 44 0.80% based 24 0.79%
24 commitment 43 0.93% jobs 69 0.82% airline 48 0.85% pilot 53 0.86% airline 44 0.86% care 44 0.80% commander 24 0.79%
25 squadron 42 0.91% commander 68 0.81% ten 48 0.85% squadron 53 0.86% ability 43 0.84% level 44 0.80% love 24 0.79%
26 pay 40 0.86% lack 67 0.79% commitment 47 0.83% reason 51 0.83% level 43 0.84% reason 44 0.80% civilian 23 0.76%
27 civilian 38 0.82% continue 65 0.77% lack 44 0.78% primary 50 0.81% pilot 42 0.82% remain 44 0.80% desire 23 0.76%
28 ten 37 0.80% care 64 0.76% squadron 43 0.76% airline 49 0.80% reason 42 0.82% additional 42 0.76% longer 23 0.76%
29 assignment 35 0.76% three_sixty_five 64 0.76% fly 42 0.75% commitment 48 0.78% money 41 0.80% love 42 0.76% system 23 0.76%
30 retirement 35 0.76% commitment 63 0.75% primary 42 0.75% level 48 0.78% squadron 40 0.78% serve 42 0.76% assignment 22 0.73%

7.Definitely will 
remain in the Air 

Force

6.Probably will remain in 
the Air Force

5.Lean toward 
remaining in the Air 

Force
4.Undecided

3.Lean toward NOT 
remaining in the Air 

Force

2.Probably will NOT 
remain in the Air Force

1.Definitely will NOT 
remain in the Air Force

Rank Word N TF Word N TF Word N TF Word N TF Word N TF Word N TF Word N TF
1 pilot_bonus 107 2.31% duty 160 1.90% job 124 2.20% career 121 1.97% family 92 1.80% career 112 2.04% retirement 58 1.92%
2 duty 91 1.96% job 149 1.77% duty 110 1.95% job 110 1.79% duty 89 1.74% family 100 1.82% career 55 1.82%
3 job 77 1.66% pilot_bonus 149 1.77% family 105 1.86% duty 108 1.76% job 87 1.70% job 93 1.69% pilot_bonus 53 1.75%
4 money 70 1.51% career 146 1.73% career 92 1.63% family 101 1.64% career 85 1.66% retirement 85 1.55% military 52 1.72%
5 deployment 68 1.47% family 136 1.61% deployment 84 1.49% pilot_bonus 91 1.48% leadership 77 1.51% opportunity 84 1.53% opportunity 49 1.62%
6 leadership 68 1.47% leadership 134 1.59% additional duty 81 1.44% deployment 82 1.34% military 65 1.27% service 84 1.53% family 48 1.59%
7 flying 67 1.45% deployment 122 1.45% flying 79 1.40% military 79 1.29% deployment 64 1.25% leadership 82 1.49% job 47 1.55%
8 additional duty 65 1.40% additional duty 114 1.35% pilot_bonus 77 1.37% leadership 76 1.24% additional duty 64 1.25% duty 81 1.47% leadership 46 1.52%
9 family 64 1.38% money 113 1.34% pilot 73 1.30% assignment 70 1.14% opportunity 63 1.23% military 79 1.44% twenty 43 1.42%

10 career 63 1.36% additional 102 1.21% leadership 72 1.28% pay 68 1.11% retirement 63 1.23% mission 71 1.29% service 41 1.35%
11 additional 59 1.27% flying 97 1.15% opportunity 72 1.28% retirement 68 1.11% mission 61 1.19% twenty 70 1.27% duty 40 1.32%
12 airline 54 1.17% military 91 1.08% money 71 1.26% service 67 1.09% pilot_bonus 61 1.19% current 66 1.20% mission 33 1.09%
13 military 53 1.14% opportunity 90 1.07% military 64 1.14% mission 66 1.07% pay 58 1.13% factor 59 1.07% pay 33 1.09%
14 pilot 53 1.14% pilot 88 1.04% additional 63 1.12% additional duty 64 1.04% flying 55 1.08% pay 59 1.07% serve 33 1.09%
15 service 53 1.14% fly 86 1.02% mission 60 1.07% opportunity 63 1.03% assignment 53 1.04% deployment 57 1.04% deployment 32 1.06%
16 mission 49 1.06% mission 86 1.02% service 60 1.07% additional 59 0.96% twenty 53 1.04% pilot_bonus 56 1.02% flying 32 1.06%
17 opportunity 49 1.06% life 78 0.93% current 55 0.98% flying 59 0.96% continue 52 1.02% benefit 52 0.95% pilot 30 0.99%
18 life 47 1.01% airline 77 0.91% twenty 54 0.96% benefit 55 0.90% current 52 1.02% continue 50 0.91% promotion 30 0.99%
19 promotion 45 0.97% civilian 77 0.91% civilian 53 0.94% decision 55 0.90% additional 51 1.00% flying 50 0.91% continue 29 0.96%
20 current 44 0.95% twenty 75 0.89% assignment 51 0.91% twenty 55 0.90% service 49 0.96% additional duty 47 0.85% current 27 0.89%
21 fly 44 0.95% service 73 0.87% life 51 0.91% money 54 0.88% benefit 47 0.92% promotion 46 0.84% lack 27 0.89%
22 three_sixty_five 44 0.95% pay 72 0.85% pay 51 0.91% continue 53 0.86% decision 46 0.90% commander 45 0.82% eligible 26 0.86%
23 twenty 44 0.95% squadron 70 0.83% continue 49 0.87% current 53 0.86% primary 46 0.90% assignment 44 0.80% based 24 0.79%
24 commitment 43 0.93% jobs 69 0.82% airline 48 0.85% pilot 53 0.86% airline 44 0.86% care 44 0.80% commander 24 0.79%
25 squadron 42 0.91% commander 68 0.81% ten 48 0.85% squadron 53 0.86% ability 43 0.84% level 44 0.80% love 24 0.79%
26 pay 40 0.86% lack 67 0.79% commitment 47 0.83% reason 51 0.83% level 43 0.84% reason 44 0.80% civilian 23 0.76%
27 civilian 38 0.82% continue 65 0.77% lack 44 0.78% primary 50 0.81% pilot 42 0.82% remain 44 0.80% desire 23 0.76%
28 ten 37 0.80% care 64 0.76% squadron 43 0.76% airline 49 0.80% reason 42 0.82% additional 42 0.76% longer 23 0.76%
29 assignment 35 0.76% three_sixty_five 64 0.76% fly 42 0.75% commitment 48 0.78% money 41 0.80% love 42 0.76% system 23 0.76%
30 retirement 35 0.76% commitment 63 0.75% primary 42 0.75% level 48 0.78% squadron 40 0.78% serve 42 0.76% assignment 22 0.73%

2.Probably will NOT 
remain in the Air Force

1.Definitely will NOT 
remain in the Air Force

7.Definitely will 
remain in the Air 

Force
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5.Lean toward 
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Force
4.Undecided

3.Lean toward NOT 
remaining in the Air 

Force
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Table 21: Pilot Bonus tracked by Stated Separation Intention 

 

 
Table 22: Money tracked by Stated Separation Intention 

 
 

Rank Word N TF Word N TF Word N TF Word N TF Word N TF Word N TF Word N TF
1 pilot_bonus 107 2.31% duty 160 1.90% job 124 2.20% career 121 1.97% family 92 1.80% career 112 2.04% retirement 58 1.92%
2 duty 91 1.96% job 149 1.77% duty 110 1.95% job 110 1.79% duty 89 1.74% family 100 1.82% career 55 1.82%
3 job 77 1.66% pilot_bonus 149 1.77% family 105 1.86% duty 108 1.76% job 87 1.70% job 93 1.69% pilot_bonus 53 1.75%
4 money 70 1.51% career 146 1.73% career 92 1.63% family 101 1.64% career 85 1.66% retirement 85 1.55% military 52 1.72%
5 deployment 68 1.47% family 136 1.61% deployment 84 1.49% pilot_bonus 91 1.48% leadership 77 1.51% opportunity 84 1.53% opportunity 49 1.62%
6 leadership 68 1.47% leadership 134 1.59% additional duty 81 1.44% deployment 82 1.34% military 65 1.27% service 84 1.53% family 48 1.59%
7 flying 67 1.45% deployment 122 1.45% flying 79 1.40% military 79 1.29% deployment 64 1.25% leadership 82 1.49% job 47 1.55%
8 additional duty 65 1.40% additional duty 114 1.35% pilot_bonus 77 1.37% leadership 76 1.24% additional duty 64 1.25% duty 81 1.47% leadership 46 1.52%
9 family 64 1.38% money 113 1.34% pilot 73 1.30% assignment 70 1.14% opportunity 63 1.23% military 79 1.44% twenty 43 1.42%

10 career 63 1.36% additional 102 1.21% leadership 72 1.28% pay 68 1.11% retirement 63 1.23% mission 71 1.29% service 41 1.35%
11 additional 59 1.27% flying 97 1.15% opportunity 72 1.28% retirement 68 1.11% mission 61 1.19% twenty 70 1.27% duty 40 1.32%
12 airline 54 1.17% military 91 1.08% money 71 1.26% service 67 1.09% pilot_bonus 61 1.19% current 66 1.20% mission 33 1.09%
13 military 53 1.14% opportunity 90 1.07% military 64 1.14% mission 66 1.07% pay 58 1.13% factor 59 1.07% pay 33 1.09%
14 pilot 53 1.14% pilot 88 1.04% additional 63 1.12% additional duty 64 1.04% flying 55 1.08% pay 59 1.07% serve 33 1.09%
15 service 53 1.14% fly 86 1.02% mission 60 1.07% opportunity 63 1.03% assignment 53 1.04% deployment 57 1.04% deployment 32 1.06%
16 mission 49 1.06% mission 86 1.02% service 60 1.07% additional 59 0.96% twenty 53 1.04% pilot_bonus 56 1.02% flying 32 1.06%
17 opportunity 49 1.06% life 78 0.93% current 55 0.98% flying 59 0.96% continue 52 1.02% benefit 52 0.95% pilot 30 0.99%
18 life 47 1.01% airline 77 0.91% twenty 54 0.96% benefit 55 0.90% current 52 1.02% continue 50 0.91% promotion 30 0.99%
19 promotion 45 0.97% civilian 77 0.91% civilian 53 0.94% decision 55 0.90% additional 51 1.00% flying 50 0.91% continue 29 0.96%
20 current 44 0.95% twenty 75 0.89% assignment 51 0.91% twenty 55 0.90% service 49 0.96% additional duty 47 0.85% current 27 0.89%
21 fly 44 0.95% service 73 0.87% life 51 0.91% money 54 0.88% benefit 47 0.92% promotion 46 0.84% lack 27 0.89%
22 three_sixty_five 44 0.95% pay 72 0.85% pay 51 0.91% continue 53 0.86% decision 46 0.90% commander 45 0.82% eligible 26 0.86%
23 twenty 44 0.95% squadron 70 0.83% continue 49 0.87% current 53 0.86% primary 46 0.90% assignment 44 0.80% based 24 0.79%
24 commitment 43 0.93% jobs 69 0.82% airline 48 0.85% pilot 53 0.86% airline 44 0.86% care 44 0.80% commander 24 0.79%
25 squadron 42 0.91% commander 68 0.81% ten 48 0.85% squadron 53 0.86% ability 43 0.84% level 44 0.80% love 24 0.79%
26 pay 40 0.86% lack 67 0.79% commitment 47 0.83% reason 51 0.83% level 43 0.84% reason 44 0.80% civilian 23 0.76%
27 civilian 38 0.82% continue 65 0.77% lack 44 0.78% primary 50 0.81% pilot 42 0.82% remain 44 0.80% desire 23 0.76%
28 ten 37 0.80% care 64 0.76% squadron 43 0.76% airline 49 0.80% reason 42 0.82% additional 42 0.76% longer 23 0.76%
29 assignment 35 0.76% three_sixty_five 64 0.76% fly 42 0.75% commitment 48 0.78% money 41 0.80% love 42 0.76% system 23 0.76%
30 retirement 35 0.76% commitment 63 0.75% primary 42 0.75% level 48 0.78% squadron 40 0.78% serve 42 0.76% assignment 22 0.73%

2.Probably will NOT 
remain in the Air Force

1.Definitely will NOT 
remain in the Air Force

7.Definitely will 
remain in the Air 

Force

6.Probably will remain in 
the Air Force

5.Lean toward 
remaining in the Air 

Force
4.Undecided

3.Lean toward NOT 
remaining in the Air 

Force

Rank Word N TF Word N TF Word N TF Word N TF Word N TF Word N TF Word N TF
1 pilot_bonus 107 2.31% duty 160 1.90% job 124 2.20% career 121 1.97% family 92 1.80% career 112 2.04% retirement 58 1.92%
2 duty 91 1.96% job 149 1.77% duty 110 1.95% job 110 1.79% duty 89 1.74% family 100 1.82% career 55 1.82%
3 job 77 1.66% pilot_bonus 149 1.77% family 105 1.86% duty 108 1.76% job 87 1.70% job 93 1.69% pilot_bonus 53 1.75%
4 money 70 1.51% career 146 1.73% career 92 1.63% family 101 1.64% career 85 1.66% retirement 85 1.55% military 52 1.72%
5 deployment 68 1.47% family 136 1.61% deployment 84 1.49% pilot_bonus 91 1.48% leadership 77 1.51% opportunity 84 1.53% opportunity 49 1.62%
6 leadership 68 1.47% leadership 134 1.59% additional duty 81 1.44% deployment 82 1.34% military 65 1.27% service 84 1.53% family 48 1.59%
7 flying 67 1.45% deployment 122 1.45% flying 79 1.40% military 79 1.29% deployment 64 1.25% leadership 82 1.49% job 47 1.55%
8 additional duty 65 1.40% additional duty 114 1.35% pilot_bonus 77 1.37% leadership 76 1.24% additional duty 64 1.25% duty 81 1.47% leadership 46 1.52%
9 family 64 1.38% money 113 1.34% pilot 73 1.30% assignment 70 1.14% opportunity 63 1.23% military 79 1.44% twenty 43 1.42%

10 career 63 1.36% additional 102 1.21% leadership 72 1.28% pay 68 1.11% retirement 63 1.23% mission 71 1.29% service 41 1.35%
11 additional 59 1.27% flying 97 1.15% opportunity 72 1.28% retirement 68 1.11% mission 61 1.19% twenty 70 1.27% duty 40 1.32%
12 airline 54 1.17% military 91 1.08% money 71 1.26% service 67 1.09% pilot_bonus 61 1.19% current 66 1.20% mission 33 1.09%
13 military 53 1.14% opportunity 90 1.07% military 64 1.14% mission 66 1.07% pay 58 1.13% factor 59 1.07% pay 33 1.09%
14 pilot 53 1.14% pilot 88 1.04% additional 63 1.12% additional duty 64 1.04% flying 55 1.08% pay 59 1.07% serve 33 1.09%
15 service 53 1.14% fly 86 1.02% mission 60 1.07% opportunity 63 1.03% assignment 53 1.04% deployment 57 1.04% deployment 32 1.06%
16 mission 49 1.06% mission 86 1.02% service 60 1.07% additional 59 0.96% twenty 53 1.04% pilot_bonus 56 1.02% flying 32 1.06%
17 opportunity 49 1.06% life 78 0.93% current 55 0.98% flying 59 0.96% continue 52 1.02% benefit 52 0.95% pilot 30 0.99%
18 life 47 1.01% airline 77 0.91% twenty 54 0.96% benefit 55 0.90% current 52 1.02% continue 50 0.91% promotion 30 0.99%
19 promotion 45 0.97% civilian 77 0.91% civilian 53 0.94% decision 55 0.90% additional 51 1.00% flying 50 0.91% continue 29 0.96%
20 current 44 0.95% twenty 75 0.89% assignment 51 0.91% twenty 55 0.90% service 49 0.96% additional duty 47 0.85% current 27 0.89%
21 fly 44 0.95% service 73 0.87% life 51 0.91% money 54 0.88% benefit 47 0.92% promotion 46 0.84% lack 27 0.89%
22 three_sixty_five 44 0.95% pay 72 0.85% pay 51 0.91% continue 53 0.86% decision 46 0.90% commander 45 0.82% eligible 26 0.86%
23 twenty 44 0.95% squadron 70 0.83% continue 49 0.87% current 53 0.86% primary 46 0.90% assignment 44 0.80% based 24 0.79%
24 commitment 43 0.93% jobs 69 0.82% airline 48 0.85% pilot 53 0.86% airline 44 0.86% care 44 0.80% commander 24 0.79%
25 squadron 42 0.91% commander 68 0.81% ten 48 0.85% squadron 53 0.86% ability 43 0.84% level 44 0.80% love 24 0.79%
26 pay 40 0.86% lack 67 0.79% commitment 47 0.83% reason 51 0.83% level 43 0.84% reason 44 0.80% civilian 23 0.76%
27 civilian 38 0.82% continue 65 0.77% lack 44 0.78% primary 50 0.81% pilot 42 0.82% remain 44 0.80% desire 23 0.76%
28 ten 37 0.80% care 64 0.76% squadron 43 0.76% airline 49 0.80% reason 42 0.82% additional 42 0.76% longer 23 0.76%
29 assignment 35 0.76% three_sixty_five 64 0.76% fly 42 0.75% commitment 48 0.78% money 41 0.80% love 42 0.76% system 23 0.76%
30 retirement 35 0.76% commitment 63 0.75% primary 42 0.75% level 48 0.78% squadron 40 0.78% serve 42 0.76% assignment 22 0.73%
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remain in the Air Force

1.Definitely will NOT 
remain in the Air Force

7.Definitely will 
remain in the Air 

Force

6.Probably will remain in 
the Air Force

5.Lean toward 
remaining in the Air 

Force
4.Undecided
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Table 23: Opportunity tracked by Stated Separation Intention 

 
 

 
Table 24: Retirement tracked by Stated Separation Intention

Rank Word N TF Word N TF Word N TF Word N TF Word N TF Word N TF Word N TF
1 pilot_bonus 107 2.31% duty 160 1.90% job 124 2.20% career 121 1.97% family 92 1.80% career 112 2.04% retirement 58 1.92%
2 duty 91 1.96% job 149 1.77% duty 110 1.95% job 110 1.79% duty 89 1.74% family 100 1.82% career 55 1.82%
3 job 77 1.66% pilot_bonus 149 1.77% family 105 1.86% duty 108 1.76% job 87 1.70% job 93 1.69% pilot_bonus 53 1.75%
4 money 70 1.51% career 146 1.73% career 92 1.63% family 101 1.64% career 85 1.66% retirement 85 1.55% military 52 1.72%
5 deployment 68 1.47% family 136 1.61% deployment 84 1.49% pilot_bonus 91 1.48% leadership 77 1.51% opportunity 84 1.53% opportunity 49 1.62%
6 leadership 68 1.47% leadership 134 1.59% additional duty 81 1.44% deployment 82 1.34% military 65 1.27% service 84 1.53% family 48 1.59%
7 flying 67 1.45% deployment 122 1.45% flying 79 1.40% military 79 1.29% deployment 64 1.25% leadership 82 1.49% job 47 1.55%
8 additional duty 65 1.40% additional duty 114 1.35% pilot_bonus 77 1.37% leadership 76 1.24% additional duty 64 1.25% duty 81 1.47% leadership 46 1.52%
9 family 64 1.38% money 113 1.34% pilot 73 1.30% assignment 70 1.14% opportunity 63 1.23% military 79 1.44% twenty 43 1.42%

10 career 63 1.36% additional 102 1.21% leadership 72 1.28% pay 68 1.11% retirement 63 1.23% mission 71 1.29% service 41 1.35%
11 additional 59 1.27% flying 97 1.15% opportunity 72 1.28% retirement 68 1.11% mission 61 1.19% twenty 70 1.27% duty 40 1.32%
12 airline 54 1.17% military 91 1.08% money 71 1.26% service 67 1.09% pilot_bonus 61 1.19% current 66 1.20% mission 33 1.09%
13 military 53 1.14% opportunity 90 1.07% military 64 1.14% mission 66 1.07% pay 58 1.13% factor 59 1.07% pay 33 1.09%
14 pilot 53 1.14% pilot 88 1.04% additional 63 1.12% additional duty 64 1.04% flying 55 1.08% pay 59 1.07% serve 33 1.09%
15 service 53 1.14% fly 86 1.02% mission 60 1.07% opportunity 63 1.03% assignment 53 1.04% deployment 57 1.04% deployment 32 1.06%
16 mission 49 1.06% mission 86 1.02% service 60 1.07% additional 59 0.96% twenty 53 1.04% pilot_bonus 56 1.02% flying 32 1.06%
17 opportunity 49 1.06% life 78 0.93% current 55 0.98% flying 59 0.96% continue 52 1.02% benefit 52 0.95% pilot 30 0.99%
18 life 47 1.01% airline 77 0.91% twenty 54 0.96% benefit 55 0.90% current 52 1.02% continue 50 0.91% promotion 30 0.99%
19 promotion 45 0.97% civilian 77 0.91% civilian 53 0.94% decision 55 0.90% additional 51 1.00% flying 50 0.91% continue 29 0.96%
20 current 44 0.95% twenty 75 0.89% assignment 51 0.91% twenty 55 0.90% service 49 0.96% additional duty 47 0.85% current 27 0.89%
21 fly 44 0.95% service 73 0.87% life 51 0.91% money 54 0.88% benefit 47 0.92% promotion 46 0.84% lack 27 0.89%
22 three_sixty_five 44 0.95% pay 72 0.85% pay 51 0.91% continue 53 0.86% decision 46 0.90% commander 45 0.82% eligible 26 0.86%
23 twenty 44 0.95% squadron 70 0.83% continue 49 0.87% current 53 0.86% primary 46 0.90% assignment 44 0.80% based 24 0.79%
24 commitment 43 0.93% jobs 69 0.82% airline 48 0.85% pilot 53 0.86% airline 44 0.86% care 44 0.80% commander 24 0.79%
25 squadron 42 0.91% commander 68 0.81% ten 48 0.85% squadron 53 0.86% ability 43 0.84% level 44 0.80% love 24 0.79%
26 pay 40 0.86% lack 67 0.79% commitment 47 0.83% reason 51 0.83% level 43 0.84% reason 44 0.80% civilian 23 0.76%
27 civilian 38 0.82% continue 65 0.77% lack 44 0.78% primary 50 0.81% pilot 42 0.82% remain 44 0.80% desire 23 0.76%
28 ten 37 0.80% care 64 0.76% squadron 43 0.76% airline 49 0.80% reason 42 0.82% additional 42 0.76% longer 23 0.76%
29 assignment 35 0.76% three_sixty_five 64 0.76% fly 42 0.75% commitment 48 0.78% money 41 0.80% love 42 0.76% system 23 0.76%
30 retirement 35 0.76% commitment 63 0.75% primary 42 0.75% level 48 0.78% squadron 40 0.78% serve 42 0.76% assignment 22 0.73%

2.Probably will NOT 
remain in the Air Force

1.Definitely will NOT 
remain in the Air Force

7.Definitely will 
remain in the Air 

Force

6.Probably will remain in 
the Air Force

5.Lean toward 
remaining in the Air 

Force
4.Undecided

3.Lean toward NOT 
remaining in the Air 

Force

Rank Word N TF Word N TF Word N TF Word N TF Word N TF Word N TF Word N TF
1 pilot_bonus 107 2.31% duty 160 1.90% job 124 2.20% career 121 1.97% family 92 1.80% career 112 2.04% retirement 58 1.92%
2 duty 91 1.96% job 149 1.77% duty 110 1.95% job 110 1.79% duty 89 1.74% family 100 1.82% career 55 1.82%
3 job 77 1.66% pilot_bonus 149 1.77% family 105 1.86% duty 108 1.76% job 87 1.70% job 93 1.69% pilot_bonus 53 1.75%
4 money 70 1.51% career 146 1.73% career 92 1.63% family 101 1.64% career 85 1.66% retirement 85 1.55% military 52 1.72%
5 deployment 68 1.47% family 136 1.61% deployment 84 1.49% pilot_bonus 91 1.48% leadership 77 1.51% opportunity 84 1.53% opportunity 49 1.62%
6 leadership 68 1.47% leadership 134 1.59% additional duty 81 1.44% deployment 82 1.34% military 65 1.27% service 84 1.53% family 48 1.59%
7 flying 67 1.45% deployment 122 1.45% flying 79 1.40% military 79 1.29% deployment 64 1.25% leadership 82 1.49% job 47 1.55%
8 additional duty 65 1.40% additional duty 114 1.35% pilot_bonus 77 1.37% leadership 76 1.24% additional duty 64 1.25% duty 81 1.47% leadership 46 1.52%
9 family 64 1.38% money 113 1.34% pilot 73 1.30% assignment 70 1.14% opportunity 63 1.23% military 79 1.44% twenty 43 1.42%

10 career 63 1.36% additional 102 1.21% leadership 72 1.28% pay 68 1.11% retirement 63 1.23% mission 71 1.29% service 41 1.35%
11 additional 59 1.27% flying 97 1.15% opportunity 72 1.28% retirement 68 1.11% mission 61 1.19% twenty 70 1.27% duty 40 1.32%
12 airline 54 1.17% military 91 1.08% money 71 1.26% service 67 1.09% pilot_bonus 61 1.19% current 66 1.20% mission 33 1.09%
13 military 53 1.14% opportunity 90 1.07% military 64 1.14% mission 66 1.07% pay 58 1.13% factor 59 1.07% pay 33 1.09%
14 pilot 53 1.14% pilot 88 1.04% additional 63 1.12% additional duty 64 1.04% flying 55 1.08% pay 59 1.07% serve 33 1.09%
15 service 53 1.14% fly 86 1.02% mission 60 1.07% opportunity 63 1.03% assignment 53 1.04% deployment 57 1.04% deployment 32 1.06%
16 mission 49 1.06% mission 86 1.02% service 60 1.07% additional 59 0.96% twenty 53 1.04% pilot_bonus 56 1.02% flying 32 1.06%
17 opportunity 49 1.06% life 78 0.93% current 55 0.98% flying 59 0.96% continue 52 1.02% benefit 52 0.95% pilot 30 0.99%
18 life 47 1.01% airline 77 0.91% twenty 54 0.96% benefit 55 0.90% current 52 1.02% continue 50 0.91% promotion 30 0.99%
19 promotion 45 0.97% civilian 77 0.91% civilian 53 0.94% decision 55 0.90% additional 51 1.00% flying 50 0.91% continue 29 0.96%
20 current 44 0.95% twenty 75 0.89% assignment 51 0.91% twenty 55 0.90% service 49 0.96% additional duty 47 0.85% current 27 0.89%
21 fly 44 0.95% service 73 0.87% life 51 0.91% money 54 0.88% benefit 47 0.92% promotion 46 0.84% lack 27 0.89%
22 three_sixty_five 44 0.95% pay 72 0.85% pay 51 0.91% continue 53 0.86% decision 46 0.90% commander 45 0.82% eligible 26 0.86%
23 twenty 44 0.95% squadron 70 0.83% continue 49 0.87% current 53 0.86% primary 46 0.90% assignment 44 0.80% based 24 0.79%
24 commitment 43 0.93% jobs 69 0.82% airline 48 0.85% pilot 53 0.86% airline 44 0.86% care 44 0.80% commander 24 0.79%
25 squadron 42 0.91% commander 68 0.81% ten 48 0.85% squadron 53 0.86% ability 43 0.84% level 44 0.80% love 24 0.79%
26 pay 40 0.86% lack 67 0.79% commitment 47 0.83% reason 51 0.83% level 43 0.84% reason 44 0.80% civilian 23 0.76%
27 civilian 38 0.82% continue 65 0.77% lack 44 0.78% primary 50 0.81% pilot 42 0.82% remain 44 0.80% desire 23 0.76%
28 ten 37 0.80% care 64 0.76% squadron 43 0.76% airline 49 0.80% reason 42 0.82% additional 42 0.76% longer 23 0.76%
29 assignment 35 0.76% three_sixty_five 64 0.76% fly 42 0.75% commitment 48 0.78% money 41 0.80% love 42 0.76% system 23 0.76%
30 retirement 35 0.76% commitment 63 0.75% primary 42 0.75% level 48 0.78% squadron 40 0.78% serve 42 0.76% assignment 22 0.73%
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Force
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Figure 13: CA of Separation Intentions and Words / Phrases
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Themes 

Looking at Figure 14 and Table 25, we see the top 30 themes by stated 
separation intention. Like the analysis conducted on the words used by stated 
separation intention, we see there are similar themes used by all groups: themes 
about being valued, the promotion system, and the pilot bonus18. This should not be 
surprising. As stated before, the culture of being a pilot is strong. However, if we 
highlight certain themes we see either increasing or decreasing degrees of 
importance by intention type. On Table 26 through Table 30, we have highlighted 
specific themes to show these trends succinctly. Specifically, we look at the themes 
regarding the retirement system (S.PP.RETIRE), individual control 
(IND.CONTROL), service (IND.SERVICE), family quality of life (FAM.QOL), and 
perceived career opportunities with an airline (ALTS.AIR)19.  

On Table 26 we see the theme S.PP.RETIRE is highest ranked (rank #1) with 
those who stated they DEFINITELY WILL remain. As we move to the left of the 
spectrum, we see a slight decrease in the usage of this theme.  It then no longer 
registers in the top 30 themes for both the DEFINITELY WILL NOT and the 
PROBABLY WILL NOT groups. This pattern, almost perfectly matches the use of 
the word retirement. This is as expected. As we saw in the KWIC, many in the 
WILL remain groups implied staying to receive a retirement, and associated 
benefits, was a significant factor in their decision to remain. Conversely, those who 
said they WILL NOT remain did not share this sentiment.  

On Table 27 the theme IND.CONTROL ranks in the top five for all the WILL 
NOT groups in the UNDECIDEDS. The use of the theme then decidedly drops off, 
being lowest with the PROBABLY WILL remain (rank #29), and only slightly 
higher with the definitely will remain (rank #23).  

On Table 28 we see the DEFINITELY WILL group ranks the theme IND.SERVE 
highest (rank #4), then significant drops off with the PROBABLY WILL remain 
group (rank #18). It continues to slowly decrease in use, and then is no longer 
visible in the top 30 themes for the DEFINITELY WILL NOT and the PROBABLY 
WILL NOT groups.  

The theme FAM.QOL, on Table 29, remains relatively consistent between all the 
groups. It is highest ranked with those who said they DEFINITELY WILL remain 
(rank #7). It then slowly decreases in importance and bottoms out with the 

                                            
18 It should be noted that one of the questions was specifically asking about the bonus, so  the theme 
related to the pilot bonus ranks high among all groups, as would be expected. 
19 For complete definitions of all themes, reference Appendix L 
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DEFINITELY WILL NOT (rank #16). If you look at Figure 15, the consistency of 
this response can be seen. The theme remains relatively near the origin and slightly 
skewed towards the WILL REMAIN groups. This suggests the theme is relatively 
important for all.    

 Finally, when we look at the theme ALTS.AIR on Table 30, we see the theme is 
expressed the most by the DEFINITELY WILL NOT group (rank #4), slightly drops 
in usage for the PROBABLY WILL NOT, LEANING TOWARDS NOT, the 
UNDECIDED (rank #6), drops off in usage for the PROBABLY WILL remain (rank 
#12), and is lowest with the DEFINITELY WILL remain (rank #25). This pattern is 
also as expected; and matches the pattern for the word usage airline. Furthermore, 
as we saw when we look at the KWIC of airline, bonus, and money the theme of 
airlines was stated more often, implicitly or explicitly, by the NOT groups. The use 
of airlines as a theme was mostly used as a comparative measure: respondents 
compare the bonus to future potential incomes with the airlines, they compare 
current quality of life to potential quality of life increases with the airlines or in the 
civilian sector, and they compare current job requirements (e.g. deployments, non-
flying and administrative duties, etc.) to the anticipated decreases in additional 
duties at an airline. 

When the CA was administered, we see the pervious pattern emerge. The CA for 
stated separation intentions and themes, visualized in Figure 15, has a total inertia 
(Φ2) value of .079, a Χ2 =656.7, and associated p-value=4.295e-22. Furthermore, 
dimensions 1 and 2 account for 69.8% of the total inertia of the data. It should also 
be noted the first dimension is very dominant, accounting for 56.2% of the total 
inertia. Again, looking at Figure 15, we see the stated separation intention groups 
are ranked from left to right in proceeding order. For the three NOT groups, their 
coordinates on dimension 1 are negative; for the UNDECIDEDS and WILL groups 
they are positive. The same way we defined dimension 1 in the CA for the words 
used by separation intention, we can define dimension 1 of the separation between 
those who stated NOT versus those who stated WILL. 

As a result, the NOT groups use themes related to outside career alternatives 
(ALTS.OTHER, ALTS.QOL, ATLS.AIR), themes related to leadership in the USAF 
(S.LDR, MANAGERS, S.LDR.OUTOFTOUCH, S.LDR.CAREER), and themes 
related to financial retention incentives (S.PP.BONUS, IND.NOT_MONEY). In 
contrast, the WILL groups tend to use themes related to why they still serve 
(S.CULT.CAMARADERIE, IND.COMM, IND.SERVE, IND.PAT, IND.LOVE), and 
the financial incentives related to military service (S.PP.RETIRE, S.PP.BENI, 
S.CULT.UNCERT). 
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Implications 

The analysis of the words and phrases, themes, and the KWIC all complement 
each other. The words being used, the themes being expressed, and how they are 
said in context, show us how the groups value different things in their life. The NOT 
groups tell us their decisions are not necessarily a financial issue. They are 
expressing frustration with non-flying administrative duties, leadership, 
deployments, and quality of life issues; but not about the money. Our pilots are 
experts in their craft. If they do not feel they have any control, or the current 
environment remains the same, they are telling us they know there are other places 
they can take that expertise. 

On the other side of the spectrum, the WILL groups are telling us they 
remaining in because they love what they do and who they do it with. The sense of 
camaraderie and community they find in their units is an important factor for them. 
Furthermore, the bonus money is not a determining factor in their decision: 
receiving a retirement and the other financial incentives of military service are 
much more important to them.  

People who believe they are valued and are a part of something great will give 
everything for the organization. But no amount of money will keep the person who 
feels marginalized, or feels they are wasting their life on something they feel is 
irrelevant (Terence R Mitchell & Lee, 2001). Ultimately, if the goal is to increase 
the number of airmen who say they WILL remain, we need to emphasize those 
factors the current WILL group has stated. In addition, we need to address the 
frustrations and concerns expressed by the NOT groups.  
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Figure 14: Scree Plot of top 30 Themes by Stated Separation Intention 
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Table 25: Top 30 Themes by Stated Separation Intention 

 

 
Table 26: S.PP.RETIRE by Stated Separation Intention 

Rank theme N theme N theme N theme N theme N theme N theme N
1 s.cult.val 62 s.cult.val 109 ind.control 65 fam.sacrifice 65 fam.sacrifice 57 s.cult.val 67 s.pp.retire 36
2 s.cult.toxic 57 s.ldr.senior 104 s.cult.val 65 s.cult.val 62 s.cult.msnfocus 49 s.pp.promote 48 s.pp.promote 31
3 ind.control 52 s.pp.bonus 103 s.ldr.senior 61 s.ldr.senior 57 s.ldr.senior 46 fam.sacrifice 46 s.cult.val 24
4 alts.air 51 fam.sacrifice 96 s.cult.msnfocus 55 ind.control 54 s.pp.promote 44 s.ldr.senior 45 ind.serve 23
5 s.pp.bonus 51 ind.control 88 fam.sacrifice 52 s.pp.bonus 50 s.cult.val 43 ind.mean 41 s.ldr.senior 22
6 s.ldr.senior 50 alts.air 80 alts.air 49 alts.air 44 s.cult.toxic 42 s.cult.msnfocus 39 s.pp.bonus 21
7 s.pp.promote 46 s.pp.promote 75 s.pp.promote 48 s.pp.promote 44 alts.air 38 s.pp.retire 39 fam.qol 20
8 fam.sacrifice 40 alts.qol 68 s.pp.bonus 47 fam.qol 42 s.pp.retire 38 s.cult.toxic 38 s.cult.toxic 20
9 s.cult.msnfocus 38 s.cult.msnfocus 65 s.cult.trust 45 s.cult.trust 41 s.pp.bonus 36 fam.qol 37 ind.pat 18

10 s.cult.trust 34 s.cult.toxic 57 alts.qol 42 s.cult.toxic 40 s.cult.trust 35 s.infs.manpower 30 fam.sacrifice 17
11 alts.qol 31 s.cult.trust 53 fam.qol 37 s.cult.msnfocus 39 fam.qol 32 s.pp.bonus 27 s.pp.fm 17
12 s.ldr.toxic 31 fam.qol 48 s.pp.assign 34 s.pp.retire 39 ind.control 30 alts.air 25 s.ldr.imd 16
13 s.cult.bur 27 s.ldr.priorites 46 fam.spouse 33 s.infs.manpower 34 fam.spouse 27 fam.spouse 25 ind.mean 13
14 s.ldr.priorites 27 fam.spouse 45 s.cult.toxic 29 ind.mean 31 s.pp.fm 26 s.cult.trust 24 s.cult.trust 13
15 s.cult.fair 25 s.ldr.toxic 45 s.ldr.priorites 29 s.ldr.priorites 30 s.infs.manpower 24 s.infs.resources 24 s.ldr.priorites 13
16 fam.qol 24 s.infs.manpower 44 s.ldr.toxic 25 fam.spouse 29 s.cult.moreless 23 s.ldr.priorites 24 s.cult.bur 12
17 s.ldr.career 21 s.pp.assign 42 s.cult.fair 24 s.cult.fair 28 s.ldr.priorites 23 s.pp.fm 24 s.cult.camaraderie 12
18 s.pp.fm 20 s.ldr.effective 40 s.infs.manpower 23 s.pp.fm 27 s.pp.beni 23 ind.serve 22 s.pp.beni 12
19 alts.other 18 s.ldr.imd 39 s.pp.fm 22 s.ldr.toxic 26 ind.pat 22 s.ldr.toxic 22 alts.qol 11
20 s.cult.moreless 18 s.pp.fm 38 s.cult.bur 21 s.pp.assign 25 s.ldr.imd 22 s.pp.beni 22 s.cult.msnfocus 11
21 s.infs.manpower 18 ind.mean 34 s.pp.pcs 21 ind.serve 24 s.ldr.toxic 22 ind.pat 21 s.ldr.toxic 11
22 s.cult.moral 17 s.ldr.outoftouch 32 s.ldr.effective 20 alts.qol 23 s.ldr.effective 20 s.cult.bur 19 s.pp.assign 11
23 s.pp.assign 17 s.cult.bur 31 s.cult.moreless 19 s.cult.moreless 23 s.cult.fair 19 s.ldr.imd 19 ind.control 10
24 ind.mean 16 s.cult.change 28 s.infs.resources 19 s.infs.resources 23 ind.serve 18 alts.qol 17 s.ldr.effective 10
25 s.cult.change 16 s.cult.fair 28 fam.pcs 18 s.ldr.imd 23 s.infs.resources 18 s.cult.fair 17 alts.air 9
26 s.ldr.effective 16 s.cult.moreless 28 ind.mean 18 s.pp.pcs 23 s.pp.assign 18 s.cult.moral 17 fam.spouse 9
27 s.ldr.imd 16 s.ldr.career 28 ind.serve 18 ind.pat 22 s.cult.moral 17 s.ldr.effective 16 ind.love 9
28 ind.not_money 15 s.pp.pcs 28 s.ldr.career 18 s.infs.support 22 s.cult.pc 17 s.pp.joint 16 s.cult.change 9
29 s.pp.deploy 15 s.infs.support 27 s.pp.retire 18 s.pp.beni 20 alts.qol 16 ind.control 15 s.cult.fair 9
30 s.ldr.outoftouch 14 s.pp.deploy 27 s.cult.moral 17 s.pp.deploy 20 ind.mean 16 ind.love 15 s.infs.afpc 9

7.Definitely will 
remain in the Air 

Force

1.Definitely will 
NOT remain in the 

Air Force

2.Probably will NOT 
remain in the Air 

Force

3.Lean toward NOT 
remaining in the 

Air Force
4.Undecided

5.Lean toward 
remaining in the 

Air Force

6.Probably will 
remain in the Air 

Force

Rank theme N theme N theme N theme N theme N theme N theme N
1 s.cult.val 62 s.cult.val 109 ind.control 65 fam.sacrifice 65 fam.sacrifice 57 s.cult.val 67 s.pp.retire 36
2 s.cult.toxic 57 s.ldr.senior 104 s.cult.val 65 s.cult.val 62 s.cult.msnfocus 49 s.pp.promote 48 s.pp.promote 31
3 ind.control 52 s.pp.bonus 103 s.ldr.senior 61 s.ldr.senior 57 s.ldr.senior 46 fam.sacrifice 46 s.cult.val 24
4 alts.air 51 fam.sacrifice 96 s.cult.msnfocus 55 ind.control 54 s.pp.promote 44 s.ldr.senior 45 ind.serve 23
5 s.pp.bonus 51 ind.control 88 fam.sacrifice 52 s.pp.bonus 50 s.cult.val 43 ind.mean 41 s.ldr.senior 22
6 s.ldr.senior 50 alts.air 80 alts.air 49 alts.air 44 s.cult.toxic 42 s.cult.msnfocus 39 s.pp.bonus 21
7 s.pp.promote 46 s.pp.promote 75 s.pp.promote 48 s.pp.promote 44 alts.air 38 s.pp.retire 39 fam.qol 20
8 fam.sacrifice 40 alts.qol 68 s.pp.bonus 47 fam.qol 42 s.pp.retire 38 s.cult.toxic 38 s.cult.toxic 20
9 s.cult.msnfocus 38 s.cult.msnfocus 65 s.cult.trust 45 s.cult.trust 41 s.pp.bonus 36 fam.qol 37 ind.pat 18

10 s.cult.trust 34 s.cult.toxic 57 alts.qol 42 s.cult.toxic 40 s.cult.trust 35 s.infs.manpower 30 fam.sacrifice 17
11 alts.qol 31 s.cult.trust 53 fam.qol 37 s.cult.msnfocus 39 fam.qol 32 s.pp.bonus 27 s.pp.fm 17
12 s.ldr.toxic 31 fam.qol 48 s.pp.assign 34 s.pp.retire 39 ind.control 30 alts.air 25 s.ldr.imd 16
13 s.cult.bur 27 s.ldr.priorites 46 fam.spouse 33 s.infs.manpower 34 fam.spouse 27 fam.spouse 25 ind.mean 13
14 s.ldr.priorites 27 fam.spouse 45 s.cult.toxic 29 ind.mean 31 s.pp.fm 26 s.cult.trust 24 s.cult.trust 13
15 s.cult.fair 25 s.ldr.toxic 45 s.ldr.priorites 29 s.ldr.priorites 30 s.infs.manpower 24 s.infs.resources 24 s.ldr.priorites 13
16 fam.qol 24 s.infs.manpower 44 s.ldr.toxic 25 fam.spouse 29 s.cult.moreless 23 s.ldr.priorites 24 s.cult.bur 12
17 s.ldr.career 21 s.pp.assign 42 s.cult.fair 24 s.cult.fair 28 s.ldr.priorites 23 s.pp.fm 24 s.cult.camaraderie 12
18 s.pp.fm 20 s.ldr.effective 40 s.infs.manpower 23 s.pp.fm 27 s.pp.beni 23 ind.serve 22 s.pp.beni 12
19 alts.other 18 s.ldr.imd 39 s.pp.fm 22 s.ldr.toxic 26 ind.pat 22 s.ldr.toxic 22 alts.qol 11
20 s.cult.moreless 18 s.pp.fm 38 s.cult.bur 21 s.pp.assign 25 s.ldr.imd 22 s.pp.beni 22 s.cult.msnfocus 11
21 s.infs.manpower 18 ind.mean 34 s.pp.pcs 21 ind.serve 24 s.ldr.toxic 22 ind.pat 21 s.ldr.toxic 11
22 s.cult.moral 17 s.ldr.outoftouch 32 s.ldr.effective 20 alts.qol 23 s.ldr.effective 20 s.cult.bur 19 s.pp.assign 11
23 s.pp.assign 17 s.cult.bur 31 s.cult.moreless 19 s.cult.moreless 23 s.cult.fair 19 s.ldr.imd 19 ind.control 10
24 ind.mean 16 s.cult.change 28 s.infs.resources 19 s.infs.resources 23 ind.serve 18 alts.qol 17 s.ldr.effective 10
25 s.cult.change 16 s.cult.fair 28 fam.pcs 18 s.ldr.imd 23 s.infs.resources 18 s.cult.fair 17 alts.air 9
26 s.ldr.effective 16 s.cult.moreless 28 ind.mean 18 s.pp.pcs 23 s.pp.assign 18 s.cult.moral 17 fam.spouse 9
27 s.ldr.imd 16 s.ldr.career 28 ind.serve 18 ind.pat 22 s.cult.moral 17 s.ldr.effective 16 ind.love 9
28 ind.not_money 15 s.pp.pcs 28 s.ldr.career 18 s.infs.support 22 s.cult.pc 17 s.pp.joint 16 s.cult.change 9
29 s.pp.deploy 15 s.infs.support 27 s.pp.retire 18 s.pp.beni 20 alts.qol 16 ind.control 15 s.cult.fair 9
30 s.ldr.outoftouch 14 s.pp.deploy 27 s.cult.moral 17 s.pp.deploy 20 ind.mean 16 ind.love 15 s.infs.afpc 9
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remain in the Air 
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3.Lean toward NOT 
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Air Force
4.Undecided
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6.Probably will 
remain in the Air 

Force
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Table 27: IND.CONTROL by Stated Separation Intention 

 

 
Table 28: IND.SERVE by Stated Separation Intention 

Rank theme N theme N theme N theme N theme N theme N theme N
1 s.cult.val 62 s.cult.val 109 ind.control 65 fam.sacrifice 65 fam.sacrifice 57 s.cult.val 67 s.pp.retire 36
2 s.cult.toxic 57 s.ldr.senior 104 s.cult.val 65 s.cult.val 62 s.cult.msnfocus 49 s.pp.promote 48 s.pp.promote 31
3 ind.control 52 s.pp.bonus 103 s.ldr.senior 61 s.ldr.senior 57 s.ldr.senior 46 fam.sacrifice 46 s.cult.val 24
4 alts.air 51 fam.sacrifice 96 s.cult.msnfocus 55 ind.control 54 s.pp.promote 44 s.ldr.senior 45 ind.serve 23
5 s.pp.bonus 51 ind.control 88 fam.sacrifice 52 s.pp.bonus 50 s.cult.val 43 ind.mean 41 s.ldr.senior 22
6 s.ldr.senior 50 alts.air 80 alts.air 49 alts.air 44 s.cult.toxic 42 s.cult.msnfocus 39 s.pp.bonus 21
7 s.pp.promote 46 s.pp.promote 75 s.pp.promote 48 s.pp.promote 44 alts.air 38 s.pp.retire 39 fam.qol 20
8 fam.sacrifice 40 alts.qol 68 s.pp.bonus 47 fam.qol 42 s.pp.retire 38 s.cult.toxic 38 s.cult.toxic 20
9 s.cult.msnfocus 38 s.cult.msnfocus 65 s.cult.trust 45 s.cult.trust 41 s.pp.bonus 36 fam.qol 37 ind.pat 18

10 s.cult.trust 34 s.cult.toxic 57 alts.qol 42 s.cult.toxic 40 s.cult.trust 35 s.infs.manpower 30 fam.sacrifice 17
11 alts.qol 31 s.cult.trust 53 fam.qol 37 s.cult.msnfocus 39 fam.qol 32 s.pp.bonus 27 s.pp.fm 17
12 s.ldr.toxic 31 fam.qol 48 s.pp.assign 34 s.pp.retire 39 ind.control 30 alts.air 25 s.ldr.imd 16
13 s.cult.bur 27 s.ldr.priorites 46 fam.spouse 33 s.infs.manpower 34 fam.spouse 27 fam.spouse 25 ind.mean 13
14 s.ldr.priorites 27 fam.spouse 45 s.cult.toxic 29 ind.mean 31 s.pp.fm 26 s.cult.trust 24 s.cult.trust 13
15 s.cult.fair 25 s.ldr.toxic 45 s.ldr.priorites 29 s.ldr.priorites 30 s.infs.manpower 24 s.infs.resources 24 s.ldr.priorites 13
16 fam.qol 24 s.infs.manpower 44 s.ldr.toxic 25 fam.spouse 29 s.cult.moreless 23 s.ldr.priorites 24 s.cult.bur 12
17 s.ldr.career 21 s.pp.assign 42 s.cult.fair 24 s.cult.fair 28 s.ldr.priorites 23 s.pp.fm 24 s.cult.camaraderie 12
18 s.pp.fm 20 s.ldr.effective 40 s.infs.manpower 23 s.pp.fm 27 s.pp.beni 23 ind.serve 22 s.pp.beni 12
19 alts.other 18 s.ldr.imd 39 s.pp.fm 22 s.ldr.toxic 26 ind.pat 22 s.ldr.toxic 22 alts.qol 11
20 s.cult.moreless 18 s.pp.fm 38 s.cult.bur 21 s.pp.assign 25 s.ldr.imd 22 s.pp.beni 22 s.cult.msnfocus 11
21 s.infs.manpower 18 ind.mean 34 s.pp.pcs 21 ind.serve 24 s.ldr.toxic 22 ind.pat 21 s.ldr.toxic 11
22 s.cult.moral 17 s.ldr.outoftouch 32 s.ldr.effective 20 alts.qol 23 s.ldr.effective 20 s.cult.bur 19 s.pp.assign 11
23 s.pp.assign 17 s.cult.bur 31 s.cult.moreless 19 s.cult.moreless 23 s.cult.fair 19 s.ldr.imd 19 ind.control 10
24 ind.mean 16 s.cult.change 28 s.infs.resources 19 s.infs.resources 23 ind.serve 18 alts.qol 17 s.ldr.effective 10
25 s.cult.change 16 s.cult.fair 28 fam.pcs 18 s.ldr.imd 23 s.infs.resources 18 s.cult.fair 17 alts.air 9
26 s.ldr.effective 16 s.cult.moreless 28 ind.mean 18 s.pp.pcs 23 s.pp.assign 18 s.cult.moral 17 fam.spouse 9
27 s.ldr.imd 16 s.ldr.career 28 ind.serve 18 ind.pat 22 s.cult.moral 17 s.ldr.effective 16 ind.love 9
28 ind.not_money 15 s.pp.pcs 28 s.ldr.career 18 s.infs.support 22 s.cult.pc 17 s.pp.joint 16 s.cult.change 9
29 s.pp.deploy 15 s.infs.support 27 s.pp.retire 18 s.pp.beni 20 alts.qol 16 ind.control 15 s.cult.fair 9
30 s.ldr.outoftouch 14 s.pp.deploy 27 s.cult.moral 17 s.pp.deploy 20 ind.mean 16 ind.love 15 s.infs.afpc 9

7.Definitely will 
remain in the Air 

Force

1.Definitely will 
NOT remain in the 

Air Force

2.Probably will NOT 
remain in the Air 

Force

3.Lean toward NOT 
remaining in the 

Air Force
4.Undecided

5.Lean toward 
remaining in the 

Air Force

6.Probably will 
remain in the Air 

Force

Rank theme N theme N theme N theme N theme N theme N theme N
1 s.cult.val 62 s.cult.val 109 ind.control 65 fam.sacrifice 65 fam.sacrifice 57 s.cult.val 67 s.pp.retire 36
2 s.cult.toxic 57 s.ldr.senior 104 s.cult.val 65 s.cult.val 62 s.cult.msnfocus 49 s.pp.promote 48 s.pp.promote 31
3 ind.control 52 s.pp.bonus 103 s.ldr.senior 61 s.ldr.senior 57 s.ldr.senior 46 fam.sacrifice 46 s.cult.val 24
4 alts.air 51 fam.sacrifice 96 s.cult.msnfocus 55 ind.control 54 s.pp.promote 44 s.ldr.senior 45 ind.serve 23
5 s.pp.bonus 51 ind.control 88 fam.sacrifice 52 s.pp.bonus 50 s.cult.val 43 ind.mean 41 s.ldr.senior 22
6 s.ldr.senior 50 alts.air 80 alts.air 49 alts.air 44 s.cult.toxic 42 s.cult.msnfocus 39 s.pp.bonus 21
7 s.pp.promote 46 s.pp.promote 75 s.pp.promote 48 s.pp.promote 44 alts.air 38 s.pp.retire 39 fam.qol 20
8 fam.sacrifice 40 alts.qol 68 s.pp.bonus 47 fam.qol 42 s.pp.retire 38 s.cult.toxic 38 s.cult.toxic 20
9 s.cult.msnfocus 38 s.cult.msnfocus 65 s.cult.trust 45 s.cult.trust 41 s.pp.bonus 36 fam.qol 37 ind.pat 18

10 s.cult.trust 34 s.cult.toxic 57 alts.qol 42 s.cult.toxic 40 s.cult.trust 35 s.infs.manpower 30 fam.sacrifice 17
11 alts.qol 31 s.cult.trust 53 fam.qol 37 s.cult.msnfocus 39 fam.qol 32 s.pp.bonus 27 s.pp.fm 17
12 s.ldr.toxic 31 fam.qol 48 s.pp.assign 34 s.pp.retire 39 ind.control 30 alts.air 25 s.ldr.imd 16
13 s.cult.bur 27 s.ldr.priorites 46 fam.spouse 33 s.infs.manpower 34 fam.spouse 27 fam.spouse 25 ind.mean 13
14 s.ldr.priorites 27 fam.spouse 45 s.cult.toxic 29 ind.mean 31 s.pp.fm 26 s.cult.trust 24 s.cult.trust 13
15 s.cult.fair 25 s.ldr.toxic 45 s.ldr.priorites 29 s.ldr.priorites 30 s.infs.manpower 24 s.infs.resources 24 s.ldr.priorites 13
16 fam.qol 24 s.infs.manpower 44 s.ldr.toxic 25 fam.spouse 29 s.cult.moreless 23 s.ldr.priorites 24 s.cult.bur 12
17 s.ldr.career 21 s.pp.assign 42 s.cult.fair 24 s.cult.fair 28 s.ldr.priorites 23 s.pp.fm 24 s.cult.camaraderie 12
18 s.pp.fm 20 s.ldr.effective 40 s.infs.manpower 23 s.pp.fm 27 s.pp.beni 23 ind.serve 22 s.pp.beni 12
19 alts.other 18 s.ldr.imd 39 s.pp.fm 22 s.ldr.toxic 26 ind.pat 22 s.ldr.toxic 22 alts.qol 11
20 s.cult.moreless 18 s.pp.fm 38 s.cult.bur 21 s.pp.assign 25 s.ldr.imd 22 s.pp.beni 22 s.cult.msnfocus 11
21 s.infs.manpower 18 ind.mean 34 s.pp.pcs 21 ind.serve 24 s.ldr.toxic 22 ind.pat 21 s.ldr.toxic 11
22 s.cult.moral 17 s.ldr.outoftouch 32 s.ldr.effective 20 alts.qol 23 s.ldr.effective 20 s.cult.bur 19 s.pp.assign 11
23 s.pp.assign 17 s.cult.bur 31 s.cult.moreless 19 s.cult.moreless 23 s.cult.fair 19 s.ldr.imd 19 ind.control 10
24 ind.mean 16 s.cult.change 28 s.infs.resources 19 s.infs.resources 23 ind.serve 18 alts.qol 17 s.ldr.effective 10
25 s.cult.change 16 s.cult.fair 28 fam.pcs 18 s.ldr.imd 23 s.infs.resources 18 s.cult.fair 17 alts.air 9
26 s.ldr.effective 16 s.cult.moreless 28 ind.mean 18 s.pp.pcs 23 s.pp.assign 18 s.cult.moral 17 fam.spouse 9
27 s.ldr.imd 16 s.ldr.career 28 ind.serve 18 ind.pat 22 s.cult.moral 17 s.ldr.effective 16 ind.love 9
28 ind.not_money 15 s.pp.pcs 28 s.ldr.career 18 s.infs.support 22 s.cult.pc 17 s.pp.joint 16 s.cult.change 9
29 s.pp.deploy 15 s.infs.support 27 s.pp.retire 18 s.pp.beni 20 alts.qol 16 ind.control 15 s.cult.fair 9
30 s.ldr.outoftouch 14 s.pp.deploy 27 s.cult.moral 17 s.pp.deploy 20 ind.mean 16 ind.love 15 s.infs.afpc 9

7.Definitely will 
remain in the Air 

Force

1.Definitely will 
NOT remain in the 

Air Force

2.Probably will NOT 
remain in the Air 

Force

3.Lean toward NOT 
remaining in the 

Air Force
4.Undecided

5.Lean toward 
remaining in the 

Air Force

6.Probably will 
remain in the Air 

Force
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Table 29: FAM.QOL by Stated Separation Intention 

 

 
Table 30: ALTS.AIR by Stated Separation Intention 

Rank theme N theme N theme N theme N theme N theme N theme N
1 s.cult.val 62 s.cult.val 109 ind.control 65 fam.sacrifice 65 fam.sacrifice 57 s.cult.val 67 s.pp.retire 36
2 s.cult.toxic 57 s.ldr.senior 104 s.cult.val 65 s.cult.val 62 s.cult.msnfocus 49 s.pp.promote 48 s.pp.promote 31
3 ind.control 52 s.pp.bonus 103 s.ldr.senior 61 s.ldr.senior 57 s.ldr.senior 46 fam.sacrifice 46 s.cult.val 24
4 alts.air 51 fam.sacrifice 96 s.cult.msnfocus 55 ind.control 54 s.pp.promote 44 s.ldr.senior 45 ind.serve 23
5 s.pp.bonus 51 ind.control 88 fam.sacrifice 52 s.pp.bonus 50 s.cult.val 43 ind.mean 41 s.ldr.senior 22
6 s.ldr.senior 50 alts.air 80 alts.air 49 alts.air 44 s.cult.toxic 42 s.cult.msnfocus 39 s.pp.bonus 21
7 s.pp.promote 46 s.pp.promote 75 s.pp.promote 48 s.pp.promote 44 alts.air 38 s.pp.retire 39 fam.qol 20
8 fam.sacrifice 40 alts.qol 68 s.pp.bonus 47 fam.qol 42 s.pp.retire 38 s.cult.toxic 38 s.cult.toxic 20
9 s.cult.msnfocus 38 s.cult.msnfocus 65 s.cult.trust 45 s.cult.trust 41 s.pp.bonus 36 fam.qol 37 ind.pat 18

10 s.cult.trust 34 s.cult.toxic 57 alts.qol 42 s.cult.toxic 40 s.cult.trust 35 s.infs.manpower 30 fam.sacrifice 17
11 alts.qol 31 s.cult.trust 53 fam.qol 37 s.cult.msnfocus 39 fam.qol 32 s.pp.bonus 27 s.pp.fm 17
12 s.ldr.toxic 31 fam.qol 48 s.pp.assign 34 s.pp.retire 39 ind.control 30 alts.air 25 s.ldr.imd 16
13 s.cult.bur 27 s.ldr.priorites 46 fam.spouse 33 s.infs.manpower 34 fam.spouse 27 fam.spouse 25 ind.mean 13
14 s.ldr.priorites 27 fam.spouse 45 s.cult.toxic 29 ind.mean 31 s.pp.fm 26 s.cult.trust 24 s.cult.trust 13
15 s.cult.fair 25 s.ldr.toxic 45 s.ldr.priorites 29 s.ldr.priorites 30 s.infs.manpower 24 s.infs.resources 24 s.ldr.priorites 13
16 fam.qol 24 s.infs.manpower 44 s.ldr.toxic 25 fam.spouse 29 s.cult.moreless 23 s.ldr.priorites 24 s.cult.bur 12
17 s.ldr.career 21 s.pp.assign 42 s.cult.fair 24 s.cult.fair 28 s.ldr.priorites 23 s.pp.fm 24 s.cult.camaraderie 12
18 s.pp.fm 20 s.ldr.effective 40 s.infs.manpower 23 s.pp.fm 27 s.pp.beni 23 ind.serve 22 s.pp.beni 12
19 alts.other 18 s.ldr.imd 39 s.pp.fm 22 s.ldr.toxic 26 ind.pat 22 s.ldr.toxic 22 alts.qol 11
20 s.cult.moreless 18 s.pp.fm 38 s.cult.bur 21 s.pp.assign 25 s.ldr.imd 22 s.pp.beni 22 s.cult.msnfocus 11
21 s.infs.manpower 18 ind.mean 34 s.pp.pcs 21 ind.serve 24 s.ldr.toxic 22 ind.pat 21 s.ldr.toxic 11
22 s.cult.moral 17 s.ldr.outoftouch 32 s.ldr.effective 20 alts.qol 23 s.ldr.effective 20 s.cult.bur 19 s.pp.assign 11
23 s.pp.assign 17 s.cult.bur 31 s.cult.moreless 19 s.cult.moreless 23 s.cult.fair 19 s.ldr.imd 19 ind.control 10
24 ind.mean 16 s.cult.change 28 s.infs.resources 19 s.infs.resources 23 ind.serve 18 alts.qol 17 s.ldr.effective 10
25 s.cult.change 16 s.cult.fair 28 fam.pcs 18 s.ldr.imd 23 s.infs.resources 18 s.cult.fair 17 alts.air 9
26 s.ldr.effective 16 s.cult.moreless 28 ind.mean 18 s.pp.pcs 23 s.pp.assign 18 s.cult.moral 17 fam.spouse 9
27 s.ldr.imd 16 s.ldr.career 28 ind.serve 18 ind.pat 22 s.cult.moral 17 s.ldr.effective 16 ind.love 9
28 ind.not_money 15 s.pp.pcs 28 s.ldr.career 18 s.infs.support 22 s.cult.pc 17 s.pp.joint 16 s.cult.change 9
29 s.pp.deploy 15 s.infs.support 27 s.pp.retire 18 s.pp.beni 20 alts.qol 16 ind.control 15 s.cult.fair 9
30 s.ldr.outoftouch 14 s.pp.deploy 27 s.cult.moral 17 s.pp.deploy 20 ind.mean 16 ind.love 15 s.infs.afpc 9
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Force

3.Lean toward NOT 
remaining in the 
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remain in the Air 

Force

Rank theme N theme N theme N theme N theme N theme N theme N
1 s.cult.val 62 s.cult.val 109 ind.control 65 fam.sacrifice 65 fam.sacrifice 57 s.cult.val 67 s.pp.retire 36
2 s.cult.toxic 57 s.ldr.senior 104 s.cult.val 65 s.cult.val 62 s.cult.msnfocus 49 s.pp.promote 48 s.pp.promote 31
3 ind.control 52 s.pp.bonus 103 s.ldr.senior 61 s.ldr.senior 57 s.ldr.senior 46 fam.sacrifice 46 s.cult.val 24
4 alts.air 51 fam.sacrifice 96 s.cult.msnfocus 55 ind.control 54 s.pp.promote 44 s.ldr.senior 45 ind.serve 23
5 s.pp.bonus 51 ind.control 88 fam.sacrifice 52 s.pp.bonus 50 s.cult.val 43 ind.mean 41 s.ldr.senior 22
6 s.ldr.senior 50 alts.air 80 alts.air 49 alts.air 44 s.cult.toxic 42 s.cult.msnfocus 39 s.pp.bonus 21
7 s.pp.promote 46 s.pp.promote 75 s.pp.promote 48 s.pp.promote 44 alts.air 38 s.pp.retire 39 fam.qol 20
8 fam.sacrifice 40 alts.qol 68 s.pp.bonus 47 fam.qol 42 s.pp.retire 38 s.cult.toxic 38 s.cult.toxic 20
9 s.cult.msnfocus 38 s.cult.msnfocus 65 s.cult.trust 45 s.cult.trust 41 s.pp.bonus 36 fam.qol 37 ind.pat 18

10 s.cult.trust 34 s.cult.toxic 57 alts.qol 42 s.cult.toxic 40 s.cult.trust 35 s.infs.manpower 30 fam.sacrifice 17
11 alts.qol 31 s.cult.trust 53 fam.qol 37 s.cult.msnfocus 39 fam.qol 32 s.pp.bonus 27 s.pp.fm 17
12 s.ldr.toxic 31 fam.qol 48 s.pp.assign 34 s.pp.retire 39 ind.control 30 alts.air 25 s.ldr.imd 16
13 s.cult.bur 27 s.ldr.priorites 46 fam.spouse 33 s.infs.manpower 34 fam.spouse 27 fam.spouse 25 ind.mean 13
14 s.ldr.priorites 27 fam.spouse 45 s.cult.toxic 29 ind.mean 31 s.pp.fm 26 s.cult.trust 24 s.cult.trust 13
15 s.cult.fair 25 s.ldr.toxic 45 s.ldr.priorites 29 s.ldr.priorites 30 s.infs.manpower 24 s.infs.resources 24 s.ldr.priorites 13
16 fam.qol 24 s.infs.manpower 44 s.ldr.toxic 25 fam.spouse 29 s.cult.moreless 23 s.ldr.priorites 24 s.cult.bur 12
17 s.ldr.career 21 s.pp.assign 42 s.cult.fair 24 s.cult.fair 28 s.ldr.priorites 23 s.pp.fm 24 s.cult.camaraderie 12
18 s.pp.fm 20 s.ldr.effective 40 s.infs.manpower 23 s.pp.fm 27 s.pp.beni 23 ind.serve 22 s.pp.beni 12
19 alts.other 18 s.ldr.imd 39 s.pp.fm 22 s.ldr.toxic 26 ind.pat 22 s.ldr.toxic 22 alts.qol 11
20 s.cult.moreless 18 s.pp.fm 38 s.cult.bur 21 s.pp.assign 25 s.ldr.imd 22 s.pp.beni 22 s.cult.msnfocus 11
21 s.infs.manpower 18 ind.mean 34 s.pp.pcs 21 ind.serve 24 s.ldr.toxic 22 ind.pat 21 s.ldr.toxic 11
22 s.cult.moral 17 s.ldr.outoftouch 32 s.ldr.effective 20 alts.qol 23 s.ldr.effective 20 s.cult.bur 19 s.pp.assign 11
23 s.pp.assign 17 s.cult.bur 31 s.cult.moreless 19 s.cult.moreless 23 s.cult.fair 19 s.ldr.imd 19 ind.control 10
24 ind.mean 16 s.cult.change 28 s.infs.resources 19 s.infs.resources 23 ind.serve 18 alts.qol 17 s.ldr.effective 10
25 s.cult.change 16 s.cult.fair 28 fam.pcs 18 s.ldr.imd 23 s.infs.resources 18 s.cult.fair 17 alts.air 9
26 s.ldr.effective 16 s.cult.moreless 28 ind.mean 18 s.pp.pcs 23 s.pp.assign 18 s.cult.moral 17 fam.spouse 9
27 s.ldr.imd 16 s.ldr.career 28 ind.serve 18 ind.pat 22 s.cult.moral 17 s.ldr.effective 16 ind.love 9
28 ind.not_money 15 s.pp.pcs 28 s.ldr.career 18 s.infs.support 22 s.cult.pc 17 s.pp.joint 16 s.cult.change 9
29 s.pp.deploy 15 s.infs.support 27 s.pp.retire 18 s.pp.beni 20 alts.qol 16 ind.control 15 s.cult.fair 9
30 s.ldr.outoftouch 14 s.pp.deploy 27 s.cult.moral 17 s.pp.deploy 20 ind.mean 16 ind.love 15 s.infs.afpc 9
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Figure 15: CA of Separation Intentions and Themes 
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Retirement Intentions 

Words and Phrases 

The top 200 words and phrases, by rank, were selected for each retirement 
intention. This resulted in 351 unique words and phrases. Looking at Figure 16 and 
Table 31 we see two different representations of the top 30 words by retirement 
intentions.   

The shapes of the distributions are similar between each retirement intention 
type. In the same way, the analysis performed on the words used by stated 
separation intention groups, the word frequency and rates differ on this dimension 
between the groups. Another feature of the data is that word usage is relatively the 
same between the stated separation intentions, found in Table 20, and the same 
stated retirement intention20. This should not be a surprising result. Earlier in the 
chapter, we saw that the relationship between stated separation intention and 
stated retirement intention is very strong. Therefore, it makes sense that word 
usage would remain consistent in this analysis. The same holds true when 
examining the themes.      

Looking at Figure 16 and Table 31 we see there is still a commonality of certain 
words between the groups: duty, job, family, and career. As would be expected, when 
we highlight certain words we see similar usage patterns as those found in the 
analysis of the stated separation intentions. On Table 32 through Table 36, specific 
words have been highlighted to show these trends. The words chosen are additional 
duty, airline, pilot bonus, money, and retirement. As in the previous analyses, we 
will then examine these words using the same KWIC methodology.  

On Table 32 we see the phrase additional duty is highest ranked (rank #5) with 
those who stated they DEFINITELY WILL NOT remain. The usage remains 
relatively constant with the other NOT groups and the UNDECIDED group. Usage 
drops off for the LEANING WILL and PROBABLY WILL (ranks #16 and #18). The 
phrase is no longer mentioned in the top 30 words for the DEFINITELY WILL 
remain group.  

The word airline, Table 33, follows the exact same pattern when we examined 
the term’s usage with respect to separation intentions. It is highest ranked (rank 
                                            
20 For the stated retirement intentions, there was one additional group: Already Retirement Eligible. 
Due to the small n (16 respondents identified as Already Retirement Eligible), and because this 
group has been identified as outliers during the CA, their responses will not be included in the 
following analysis. 
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#12) with those who stated they DEFINITELY WILL NOT remain. As we move 
from those who stated they WILL NOT remain to those who DEFINITELY WILL 
remain, we see a significant decrease in the usage. for those respondents who 
PROBABLY WILL or DEFINITELY WILL remain in the Air Force, the term does 
not even register in the top 30 words. 

On Table 34 we tracked the phrase pilot bonus. And again, we see almost the 
same pattern of usage of the separation intention groups. It is highest ranked (rank 
#1) with those who DEFINITELY WILL NOT remain in the USAF. Usage slowly 
drops off, bottoming out with those who stated they PROBABLY WILL remain in 
the USAF (rank #15), and then slightly rises to more importance with those who 
DEFINITELY WILL remain in the USAF (rank #11).  

The word money (Table 35) follows a slightly different pattern. It is still highest 
ranked with those who stated they DEFINITELY WILL NOT remain in the USAF 
(rank #4). It drops off quickly and is last mentioned by the UNDCIDED group (rank 
#12). Unlike the usage found in the separation groups, the LEAN WILL group no 
longer mentions the words in their top 30.  

Finally, the word retirement, shown on Table 36, shows an even starker pattern 
of usage then before. We see that those who stated they DEFINITELY WILL 
remain in the USAF have the highest rank of this word (rank #2). It then is only 
used by the PROBABLY WILL and LEAN WILL group (ranks #6 and #11). It 
completely disappears between those who are UNDECIDED and the NOT groups. 

Focusing now on those same words (additional duty, airline, bonus, money, and 
retirement) used in context, we will see context similar use pattern top that of the 
separation intention groups. Below are examples of the KWIC. Further examples 
for each can be found in Appendix J. 

 
Additional Duties: all groups express frustration with the amount of additional 

duties and requirements that are placed on them and their squadrons. However, the 
DEFINITELY WILL and PROBABLY WILL groups tend to focus on how additional 
duties affect the mission and add additional burdens to colleagues, while the groups 
that rank the phrase higher tend to use the phrase to explain how additional duties 
affect them directly. 

 

 

7.Definitely will remain in 
the Air Force

The USAF has changed significantly in the last 20 years, 
and not for the better . Focus on appearance , feelings , and additional

duties / training at the expense of training , equipping , and 
mission have absolutely crushed the lower levels . High 
profile bungling and negligence of programs 

4.Undecided

 Ratings are based almost entirely on additional duties and 
volunteering, with almost no emphasis whatsoever in 

competency in ones core AFSC. Being a good writer and 
having high visibility

additional duties seem to be how to get good ratings, rather than 
competency , professionalism , and meaningful service .

1.Definitely will NOT remain 
in the Air Force

But instead I feel like Im able to only do just enough. I spend 
several hours a week just doing data entry for my various additional

duties. I could save so much time and be a better mentor for 
my students if our squadron just had one person that just 
did data entry
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Airline: all the groups define airline as a pull mechanism for leaving the USAF. 
They all recognize the current hiring binge of the airlines. They also believe the job 
of an airline pilot, and the airlines as an organization, offer an individual better 
quality of life through more pay, less work, and a more predictable lifestyle. What is 
different, when we compare how separation intentions used airline in context, the 
WILL remain groups no longer use this as a warning. They are also saying the 
current environment in the USAF is driving them away; the opportunities for them 
in the civilian sector (e.g. better pay, no additional duties, less uncertainty) 
outweigh the benefits of staying past their retirement. 

 

 
 
 
Bonus: all groups talk about bonus with regard to the AvB, either implicitly or 

explicitly. Those on the right side of the spectrum, the WILL remain groups, now 
tend to discuss the bonus in a similar manner as those who were UNDECIDEDs 
and NOT remains from the separation intention analysis. Furthermore, the 
UNDECIDEDs and the NOT remain groups utilize it in a similar manner. They 
talk about the bonus in terms of cost-benefit. Many stated the bonus is not large 
enough to offset the risks associated with potential bad assignments, deployments, 
or potential loss of seniority/earning potential in the civilian sector. Many 
respondents also talked about the fact that no amount of money, or at least the 
money being offered in the bonus, can offset the loss of quality of life.  

 

 
 
 
Money: in general, there is a reoccurring idea throughout all the groups, that 

serving in the USAF is not about the money. They see the USAF focusing on 
bonuses to retain pilots, while other factors, such as constant PCSing, the inevitable 

7.Definitely will remain in 
the Air Force

I would love to continue to serve and fly in the ANG but I 
will probably be too old to join . Therefore , I will most likely 

transition to an
Airline job that pays twice as much for half of the work and none of 

the stress .

4.Undecided
In my opinion , this would be a strong signal from the Air 
Force that my leadership abilities are not needed. I am a 

pilot and the
airline industry is growing . Pay alone will not keep me in the Air 

Force because the airline industry has more money to offer.

1.Definitely will NOT remain 
in the Air Force

Nothing better than focusing on the flying mission (which I 
thoroughly enjoy) and not putting up with the queep. Also 

will do the
airline

gig if they are hiring . . . no more additional duties to 
perform . . . just focusing on the one thing I enjoy and 
getting compensated much better

7.Definitely will remain in 
the Air Force

The opportunity to pursue grad school at a civilian 
university, or to take a leave of absence are more valuable 

than a
bonus

. Likewise, the opportunity to choose a duty location or a 
particular job within my career field would be a very strong 
incentive to remain in the Air Force

4.Undecided

Currently, I am only early eligible but I plan on not taking 
the bonus. The current landscape of fighter assignments, the 

poor quality of life, and possibility of a non-flying 365 are 
just a few reasons why I will not take 'hush money.' Even if I 

come off the fence and stay in, I will not take the

bonus for fear of being forced into jobs I do not wish to do and then 
not having the ability to separate.

1.Definitely will NOT remain 
in the Air Force

THE AIR FORCE NEEDS TO STOP USING COMBAT 
AIRMEN AS SECRETARIES. I have no intention of 

allowing an antiquated
bonus

that does not come close to matching my value prevent me 
from making free-willed choices about my life or my familys 
future.
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365 deployment away from family, and the loss of self-determination as being 
deterrents that outweigh the benefits of the bonus. However, the WILL remain 
groups tend to use money in one specifically different way than the UNDECIDEDs 
and the NOT remain groups. The WILL remain groups tend to talk about how lack 
of money and resources affect the mission.  

 

 
 
 
Retirement: for the WILL groups, a military pension associated benefits is 

extremely important in their decision to remain. This is very similar to the analysis 
of retirement in the separation intentions data. However, the lack of trust in the 
system we saw previously in the NOT groups is more pervasive throughout all 
groups. Additionally, in the UNDECIDED and NOT groups, we further see that for 
respondents, a retirement is no longer an adequate incentive to endure all of the 
perceived negatives in the USAF (e.g. lack of promotion, 365 deployments, and 
additional duties). The same lack of trust and sense of uncertainty we saw 
previously about whether the individual will be retained by the USAF due to force 
reductions, still remain. 

 

 
 

The CA of stated retirement intentions and words, visualized in the bi-plot of 
Figure 17, has a total inertia (Φ2) value of .475, a Χ2 =18203, and associated p-
value=0. Furthermore, dimensions 1 and 2 account for 44.9% of the total inertia of 

7.Definitely will remain in 
the Air Force

Very few pilots who are not on the command track have any 
interest in such a little amount of money

that locks them in to a longer commitment than necessary. 
Leadership above the Unit level is not leadership, it is 
management.

4.Undecided
And frankly , we are the kind of people the Air Force needs to 

retain in order to be successful as a military service . Those 
who are motivated by

money

or safety from deployments are exactly the kind of people 
that should leave. If people are leaning one way or another, 
but are stuck on the fence, those sorts of tactics may sway 
some.  But in many cases Ive heard of, retention bonuses go 
to those who have already decided to stay.  This is the AF 
throwing money at a problem that is largely not monetary.

1.Definitely will NOT remain 
in the Air Force

As I mentioned before, I get paid well for what I do, and the 
bonus is a big amount of money

, but you couldnt pay me enough to keep doing this job.**Its 
not about the money** (And I believe this is true for most 
people in my career field)

7.Definitely will remain in 
the Air Force

I am a 16 year Lt Col who knew he reached his terminal 
rank prior to pinning on the rank.  Once the carrot of future 

advancement was removed, my motivation for continued 
service was limited to strictly become 

retirement

eligible.  The Air Force has no clue or plan for my future 
development and can offer no guidance or mentorship on 
what my role in the Air Force is now.  I was not a school 
select and every bit of guidance for O-5s and above is on 
what to do after IDE.

4.Undecided

I only want to stay in because I like to fly.  However due to 
the increasing number of additional duties, the lack of 

potential bases to go to and the threat of being forced out 
short of 

retirement

are pretty big factors in what my decision will be in the next 
year or so.  Additionally on the outside more flying jobs are 
coming available and the compensation to be a pilot is much 
better.  The mission still has a draw, but more and more it 
seems second fiddle to all the other things that are deemed 
more important.

1.Definitely will NOT remain 
in the Air Force

Nobody leads anymore.  Nobody says no to anything that 
comes down from HHQ.  Between endless 4-6-month 

deployments, we routinely work 60-70 hours a week at home 
station, doing additional duties and non-mission related 

taskers so some Generals stop-light chart is green instead of 
yellow.  The quality of life has gotten so bad that I must 

leave, regardless of compensation, or bonus options, or 
healthcare, or 

retirement

. The lack of any kind of quality of life is the number 1 
reason I must leave after my ADSC is up. Its nearly 
impossible to have a quality family life under these current 
conditions.
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the data. This suggests the associations between stated retirement intentions and 
words used should be clearly visible. In fact, we see a pattern very similar to the one 
found in the stated separation intentions and words CA21. The figure shows stated 
separation intentions are almost perfectly ranked by decreasing intention to remain 
in the first dimension. We can identify the first dimension as perfectly separating 
those who have stated intentions they WILL remain and those who have stated 
they WILL NOT. Furthermore, we can see there is a distinct difference in the 
words. On the positive side of the first dimension we see words related to reasons to 
leave the USAF. The negative side of the first dimension shows words related to 
reason to stay.  

The words used by the NOT groups reference words related to factors pushing 
them out of the USAF: multiple, deploy, 365 deployment, locations, QoL, and 
lifestyle. They also use words describing factors pulling them to a different career: 
private sector, reserves, amount of money, and control.    

The DEFINITELY WILL and PROBABLY WILL tend to use words around two 
particular themes: career progression, and retirement.  The words related to career 
progression are: LtCol, hope, promote, IDE, board, operational, and squadron 
commander22. The words used to describe the retirement are: stayed, medical, 
eligible, retire, retirement benefit, twenty, and twenty years of service.  

 
 

                                            
21 If you compare the two bi-plots you will notice they look like inverses of each other. This is a result 
of how the analysis was conducted. The fact that intention types are increasing on one graph, and 
decreasing on the other has no bearing on the analysis. This will be the same for the analysis 
conducted on the themes. 
22 For the definitely will and probably will groups there were 12 references to squadron commander. 
Of those references 6 respondents identified themselves as sitting or graduated squadron 
commanders. 
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Figure 16: Scree Plot of top words by Stated Retirement Intention 
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Table 31: Top 30 Words and Phrases by Stated Retirement Intention 

 
 

 
Table 32: Additional Duty by Stated Retirement Intention 

 
 

Rank Word N TF Word N TF Word N TF Word N TF Word N TF Word N TF Word N TF Word N TF
1 pilot_bonus 95 2.55% job 137 1.98% duty 97 2.06% career 100 1.93% job 86 1.83% family 106 1.78% career 147 2.05% current 5 1.25%
2 duty 75 2.02% duty 134 1.94% job 92 1.95% job 99 1.91% career 79 1.68% career 105 1.76% retirement 125 1.74% duty 5 1.25%
3 job 66 1.77% pilot_bonus 126 1.82% family 90 1.91% duty 95 1.84% family 77 1.64% leadership 99 1.66% family 119 1.66% job 5 1.25%
4 money 66 1.77% career 112 1.62% career 76 1.61% family 91 1.76% duty 73 1.55% duty 98 1.64% twenty 116 1.62% leadership 5 1.25%
5 additional duty 58 1.56% leadership 111 1.60% deployment 70 1.48% pilot_bonus 79 1.53% leadership 71 1.51% job 96 1.61% service 109 1.52% pilot_bonus 5 1.25%
6 deployment 57 1.53% family 110 1.59% additional duty 68 1.44% deployment 70 1.35% deployment 63 1.34% retirement 87 1.46% job 106 1.48% airmen 4 1.00%
7 flying 53 1.42% deployment 107 1.55% pilot_bonus 67 1.42% military 66 1.28% military 60 1.28% military 82 1.38% leadership 106 1.48% lost 4 1.00%
8 additional 52 1.40% additional duty 101 1.46% money 65 1.38% additional duty 66 1.28% pilot_bonus 59 1.26% opportunity 80 1.34% military 103 1.44% opportunity 4 1.00%
9 career 52 1.40% money 98 1.42% flying 62 1.31% additional 58 1.12% flying 58 1.24% twenty 78 1.31% duty 102 1.42% service 4 1.00%

10 leadership 51 1.37% flying 88 1.27% pilot 60 1.27% leadership 57 1.10% mission 58 1.24% mission 74 1.24% opportunity 102 1.42% system 4 1.00%
11 family 50 1.34% additional 83 1.20% opportunity 59 1.25% opportunity 57 1.10% retirement 57 1.21% service 71 1.19% pilot_bonus 101 1.41% additional duty 4 1.00%
12 airline 44 1.18% opportunity 76 1.10% military 58 1.23% money 55 1.06% opportunity 56 1.19% current 67 1.12% mission 84 1.17% bad locations 4 1.00%
13 pilot 43 1.16% pilot 76 1.10% additional 57 1.21% pay 54 1.04% service 55 1.17% pay 67 1.12% flying 79 1.10% flight pay 4 1.00%
14 mission 39 1.05% fly 75 1.08% leadership 55 1.17% assignment 53 1.02% assignment 49 1.04% deployment 63 1.06% deployment 78 1.09% additional 3 0.75%
15 military 38 1.02% military 74 1.07% pay 51 1.08% mission 52 1.01% pay 48 1.02% pilot_bonus 62 1.04% commander 71 0.99% ago 3 0.75%
16 commitment 36 0.97% airline 71 1.03% service 49 1.04% pilot 49 0.95% additional duty 48 1.02% benefit 61 1.02% continue 71 0.99% airline 3 0.75%
17 life 36 0.97% mission 69 1.00% commitment 47 1.00% current 48 0.93% current 44 0.94% factor 59 0.99% pay 71 0.99% benefit 3 0.75%
18 opportunity 36 0.97% life 68 0.98% mission 47 1.00% decision 48 0.93% level 44 0.94% additional duty 56 0.94% squadron 68 0.95% biggest 3 0.75%
19 fly 35 0.94% three_sixty_five 67 0.97% assignment 45 0.95% service 48 0.93% pilot 44 0.94% continue 55 0.92% current 66 0.92% career 3 0.75%
20 service 35 0.94% civilian 63 0.91% civilian 43 0.91% continue 47 0.91% airline 42 0.89% promotion 53 0.89% promotion 65 0.91% continue 3 0.75%
21 three_sixty_five 35 0.94% lack 63 0.91% life 41 0.87% flying 47 0.91% continue 42 0.89% flying 51 0.86% pilot 61 0.85% continued 3 0.75%
22 training 32 0.86% current 60 0.87% squadron 40 0.85% primary 46 0.89% decision 42 0.89% additional 50 0.84% serve 61 0.85% environment 3 0.75%
23 civilian 30 0.81% pay 58 0.84% benefit 39 0.83% reason 46 0.89% twenty 40 0.85% reason 47 0.79% system 60 0.84% family 3 0.75%
24 current 30 0.81% commitment 57 0.82% ten 39 0.83% commitment 45 0.87% benefit 39 0.83% level 46 0.77% assignment 59 0.82% fly 3 0.75%
25 pay 30 0.81% service 56 0.81% twenty 39 0.83% civilian 42 0.81% squadron 39 0.83% assignment 45 0.76% love 59 0.82% hiring 3 0.75%
26 amount 29 0.78% amount 55 0.80% airline 38 0.81% twenty 42 0.81% system 39 0.83% care 45 0.76% longer 57 0.79% hours 3 0.75%
27 primary 29 0.78% assignment 54 0.78% current 38 0.81% airline 41 0.79% future 38 0.81% leaving 45 0.76% eligible 56 0.78% influence 3 0.75%
28 jobs 28 0.75% continue 54 0.78% hours 38 0.81% jobs 41 0.79% lack 38 0.81% pilot 44 0.74% retire 56 0.78% leaving 3 0.75%
29 squadron 28 0.75% primary 54 0.78% primary 38 0.81% life 40 0.77% things 38 0.81% based 43 0.72% additional 55 0.77% location 3 0.75%
30 assignment 27 0.73% squadron 54 0.78% fly 37 0.78% promotion 40 0.77% additional 37 0.79% civilian 43 0.72% civilian 55 0.77% longer 3 0.75%

8.Already Eligible
7.Definitely will 

remain in the Air 
Force

6.Probably will remain in 
the Air Force

5.Lean toward 
remaining in the Air 

Force
4.Undecided

3.Lean toward NOT 
remaining in the Air 

Force

2.Probably will NOT 
remain in the Air Force

1.Definitely will NOT 
remain in the Air Force

Rank Word N TF Word N TF Word N TF Word N TF Word N TF Word N TF Word N TF Word N TF
1 pilot_bonus 95 2.55% job 137 1.98% duty 97 2.06% career 100 1.93% job 86 1.83% family 106 1.78% career 147 2.05% current 5 1.25%
2 duty 75 2.02% duty 134 1.94% job 92 1.95% job 99 1.91% career 79 1.68% career 105 1.76% retirement 125 1.74% duty 5 1.25%
3 job 66 1.77% pilot_bonus 126 1.82% family 90 1.91% duty 95 1.84% family 77 1.64% leadership 99 1.66% family 119 1.66% job 5 1.25%
4 money 66 1.77% career 112 1.62% career 76 1.61% family 91 1.76% duty 73 1.55% duty 98 1.64% twenty 116 1.62% leadership 5 1.25%
5 additional duty 58 1.56% leadership 111 1.60% deployment 70 1.48% pilot_bonus 79 1.53% leadership 71 1.51% job 96 1.61% service 109 1.52% pilot_bonus 5 1.25%
6 deployment 57 1.53% family 110 1.59% additional duty 68 1.44% deployment 70 1.35% deployment 63 1.34% retirement 87 1.46% job 106 1.48% airmen 4 1.00%
7 flying 53 1.42% deployment 107 1.55% pilot_bonus 67 1.42% military 66 1.28% military 60 1.28% military 82 1.38% leadership 106 1.48% lost 4 1.00%
8 additional 52 1.40% additional duty 101 1.46% money 65 1.38% additional duty 66 1.28% pilot_bonus 59 1.26% opportunity 80 1.34% military 103 1.44% opportunity 4 1.00%
9 career 52 1.40% money 98 1.42% flying 62 1.31% additional 58 1.12% flying 58 1.24% twenty 78 1.31% duty 102 1.42% service 4 1.00%

10 leadership 51 1.37% flying 88 1.27% pilot 60 1.27% leadership 57 1.10% mission 58 1.24% mission 74 1.24% opportunity 102 1.42% system 4 1.00%
11 family 50 1.34% additional 83 1.20% opportunity 59 1.25% opportunity 57 1.10% retirement 57 1.21% service 71 1.19% pilot_bonus 101 1.41% additional duty 4 1.00%
12 airline 44 1.18% opportunity 76 1.10% military 58 1.23% money 55 1.06% opportunity 56 1.19% current 67 1.12% mission 84 1.17% bad locations 4 1.00%
13 pilot 43 1.16% pilot 76 1.10% additional 57 1.21% pay 54 1.04% service 55 1.17% pay 67 1.12% flying 79 1.10% flight pay 4 1.00%
14 mission 39 1.05% fly 75 1.08% leadership 55 1.17% assignment 53 1.02% assignment 49 1.04% deployment 63 1.06% deployment 78 1.09% additional 3 0.75%
15 military 38 1.02% military 74 1.07% pay 51 1.08% mission 52 1.01% pay 48 1.02% pilot_bonus 62 1.04% commander 71 0.99% ago 3 0.75%
16 commitment 36 0.97% airline 71 1.03% service 49 1.04% pilot 49 0.95% additional duty 48 1.02% benefit 61 1.02% continue 71 0.99% airline 3 0.75%
17 life 36 0.97% mission 69 1.00% commitment 47 1.00% current 48 0.93% current 44 0.94% factor 59 0.99% pay 71 0.99% benefit 3 0.75%
18 opportunity 36 0.97% life 68 0.98% mission 47 1.00% decision 48 0.93% level 44 0.94% additional duty 56 0.94% squadron 68 0.95% biggest 3 0.75%
19 fly 35 0.94% three_sixty_five 67 0.97% assignment 45 0.95% service 48 0.93% pilot 44 0.94% continue 55 0.92% current 66 0.92% career 3 0.75%
20 service 35 0.94% civilian 63 0.91% civilian 43 0.91% continue 47 0.91% airline 42 0.89% promotion 53 0.89% promotion 65 0.91% continue 3 0.75%
21 three_sixty_five 35 0.94% lack 63 0.91% life 41 0.87% flying 47 0.91% continue 42 0.89% flying 51 0.86% pilot 61 0.85% continued 3 0.75%
22 training 32 0.86% current 60 0.87% squadron 40 0.85% primary 46 0.89% decision 42 0.89% additional 50 0.84% serve 61 0.85% environment 3 0.75%
23 civilian 30 0.81% pay 58 0.84% benefit 39 0.83% reason 46 0.89% twenty 40 0.85% reason 47 0.79% system 60 0.84% family 3 0.75%
24 current 30 0.81% commitment 57 0.82% ten 39 0.83% commitment 45 0.87% benefit 39 0.83% level 46 0.77% assignment 59 0.82% fly 3 0.75%
25 pay 30 0.81% service 56 0.81% twenty 39 0.83% civilian 42 0.81% squadron 39 0.83% assignment 45 0.76% love 59 0.82% hiring 3 0.75%
26 amount 29 0.78% amount 55 0.80% airline 38 0.81% twenty 42 0.81% system 39 0.83% care 45 0.76% longer 57 0.79% hours 3 0.75%
27 primary 29 0.78% assignment 54 0.78% current 38 0.81% airline 41 0.79% future 38 0.81% leaving 45 0.76% eligible 56 0.78% influence 3 0.75%
28 jobs 28 0.75% continue 54 0.78% hours 38 0.81% jobs 41 0.79% lack 38 0.81% pilot 44 0.74% retire 56 0.78% leaving 3 0.75%
29 squadron 28 0.75% primary 54 0.78% primary 38 0.81% life 40 0.77% things 38 0.81% based 43 0.72% additional 55 0.77% location 3 0.75%
30 assignment 27 0.73% squadron 54 0.78% fly 37 0.78% promotion 40 0.77% additional 37 0.79% civilian 43 0.72% civilian 55 0.77% longer 3 0.75%

3.Lean toward NOT 
remaining in the Air 

Force

2.Probably will NOT remain 
in the Air Force

1.Definitely will NOT 
remain in the Air Force

8.Already Eligible7.Definitely will remain 
in the Air Force

6.Probably will remain in 
the Air Force

5.Lean toward remaining 
in the Air Force
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Table 33: Airline by Stated Retirement Intention 

 
 

 
Table 34: Bonus by Stated Retirement Intention 

 
 
 
 

Rank Word N TF Word N TF Word N TF Word N TF Word N TF Word N TF Word N TF Word N TF
1 pilot_bonus 95 2.55% job 137 1.98% duty 97 2.06% career 100 1.93% job 86 1.83% family 106 1.78% career 147 2.05% current 5 1.25%
2 duty 75 2.02% duty 134 1.94% job 92 1.95% job 99 1.91% career 79 1.68% career 105 1.76% retirement 125 1.74% duty 5 1.25%
3 job 66 1.77% pilot_bonus 126 1.82% family 90 1.91% duty 95 1.84% family 77 1.64% leadership 99 1.66% family 119 1.66% job 5 1.25%
4 money 66 1.77% career 112 1.62% career 76 1.61% family 91 1.76% duty 73 1.55% duty 98 1.64% twenty 116 1.62% leadership 5 1.25%
5 additional duty 58 1.56% leadership 111 1.60% deployment 70 1.48% pilot_bonus 79 1.53% leadership 71 1.51% job 96 1.61% service 109 1.52% pilot_bonus 5 1.25%
6 deployment 57 1.53% family 110 1.59% additional duty 68 1.44% deployment 70 1.35% deployment 63 1.34% retirement 87 1.46% job 106 1.48% airmen 4 1.00%
7 flying 53 1.42% deployment 107 1.55% pilot_bonus 67 1.42% military 66 1.28% military 60 1.28% military 82 1.38% leadership 106 1.48% lost 4 1.00%
8 additional 52 1.40% additional duty 101 1.46% money 65 1.38% additional duty 66 1.28% pilot_bonus 59 1.26% opportunity 80 1.34% military 103 1.44% opportunity 4 1.00%
9 career 52 1.40% money 98 1.42% flying 62 1.31% additional 58 1.12% flying 58 1.24% twenty 78 1.31% duty 102 1.42% service 4 1.00%

10 leadership 51 1.37% flying 88 1.27% pilot 60 1.27% leadership 57 1.10% mission 58 1.24% mission 74 1.24% opportunity 102 1.42% system 4 1.00%
11 family 50 1.34% additional 83 1.20% opportunity 59 1.25% opportunity 57 1.10% retirement 57 1.21% service 71 1.19% pilot_bonus 101 1.41% additional duty 4 1.00%
12 airline 44 1.18% opportunity 76 1.10% military 58 1.23% money 55 1.06% opportunity 56 1.19% current 67 1.12% mission 84 1.17% bad locations 4 1.00%
13 pilot 43 1.16% pilot 76 1.10% additional 57 1.21% pay 54 1.04% service 55 1.17% pay 67 1.12% flying 79 1.10% flight pay 4 1.00%
14 mission 39 1.05% fly 75 1.08% leadership 55 1.17% assignment 53 1.02% assignment 49 1.04% deployment 63 1.06% deployment 78 1.09% additional 3 0.75%
15 military 38 1.02% military 74 1.07% pay 51 1.08% mission 52 1.01% pay 48 1.02% pilot_bonus 62 1.04% commander 71 0.99% ago 3 0.75%
16 commitment 36 0.97% airline 71 1.03% service 49 1.04% pilot 49 0.95% additional duty 48 1.02% benefit 61 1.02% continue 71 0.99% airline 3 0.75%
17 life 36 0.97% mission 69 1.00% commitment 47 1.00% current 48 0.93% current 44 0.94% factor 59 0.99% pay 71 0.99% benefit 3 0.75%
18 opportunity 36 0.97% life 68 0.98% mission 47 1.00% decision 48 0.93% level 44 0.94% additional duty 56 0.94% squadron 68 0.95% biggest 3 0.75%
19 fly 35 0.94% three_sixty_five 67 0.97% assignment 45 0.95% service 48 0.93% pilot 44 0.94% continue 55 0.92% current 66 0.92% career 3 0.75%
20 service 35 0.94% civilian 63 0.91% civilian 43 0.91% continue 47 0.91% airline 42 0.89% promotion 53 0.89% promotion 65 0.91% continue 3 0.75%
21 three_sixty_five 35 0.94% lack 63 0.91% life 41 0.87% flying 47 0.91% continue 42 0.89% flying 51 0.86% pilot 61 0.85% continued 3 0.75%
22 training 32 0.86% current 60 0.87% squadron 40 0.85% primary 46 0.89% decision 42 0.89% additional 50 0.84% serve 61 0.85% environment 3 0.75%
23 civilian 30 0.81% pay 58 0.84% benefit 39 0.83% reason 46 0.89% twenty 40 0.85% reason 47 0.79% system 60 0.84% family 3 0.75%
24 current 30 0.81% commitment 57 0.82% ten 39 0.83% commitment 45 0.87% benefit 39 0.83% level 46 0.77% assignment 59 0.82% fly 3 0.75%
25 pay 30 0.81% service 56 0.81% twenty 39 0.83% civilian 42 0.81% squadron 39 0.83% assignment 45 0.76% love 59 0.82% hiring 3 0.75%
26 amount 29 0.78% amount 55 0.80% airline 38 0.81% twenty 42 0.81% system 39 0.83% care 45 0.76% longer 57 0.79% hours 3 0.75%
27 primary 29 0.78% assignment 54 0.78% current 38 0.81% airline 41 0.79% future 38 0.81% leaving 45 0.76% eligible 56 0.78% influence 3 0.75%
28 jobs 28 0.75% continue 54 0.78% hours 38 0.81% jobs 41 0.79% lack 38 0.81% pilot 44 0.74% retire 56 0.78% leaving 3 0.75%
29 squadron 28 0.75% primary 54 0.78% primary 38 0.81% life 40 0.77% things 38 0.81% based 43 0.72% additional 55 0.77% location 3 0.75%
30 assignment 27 0.73% squadron 54 0.78% fly 37 0.78% promotion 40 0.77% additional 37 0.79% civilian 43 0.72% civilian 55 0.77% longer 3 0.75%

3.Lean toward NOT 
remaining in the Air 

Force

2.Probably will NOT remain 
in the Air Force

1.Definitely will NOT 
remain in the Air Force

8.Already Eligible7.Definitely will remain 
in the Air Force

6.Probably will remain in 
the Air Force

5.Lean toward remaining 
in the Air Force

4.Undecided

Rank Word N TF Word N TF Word N TF Word N TF Word N TF Word N TF Word N TF Word N TF
1 pilot_bonus 95 2.55% job 137 1.98% duty 97 2.06% career 100 1.93% job 86 1.83% family 106 1.78% career 147 2.05% current 5 1.25%
2 duty 75 2.02% duty 134 1.94% job 92 1.95% job 99 1.91% career 79 1.68% career 105 1.76% retirement 125 1.74% duty 5 1.25%
3 job 66 1.77% pilot_bonus 126 1.82% family 90 1.91% duty 95 1.84% family 77 1.64% leadership 99 1.66% family 119 1.66% job 5 1.25%
4 money 66 1.77% career 112 1.62% career 76 1.61% family 91 1.76% duty 73 1.55% duty 98 1.64% twenty 116 1.62% leadership 5 1.25%
5 additional duty 58 1.56% leadership 111 1.60% deployment 70 1.48% pilot_bonus 79 1.53% leadership 71 1.51% job 96 1.61% service 109 1.52% pilot_bonus 5 1.25%
6 deployment 57 1.53% family 110 1.59% additional duty 68 1.44% deployment 70 1.35% deployment 63 1.34% retirement 87 1.46% job 106 1.48% airmen 4 1.00%
7 flying 53 1.42% deployment 107 1.55% pilot_bonus 67 1.42% military 66 1.28% military 60 1.28% military 82 1.38% leadership 106 1.48% lost 4 1.00%
8 additional 52 1.40% additional duty 101 1.46% money 65 1.38% additional duty 66 1.28% pilot_bonus 59 1.26% opportunity 80 1.34% military 103 1.44% opportunity 4 1.00%
9 career 52 1.40% money 98 1.42% flying 62 1.31% additional 58 1.12% flying 58 1.24% twenty 78 1.31% duty 102 1.42% service 4 1.00%

10 leadership 51 1.37% flying 88 1.27% pilot 60 1.27% leadership 57 1.10% mission 58 1.24% mission 74 1.24% opportunity 102 1.42% system 4 1.00%
11 family 50 1.34% additional 83 1.20% opportunity 59 1.25% opportunity 57 1.10% retirement 57 1.21% service 71 1.19% pilot_bonus 101 1.41% additional duty 4 1.00%
12 airline 44 1.18% opportunity 76 1.10% military 58 1.23% money 55 1.06% opportunity 56 1.19% current 67 1.12% mission 84 1.17% bad locations 4 1.00%
13 pilot 43 1.16% pilot 76 1.10% additional 57 1.21% pay 54 1.04% service 55 1.17% pay 67 1.12% flying 79 1.10% flight pay 4 1.00%
14 mission 39 1.05% fly 75 1.08% leadership 55 1.17% assignment 53 1.02% assignment 49 1.04% deployment 63 1.06% deployment 78 1.09% additional 3 0.75%
15 military 38 1.02% military 74 1.07% pay 51 1.08% mission 52 1.01% pay 48 1.02% pilot_bonus 62 1.04% commander 71 0.99% ago 3 0.75%
16 commitment 36 0.97% airline 71 1.03% service 49 1.04% pilot 49 0.95% additional duty 48 1.02% benefit 61 1.02% continue 71 0.99% airline 3 0.75%
17 life 36 0.97% mission 69 1.00% commitment 47 1.00% current 48 0.93% current 44 0.94% factor 59 0.99% pay 71 0.99% benefit 3 0.75%
18 opportunity 36 0.97% life 68 0.98% mission 47 1.00% decision 48 0.93% level 44 0.94% additional duty 56 0.94% squadron 68 0.95% biggest 3 0.75%
19 fly 35 0.94% three_sixty_five 67 0.97% assignment 45 0.95% service 48 0.93% pilot 44 0.94% continue 55 0.92% current 66 0.92% career 3 0.75%
20 service 35 0.94% civilian 63 0.91% civilian 43 0.91% continue 47 0.91% airline 42 0.89% promotion 53 0.89% promotion 65 0.91% continue 3 0.75%
21 three_sixty_five 35 0.94% lack 63 0.91% life 41 0.87% flying 47 0.91% continue 42 0.89% flying 51 0.86% pilot 61 0.85% continued 3 0.75%
22 training 32 0.86% current 60 0.87% squadron 40 0.85% primary 46 0.89% decision 42 0.89% additional 50 0.84% serve 61 0.85% environment 3 0.75%
23 civilian 30 0.81% pay 58 0.84% benefit 39 0.83% reason 46 0.89% twenty 40 0.85% reason 47 0.79% system 60 0.84% family 3 0.75%
24 current 30 0.81% commitment 57 0.82% ten 39 0.83% commitment 45 0.87% benefit 39 0.83% level 46 0.77% assignment 59 0.82% fly 3 0.75%
25 pay 30 0.81% service 56 0.81% twenty 39 0.83% civilian 42 0.81% squadron 39 0.83% assignment 45 0.76% love 59 0.82% hiring 3 0.75%
26 amount 29 0.78% amount 55 0.80% airline 38 0.81% twenty 42 0.81% system 39 0.83% care 45 0.76% longer 57 0.79% hours 3 0.75%
27 primary 29 0.78% assignment 54 0.78% current 38 0.81% airline 41 0.79% future 38 0.81% leaving 45 0.76% eligible 56 0.78% influence 3 0.75%
28 jobs 28 0.75% continue 54 0.78% hours 38 0.81% jobs 41 0.79% lack 38 0.81% pilot 44 0.74% retire 56 0.78% leaving 3 0.75%
29 squadron 28 0.75% primary 54 0.78% primary 38 0.81% life 40 0.77% things 38 0.81% based 43 0.72% additional 55 0.77% location 3 0.75%
30 assignment 27 0.73% squadron 54 0.78% fly 37 0.78% promotion 40 0.77% additional 37 0.79% civilian 43 0.72% civilian 55 0.77% longer 3 0.75%

3.Lean toward NOT 
remaining in the Air 

Force

2.Probably will NOT remain 
in the Air Force

1.Definitely will NOT 
remain in the Air Force

8.Already Eligible7.Definitely will remain 
in the Air Force

6.Probably will remain in 
the Air Force

5.Lean toward remaining 
in the Air Force

4.Undecided
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Table 35: Money by Stated Retirement Intention 

 
 

 
Table 36: Retirement by Stated Retirement Intention

Rank Word N TF Word N TF Word N TF Word N TF Word N TF Word N TF Word N TF Word N TF
1 pilot_bonus 95 2.55% job 137 1.98% duty 97 2.06% career 100 1.93% job 86 1.83% family 106 1.78% career 147 2.05% current 5 1.25%
2 duty 75 2.02% duty 134 1.94% job 92 1.95% job 99 1.91% career 79 1.68% career 105 1.76% retirement 125 1.74% duty 5 1.25%
3 job 66 1.77% pilot_bonus 126 1.82% family 90 1.91% duty 95 1.84% family 77 1.64% leadership 99 1.66% family 119 1.66% job 5 1.25%
4 money 66 1.77% career 112 1.62% career 76 1.61% family 91 1.76% duty 73 1.55% duty 98 1.64% twenty 116 1.62% leadership 5 1.25%
5 additional duty 58 1.56% leadership 111 1.60% deployment 70 1.48% pilot_bonus 79 1.53% leadership 71 1.51% job 96 1.61% service 109 1.52% pilot_bonus 5 1.25%
6 deployment 57 1.53% family 110 1.59% additional duty 68 1.44% deployment 70 1.35% deployment 63 1.34% retirement 87 1.46% job 106 1.48% airmen 4 1.00%
7 flying 53 1.42% deployment 107 1.55% pilot_bonus 67 1.42% military 66 1.28% military 60 1.28% military 82 1.38% leadership 106 1.48% lost 4 1.00%
8 additional 52 1.40% additional duty 101 1.46% money 65 1.38% additional duty 66 1.28% pilot_bonus 59 1.26% opportunity 80 1.34% military 103 1.44% opportunity 4 1.00%
9 career 52 1.40% money 98 1.42% flying 62 1.31% additional 58 1.12% flying 58 1.24% twenty 78 1.31% duty 102 1.42% service 4 1.00%

10 leadership 51 1.37% flying 88 1.27% pilot 60 1.27% leadership 57 1.10% mission 58 1.24% mission 74 1.24% opportunity 102 1.42% system 4 1.00%
11 family 50 1.34% additional 83 1.20% opportunity 59 1.25% opportunity 57 1.10% retirement 57 1.21% service 71 1.19% pilot_bonus 101 1.41% additional duty 4 1.00%
12 airline 44 1.18% opportunity 76 1.10% military 58 1.23% money 55 1.06% opportunity 56 1.19% current 67 1.12% mission 84 1.17% bad locations 4 1.00%
13 pilot 43 1.16% pilot 76 1.10% additional 57 1.21% pay 54 1.04% service 55 1.17% pay 67 1.12% flying 79 1.10% flight pay 4 1.00%
14 mission 39 1.05% fly 75 1.08% leadership 55 1.17% assignment 53 1.02% assignment 49 1.04% deployment 63 1.06% deployment 78 1.09% additional 3 0.75%
15 military 38 1.02% military 74 1.07% pay 51 1.08% mission 52 1.01% pay 48 1.02% pilot_bonus 62 1.04% commander 71 0.99% ago 3 0.75%
16 commitment 36 0.97% airline 71 1.03% service 49 1.04% pilot 49 0.95% additional duty 48 1.02% benefit 61 1.02% continue 71 0.99% airline 3 0.75%
17 life 36 0.97% mission 69 1.00% commitment 47 1.00% current 48 0.93% current 44 0.94% factor 59 0.99% pay 71 0.99% benefit 3 0.75%
18 opportunity 36 0.97% life 68 0.98% mission 47 1.00% decision 48 0.93% level 44 0.94% additional duty 56 0.94% squadron 68 0.95% biggest 3 0.75%
19 fly 35 0.94% three_sixty_five 67 0.97% assignment 45 0.95% service 48 0.93% pilot 44 0.94% continue 55 0.92% current 66 0.92% career 3 0.75%
20 service 35 0.94% civilian 63 0.91% civilian 43 0.91% continue 47 0.91% airline 42 0.89% promotion 53 0.89% promotion 65 0.91% continue 3 0.75%
21 three_sixty_five 35 0.94% lack 63 0.91% life 41 0.87% flying 47 0.91% continue 42 0.89% flying 51 0.86% pilot 61 0.85% continued 3 0.75%
22 training 32 0.86% current 60 0.87% squadron 40 0.85% primary 46 0.89% decision 42 0.89% additional 50 0.84% serve 61 0.85% environment 3 0.75%
23 civilian 30 0.81% pay 58 0.84% benefit 39 0.83% reason 46 0.89% twenty 40 0.85% reason 47 0.79% system 60 0.84% family 3 0.75%
24 current 30 0.81% commitment 57 0.82% ten 39 0.83% commitment 45 0.87% benefit 39 0.83% level 46 0.77% assignment 59 0.82% fly 3 0.75%
25 pay 30 0.81% service 56 0.81% twenty 39 0.83% civilian 42 0.81% squadron 39 0.83% assignment 45 0.76% love 59 0.82% hiring 3 0.75%
26 amount 29 0.78% amount 55 0.80% airline 38 0.81% twenty 42 0.81% system 39 0.83% care 45 0.76% longer 57 0.79% hours 3 0.75%
27 primary 29 0.78% assignment 54 0.78% current 38 0.81% airline 41 0.79% future 38 0.81% leaving 45 0.76% eligible 56 0.78% influence 3 0.75%
28 jobs 28 0.75% continue 54 0.78% hours 38 0.81% jobs 41 0.79% lack 38 0.81% pilot 44 0.74% retire 56 0.78% leaving 3 0.75%
29 squadron 28 0.75% primary 54 0.78% primary 38 0.81% life 40 0.77% things 38 0.81% based 43 0.72% additional 55 0.77% location 3 0.75%
30 assignment 27 0.73% squadron 54 0.78% fly 37 0.78% promotion 40 0.77% additional 37 0.79% civilian 43 0.72% civilian 55 0.77% longer 3 0.75%

3.Lean toward NOT 
remaining in the Air 

Force

2.Probably will NOT remain 
in the Air Force

1.Definitely will NOT 
remain in the Air Force

8.Already Eligible7.Definitely will remain 
in the Air Force

6.Probably will remain in 
the Air Force

5.Lean toward remaining 
in the Air Force

4.Undecided

Rank Word N TF Word N TF Word N TF Word N TF Word N TF Word N TF Word N TF Word N TF
1 pilot_bonus 95 2.55% job 137 1.98% duty 97 2.06% career 100 1.93% job 86 1.83% family 106 1.78% career 147 2.05% current 5 1.25%
2 duty 75 2.02% duty 134 1.94% job 92 1.95% job 99 1.91% career 79 1.68% career 105 1.76% retirement 125 1.74% duty 5 1.25%
3 job 66 1.77% pilot_bonus 126 1.82% family 90 1.91% duty 95 1.84% family 77 1.64% leadership 99 1.66% family 119 1.66% job 5 1.25%
4 money 66 1.77% career 112 1.62% career 76 1.61% family 91 1.76% duty 73 1.55% duty 98 1.64% twenty 116 1.62% leadership 5 1.25%
5 additional duty 58 1.56% leadership 111 1.60% deployment 70 1.48% pilot_bonus 79 1.53% leadership 71 1.51% job 96 1.61% service 109 1.52% pilot_bonus 5 1.25%
6 deployment 57 1.53% family 110 1.59% additional duty 68 1.44% deployment 70 1.35% deployment 63 1.34% retirement 87 1.46% job 106 1.48% airmen 4 1.00%
7 flying 53 1.42% deployment 107 1.55% pilot_bonus 67 1.42% military 66 1.28% military 60 1.28% military 82 1.38% leadership 106 1.48% lost 4 1.00%
8 additional 52 1.40% additional duty 101 1.46% money 65 1.38% additional duty 66 1.28% pilot_bonus 59 1.26% opportunity 80 1.34% military 103 1.44% opportunity 4 1.00%
9 career 52 1.40% money 98 1.42% flying 62 1.31% additional 58 1.12% flying 58 1.24% twenty 78 1.31% duty 102 1.42% service 4 1.00%

10 leadership 51 1.37% flying 88 1.27% pilot 60 1.27% leadership 57 1.10% mission 58 1.24% mission 74 1.24% opportunity 102 1.42% system 4 1.00%
11 family 50 1.34% additional 83 1.20% opportunity 59 1.25% opportunity 57 1.10% retirement 57 1.21% service 71 1.19% pilot_bonus 101 1.41% additional duty 4 1.00%
12 airline 44 1.18% opportunity 76 1.10% military 58 1.23% money 55 1.06% opportunity 56 1.19% current 67 1.12% mission 84 1.17% bad locations 4 1.00%
13 pilot 43 1.16% pilot 76 1.10% additional 57 1.21% pay 54 1.04% service 55 1.17% pay 67 1.12% flying 79 1.10% flight pay 4 1.00%
14 mission 39 1.05% fly 75 1.08% leadership 55 1.17% assignment 53 1.02% assignment 49 1.04% deployment 63 1.06% deployment 78 1.09% additional 3 0.75%
15 military 38 1.02% military 74 1.07% pay 51 1.08% mission 52 1.01% pay 48 1.02% pilot_bonus 62 1.04% commander 71 0.99% ago 3 0.75%
16 commitment 36 0.97% airline 71 1.03% service 49 1.04% pilot 49 0.95% additional duty 48 1.02% benefit 61 1.02% continue 71 0.99% airline 3 0.75%
17 life 36 0.97% mission 69 1.00% commitment 47 1.00% current 48 0.93% current 44 0.94% factor 59 0.99% pay 71 0.99% benefit 3 0.75%
18 opportunity 36 0.97% life 68 0.98% mission 47 1.00% decision 48 0.93% level 44 0.94% additional duty 56 0.94% squadron 68 0.95% biggest 3 0.75%
19 fly 35 0.94% three_sixty_five 67 0.97% assignment 45 0.95% service 48 0.93% pilot 44 0.94% continue 55 0.92% current 66 0.92% career 3 0.75%
20 service 35 0.94% civilian 63 0.91% civilian 43 0.91% continue 47 0.91% airline 42 0.89% promotion 53 0.89% promotion 65 0.91% continue 3 0.75%
21 three_sixty_five 35 0.94% lack 63 0.91% life 41 0.87% flying 47 0.91% continue 42 0.89% flying 51 0.86% pilot 61 0.85% continued 3 0.75%
22 training 32 0.86% current 60 0.87% squadron 40 0.85% primary 46 0.89% decision 42 0.89% additional 50 0.84% serve 61 0.85% environment 3 0.75%
23 civilian 30 0.81% pay 58 0.84% benefit 39 0.83% reason 46 0.89% twenty 40 0.85% reason 47 0.79% system 60 0.84% family 3 0.75%
24 current 30 0.81% commitment 57 0.82% ten 39 0.83% commitment 45 0.87% benefit 39 0.83% level 46 0.77% assignment 59 0.82% fly 3 0.75%
25 pay 30 0.81% service 56 0.81% twenty 39 0.83% civilian 42 0.81% squadron 39 0.83% assignment 45 0.76% love 59 0.82% hiring 3 0.75%
26 amount 29 0.78% amount 55 0.80% airline 38 0.81% twenty 42 0.81% system 39 0.83% care 45 0.76% longer 57 0.79% hours 3 0.75%
27 primary 29 0.78% assignment 54 0.78% current 38 0.81% airline 41 0.79% future 38 0.81% leaving 45 0.76% eligible 56 0.78% influence 3 0.75%
28 jobs 28 0.75% continue 54 0.78% hours 38 0.81% jobs 41 0.79% lack 38 0.81% pilot 44 0.74% retire 56 0.78% leaving 3 0.75%
29 squadron 28 0.75% primary 54 0.78% primary 38 0.81% life 40 0.77% things 38 0.81% based 43 0.72% additional 55 0.77% location 3 0.75%
30 assignment 27 0.73% squadron 54 0.78% fly 37 0.78% promotion 40 0.77% additional 37 0.79% civilian 43 0.72% civilian 55 0.77% longer 3 0.75%
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Figure 17: CA of Retirement Intentions and Words / Phrases
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Themes 

Looking at Figure 18 and Table 37, we see the top 30 themes by stated 
retirement intention. And unsurprisingly, we see very similar usage and 
distributions of themes as the analysis conducted on the stated separation intention 
and themes as in the previous analysis of words. We still see similar themes used by 
all groups: themes about being valued, the promotion system, and the pilot bonus23. 
In a similar manner, when we highlight the same themes as before we see very 
similar patterns as before. On Table 38 through Table 42, we have highlighted the 
themes regarding the retirement system (S.PP.RETIRE), individual control 
(IND.CONTROL), service (IND.SERVICE), family quality of life (FAM.QOL), and 
perceived career opportunities with an airline (ALTS.AIR)24.  

The same exact pattern of usage on Table 38 emerges as for the theme 
S.PP.RETIRE. It is highest ranked (rank #1) with those who stated they 
DEFINITELY WILL remain. As we move to the left of the spectrum, we see a slight 
decrease in the usage of this theme.  It no longer registers in the top 30 themes for 
both the DEFINITELY WILL NOT and the PROBABLY WILL NOT groups.  

With the theme IND.CONTROL, Table 39, we observe a different pattern of 
usage than as before. It now ranks in the top two for all the WILL NOT groups in 
the UNDECIDEDs, and has the same usage for the LEAN WILL group (rank #11). 
This theme no longer ranks in the top 30 for the PROBABLY WILL and 
DEFINITELY WILL groups. 

On Table 40 we see the theme IND.SERVE follows a similar pattern of use as 
seen previously, with a few exceptions. It is still highest ranked with the 
DEFINITELY WILL remain, though lower than before (rank #11). It disappears 
from the PROBABLY WILL group, but remained at the same relative importance 
for the UNDECIDED and the LEAN WILL groups. Then theme disappears again 
with the PROBABLY WILL and LEAN WILL NOT groups.  Finally, it reappears for 
the DEFINITELY WILL NOT group (rank #30). 

The theme FAM.QOL, on Table 41, almost exactly follows the same pattern of 
usage as before, and remains relatively consistent between all the groups. It is 
ranked with the DEFINITELY WILL remain (rank #8) group, and remains 
relatively the same for the other WILL groups and UNDECIDEDs. It then slowly 

                                            
23 It should be noted that one of the questions was specifically asking about the bonus so it is not 
surprising that the theme related to the pilot bonus ranks high among all groups. 
24 For complete definitions of all themes reference Appendix L 
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decreases in importance and bottoms out with the DEFINITELY WILL NOT group 
(rank #16). 

When we look at the theme ALTS.AIR on Table 42, we see a completely different 
pattern of usage. For the WILL NOT, UNDECIDED, and LEAN WILL groups the 
theme remains relatively consistent (between ranks #5 and #8). The difference 
comes from the PROBABLY WILL and DEFINITELY WILL groups. The 
importance of this theme has increased for both groups, and most aggressively for 
the DEFINITELY WILL group (moving from rank #25 to rank #14). This increase 
in the usage for these groups is most likely an artifact similar to what we saw in the 
KWIC the word airline. As we saw they started to use airline in similar context as 
the other groups. This is different from respondents’ usage in the separation 
intentions analysis. As we will see in the CA of themes, the WILL groups are not 
very correlated with ALTS.AIR. 

When the CA on the stated retirement intentions and themes was conducted, we 
find a very similar result as before. The CA for stated retirement intentions and 
themes, visualized in Figure 17, has a total inertia (Φ2) value of .091, a Χ2 = 749.4, 
and associated p-value = 1.582e-32. Furthermore, dimensions 1 and 2 account for 
74.2% of the total inertia of the data. It should also be noted the first dimension is 
very dominant, accounting for 60.0% of the total inertia. Again, looking at Figure 
17, we see the stated separation intention groups are ranked from left to right in 
descending order. For the three NOT groups, their coordinates on dimension 1 are 
positive; for the WILL groups, they are negative. We can again define dimension 1 
as the separation between those who stated NOT versus those who stated WILL. 

As we saw in the previous CA conducted on themes, the NOT groups use themes 
related to outside career alternatives (IND.CONTROL, ALTS.OTHER, ALTS.QOL, 
ATLS.AIR) and themes related to financial retention incentives (S.PP.BONUS, 
IND.NOT_MONEY). However, unlike the CA conducted on themes, themes related 
to leadership in the USAF (S.LDR.MANAGERS, S.LDR.OUTOFTOUCH, 
S.LDR.CAREER, S.LDR.RISK, and S.LDR.PRIORITIES) are all relatively close to 
the origin, suggesting that these themes are important to all groups. 

In contrast, the WILL groups still tend to use themes related to why they still 
serve (S.CULT.CAMARADERIE, IND.COMM, IND.SERVE, IND.PAT, IND.LOVE), 
and the financial incentives related to military service (S.PP.RETIRE, S.PP.BENI, 
S.CULT.UNCERT). 
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Implications 

The analysis of the words and phrases, themes, and the KWIC not only 
complement each other in this analysis, but also complement the previous analysis. 
The words being used, the themes being expressed, and how they are said in 
context, continue to show how the groups value different things in their lives. The 
NOT groups tell us their decisions are not necessarily motivated by financial issues. 
Rather, these groups are expressing frustration with non-flying administrative 
duties, deployments, and quality of life issues. This sentiment is similar to those 
found in the results of the analysis conducted on the separation intentions. Again, if 
these pilots do not feel they have any control, or if the current environment remains 
the same, they are letting the USAF know that there are other sectors that will 
value their expertise and provide more of the benefits they are looking for in a 
career. 

Similarly, the WILL groups are continuing to tell us they remain in the USAF 
because they love what they do and who they do it with. The sense of camaraderie 
and community they find in their units is an important factor for them. 
Additionally, the bonus money is not the determining factor in their decision: 
receiving a retirement and the other financial incentives of military service hold 
more value for them.  

As previously stated, if an individual feels they have options, no amount of 
money will motivate them to remain with an organization if they feel ignored or 
have lost faith in the organization. Our pilots are telling us what they need; it is up 
to the USAF to listen. By addressing the frustrations and concerns with quality of 
life and leadership in the USAF, while at the same time emphasizing unit 
camaraderie and community, the USAF can ultimately increase the number of 
airmen who say they WILL remain. 
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Figure 18: Scree Plot of top 30 Themes by Stated Retirement Intention 
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Table 37: Top 30 Themes by Stated Retirement Intention 

 

 
Table 38: S.PP.RETIRE by Stated Retirement Intention 

Rank theme N theme N theme N theme N theme N theme N theme N
1 s.cult.val 53 s.cult.val 96 ind.control 59 s.cult.val 59 fam.sacrifice 52 s.cult.val 70 s.pp.retire 75
2 ind.control 50 ind.control 87 fam.sacrifice 50 ind.control 57 s.ldr.senior 48 s.ldr.senior 58 s.cult.val 73
3 s.pp.bonus 49 s.pp.bonus 87 s.ldr.senior 48 fam.sacrifice 54 s.pp.promote 42 s.pp.promote 53 s.ldr.senior 70
4 s.cult.toxic 44 s.ldr.senior 84 s.cult.val 42 s.pp.bonus 45 s.cult.msnfocus 39 fam.sacrifice 52 s.pp.promote 68
5 s.pp.promote 38 fam.sacrifice 83 alts.air 41 s.pp.promote 42 s.cult.toxic 39 s.cult.msnfocus 48 s.cult.msnfocus 49
6 alts.air 37 alts.air 73 s.cult.trust 40 s.ldr.senior 39 alts.air 37 s.cult.toxic 47 s.pp.bonus 48
7 fam.sacrifice 36 alts.qol 60 s.pp.bonus 40 fam.qol 37 s.cult.val 35 s.pp.retire 44 s.cult.toxic 47
8 s.ldr.senior 33 s.cult.msnfocus 56 s.cult.msnfocus 39 alts.air 36 fam.qol 33 s.cult.trust 40 fam.qol 45
9 alts.qol 31 s.pp.promote 54 alts.qol 37 s.cult.msnfocus 34 s.pp.bonus 31 fam.qol 38 s.ldr.priorites 44

10 s.cult.trust 31 s.cult.toxic 49 s.pp.promote 37 s.cult.trust 34 s.cult.trust 29 alts.air 36 fam.sacrifice 43
11 s.cult.msnfocus 28 s.cult.trust 48 fam.spouse 29 s.cult.toxic 27 ind.control 28 ind.mean 33 ind.serve 41
12 s.cult.bur 25 fam.qol 40 fam.qol 28 s.pp.retire 27 s.pp.retire 28 s.pp.bonus 33 s.ldr.imd 36
13 s.ldr.toxic 21 s.ldr.toxic 35 s.cult.toxic 28 s.infs.manpower 26 s.infs.manpower 27 s.ldr.toxic 31 ind.mean 35
14 s.cult.fair 20 fam.spouse 34 s.pp.assign 28 fam.spouse 25 fam.spouse 24 fam.spouse 30 alts.air 33
15 s.ldr.priorites 20 s.ldr.priorites 34 s.infs.manpower 25 s.pp.fm 25 s.cult.moreless 24 s.infs.manpower 29 ind.pat 32
16 fam.qol 17 s.pp.assign 32 s.ldr.priorites 23 s.cult.fair 24 s.infs.resources 23 s.cult.moral 28 ind.love 31
17 s.pp.fm 17 s.pp.fm 31 s.cult.fair 22 alts.qol 22 s.ldr.priorites 23 s.pp.fm 28 s.infs.manpower 31
18 alts.other 16 s.infs.manpower 30 s.pp.fm 22 ind.mean 22 s.ldr.toxic 23 s.infs.resources 27 s.ldr.toxic 31
19 ind.mean 16 s.ldr.career 30 s.ldr.toxic 21 s.pp.assign 21 ind.serve 22 s.ldr.priorites 26 s.pp.fm 31
20 s.pp.assign 16 s.cult.moreless 28 s.pp.beni 17 s.pp.pcs 21 s.ldr.imd 22 s.pp.beni 25 s.ldr.effective 28
21 s.ldr.effective 15 s.ldr.effective 27 s.pp.pcs 17 ind.pat 19 s.ldr.effective 21 s.cult.bur 23 s.cult.fair 27
22 ind.not_money 14 s.ldr.imd 27 ind.mean 16 s.ldr.imd 19 ind.mean 20 s.cult.moreless 22 alts.qol 26
23 s.pp.deploy 14 ind.mean 26 fam.pcs 14 s.ldr.priorites 19 s.pp.beni 20 s.ldr.imd 21 s.cult.bur 26
24 s.cult.moreless 12 s.infs.support 24 s.cult.bur 14 ind.serve 18 s.pp.fm 20 alts.qol 20 fam.spouse 25
25 s.ldr.career 12 alts.other 23 s.cult.moreless 14 s.infs.support 18 ind.pat 19 ind.pat 20 s.cult.camaraderie 25
26 s.ldr.imd 12 s.cult.bur 23 s.infs.resources 14 fam.pcs 17 ind.love 17 s.ldr.effective 20 s.infs.resources 25
27 fam.spouse 11 s.cult.fair 23 s.ldr.effective 14 s.cult.moral 16 s.pp.assign 17 s.cult.fair 19 s.pp.beni 24
28 s.infs.manpower 11 s.ldr.outoftouch 23 s.ldr.career 13 s.infs.afpc 16 s.cult.pc 15 s.pp.assign 19 s.cult.trust 23
29 s.ldr.outoftouch 11 s.pp.deploy 23 s.pp.retire 13 s.ldr.toxic 16 s.ldr.career 15 s.pp.pcs 18 s.pp.assign 23
30 ind.serve 9 s.cult.change 21 s.ldr.imd 12 s.pp.deploy 16 s.cult.bur 14 s.cult.change 17 s.cult.change 22

7.Definitely will 
remain in the Air 

Force

1.Definitely will 
NOT remain in the 

Air Force

2.Probably will 
NOT remain in the 

Air Force

3.Lean toward NOT 
remaining in the 

Air Force
4.Undecided

5.Lean toward 
remaining in the 

Air Force

6.Probably will 
remain in the Air 

Force

Rank theme N theme N theme N theme N theme N theme N theme N
1 s.cult.val 53 s.cult.val 96 ind.control 59 s.cult.val 59 fam.sacrifice 52 s.cult.val 70 s.pp.retire 75
2 ind.control 50 ind.control 87 fam.sacrifice 50 ind.control 57 s.ldr.senior 48 s.ldr.senior 58 s.cult.val 73
3 s.pp.bonus 49 s.pp.bonus 87 s.ldr.senior 48 fam.sacrifice 54 s.pp.promote 42 s.pp.promote 53 s.ldr.senior 70
4 s.cult.toxic 44 s.ldr.senior 84 s.cult.val 42 s.pp.bonus 45 s.cult.msnfocus 39 fam.sacrifice 52 s.pp.promote 68
5 s.pp.promote 38 fam.sacrifice 83 alts.air 41 s.pp.promote 42 s.cult.toxic 39 s.cult.msnfocus 48 s.cult.msnfocus 49
6 alts.air 37 alts.air 73 s.cult.trust 40 s.ldr.senior 39 alts.air 37 s.cult.toxic 47 s.pp.bonus 48
7 fam.sacrifice 36 alts.qol 60 s.pp.bonus 40 fam.qol 37 s.cult.val 35 s.pp.retire 44 s.cult.toxic 47
8 s.ldr.senior 33 s.cult.msnfocus 56 s.cult.msnfocus 39 alts.air 36 fam.qol 33 s.cult.trust 40 fam.qol 45
9 alts.qol 31 s.pp.promote 54 alts.qol 37 s.cult.msnfocus 34 s.pp.bonus 31 fam.qol 38 s.ldr.priorites 44

10 s.cult.trust 31 s.cult.toxic 49 s.pp.promote 37 s.cult.trust 34 s.cult.trust 29 alts.air 36 fam.sacrifice 43
11 s.cult.msnfocus 28 s.cult.trust 48 fam.spouse 29 s.cult.toxic 27 ind.control 28 ind.mean 33 ind.serve 41
12 s.cult.bur 25 fam.qol 40 fam.qol 28 s.pp.retire 27 s.pp.retire 28 s.pp.bonus 33 s.ldr.imd 36
13 s.ldr.toxic 21 s.ldr.toxic 35 s.cult.toxic 28 s.infs.manpower 26 s.infs.manpower 27 s.ldr.toxic 31 ind.mean 35
14 s.cult.fair 20 fam.spouse 34 s.pp.assign 28 fam.spouse 25 fam.spouse 24 fam.spouse 30 alts.air 33
15 s.ldr.priorites 20 s.ldr.priorites 34 s.infs.manpower 25 s.pp.fm 25 s.cult.moreless 24 s.infs.manpower 29 ind.pat 32
16 fam.qol 17 s.pp.assign 32 s.ldr.priorites 23 s.cult.fair 24 s.infs.resources 23 s.cult.moral 28 ind.love 31
17 s.pp.fm 17 s.pp.fm 31 s.cult.fair 22 alts.qol 22 s.ldr.priorites 23 s.pp.fm 28 s.infs.manpower 31
18 alts.other 16 s.infs.manpower 30 s.pp.fm 22 ind.mean 22 s.ldr.toxic 23 s.infs.resources 27 s.ldr.toxic 31
19 ind.mean 16 s.ldr.career 30 s.ldr.toxic 21 s.pp.assign 21 ind.serve 22 s.ldr.priorites 26 s.pp.fm 31
20 s.pp.assign 16 s.cult.moreless 28 s.pp.beni 17 s.pp.pcs 21 s.ldr.imd 22 s.pp.beni 25 s.ldr.effective 28
21 s.ldr.effective 15 s.ldr.effective 27 s.pp.pcs 17 ind.pat 19 s.ldr.effective 21 s.cult.bur 23 s.cult.fair 27
22 ind.not_money 14 s.ldr.imd 27 ind.mean 16 s.ldr.imd 19 ind.mean 20 s.cult.moreless 22 alts.qol 26
23 s.pp.deploy 14 ind.mean 26 fam.pcs 14 s.ldr.priorites 19 s.pp.beni 20 s.ldr.imd 21 s.cult.bur 26
24 s.cult.moreless 12 s.infs.support 24 s.cult.bur 14 ind.serve 18 s.pp.fm 20 alts.qol 20 fam.spouse 25
25 s.ldr.career 12 alts.other 23 s.cult.moreless 14 s.infs.support 18 ind.pat 19 ind.pat 20 s.cult.camaraderie 25
26 s.ldr.imd 12 s.cult.bur 23 s.infs.resources 14 fam.pcs 17 ind.love 17 s.ldr.effective 20 s.infs.resources 25
27 fam.spouse 11 s.cult.fair 23 s.ldr.effective 14 s.cult.moral 16 s.pp.assign 17 s.cult.fair 19 s.pp.beni 24
28 s.infs.manpower 11 s.ldr.outoftouch 23 s.ldr.career 13 s.infs.afpc 16 s.cult.pc 15 s.pp.assign 19 s.cult.trust 23
29 s.ldr.outoftouch 11 s.pp.deploy 23 s.pp.retire 13 s.ldr.toxic 16 s.ldr.career 15 s.pp.pcs 18 s.pp.assign 23
30 ind.serve 9 s.cult.change 21 s.ldr.imd 12 s.pp.deploy 16 s.cult.bur 14 s.cult.change 17 s.cult.change 22
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2.Probably will 
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3.Lean toward NOT 
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Table 39: IND.CONTROL by Stated Retirement Intention 

 

 
Table 40: IND.SERVE by Stated Retirement Intention 

Rank theme N theme N theme N theme N theme N theme N theme N
1 s.cult.val 53 s.cult.val 96 ind.control 59 s.cult.val 59 fam.sacrifice 52 s.cult.val 70 s.pp.retire 75
2 ind.control 50 ind.control 87 fam.sacrifice 50 ind.control 57 s.ldr.senior 48 s.ldr.senior 58 s.cult.val 73
3 s.pp.bonus 49 s.pp.bonus 87 s.ldr.senior 48 fam.sacrifice 54 s.pp.promote 42 s.pp.promote 53 s.ldr.senior 70
4 s.cult.toxic 44 s.ldr.senior 84 s.cult.val 42 s.pp.bonus 45 s.cult.msnfocus 39 fam.sacrifice 52 s.pp.promote 68
5 s.pp.promote 38 fam.sacrifice 83 alts.air 41 s.pp.promote 42 s.cult.toxic 39 s.cult.msnfocus 48 s.cult.msnfocus 49
6 alts.air 37 alts.air 73 s.cult.trust 40 s.ldr.senior 39 alts.air 37 s.cult.toxic 47 s.pp.bonus 48
7 fam.sacrifice 36 alts.qol 60 s.pp.bonus 40 fam.qol 37 s.cult.val 35 s.pp.retire 44 s.cult.toxic 47
8 s.ldr.senior 33 s.cult.msnfocus 56 s.cult.msnfocus 39 alts.air 36 fam.qol 33 s.cult.trust 40 fam.qol 45
9 alts.qol 31 s.pp.promote 54 alts.qol 37 s.cult.msnfocus 34 s.pp.bonus 31 fam.qol 38 s.ldr.priorites 44

10 s.cult.trust 31 s.cult.toxic 49 s.pp.promote 37 s.cult.trust 34 s.cult.trust 29 alts.air 36 fam.sacrifice 43
11 s.cult.msnfocus 28 s.cult.trust 48 fam.spouse 29 s.cult.toxic 27 ind.control 28 ind.mean 33 ind.serve 41
12 s.cult.bur 25 fam.qol 40 fam.qol 28 s.pp.retire 27 s.pp.retire 28 s.pp.bonus 33 s.ldr.imd 36
13 s.ldr.toxic 21 s.ldr.toxic 35 s.cult.toxic 28 s.infs.manpower 26 s.infs.manpower 27 s.ldr.toxic 31 ind.mean 35
14 s.cult.fair 20 fam.spouse 34 s.pp.assign 28 fam.spouse 25 fam.spouse 24 fam.spouse 30 alts.air 33
15 s.ldr.priorites 20 s.ldr.priorites 34 s.infs.manpower 25 s.pp.fm 25 s.cult.moreless 24 s.infs.manpower 29 ind.pat 32
16 fam.qol 17 s.pp.assign 32 s.ldr.priorites 23 s.cult.fair 24 s.infs.resources 23 s.cult.moral 28 ind.love 31
17 s.pp.fm 17 s.pp.fm 31 s.cult.fair 22 alts.qol 22 s.ldr.priorites 23 s.pp.fm 28 s.infs.manpower 31
18 alts.other 16 s.infs.manpower 30 s.pp.fm 22 ind.mean 22 s.ldr.toxic 23 s.infs.resources 27 s.ldr.toxic 31
19 ind.mean 16 s.ldr.career 30 s.ldr.toxic 21 s.pp.assign 21 ind.serve 22 s.ldr.priorites 26 s.pp.fm 31
20 s.pp.assign 16 s.cult.moreless 28 s.pp.beni 17 s.pp.pcs 21 s.ldr.imd 22 s.pp.beni 25 s.ldr.effective 28
21 s.ldr.effective 15 s.ldr.effective 27 s.pp.pcs 17 ind.pat 19 s.ldr.effective 21 s.cult.bur 23 s.cult.fair 27
22 ind.not_money 14 s.ldr.imd 27 ind.mean 16 s.ldr.imd 19 ind.mean 20 s.cult.moreless 22 alts.qol 26
23 s.pp.deploy 14 ind.mean 26 fam.pcs 14 s.ldr.priorites 19 s.pp.beni 20 s.ldr.imd 21 s.cult.bur 26
24 s.cult.moreless 12 s.infs.support 24 s.cult.bur 14 ind.serve 18 s.pp.fm 20 alts.qol 20 fam.spouse 25
25 s.ldr.career 12 alts.other 23 s.cult.moreless 14 s.infs.support 18 ind.pat 19 ind.pat 20 s.cult.camaraderie 25
26 s.ldr.imd 12 s.cult.bur 23 s.infs.resources 14 fam.pcs 17 ind.love 17 s.ldr.effective 20 s.infs.resources 25
27 fam.spouse 11 s.cult.fair 23 s.ldr.effective 14 s.cult.moral 16 s.pp.assign 17 s.cult.fair 19 s.pp.beni 24
28 s.infs.manpower 11 s.ldr.outoftouch 23 s.ldr.career 13 s.infs.afpc 16 s.cult.pc 15 s.pp.assign 19 s.cult.trust 23
29 s.ldr.outoftouch 11 s.pp.deploy 23 s.pp.retire 13 s.ldr.toxic 16 s.ldr.career 15 s.pp.pcs 18 s.pp.assign 23
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Table 41: FAM.QOL by Stated Retirement Intention 

 

 
Table 42: ALTS.AIR by Stated Retirement Intention
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Figure 19: CA of Retirement Intentions and Themes 
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Chapter 5—Policy Discussion 

The goal of this dissertation was to examine pilots’ perspectives about their 
experiences and decisions in the USAF. The open-ended comments provided by the 
2015 Active Duty Career Decisions survey were grouped and counted by words and 
themes to help better understand these perspectives. This chapter provides 
recommended policy changes and raises some additional issues warranting further 
consideration. 

The findings from this study indicated there is no relationship, or a relatively 
weak one, between pilot type groups and their stated career intentions. These 
results suggest any policies implemented to increase retention should be applied 
equally across all AFSC types. Efforts should be made to ensure any policies 
implemented do not amplify or aggravate any unseen idiosyncratic differences 
between pilot types.  

We found a significant relationship between stated separation intentions and 
stated retirement intentions. While this result is correlational, it does predict that 
policies implemented to increase retention of pilots after their current ADSC will 
also affect the individuals’ decisions to remain until retirement. The results also 
provide initial targets (i.e.  those in the LEANING NOT, UNDECIDED, or 
LEANING TOWARDS remaining past their current ADSC, who also have higher 
intentions of remaining until retirement) to focus retention policy on. 

As we saw when examining career intentions and AFSCs, we found a similar 
result when examining the words and themes utilized by the different AFSCs. 
There appear to be similar concerns and issues between all AFSC groups. The pilot 
culture—shared assumptions and values—is strong, however we do see tension, 
suggesting that there are definite and nuanced differences in some of the 
subcultures. While the focus traditionally has been on retention in the fighter pilot 
community, we find retention is not a simply a fighter pilot issue, but a system wide 
pilot issue. These results suggest that retention policy directed at one pilot type can 
be equally applied across the other pilot types, despite any extraneous differences 
between the AFSCs. 

Unlike the comments from the AFSC groups, the comments from both the 
separation intention groups and the retirement intention groups show that there is 
a clear delineation in the themes and words used by the different groups. In both 
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analyses, the NOT groups indicate their decisions are not necessarily centered on 
financial concerns. In fact, many respondents stated they were satisfied with the 
pay and benefits they received in the USAF. They expressed frustrations with 
leadership, deployments, quality of life issues, and non-flying administrative duties. 
On the other side of the spectrum, the WILL groups indicate their decisions were 
influenced more by the camaraderie and community they find in the USAF. They 
were also more likely to express the importance of receiving a military retirement 
and the associated financial benefits of military service. 

The bonus clearly has had effect on retention, for some. However, all groups 
indicated either the amount associated with the bonus was not enough to change 
their decision or the bonus was not a factor in their retention decision; it was only 
taken after they decided to stay. Many respondents explicitly stated it’s not about 
the money. Going forward, the USAF will most likely not be able to leverage pay and 
bonuses to affect retention in a meaningful way.  

While the results from the methodology used in this study are correlational—
and future research is needed to establish any casual links between the identified 
factors and career intentions—the associations found between words and themes 
and stated intentions are significant. As stated previously, those who indicated they 
will not remain in the USAF share a low opinion of, and lack of trust in, leadership.  
The concerns raised over additional duties and QoL are related to reduced 
manpower and personnel. While it might appear that workload and QoL issue are 
unrelated to issues of trust, the perception is that USAF’s leadership does have 
control over these factors. Even if these results are not found to be causal, the 
correlational relationship is strong enough to suggest that the USAF would be well 
served to consider the following questions to address the concerns of their airmen: 

 
Are we promoting the correct airmen to lead? As was stated in the literature 

review, multiple studies and meta-analyses found that relationships between 
employees, their managers and leadership have a strong and significant 
relationship to turnover intentions. A distinguished graduate from a military 
education program or the most technically skilled pilot in the world does not 
necessarily guarantee that an individual will be a good manager and leader. The 
USAF should carefully evaluate each candidate for their potential for managerial 
leadership, regardless of their previous experience in the force.  

Do we place trust and confidence in our airmen and keep them in the loop?  Many 
respondents indicated that they have lost trust in senior leadership. Lack of trust 
can be linked directly to transparency of leadership (Norman, Avolio, & Luthans, 
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2010). People need information to make decisions. In the absence of reliable 
information, people tend to fill the void with rumor and conjecture. As rumors and 
conjecture spread, distrust grows. The opposite is also true: the more open and 
sharing leadership is with information the more trust in Leadership increases. 
Leadership are encouraged to interface directly with airmen to acknowledge and 
address their concerns; sharing not only successes, but also failures. 
Communicating policy and linking policy to action serves to keep airmen in the loop. 
This inspires trust and deepens organizational commitment.   

Do we give our airmen the right tools and resources? Many respondents 
mentioned how additional duties are a burden factoring into their career decisions. 
Respondents consistently indicate that they do not have enough time to accomplish 
additional assigned duties. This then affects quality of life by impacting personal 
time. Multiple respondents describe not having enough time to accomplish all 
assigned duties because of an undermanned and under resourced unit; or the 
manning documents are correct but a significant portion of their unit is TFY or 
deployed at any given time. Leadership would be well served in taking a serious 
look at all the additional duties units are required to accomplish to determine the 
relevance and appropriateness of these duties. Are these additional duties 
essential?  If the answer is “yes”, manpower in the affected unit should be adjusted 
accordingly. 

 
The methodology used in this dissertation is exploratory and correlational in 

nature. The relationship between words and themes found in the data are complex 
and dynamic. A one size fits all approach to retention seems ineffective. The data 
analyzed for this dissertation can serve as a useful tool to help shape retention 
policy to be more effective. The respondents to the survey spent a significant 
amount of time on their responses - more than half of all responses contained 100 
words or more. The range of emotion in the responses is also telling, indicating a 
heightened level of frustration on behalf of USAF’s airmen. A longitudinal research 
project is appropriate to examine causal links between retention behaviors and the 
current USAF environment. As currently constructed the instrument used to collect 
data on retention is not robust enough for a more comprehensive analysis to be 
conducted. With that said, the current survey can go a long way in understanding 
the factors leading to respondents’ decision making with regards to retention, with 
the following three caveats: 
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1. An additional question should be added for those who indicated they 
DEFINITELY WILL NOT remain, PROBABLY WILL not remain, and 
LEANING WILL NOT remain, asking them “What could the USAF have 
done to have retained you?” 

 
2. At any given time in the USAF there are multiple surveys being conducted. 

(among them, the Total Force Climate Survey, Military Exit Survey, Air 
Force Squadron Revitalization Survey, AFPC Employee Engagement, 
Satisfaction, and Collaboration Assessment). Even so, the USAF does not 
aggregate results across surveys. There is nothing in any DoDI or AFI25 
which would prevent this going forward. However, for the purposes of this 
dissertation it would have been unethical to retroactively combine surveys. A 
correction to this can be accomplished with new surveys accompanied by a 
new consent statement informing all respondents of the intent to combine 
their responses with data from other sources or surveys. Protocols will need 
to be developed to ensure strict confidentiality for all survey respondents.  

 
3. Finally, the current survey, combined with other surveys, should further 

integrate the contextual factors identified in this research. Using the results, 
combined with the appropriate demographic data (e.g. years in service, flying 
hours, number of deployments, number of dependents, etc.), we can identify 
predictors of turnover among various groups of pilots and airmen to better 
understand what truly differentiates them. With this information, specific 
and targeted retention policies can be created to prevent voluntary turnover 
from occurring.  

 

Future Research 
While the results of this analysis are most likely generalizable to other ADSCs 

in the USAF, further research is needed to qualify this claim. The methodology in 
achieving the results for pilots is a good starting point to determine empirically if 
the same words and themes are being used throughout the USAF. For this reason, 
the methodologies presented in this study should be extended to the rest of the 
airmen in the USAF.  
                                            
25 There are multiple DoDI’s, DoDM’s, and AFI’s related to survey collection and the protection of 
human subjects (DoDI 1100.13, DoDM 8910.01Vol1, DoDI 3216.02, and AFI 38.501).  
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Once a more comprehensive analysis of the surveys and demographic data has 
been performed, the results can be used to augment and enhance the DRM model. 
Ideally, the parameters of the model should allow for the taste26 distribution to shift 
for different demographic groups allowing for analyses to be conducted to determine 
if the taste for service differs across groups (e.g. fighter pilots vs mobility pilots, or 
Gen Xers vs millennials). This would further enhance the DRM’s robustness. 

The analysis conducted on the words and the identification of the themes was 
extremely manpower intensive. Research from IBM has shown more than 40% of 
organizations globally only use data to produce basic  human resource reports, less 
than half use it to examine longitudinal trends, and less than 20% are even capable 
of applying predictive analytics to their workforces (Lesser, Fern, & Kechaou, 2014). 
Human resource management will always require human analysis. However, there 
are significant gains to be found from the use of machine learning and software that 
helps identify trends in retention and turnover research.  

As was shown in this study, by counting words/phrase and theme frequency and 
combining these with statistical analysis it is possible to identify trends and 
themes. This type of analysis helps identify what airmen care most about by 
analyzing open-ended questions in surveys. We are able to garner insights from 
seemingly unimportant statements that were previously considered to be too vague 
or emotion-based to be analyzed in a realistic fashion. But this analysis is 
manpower intensive. As semantic language and natural language processing 
technology becomes more sophisticated, it is possible to automate the analysis of 
text in a way that helps interpret meaning. This approach to text analytics can be 
used to look for patterns in the open-ended responses to craft policy changes. 

By investing in, and applying, advanced machine learning methodologies we can 
develop a powerful analytic tool box to shape policy and actions. This will allow 
senior leadership to observe previously unconnected patterns and trends, and 
develop an evidence-based retention policy.  

Conclusion  
The USAF, unlike a civilian business or airline, cannot recruit and hire 

experienced and seasoned employees.  It literally takes ten years to replace the 
experience lost when a pilot leaves the USAF at the end of their ADSC.  There are 

                                            
26 In the DRM there are parameters for the mean and standard deviations for the taste of active and 
reserve service relative to civilian opportunities. Currently they assumed to be a bivariate normal 
distribution 
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no shortcuts—we cannot recruit or buy our way out of this situation.  However, 
when the USAF can retain trained pilots, it maintains skills, experience levels, 
corporate knowledge, and leadership. This idea might best be summarized by 
Clarence Francis, former Chairman of the Board of Directors of General Foods: 

 
“You can buy a man’s time; you can buy a man’s physical presence in a given place; you 

can even buy a measured number of skilled muscular motions per hour or per day; but you 
cannot buy enthusiasm, initiative, and the devotion of hearts, minds, and souls—you’ve got 
to earn these things. (1952)”   

 
If the USAF wants to retain its best and brightest it must carefully evaluate 

attitudes, treatment and its reward system. While most airmen are loyal to the 
service and professional in demeanor, their talents and expertise allow them a 
plethora of options. For this reason, Leadership must listen and shape retention 
polices around what our airmen tell us.  Now, more than ever, USAF Leadership 
must step back and evaluate its thinking about the factors important to airmen’s 
decision to stay or leave. Let’s make them want to stay. 
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Appendix A: Summary of CA AFSC by Words 

CA(X = afsc.ca, graph = F)  
 
The chi-square of independence between the two variables is equal to 37207 (p-value =  0 ). 
 
Φ2 = .960 
Cramer’s V = .370 
 
Eigenvalues 
                      Dim.1  Dim.2  Dim.3  Dim.4  Dim.5  Dim.6  Dim.7  
Variance               0.24   0.21   0.12   0.11   0.11   0.09   0.08  
% of var.             24.77  21.86  13.01  11.46  11.03   9.06   8.81  
Cumulative % of var.  24.77  46.63  59.64  71.10  82.13  91.19 100.00  
 
Rows 
                              Iner*1000   Dim.1   ctr  cos2   Dim.2   ctr  cos2    
ability                     |      0.07 | -0.01  0.00  0.00 |  0.00  0.00  0.00 |  
absolutely                  |      2.99 |  2.83  0.70  0.55 | -0.46  0.02  0.01 |  
accept                      |      2.42 | -0.11  0.00  0.00 | -0.17  0.00  0.00 |  
accomplish                  |      2.15 | -0.11  0.00  0.00 | -0.17  0.00  0.00 |  
account                     |      2.81 |  7.25  1.14  0.97 | -1.16  0.03  0.02 |  
actual                      |      3.37 |  0.18  0.00  0.00 | -0.04  0.00  0.00 |  
additional                  |      0.21 |  0.08  0.03  0.29 | -0.04  0.01  0.09 |  
additional duty             |      0.26 |  0.02  0.00  0.03 | -0.08  0.04  0.33 |  
additionally                |      0.47 | -0.19  0.04  0.19 | -0.16  0.03  0.14 |  
adequate                    |      2.81 |  7.25  1.14  0.97 | -1.16  0.03  0.02 |  
adsc                        |      0.07 | -0.04  0.00  0.12 |  0.08  0.02  0.50 |  
afb                         |      3.76 | -0.11  0.00  0.00 | -0.17  0.00  0.00 |  
afpc                        |      0.53 | -0.16  0.03  0.14 | -0.13  0.02  0.09 |  
afsc                        |      0.83 |  0.07  0.00  0.01 |  0.13  0.02  0.04 |  
………… 
………… 
………… 
units                       |      3.43 |  0.05  0.00  0.00 | -0.05  0.00  0.00 |  
upt                         |      0.43 |  0.14  0.03  0.16 | -0.02  0.00  0.00 |  
values                      |      3.22 | -0.11  0.00  0.00 | -0.17  0.00  0.00 |  
volunteer                   |      3.84 |  2.11  0.53  0.33 | -0.35  0.02  0.01 |  
vsp                         |      1.31 | -0.18  0.02  0.04 | -0.15  0.02  0.02 |  
war                         |      2.71 | -0.06  0.00  0.00 | -0.01  0.00  0.00 |  
waste                       |      2.85 |  0.39  0.01  0.01 |  2.04  0.46  0.34 |  
weapons                     |      2.60 |  0.02  0.00  0.00 |  0.10  0.00  0.00 |  
weeks                       |      4.21 |  7.25  1.71  0.97 | -1.16  0.05  0.02 |  
whats                       |      3.07 |  0.81  0.02  0.02 |  6.21  1.42  0.98 |  
wife                        |      0.85 | -0.14  0.02  0.06 |  0.09  0.01  0.03 |  
wing                        |      0.25 |  0.08  0.01  0.10 | -0.16  0.04  0.34 |  
worked                      |      3.39 | -0.06  0.00  0.00 | -0.01  0.00  0.00 |  
working                     |      0.48 | -0.15  0.04  0.18 | -0.02  0.00  0.00 |  
worse                       |      2.89 |  0.18  0.00  0.00 | -0.04  0.00  0.00 |  
worth                       |      0.32 | -0.15  0.04  0.28 |  0.02  0.00  0.01 |  
wrong                       |      3.39 | -0.06  0.00  0.00 | -0.01  0.00  0.00 |  
young                       |      2.71 | -0.06  0.00  0.00 | -0.01  0.00  0.00 |  
 
Columns 
                              Iner*1000    Dim.1    ctr   cos2    Dim.2    ctr   cos2    
11B                         |    103.76 |   0.01   0.00   0.00 |   0.05   0.07   0.00 |  
11E                         |    204.46 |   0.40   1.63   0.02 |   2.85  95.11   0.98 |  
11F                         |     84.50 |  -0.11   1.00   0.03 |  -0.08   0.59   0.01 |  
11H                         |    115.48 |   0.09   0.16   0.00 |  -0.02   0.01   0.00 |  
11K                         |    231.84 |   3.54  94.88   0.97 |  -0.53   2.43   0.02 |  
11M                         |     53.32 |  -0.10   2.20   0.10 |  -0.08   1.55   0.06 |  
11R                         |     86.80 |  -0.03   0.02   0.00 |  -0.01   0.00   0.00 |  
11S                         |     80.26 |  -0.05   0.10   0.00 |  -0.08   0.24   0.01 |  
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Appendix B: Summary of CA AFSC by Words with outliers 
Removed 

CA(X = afsc.outlier.ca, graph = F)  
 
The chi-square of independence between the two variables is equal to 20261 (p-value =  0 ). 
 
Φ2 = .546 
Cramer’s V = .331 
 
Eigenvalues 
                      Dim.1  Dim.2  Dim.3  Dim.4  Dim.5  
Variance               0.14   0.12   0.11   0.09   0.09  
% of var.             24.83  21.65  20.38  16.86  16.28  
Cumulative % of var.  24.83  46.48  66.86  83.72 100.00  
 
Rows 
                              Iner*1000   Dim.1   ctr  cos2   Dim.2   ctr  cos2    
ability                     |      0.07 |  0.05  0.01  0.21 | -0.05  0.01  0.23 |  
absolutely                  |      2.40 |  3.74  1.39  0.78 | -1.90  0.41  0.20 |  
accept                      |      2.41 | -0.32  0.02  0.01 |  0.26  0.01  0.01 |  
accomplish                  |      2.14 | -0.32  0.02  0.01 |  0.26  0.01  0.01 |  
actual                      |      3.36 |  3.74  1.95  0.78 | -1.90  0.57  0.20 |  
additional                  |      0.12 | -0.08  0.04  0.47 |  0.03  0.01  0.08 |  
additional duty             |      0.17 | -0.08  0.05  0.42 |  0.02  0.01  0.04 |  
additionally                |      0.36 | -0.34  0.22  0.82 | -0.12  0.03  0.11 |  
………… 
………… 
………… 
thought                     |      1.18 | -0.35  0.11  0.12 | -0.02  0.00  0.00 |  
three_sixty_five            |      0.73 | -0.14  0.09  0.17 |  0.02  0.00  0.01 |  
three_sixty_five deployment |      2.04 | -0.20  0.07  0.05 |  0.26  0.14  0.08 |  
times                       |      0.21 | -0.21  0.09  0.60 |  0.07  0.01  0.07 |  
tired                       |      2.03 |  0.06  0.00  0.00 |  0.40  0.11  0.06 |  
told                        |      0.42 | -0.34  0.23  0.75 | -0.17  0.06  0.18 |  
top                         |      0.27 | -0.10  0.02  0.11 | -0.24  0.15  0.66 |  
train                       |      2.88 |  3.74  1.67  0.78 | -1.90  0.49  0.20 |  
trained                     |      2.70 | -0.20  0.01  0.00 | -0.44  0.04  0.02 |  
training                    |      0.21 |  0.09  0.04  0.25 | -0.06  0.02  0.12 |  
true                        |      3.33 |  1.50  0.40  0.16 |  3.30  2.23  0.79 |  
twelve                      |      1.11 | -0.36  0.26  0.32 | -0.18  0.07  0.08 |  
twenty                      |      0.10 |  0.02  0.00  0.03 | -0.02  0.00  0.03 |  
ultimately                  |      2.41 | -0.32  0.02  0.01 |  0.26  0.01  0.01 |  
uncertainty                 |      1.32 | -0.33  0.14  0.14 | -0.09  0.01  0.01 |  
understand                  |      1.22 | -0.33  0.13  0.15 | -0.08  0.01  0.01 |  
unit                        |      0.14 | -0.06  0.01  0.14 |  0.09  0.03  0.27 |  
units                       |      3.40 |  1.87  1.95  0.78 |  0.10  0.01  0.00 |  
upt                         |      0.38 | -0.13  0.04  0.14 |  0.28  0.22  0.68 |  
values                      |      3.21 | -0.32  0.03  0.01 |  0.26  0.02  0.01 |  
volunteer                   |      3.85 |  3.74  2.22  0.78 | -1.90  0.66  0.20 |  
vsp                         |      1.24 | -0.32  0.12  0.13 | -0.10  0.01  0.01 |  
war                         |      2.70 | -0.20  0.01  0.00 | -0.44  0.04  0.02 |  
waste                       |      2.88 |  3.74  1.67  0.78 | -1.90  0.49  0.20 |  
weapons                     |      2.59 |  1.50  0.31  0.16 |  3.30  1.73  0.79 |  
wife                        |      0.81 | -0.01  0.00  0.00 | -0.32  0.23  0.33 |  
wing                        |      0.14 |  0.16  0.06  0.60 | -0.04  0.01  0.05 |  
worked                      |      3.37 | -0.20  0.01  0.00 | -0.44  0.04  0.02 |  
working                     |      0.41 |  0.02  0.00  0.00 |  0.13  0.06  0.16 |  
worse                       |      2.88 |  3.74  1.67  0.78 | -1.90  0.49  0.20 |  
worth                       |      0.25 | -0.18  0.10  0.56 |  0.16  0.09  0.44 |  
wrong                       |      3.37 | -0.20  0.01  0.00 | -0.44  0.04  0.02 |  
young                       |      2.70 | -0.20  0.01  0.00 | -0.44  0.04  0.02 |  
 
Columns 
                              Iner*1000    Dim.1    ctr   cos2    Dim.2    ctr   cos2    
11B                         |    112.00 |   0.55  15.27   0.18 |   1.13  73.80   0.78 |  
11F                         |     84.58 |  -0.14   3.03   0.05 |  -0.16   4.98   0.07 |  
11H                         |    124.57 |   1.38  74.28   0.81 |  -0.65  19.12   0.18 |  
11M                         |     48.98 |  -0.13   6.17   0.17 |  -0.01   0.02   0.00 |  
11R                         |     93.51 |  -0.07   0.29   0.00 |  -0.15   1.43   0.02 |  
11S                         |     82.66 |  -0.12   0.96   0.02 |   0.09   0.64   0.01 |  
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Appendix C: Summary of CA Separation Intention by Words 

CA(X = q3x.ca, graph = F)  
 
The chi-square of independence between the two variables is equal to 16610 (p-value =  0 ). 
 
Φ2 = .432 
Cramer’s V = .268 
 
Eigenvalues 
                      Dim.1  Dim.2  Dim.3  Dim.4  Dim.5  Dim.6  
Variance               0.12   0.09   0.06   0.06   0.05   0.05  
% of var.             27.40  19.96  14.60  13.55  12.49  12.00  
Cumulative % of var.  27.40  47.36  61.96  75.51  88.00 100.00  
 
Rows 
                              Iner*1000   Dim.1   ctr  cos2   Dim.2   ctr  cos2    
ability                     |      0.18 |  0.06  0.02  0.13 | -0.10  0.08  0.36 |  
accomplish                  |      1.78 |  0.06  0.00  0.00 | -0.61  0.32  0.15 |  
additional                  |      0.38 | -0.18  0.27  0.84 |  0.06  0.04  0.09 |  
additional duty             |      0.50 | -0.18  0.33  0.76 |  0.04  0.02  0.04 |  
additionally                |      0.76 | -0.37  0.28  0.43 |  0.01  0.00  0.00 |  
adsc                        |      0.32 |  0.07  0.02  0.08 |  0.03  0.01  0.02 |  
afpc                        |      0.35 | -0.26  0.17  0.58 | -0.14  0.06  0.16 |  
afsc                        |      1.65 | -0.53  0.40  0.29 |  0.16  0.05  0.03 |  
aircraft                    |      1.05 | -0.32  0.21  0.24 |  0.45  0.60  0.49 |  
airline                     |      0.43 | -0.17  0.21  0.56 |  0.09  0.08  0.17 |  
airline hiring              |      0.74 | -0.32  0.19  0.31 | -0.06  0.01  0.01 |  
airmen                      |      0.25 |  0.25  0.19  0.89 | -0.05  0.01  0.04 |  
allowed                     |      1.69 |  0.61  0.40  0.28 |  0.29  0.12  0.06 |  
amount                      |      0.24 | -0.13  0.09  0.42 |  0.11  0.09  0.31 |  
amount_of_money             |      1.95 | -0.77  0.48  0.29 |  0.76  0.64  0.29 |  
anymore                     |      1.85 | -0.81  0.29  0.18 |  0.75  0.34  0.16 |  
asked                       |      2.24 |  0.83  0.41  0.22 |  0.47  0.18  0.07 |  
assignment                  |      0.30 |  0.00  0.00  0.00 | -0.09  0.08  0.23 |  
assignments                 |      0.06 | -0.01  0.00  0.01 | -0.03  0.01  0.10 |  
aviation                    |      1.75 | -0.42  0.10  0.07 |  0.22  0.04  0.02 |  
awards                      |      2.50 | -0.81  0.39  0.18 |  0.75  0.46  0.16 |  
………… 
………… 
………… 
train                       |      2.88 | -0.61  0.16  0.06 | -0.02  0.00  0.00 |  
training                    |      0.14 | -0.09  0.05  0.43 |  0.00  0.00  0.00 |  
treated                     |      2.28 | -0.72  0.14  0.07 |  0.77  0.22  0.08 |  
twelve                      |      0.61 | -0.26  0.18  0.34 |  0.30  0.32  0.45 |  
twenty                      |      0.28 |  0.15  0.20  0.85 | -0.02  0.01  0.02 |  
ultimately                  |      2.05 | -0.16  0.01  0.01 | -0.25  0.03  0.01 |  
uncertainty                 |      1.70 | -0.19  0.05  0.04 | -0.17  0.06  0.03 |  
undecided                   |      3.01 | -0.16  0.01  0.01 | -0.25  0.04  0.01 |  
understand                  |      1.01 | -0.11  0.01  0.02 |  0.47  0.39  0.33 |  
unit                        |      0.22 |  0.08  0.03  0.14 | -0.16  0.16  0.64 |  
units                       |      2.69 |  1.79  1.90  0.84 |  0.07  0.00  0.00 |  
upt                         |      0.09 |  0.08  0.02  0.23 |  0.11  0.04  0.42 |  
vsp                         |      2.20 |  0.28  0.02  0.01 | -0.98  0.37  0.15 |  
wanted                      |      2.13 |  0.58  0.23  0.13 | -1.34  1.67  0.68 |  
war                         |      1.41 | -0.19  0.05  0.04 | -0.24  0.11  0.07 |  
week                        |      1.97 |  0.64  0.20  0.12 |  0.68  0.30  0.13 |  
wife                        |      0.42 |  0.04  0.00  0.01 | -0.08  0.02  0.04 |  
wing                        |      0.14 | -0.02  0.00  0.01 |  0.08  0.03  0.18 |  
worked                      |      2.27 |  1.10  0.69  0.36 |  0.66  0.34  0.13 |  
working                     |      0.13 | -0.02  0.00  0.01 | -0.13  0.08  0.56 |  
worth                       |      1.36 | -0.51  0.88  0.77 |  0.24  0.27  0.17 |  
wrong                       |      2.12 | -0.67  0.28  0.16 |  0.39  0.13  0.05 |  
young                       |      2.05 |  0.44  0.14  0.08 |  1.15  1.27  0.53 |  
 
Columns 
                              Iner*1000   Dim.1   ctr  cos2   Dim.2   ctr  cos2    
7.Def_Will                  |     99.21 |  0.97 62.61  0.75 |  0.56 28.53  0.25 |  
6.Prob_Will                 |     65.32 |  0.29  9.98  0.18 | -0.48 38.31  0.51 |  
5.Lean_Will                 |     53.44 |  0.10  1.05  0.02 | -0.29 12.64  0.20 |  
4.Undecided                 |     48.95 | -0.06  0.43  0.01 | -0.07  1.00  0.02 |  
3.Lean_NOT                  |     53.33 | -0.21  5.44  0.12 | -0.01  0.01  0.00 |  
2.Prob_NOT                  |     54.43 | -0.28 14.29  0.31 |  0.22 12.36  0.20 |  
1.Def_NOT                   |     57.01 | -0.25  6.20  0.13 |  0.23  7.16  0.11 | 
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Appendix D: Summary of CA Retirement Intention by Words 

CA(X = retire.ca, graph = F)  
 
The chi-square of independence between the two variables is equal to 18203 (p-value =  0 ). 
 
Φ2 = .475 
Cramer’s V = .281 
 
Eigenvalues 
                      Dim.1  Dim.2  Dim.3  Dim.4  Dim.5  Dim.6  
Variance               0.12   0.09   0.08   0.07   0.06   0.05  
% of var.             26.24  18.60  15.98  14.51  13.39  11.27  
Cumulative % of var.  26.24  44.85  60.83  75.34  88.73 100.00  
 
Rows 
                              Iner*1000   Dim.1   ctr  cos2   Dim.2   ctr  cos2    
ability                     |      0.09 | -0.03  0.00  0.05 |  0.08  0.04  0.45 |  
accept                      |      2.01 |  0.99  0.35  0.21 | -0.31  0.05  0.02 |  
accomplish                  |      2.62 | -0.12  0.00  0.00 |  1.31  0.71  0.24 |  
actions                     |      2.06 | -0.12  0.00  0.00 |  1.31  0.56  0.24 |  
additional                  |      0.48 |  0.20  0.32  0.84 | -0.06  0.04  0.07 |  
additional duty             |      0.69 |  0.24  0.54  0.97 | -0.01  0.00  0.00 |  
additionally                |      0.98 |  0.45  0.35  0.45 |  0.00  0.00  0.00 |  
adsc                        |      0.32 |  0.10  0.04  0.17 | -0.02  0.00  0.01 |  
afpc                        |      0.06 | -0.02  0.00  0.02 |  0.01  0.00  0.00 |  
afsc                        |      1.66 |  0.74  0.75  0.57 | -0.02  0.00  0.00 |  
ago                         |      2.27 | -0.86  0.25  0.14 |  0.56  0.15  0.06 |  
aircraft                    |      1.77 |  0.83  1.12  0.79 | -0.09  0.02  0.01 |  
airline                     |      0.49 |  0.22  0.33  0.84 | -0.04  0.02  0.03 |  
airline hiring              |      1.94 |  0.47  0.26  0.17 | -0.41  0.28  0.13 |  
airmen                      |      2.14 | -0.86  1.58  0.92 |  0.02  0.00  0.00 |  
allowed                     |      1.15 | -0.49  0.24  0.27 | -0.27  0.11  0.08 |  
amount                      |      0.41 |  0.24  0.26  0.79 | -0.08  0.04  0.10 |  
amount_of_money             |      2.47 |  1.14  0.95  0.48 | -1.01  1.04  0.37 |  
………… 
………… 
………… 
training                    |      0.21 | -0.05  0.01  0.07 | -0.09  0.06  0.24 |  
true                        |      2.04 | -1.56  0.92  0.56 | -0.97  0.50  0.22 |  
twelve                      |      0.04 |  0.04  0.00  0.10 |  0.04  0.01  0.12 |  
twenty                      |      1.19 | -0.33  0.88  0.92 | -0.05  0.03  0.03 |  
twenty service              |      2.27 | -1.56  1.02  0.56 | -0.97  0.55  0.22 |  
uncertainty                 |      1.05 |  0.34  0.22  0.26 |  0.49  0.64  0.54 |  
undecided                   |      4.18 |  0.33  0.06  0.02 |  0.20  0.03  0.01 |  
understand                  |      1.86 |  0.56  0.20  0.14 |  0.32  0.09  0.04 |  
unit                        |      0.14 | -0.06  0.02  0.15 | -0.01  0.00  0.00 |  
units                       |      1.54 | -0.89  0.86  0.69 | -0.23  0.08  0.05 |  
upt                         |      0.04 | -0.02  0.00  0.03 | -0.01  0.00  0.01 |  
vsp                         |      1.92 |  0.30  0.05  0.03 |  1.26  1.13  0.52 |  
wanted                      |      3.18 | -0.12  0.00  0.00 |  1.31  0.86  0.24 |  
war                         |      1.72 | -0.08  0.01  0.00 | -0.65  0.56  0.29 |  
waste                       |      2.13 | -0.86  0.23  0.14 |  0.56  0.14  0.06 |  
week                        |      2.43 |  1.34  0.37  0.19 | -1.93  1.10  0.40 |  
wife                        |      0.34 | -0.08  0.01  0.05 |  0.29  0.27  0.69 |  
wing                        |      0.63 | -0.10  0.02  0.05 |  0.08  0.02  0.03 |  
worked                      |      1.93 | -0.81  0.48  0.31 | -0.50  0.26  0.12 |  
working                     |      0.10 |  0.08  0.02  0.25 |  0.07  0.02  0.22 |  
worse                       |      2.43 |  1.34  0.37  0.19 | -1.93  1.10  0.40 |  
worth                       |      2.24 |  0.74  1.66  0.92 | -0.07  0.02  0.01 |  
wrong                       |      3.15 |  1.34  0.49  0.19 | -1.93  1.43  0.40 |  
young                       |      1.62 | -0.36  0.10  0.07 | -0.66  0.46  0.25 |  
 
Columns 
                              Iner*1000   Dim.1   ctr  cos2   Dim.2   ctr  cos2    
7.Def_Will                  |     85.16 | -0.55 45.65  0.67 | -0.29 17.49  0.18 |  
6.Prob_Will                 |     63.74 | -0.30 11.49  0.22 |  0.17  4.82  0.07 |  
5.Lean_Will                 |     66.47 | -0.04  0.17  0.00 |  0.39 21.03  0.28 |  
4.Undecided                 |     49.59 |  0.12  1.43  0.04 |  0.06  0.56  0.01 |  
3.Lean_NOT                  |     69.30 |  0.25  6.36  0.11 |  0.36 18.27  0.23 |  
2.Prob_NOT                  |     63.36 |  0.35 17.52  0.34 | -0.09  1.77  0.02 |  
1.Def_NOT                   |     76.97 |  0.47 17.37  0.28 | -0.57 36.06  0.41 |   
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Appendix E: Summary of CA AFSC by Themes with outliers 
Removed 

CA(X = t(afsc.themes), ncp = Inf, graph = F)  
 
The chi-square of independence between the two variables is equal to 330.8 (p-value =  0.03196 ). 
 
Φ2 = .042 
Cramer’s V = .091 
 
Eigenvalues 
                      Dim.1  Dim.2  Dim.3  Dim.4  Dim.5  
Variance               0.01   0.01   0.01   0.01   0.00  
% of var.             30.95  25.26  17.41  15.43  10.95  
Cumulative % of var.  30.95  56.21  73.62  89.05 100.00  
 
Rows 
                     Iner*1000   Dim.1   ctr  cos2   Dim.2   ctr  cos2    
alts.air           |      0.89 | -0.14  5.71  0.82 | -0.02  0.19  0.02 |  
alts.other         |      0.44 |  0.15  1.58  0.46 | -0.12  1.30  0.31 |  
alts.qol           |      0.58 | -0.09  1.68  0.37 |  0.08  1.71  0.31 |  
fam.child          |      0.50 | -0.09  0.52  0.13 | -0.18  2.82  0.59 |  
fam.pcs            |      0.84 | -0.16  2.05  0.32 | -0.22  4.80  0.60 |  
fam.qol            |      0.59 | -0.07  1.04  0.23 |  0.03  0.29  0.05 |  
fam.sacrifice      |      0.18 | -0.04  0.67  0.47 |  0.00  0.00  0.00 |  
fam.spouse         |      1.01 | -0.05  0.37  0.05 |  0.00  0.00  0.00 |  
ind.comm           |      0.36 | -0.19  1.58  0.56 | -0.05  0.13  0.04 |  
ind.control        |      0.66 | -0.10  2.96  0.58 | -0.05  0.96  0.15 |  
ind.love           |      0.65 | -0.04  0.12  0.02 | -0.15  2.17  0.35 |  
ind.mean           |      0.94 |  0.08  0.94  0.13 |  0.18  6.42  0.72 |  
ind.not_money      |      0.25 | -0.15  1.43  0.72 | -0.02  0.04  0.02 |  
ind.pat            |      0.28 |  0.05  0.28  0.13 | -0.01  0.02  0.01 |  
ind.serve          |      0.24 |  0.01  0.02  0.01 |  0.04  0.30  0.13 |  
ind.vol            |      0.77 |  1.02  4.09  0.69 |  0.32  0.48  0.07 |  
s.cult.bur         |      0.40 |  0.02  0.04  0.01 |  0.11  1.97  0.52 |  
s.cult.camaraderie |      0.31 |  0.15  1.50  0.63 |  0.00  0.00  0.00 |  
s.cult.change      |      0.24 |  0.10  1.00  0.53 |  0.03  0.12  0.05 |  
s.cult.fair        |      0.20 |  0.02  0.08  0.05 |  0.08  1.19  0.62 |  
s.cult.moral       |      0.48 | -0.01  0.00  0.00 |  0.08  0.76  0.17 |  
s.cult.moreless    |      1.08 | -0.06  0.42  0.05 | -0.16  3.61  0.35 |  
s.cult.msnfocus    |      0.65 | -0.02  0.14  0.03 |  0.11  4.05  0.66 |  
s.cult.pc          |      1.04 |  0.26  5.32  0.66 | -0.18  2.98  0.30 |  
s.cult.toxic       |      0.43 |  0.08  1.54  0.46 |  0.07  1.75  0.43 |  
s.cult.trans       |      0.44 | -0.08  0.39  0.12 |  0.15  1.51  0.36 |  
s.cult.trust       |      1.10 | -0.11  3.06  0.36 |  0.03  0.34  0.03 |  
s.cult.uncert      |      0.69 | -0.21  1.91  0.35 | -0.06  0.19  0.03 |  
s.cult.val         |      0.24 | -0.02  0.10  0.06 | -0.02  0.31  0.14 |  
s.cult.voice       |      0.24 | -0.14  0.85  0.46 | -0.04  0.08  0.03 |  
s.inf.med          |      0.32 |  0.04  0.03  0.01 |  0.06  0.10  0.03 |  
s.infs.afpc        |      0.72 |  0.01  0.00  0.00 | -0.16  2.78  0.40 |  
s.infs.base        |      0.54 | -0.08  0.36  0.08 |  0.10  0.83  0.16 |  
s.infs.manpower    |      1.46 |  0.07  0.87  0.08 | -0.14  4.06  0.29 |  
s.infs.resources   |      2.65 |  0.35 15.59  0.76 | -0.07  0.73  0.03 |  
s.infs.support     |      1.57 |  0.24  5.57  0.45 | -0.20  4.86  0.32 |  
s.ldr.career       |      0.24 |  0.04  0.13  0.07 |  0.06  0.36  0.16 |  
s.ldr.effective    |      0.56 | -0.05  0.33  0.08 |  0.10  1.61  0.30 |  
s.ldr.imd          |      0.87 |  0.09  1.14  0.17 |  0.15  3.72  0.45 |  
s.ldr.managers     |      0.64 |  0.23  1.39  0.28 |  0.16  0.81  0.13 |  
s.ldr.outoftouch   |      0.81 |  0.00  0.00  0.00 |  0.08  0.58  0.08 |  
s.ldr.priorites    |      0.33 | -0.04  0.36  0.14 | -0.04  0.32  0.10 |  
s.ldr.risk         |      0.97 | -0.03  0.03  0.00 | -0.17  1.22  0.13 |  
s.ldr.senior       |      0.43 |  0.05  1.07  0.32 |  0.01  0.02  0.00 |  
s.ldr.toxic        |      0.71 |  0.12  2.31  0.42 |  0.06  0.83  0.12 |  
s.pp.assign        |      0.31 |  0.09  1.20  0.50 | -0.07  0.92  0.32 |  
s.pp.beni          |      0.72 |  0.01  0.02  0.00 |  0.14  2.59  0.38 |  
s.pp.bonus         |      0.70 |  0.06  1.09  0.20 | -0.11  5.08  0.76 |  
s.pp.deploy        |      0.74 | -0.19  3.33  0.58 | -0.07  0.50  0.07 |  
s.pp.feedback      |      1.42 |  0.74  6.37  0.58 |  0.52  3.87  0.29 |  
s.pp.fm            |      1.98 | -0.23  8.81  0.57 |  0.13  3.26  0.17 |  
s.pp.joint         |      1.55 |  0.19  2.32  0.19 |  0.22  3.86  0.26 |  
s.pp.maternity     |      0.22 | -0.39  1.04  0.59 |  0.06  0.03  0.01 |  
s.pp.pcs           |      1.29 | -0.12  1.47  0.15 | -0.22  6.69  0.55 |  
s.pp.pme           |      1.49 |  0.13  1.20  0.10 | -0.31  7.85  0.55 |  
s.pp.promote       |      0.73 |  0.08  2.02  0.36 |  0.01  0.02  0.00 |  
s.pp.pt            |      0.67 | -0.19  0.45  0.09 |  0.34  1.77  0.28 |  
s.pp.retire        |      0.15 | -0.03  0.12  0.11 |  0.03  0.23  0.17 |  
 
Columns 
                     Iner*1000   Dim.1   ctr  cos2   Dim.2   ctr  cos2    
11B                |      5.56 |  0.12  7.07  0.16 |  0.12  8.94  0.17 |  
11F                |      8.43 |  0.10 17.19  0.26 | -0.17 55.89  0.70 |  
11H                |      9.51 |  0.32 44.14  0.60 |  0.17 14.45  0.16 |  
11M                |      5.00 | -0.08 25.19  0.65 |  0.01  0.27  0.01 |  
11R                |      6.63 | -0.10  6.27  0.12 |  0.02  0.24  0.00 |  
11S                |      6.40 |  0.01  0.13  0.00 |  0.16 20.21  0.33 |  
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Appendix F: Summary of CA Separation Intention by Themes 

CA(X = t(q3x.themes), ncp = Inf, graph = F)  
 
The chi-square of independence between the two variables is equal to 656.7 (p-value =  4.295e-22 ). 
 
Φ2 = .079 
Cramer’s V = .115 
 
Eigenvalues 
                      Dim.1  Dim.2  Dim.3  Dim.4  Dim.5  Dim.6  
Variance               0.04   0.01   0.01   0.01   0.00   0.00  
% of var.             56.15  13.69  11.33   8.02   5.72   5.10  
Cumulative % of var.  56.15  69.84  81.17  89.19  94.90 100.00  
 
Rows 
                     Iner*1000   Dim.1   ctr  cos2   Dim.2   ctr  cos2    
alts.air           |      2.16 | -0.23  4.34  0.89 | -0.03  0.26  0.01 |  
alts.other         |      2.80 | -0.45  4.31  0.69 |  0.20  3.46  0.13 |  
alts.qol           |      2.87 | -0.29  4.61  0.71 |  0.04  0.33  0.01 |  
fam.child          |      0.28 |  0.09  0.15  0.24 |  0.02  0.04  0.01 |  
fam.pcs            |      0.33 | -0.01  0.00  0.00 | -0.06  0.41  0.13 |  
fam.qol            |      0.63 |  0.13  1.11  0.79 | -0.03  0.19  0.03 |  
fam.sacrifice      |      0.83 | -0.02  0.03  0.02 | -0.10  4.53  0.59 |  
fam.spouse         |      0.98 |  0.04  0.07  0.03 | -0.18  6.58  0.73 |  
ind.comm           |      1.68 |  0.45  2.63  0.70 |  0.16  1.38  0.09 |  
ind.control        |      4.76 | -0.31  8.37  0.79 | -0.07  1.75  0.04 |  
ind.love           |      1.26 |  0.30  2.18  0.77 | -0.11  1.14  0.10 |  
ind.mean           |      2.88 |  0.23  2.34  0.36 |  0.05  0.42  0.02 |  
ind.not_money      |      1.58 | -0.38  2.54  0.72 |  0.14  1.52  0.10 |  
ind.pat            |      3.92 |  0.51  8.36  0.95 | -0.01  0.02  0.00 |  
ind.serve          |      3.99 |  0.44  6.98  0.78 |  0.12  2.15  0.06 |  
ind.vol            |      0.52 |  0.05  0.00  0.00 |  0.75  2.49  0.52 |  
s.cult.bur         |      1.05 | -0.08  0.24  0.10 |  0.20  6.53  0.68 |  
s.cult.camaraderie |      2.12 |  0.45  4.05  0.85 |  0.16  2.17  0.11 |  
s.cult.change      |      0.55 | -0.07  0.15  0.12 |  0.17  3.11  0.61 |  
s.cult.fair        |      0.61 | -0.04  0.08  0.06 |  0.00  0.00  0.00 |  
s.cult.moral       |      1.00 |  0.03  0.03  0.01 | -0.05  0.34  0.04 |  
s.cult.moreless    |      0.68 | -0.04  0.07  0.04 | -0.13  2.37  0.38 |  
s.cult.msnfocus    |      1.33 | -0.05  0.20  0.07 | -0.11  4.27  0.35 |  
s.cult.pc          |      0.88 |  0.24  1.27  0.65 | -0.04  0.14  0.02 |  
s.cult.toxic       |      2.34 | -0.02  0.04  0.01 |  0.16  7.77  0.36 |  
s.cult.trans       |      0.39 |  0.17  0.43  0.49 | -0.16  1.58  0.44 |  
s.cult.trust       |      0.71 | -0.07  0.34  0.22 | -0.08  1.64  0.25 |  
s.cult.uncert      |      1.89 |  0.41  2.17  0.51 | -0.28  4.03  0.23 |  
s.cult.val         |      1.04 | -0.06  0.46  0.20 |  0.05  0.98  0.10 |  
s.cult.voice       |      0.88 | -0.27  0.91  0.46 |  0.00  0.00  0.00 |  
s.inf.med          |      0.47 |  0.10  0.07  0.06 | -0.07  0.13  0.03 |  
s.infs.afpc        |      0.20 |  0.01  0.00  0.01 |  0.06  0.34  0.18 |  
s.infs.base        |      0.60 |  0.11  0.21  0.16 |  0.00  0.00  0.00 |  
s.infs.manpower    |      0.85 |  0.04  0.07  0.04 | -0.10  2.17  0.28 |  
s.infs.resources   |      0.69 |  0.16  0.91  0.59 | -0.05  0.38  0.06 |  
s.infs.support     |      1.04 | -0.07  0.13  0.05 | -0.22  5.29  0.56 |  
s.ldr.career       |      1.73 | -0.34  3.14  0.81 |  0.03  0.11  0.01 |  
s.ldr.effective    |      0.37 | -0.04  0.06  0.07 |  0.01  0.03  0.01 |  
s.ldr.imd          |      0.80 |  0.12  0.55  0.30 |  0.09  1.42  0.19 |  
s.ldr.managers     |      0.94 | -0.22  0.37  0.18 |  0.30  2.85  0.33 |  
s.ldr.outoftouch   |      1.04 | -0.23  1.33  0.57 |  0.08  0.69  0.07 |  
s.ldr.priorites    |      0.07 | -0.04  0.08  0.50 |  0.03  0.18  0.28 |  
s.ldr.risk         |      0.16 |  0.04  0.01  0.04 |  0.06  0.15  0.10 |  
s.ldr.senior       |      0.47 | -0.09  0.83  0.80 | -0.01  0.04  0.01 |  
s.ldr.toxic        |      0.45 | -0.10  0.49  0.49 |  0.08  1.31  0.32 |  
s.pp.assign        |      1.38 | -0.13  0.69  0.22 | -0.09  1.31  0.10 |  
s.pp.beni          |      3.14 |  0.46  6.36  0.91 | -0.11  1.52  0.05 |  
s.pp.bonus         |      2.04 | -0.18  3.01  0.66 |  0.06  1.32  0.07 |  
s.pp.deploy        |      0.72 | -0.11  0.29  0.18 |  0.07  0.46  0.07 |  
s.pp.feedback      |      0.46 | -0.28  0.28  0.27 | -0.04  0.02  0.01 |  
s.pp.fm            |      0.45 |  0.13  0.74  0.74 |  0.05  0.56  0.14 |  
s.pp.joint         |      1.88 |  0.30  1.73  0.41 | -0.22  3.78  0.22 |  
s.pp.maternity     |      0.71 | -0.16  0.05  0.03 | -0.25  0.48  0.07 |  
s.pp.pcs           |      0.91 | -0.04  0.05  0.03 | -0.24  7.19  0.85 |  
s.pp.pme           |      0.60 |  0.19  0.74  0.55 |  0.06  0.33  0.06 |  
s.pp.promote       |      0.64 |  0.06  0.28  0.19 |  0.10  3.63  0.62 |  
s.pp.pt            |      0.65 |  0.07  0.02  0.01 | -0.05  0.04  0.01 |  
s.pp.retire        |      9.08 |  0.59 19.05  0.94 |  0.11  2.69  0.03 |  
 
Columns 
                     Iner*1000   Dim.1   ctr  cos2   Dim.2   ctr  cos2    
7.Def_Will         |     18.66 |  0.42 27.37  0.65 |  0.23 33.73  0.20 |  
6.Prob_Will        |     13.36 |  0.25 17.96  0.60 |  0.02  0.74  0.01 |  
5.Lean_Will        |      8.72 |  0.17  8.60  0.44 | -0.10 11.84  0.15 |  
4.Undecided        |      5.31 |  0.08  2.12  0.18 | -0.09 11.04  0.23 |  
3.Lean_NOT         |      6.65 | -0.12  4.50  0.30 | -0.10 13.57  0.22 |  
2.Prob_NOT         |     11.44 | -0.19 18.22  0.71 |  0.01  0.26  0.00 |  
1.Def_NOT          |     15.32 | -0.27 21.21  0.62 |  0.16 28.82  0.20 |  
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Appendix G: Summary of CA Retirement Intention by Themes 

CA(X = t(retire.themes), ncp = Inf, graph = F)  
 
The chi-square of independence between the two variables is equal to 749.4 (p-value =  1.582e-32 ). 
 
Φ2 = .091 
Cramer’s V = .123 
 
Eigenvalues 
                      Dim.1  Dim.2  Dim.3  Dim.4  Dim.5  Dim.6  
Variance               0.05   0.01   0.01   0.01   0.00   0.00  
% of var.             60.01  14.15   9.29   6.89   5.40   4.26  
Cumulative % of var.  60.01  74.16  83.44  90.33  95.74 100.00  
 
Rows 
                     Iner*1000   Dim.1   ctr  cos2   Dim.2   ctr  cos2    
alts.air           |      1.85 |  0.21  2.98  0.88 |  0.03  0.26  0.02 |  
alts.other         |      2.54 |  0.48  3.87  0.83 | -0.19  2.56  0.13 |  
alts.qol           |      4.20 |  0.36  6.10  0.80 | -0.09  1.67  0.05 |  
fam.child          |      0.41 | -0.14  0.34  0.46 | -0.10  0.65  0.20 |  
fam.pcs            |      0.85 |  0.09  0.17  0.11 |  0.03  0.06  0.01 |  
fam.qol            |      0.61 | -0.11  0.61  0.55 |  0.07  0.97  0.20 |  
fam.sacrifice      |      1.40 |  0.12  1.10  0.43 |  0.11  4.49  0.41 |  
fam.spouse         |      0.87 | -0.01  0.00  0.00 |  0.18  5.52  0.82 |  
ind.comm           |      1.54 | -0.49  2.47  0.88 | -0.16  1.19  0.10 |  
ind.control        |     10.83 |  0.50 17.48  0.88 |  0.04  0.58  0.01 |  
ind.love           |      3.69 | -0.50  4.84  0.72 | -0.16  2.06  0.07 |  
ind.mean           |      0.72 | -0.15  0.82  0.62 | -0.01  0.01  0.00 |  
ind.not_money      |      2.32 |  0.47  3.23  0.76 | -0.14  1.16  0.06 |  
ind.pat            |      2.68 | -0.41  4.24  0.87 |  0.03  0.07  0.00 |  
ind.serve          |      3.02 | -0.36  3.85  0.70 | -0.15  2.85  0.12 |  
ind.vol            |      0.59 | -0.42  0.15  0.14 | -0.65  1.58  0.35 |  
s.cult.bur         |      1.43 |  0.06  0.10  0.04 | -0.16  3.22  0.29 |  
s.cult.camaraderie |      2.39 | -0.46  3.45  0.79 | -0.17  2.00  0.11 |  
s.cult.change      |      0.51 | -0.13  0.34  0.37 | -0.07  0.42  0.11 |  
s.cult.fair        |      0.79 |  0.06  0.13  0.09 | -0.04  0.25  0.04 |  
s.cult.moral       |      1.89 | -0.16  0.61  0.18 |  0.23  5.31  0.36 |  
s.cult.moreless    |      0.95 |  0.02  0.02  0.01 |  0.14  2.56  0.35 |  
s.cult.msnfocus    |      0.19 | -0.01  0.01  0.03 |  0.05  0.57  0.39 |  
s.cult.pc          |      1.83 | -0.42  3.08  0.92 |  0.07  0.32  0.02 |  
s.cult.toxic       |      1.76 |  0.03  0.06  0.02 | -0.07  1.24  0.09 |  
s.cult.trans       |      0.31 | -0.12  0.18  0.32 |  0.00  0.00  0.00 |  
s.cult.trust       |      1.83 |  0.18  1.73  0.52 |  0.14  4.60  0.32 |  
s.cult.uncert      |      1.35 | -0.17  0.31  0.12 |  0.40  6.95  0.66 |  
s.cult.val         |      1.58 |  0.07  0.51  0.18 | -0.07  1.96  0.16 |  
s.cult.voice       |      0.60 |  0.15  0.23  0.21 |  0.04  0.06  0.01 |  
s.inf.med          |      0.49 | -0.04  0.01  0.01 |  0.05  0.07  0.02 |  
s.infs.afpc        |      0.45 | -0.04  0.03  0.04 | -0.08  0.51  0.15 |  
s.infs.base        |      1.23 | -0.08  0.09  0.04 | -0.15  1.32  0.14 |  
s.infs.manpower    |      0.67 | -0.10  0.38  0.31 |  0.13  2.82  0.54 |  
s.infs.resources   |      1.31 | -0.22  1.40  0.59 |  0.10  1.23  0.12 |  
s.infs.support     |      0.63 |  0.06  0.07  0.06 |  0.12  1.47  0.30 |  
s.ldr.career       |      1.58 |  0.24  1.26  0.44 | -0.06  0.39  0.03 |  
s.ldr.effective    |      0.49 | -0.06  0.12  0.13 | -0.08  0.81  0.21 |  
s.ldr.imd          |      0.88 | -0.18  1.02  0.64 | -0.09  1.22  0.18 |  
s.ldr.managers     |      0.48 | -0.01  0.00  0.00 | -0.28  2.12  0.57 |  
s.ldr.outoftouch   |      0.40 |  0.11  0.25  0.35 | -0.08  0.49  0.16 |  
s.ldr.priorites    |      0.62 | -0.08  0.27  0.24 | -0.12  2.55  0.53 |  
s.ldr.risk         |      0.11 |  0.00  0.00  0.00 |  0.07  0.15  0.18 |  
s.ldr.senior       |      0.51 | -0.01  0.01  0.01 | -0.01  0.03  0.01 |  
s.ldr.toxic        |      0.43 |  0.00  0.00  0.00 | -0.02  0.08  0.02 |  
s.pp.assign        |      0.74 |  0.13  0.56  0.41 |  0.05  0.42  0.07 |  
s.pp.beni          |      3.60 | -0.42  4.29  0.65 |  0.27  7.64  0.27 |  
s.pp.bonus         |      3.00 |  0.24  4.37  0.80 | -0.11  3.83  0.16 |  
s.pp.deploy        |      0.97 |  0.21  0.98  0.55 | -0.13  1.60  0.21 |  
s.pp.feedback      |      0.86 | -0.07  0.02  0.01 | -0.19  0.42  0.06 |  
s.pp.fm            |      0.10 | -0.02  0.02  0.11 |  0.02  0.10  0.12 |  
s.pp.joint         |      1.51 | -0.23  0.84  0.31 |  0.34  7.59  0.65 |  
s.pp.maternity     |      0.36 |  0.17  0.05  0.07 |  0.38  0.95  0.34 |  
s.pp.pcs           |      0.81 |  0.07  0.13  0.09 |  0.19  3.86  0.62 |  
s.pp.pme           |      1.52 | -0.31  1.54  0.56 | -0.11  0.85  0.07 |  
s.pp.promote       |      0.56 | -0.07  0.36  0.35 | -0.05  0.78  0.18 |  
s.pp.pt            |      0.59 | -0.10  0.03  0.03 |  0.12  0.18  0.04 |  
s.pp.retire        |     10.89 | -0.65 18.87  0.95 | -0.09  1.39  0.02 |  
 
Columns 
                     Iner*1000   Dim.1   ctr  cos2   Dim.2   ctr  cos2    
7.Def_Will         |     24.74 | -0.33 35.04  0.78 | -0.17 38.84  0.20 |  
6.Prob_Will        |     11.50 | -0.19  9.95  0.47 |  0.12 15.34  0.17 |  
5.Lean_Will        |      8.39 | -0.16  5.72  0.37 |  0.10  8.93  0.14 |  
4.Undecided        |      6.39 |  0.03  0.28  0.02 |  0.08  6.00  0.12 |  
3.Lean_NOT         |      7.61 |  0.17  6.09  0.44 |  0.11 10.58  0.18 |  
2.Prob_NOT         |     14.28 |  0.24 19.83  0.76 | -0.03  1.86  0.02 |  
1.Def_NOT          |     18.48 |  0.36 23.09  0.69 | -0.15 18.45  0.13 |   
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Appendix H: KWIC for Pilot Types 

 

Deployment tempo and length are too high to provide stability 
for my family . When stateside , our manning is so low that I 

have 13
additional

duties , which require long work days to get only the most 
important tasks complete . Additionally , my current SQ / CC is 
unsupportive with respect to separation .

I am frustrated with the lack of support and large amount of 
distractions ( i.e . additional

duties ) that the young airmen receive for being an operational 
combat aviator . By lack of support I mean : the restrictive 
hours of many support agencies like finance

Continuing to perform additional duties and not being able to focus on what the AF trained me 
to do is the biggest factor.

Frequent PCS moves , TDYs , and the potential for an 
unaccompanied 365 put an inappropriate burden on military 

families . I enjoy my primary job ( not all my
additional

duties ) and am a faster burner , but I am considering getting 
out at the end of my commitment because I dont want to spend 
a year away from my family.

My career field is undermanned for what we are asked to do, 
regardless of what the manning document says. The factor is 

the
additional

duties that take up a majority of your time and the lack of an 
adequate support staff in the squadrons to help with normal 
day-to-day functions

We have to stop doing the taskers / junk that are conveniences 
of a well-funded well manned force . Examples: 30 million 

different awards programs, countless
additional

duties, and PRFs that contain a bunch of overlooked FLUFF! 
Those minutes/hours that are spent working on these items 
begin to add up…

Everyone wants to do more with less until we are doing 
everything with nothing . This forces extremely high ops 

tempos , low manning , more
additional

duties , less resources , more dangerous situations , etc . 
Someone needs to have the fortitude to tell their boss even if 
its Congress No we cant do that

find someone else. With manning and resources as low as they 
are, no amount of money is going to make me want to stay and 

work all the
additional

jobs required. Low manning. Additional Duties having 
nothing to do with AFSC. OPR system has nothing to do with 
AFSC. High Ops tempo. Low confidence in Senior Leadership

I want to separate from Active Duty USAF service for a very 
important reason that you havent asked: I cant do my primary 

job. I am constantly drowning in
additional

duties with no time to focus on my primary job: being a fighter 
pilot. I am in the Air Force to follow a Combatant 
Commanders orders to kill

I think a major contributor to a decision to leave (if I decide 
upon that COA) will be dealing with additional

duties which detract from being sharp with the mission and 
detract my leaderships attention from a mission-oriented focus 
to a training world focus.

As a pilot my biggest level of dissatisfaction comes from additional duties taking precedence over primary duty (ie flying).
Military personnel need time, relationships and a life with 

their families. The minimum manning, cut resources, high ops 
tempo, constant deployments,

additional
duties and excessively long work days do not allow for this . 
WE NEED MORE PEOPLE! Additional personnel will solve a 
lot of the Air Forces problems, especially with retainability.

trim the fat , but now were cutting into muscle. With more 
manpower in the squadrons, I would be able to focus on my 

primary job instead of
additional

duties--in turn spending more time with my family. Were too 
low on resources. We dont have enough parts to fix the planes 
we fly.

I am a pilot right now, and the main point I want to make is 
that I think additional duties and professional development are important, but we 

take it too far in the Air Force. 
it kills me to see the Air Force going downhill so quickly. 

Morale is at an all time low because of funding issues, 
individuals having to pick up

additional
duties, and a culture that instills fear in its members to make 
mistakes. When I commissioned in the Air Force I had the 
intent of staying in and

While serving is not about money, I can apply to any airline, 
set my own schedule, never deploy, hold no additional

duties , no additional training outside of my primary job and 
never uproot my family. If the AF wants to retain highly - 
trained members , they need to compete for them

The amount of TDY / Deployments / additional
duties are the primary reason for people considering getting 
out . Plus , being good at your primary job is overlooked by 
what your side jobs are and who you

Im leaving the Air Force because Ive been TDY / Deployed for 
400 + days in the last 2 years . Budget cuts force additional

duties that allow me to not do my primary job . Ill go be a 
civilian that earns over double and only has to be good at one 
primary job

the military is changing from what it used to be . There are a 
lot more things to worry about and extra jobs to be done in the 

past .
Additional duties and manning cuts have increased stress and provided 

less time available to take leave or manage life events.

Getting paied while doing something I enjoy are huge in my 
decision to stay past my commitment An extremely large 

influence to leave is the large amount of time spent on 
additional duties . The

additional duties often feel like your primary job , with a lesser priority 
on flying . 

People stay for different reasons but money is not high on the 
average persons list therefore it cannot be apart of the fix. 

Simply reduce the
additional duties / taskers , CBTs , and unnecessary training and let 

people do their jobs and they will stay in.

I am still leaning towards making the Air Force my career, but 
that has become less and less appealing recently. I am 

frustrated by increasing levels of additional training, CBTs, 
and

additional
duties that do not have any bearing on my primary mission, 
while continuing to maintain the same training and real world 
ops tempo. I cant keep doing everything

Additional duties, flying opportinitues, and work hours at homestation 
are the primary negative forces of retention for aircrew.

Recognition in this sense refers to individual skills and talents-
-rather we collectively play musical chairs once a year as 

everyone rotates through the
additional

duty jobs, all in the name of broadening. If we keep focusing 
on well roundedness, we end up with marbles Im not really 
sure I want
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AFPC and their assignment process is severely broken career 
broadening opportunities are lacking in the rated community . 

A bonus with crappy assignments is not worth it . The pilot
bonus

does not compensate for a stagnate career . As a weapons 
school graduate I am tired of hearing how valuable I am but 
end up with no opportunities for career progression. 

I am positive that if pilots got some kind of pcs deal at the end 
of their flying commitment along with the flying bonus

they will probably stay , I know I would . If I take the bonus I 
relinquish any leverage I have in my career out to 20 years . 
AFPC can do anything they want with me at that point.

Do not want to be handcuffed for another 5 years . It is worth 
more to me to not feel like an indentured servant than the 

money offered by the
bonus .

Additionally , if I choose to commit to another 9 years to be 
retirement eligible , I would take the Bonus

which is a very strong motivator to stay in . Finally , I love the 
work environment and the people I work with and will miss 
that.

Im unsure if there is a bonus
available for me currently ( I previously took a 3 year bonus ) . 
However , I will not take another bonus because of the 
associated ADSC.

in a position to accept either an assignment I do not want or a 
deployment that I am not a volunteer for . The funny thing is 

that with the
bonus

, Id make a lot more money in the military than outside the 
military . However , as the saying goes the juice is not worth 
the squeeze.

The bonus would not make up for what could be earned in the civilian 
sector with a more stable schedule and less work hours .

The guard and reserve will actually take care of their people . I 
took the assignment that was offered , but I have zero 

intention of taking the
bonus

. My AFPC porch guy wont even answer emails . Copy Im just 
here to pay the bills so Ill vote with my feet and go to the 
guard.

I want the flexibility to choose my future employment path 
instead of being locked in for another 5 or 9 years . Secondary , 

the current amount offered by the
bonus

isnt enough to make up for the lack of flexibility and the 
resulting guarantee of at least one ( and probably two or three 
) more PCSs and likely another

The bonus
requires another long term ADSC , which Im not willing to 
accept . I do not approve of the community Im a part of , and do 
not wish to be forced to stay.

Disappointment with the nature of the missions I have been a 
part of . Dissatisfaction with the uses to which our military is 

being put . Because the
bonus

hasnt been increased enough to offset my opportunities 
outside the air force . The biggest factor in my decision to 
separate after my ADSC is dissatisfaction with the air force

I took my bonus , but it ended last year . If another bonus
was offered me , I would take it as well . I was selectively 
continued to 20 years . That influenced my decision to stay till 
that length of time

The bonus doesnt exist for the flyers . The bonus

exists for personnel managers . A flyer that signs a contract for 
X years becomes a metric that is easily predictable for that 
amount of time.I will choose to retain some degree of control 
by not taking the bonus. 

If you take the bonus
you are the one that owes the AF . The AF doesnt owe me 
anything . If I sign on for an additional 9 years , which would 
take me

The bonus
has not been inflation adjusted in almost 20 years . It is 
insulting to have not changed it along with flight pay . I am 
currently in a critically manned

The bonus
hasnt increased in nearly 20 years . Active duty pay , including 
the bonus , does not compare to what we can make in the 
civilian world.

While extra money is nice, the issues concerning an 
overwhelming majority are not related to money . They are 

more deeply rooted than that and I think the shrinking 
number of folks taking the

bonus
is proof that sticking around or separating really isnt about 
and additional $ 18,000 per year after taxes . We care about 
the things that are constantly being cut 

I would be much more willing to stay in as a pilot if there were 
a non - monetary , incentive - based alternative to the bonus

ie no non - flying deployments or no non - vol 365 deployments 
for a 5 - year period or guaranteed next - assignment 
preference or something to that effect

Money will not fix the personnel problem the Air Force faces . 
People that simply want to serve are not influenced by a 

retention
bonus

since they were already planning to stay in . People that are 
fed up with the Ops Tempo , additional duties , etc will not 
stay for a bonus because its a QoL issue that you cannot buy . 
People who arent allowed to focus on doing their jobs will 
leave for the civilian sector where they can. 

Because even with the bonus
I can make more money on the outside . Beyond that quality of 
life is more important than money . The AF offers a very low 
quality of life

the family and the knowledge of staying to retirement with 99 
chance of having to do a yr unaccompanied isnt worth it even 

with large financial incentive . Taking the
bonus

ties my hands for when a 365 deployment is handed to me . 
The money is not worth being gone 1 yr away from family 
especially to probably not ideal

The opportunity to pursue grad school at a civilian university , 
or to take a leave of absence are more valuable than a bonus

. Likewise , the opportunity to choose a duty location or a 
particular job within my career field would be a very strong 
incentive to remain in the Air Force

I have a wife and four kids . Stability of pay benefits along 
with availability of the pilot bonus

was the ONLY positive deciding factor in staying in the Air 
Force . Everything else strongly encouraged me to leave , 
including a disconnected and disinterested AF leadership 
caste

This is a people problem . Improve quality of life by giving 
people more autonomy and purpose and you will not need to 

provide a
bonus

. Since commissioning , my time in the Air Force has largely 
been a disappointment . There is little - to - no individual 
concern for me and my development
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I do not want to be under additional ADSC . I would like to 
continue serving as a Combat Mission Ready aircrew , not as a 

paperwork administrator separated from
family

for a year in the desert . I want to serve as a combat ready 
aircrew , not as a secretary or finance worker it isnt about 
money 

with a bunch of crap - and everybody feels the same way . I 
could get out and fly for the airlines , make good money , have 

a stable
family life and deal with less crap a lot easier.

due to losing certain capabilities or members in your office . 
Air Force level leadership needs to recognize that moral is 

suffering with the continued deployments and time away from
family

life . Especially with the cut backs on retirement and pay it 
will only hallow out the air force member even more . The 
constant deployments also equates to constantly

I am not taking the bonus because someone I know recently 
recieved a last - minute 365 and is forced to leave his family

with special needs behind . I am chosing not to sign up for the 
ARP because I want the freedom to leave the military if I am 
given a 365

Im deciding to get out of the Air Force after 11 - 12 years 
because I want different things for my family

and I want a different challenge . I am thankful for the 
opportunities Ive had and I am proud to have served my 
country .

With 6 left to retirement and another 3 left on my ADSC from 
the pilot bonus , staying until 20 just makes sense financially 

for myself and my
family . However , poor personnel management in my career field ( 

test pilot ) has recently left me questioning this decision.

At about the 10 - 11 year point in my career , I decided that my family
was taking more priority in my life . I decided then that I 
would not sacrifice family time , leave opportunities , etc to 
further my military career.

You mean something to others . But daily squadron peace - 
time ops , on the other hand , are monotonous . I see my family

even less while at home so I can work 12 - hr days ensuring 
my own records are squeaky , doing my own finance , doing 
computer aided training ,

I would leave the USAF for the civilian sector because of : 
shorter average work hours ( 8 vs . 12 ) allowing for my 

personal /
family

time , better pay when compared to hours worked , equal leave 
( dont have to take weekends in the civilian sector ) , and 
family stability.

I am good at what I do in the Air Force and I love my job . I am 
proud to serve . Providing for my family in the form of compensation ( pay , retirement , etc ) for all that 

I do is very important . NTSR
I want to live and work abroad with my family . The Air Force is not allowing me to do that right now .

Join spouse considerations will always sway my decision when 
it comes time to PCS . Living together with my family

will be a priority , whether my spouses location is the same or 
close to my own . Being the #1 guy with command potential 
means nothing if your family is geographically separated.

The military is too low on manning and resources . Im tired of 
working over 12 hours a day and not seeing my family

because I have to do the job of 3 people . The Air Force has 
continually attempted to trim the fat , but now were cutting 
into muscle.

I am beginning to look for opportunities in the civilian center . 
While I am not completely unhappy with the Air Force , the 

locations that my
family

have been and the lack of choices in locations has been a drain 
on my family . My children are beginning to enter school and 
so that is beginning to play a roll as well.

The major reasons I would consider leaving the AF are based 
on family

, not financial . In fact , financially , the AF is treating me 
pretty good . However , being stationed across the country has 
taken a toll on my

cut in DOD budgets - base support services , BAH , retirement 
, Tricare , and overall manning ( which drives ops tempo ) . 

Each of these effect my
family and no amount of money is worth the burden put on them .

The biggest reason I want to leave active duty are two things : 
I cannot stay anywhere long enough to feel like my family

really ever settles in , and the deployments and 365 remotes to 
jobs that do not have an impact . We deploy for the sake of 
deploying

Ive really enjoyed my time in the Air Force so far , and if it 
were completely up to me , and I had no family

, I would plan to stay at least 20 years . But my wife has a 
career of her own and my PCS requirements make it difficult 
for her 

My biggest frustration with my military career has been the 
inability to know where or what I will be doing for any period 

longer than 2 years . For my
family and I , the lack of stability or knowledge of future moves / jobs 

has been our biggest challenge to overcome. 

the knowledge of staying to retirement with 99 chance of 
having to do a yr unaccompanied isnt worth it even with large 
financial incentive.Taking the bonus ties my hands for when a 

365 deployment is handed to me . The money is not worth 
being gone 1 yr away from

family especially to probably not ideal location.

The likely requirement to perform a 365 day TDY away from 
my family

is the strongest influence to leave the Air Force that I 
experience . Typically , these 365s are for unnecessary / 
worthless purposes . To leave my family for such

I feel that the Air Force says much of the right things , but its 
actions dont reflect that . I have less and less time to myself 

and my
family and I spend more and more time on things that are , at best , 

tangentially related to my primary duties.

Ultimately , I will base my decision on what I think will 
benefit my family the most in terms of quality time that I can 

spend with them and the amount of financial benefits I can 
provide for my

family . The uncertainty of future job assignments makes this 
decision difficult to make.

isnt worth it . There is so much opportunity in the private 
sector , and not even within the airlines , currently . Why 

would I subject myself and my
family

to this same shenanigans that I have endured for the past 10 
years just for a little extra taxable income ? The cost benefit 
analysis just isnt there in favor
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we acknowledge all of the extra crap we do and get rid of as 
much of it as possible. I spend about 1% of my time doing my 

primary
flying duties (training to be tactically proficient in the B-1, and the 

other 99% has been filled with a bunch of crap

As a weapons school graduate I am tired of hearing how 
valuable I am but end up with no opportunities for career 

progression. In my perception the
flying

bonus is the only tool USAF uses to retain pilots . I am 
positive that if pilots got some kind of pcs deal at the end of 
their flying commitment along with the flying bonus they will 
probably stay , I know I would . If I take the bonus I relinquish 
any leverage I have in my career

If I had to do it all again I would have tried to maximize my 
time flying while forgoing leadership opportunities and left the Air Force 

when the opportunity to fly was removed.
As a Test Pilot School graduate , the opportunities in civilian 

work are highly paid and competitive with officer pay . Were it 
not for the

flying bonus and 20 year retirement , I would likely leave to take one 
of these jobs.

The number one reason I would potentially leave the Air Force 
is due to 365 deployments that are completely unrelated to my 

career field. Deploying to a non -
flying

assignment that could be accomplished by someone with much 
less skill and educational background would show me that the 
Air Force is not focused on its people 

IDE and Staff are not compatible with my career path desires 
(I am a pilot) and I feel that there will be better opportunities 

to keep
flying

outside the Air Force. I dont want to take three or more years 
out of the cockpit to be a bureaucrat , after working for so 
many years

It took me moving mountains to get in the Air Force . I like the 
active service and the military flying . It provides for my family . It is not going to be better on the 

outside .
on the fact that the employment of air power is what we bring 
to the joint fight, and is evidenced by wing commanders focus 

on everything other than the
flying mission. In fact , I have not seen true wing leadership in over 

10 years

my career field functional is not currently releasing people to 
Palace Chase due to critical under-manning. The main things 

keeping me in right now are my love of
flying

and the mission, my remaining ADSC, and the current 
retirement package. The main things driving me away are the 
daily workload/additional duties , my wifes career

Because our community has been hijacked by careerism rather 
than guys who actually care about flying

and being good pilots. We need to focus on FLYING, not just 
looking good on paper. AKA masters, volunteerism, Christmas 
party planning.

I could accept a lower rank and fly consistently in my MWS I 
would be happy. The constant push to look good for promotion, 

and to take non
flying staff billets is a huge turn-off and is why I will retire at exactly 

20 years and not a day more.

I wish I could say I stayed in because I love my job. I dont. I 
love who I work with. I love flying

. The AF drives me crazy . Im a middle manager who works for 
bureaucrats who (on the whole) focus on not getting fired 
instead of leading.

I feel pressure to excel in my additional duties because that is 
what will go on my OPR and set me apart from the rest more 

than any
flying bullet . Those OPRs will ultimately determine if I will be able 

to stay in the AF for 20 + years and get a retirement 

The AF has lost focus on the real mission . That loss of focus 
translates to less emphasis on an individuals primary job , like flying

airplanes . When promotions are based not on an individuals 
ability to their primary job , but on their ability to do 
additional duties that have no correlation to their

Essentially the AF has told me that it does not matter how 
good you are at your job, only how much you volunteer for . 

Who would you want
flying

on your wing , someone who is competent at their job or 
someone who hasnt flow in a month but volunteered for 
everything?

I want to stay in the Air Force as long as I can continue flying
. I am a pilot and I want to continue being a pilot . I do not 
enjoy the fact that the Air Force takes pilots away from their 
current

from a General: a strat like #1/XX Instructor Pilots is 
worthless. Unfortunate but true, pure strats are the golden 

ticket and you dont earn those
flying airplanes. 

The Air Force should allow pilots to fly and become experts in 
operations. The money is not important to me. I am motivated 

by
flying , not money. If the Air Force elects to assign me to a non-flying 

position, I would separate and fly for the airlines.

The additional duties often feel like your primary job, with a 
lesser priority on flying . The problem with that is twofold . 

The first and larger issue is the lack of time of mission 
planning,

flying

, debriefing, studying, or attending other aviation related 
events. I feel the level of proficiency in core AFSC duties is far 
too low . Secondly, most time is spent in the office in an 
environment that is understaffed, has high turnover, and 
terrible continuity.

I joined to fly. My Group level leadership preaches that we 
should be performing flying

related duties 80% of the time. I perform flying related duties 
twice a month. A person in my office was told that he is flying 
too much when he had no work to do. We NEED secretaries 
and people dedicated to paper work in the OPs squadrons.

I wanted to fly. I love flying when I get the opportunity to. I love the deployments because 
all I do is the mission.

The AF focuses on bonuses to retain pilots, but I think using 
that money to hire civilian help and bringing back support 

staff to
flying

sqdns would provide a better return on investment. This 
would lighten the amount of administrative duty required of 
pilots who also have to remain extremely proficient in their job

As an operational flyer , my section and I spend more time 
dealing with support or administrative duties than on flying . I intend, and need, to do something different . We need 

strong citizens and strong leaders within this nation.
what the flesh peddlers at AFPC have in store for me was just 

insulting! The reason I am leaving is not because of the 
deployments or because of the

flying or lack thereof in recent years. Its because the Air Force, down 
to its bones, has a systemic problem. TOXIC LEADERSHIP !!!
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Dont like the way senior leadership
is not held accountable for their actions to subordinates . Why 
would I want to stay in a service that allows its toxic leaders to 
run roughshod over commanders

Mission requirements have stayed constant or increased while 
manning and resources have been depleted . Additionally , I 

feel like the Air Force is experiencing a famine in
leadership at the squadron level and above . I do not feel like the Air 

Force is better today than it was 5,10 or 15 years ago 

The Senior Air Force leadership is out of touch , ignorant , to the real sacrifices , and I am sick 
of them taking advantage of the core values to do their job

at night after waking at 0500 . Ill be damned if Im going to 
open an AWC book and write a paper . Not enough energy . 

The AF system
leadership

are un - sympathetic to anyone who doesnt drink the Kool - 
Aide with a huge smile while sacrificing their life and families 
to write PME papers after their 14

The lack of apparent transparency and straight - talk from 
senior leadership

and their unwillingness to listen to feedback from the field is 
the single most frustrating thing of my career . While 
leadership has the advantage of additional experience , they 
by no means have a monopoly on good ideas , innovation , 
intelligence , etc . 

The excessive amount of administrative tasks , irrelevant 
training , risk - averse leadership

, and focus on box - checking for the sake of career progression 
are additional reasons that would be in the column against 
staying.

The 1st reason I would leave is the toxic leadership
culture at the senior leader level . Senior leaders have only 
proven that they can fill out the checklist for promotion , not be 
true leaders and they generally suck

The following are negative factors that have influenced my 
career decision :  Poor leadership at the unit and wing level . 

Promotion process that encourages square filling and 
discourages any level of disagreement ( CYA ) .

Leadership that is extremely risk averse . Poor communication from top 
down . Ops tempo and quality of life .

Low manning . Additional Duties having nothing to do with 
AFSC . OPR system has nothing to do with AFSC . High Ops 

tempo . Low confidence that Senior military
leadership knows what their doing .

Fairness in promotion opportunity . Not all personnel in the 
Air Force are given an opportunity to meet certain 

requirements which are important to
leadership

when making promotion recommendations . For instance , 
career progression for an officer often requires experience at sq 
, gp , and wg levels , but not all members are

dissatisfaction with the air force mission , and the areas we 
are being used in , dissatisfaction with the missions within my 

career field , and no trust in senior
leadership to fix any of these problems.

Fatigue & Tired of the attitude of nothing is wrong and no one 
is willing to make a choice . AF leadership

is anemic . I'm tired of hearing about how great the USAF is 
when I'm still taping chem sticks to illuminate flight 
instruments for NVG sorties

lack of promotion ability . Those who will get promoted are 
decided not on merit , but rather on their job and its relation to 

Squadron , Group and Wing
leadership . The ability to do ones primary job is not a factor , but the 

ability to due random other taskers is given weight.

Leadership completely out of touch with reality that also looks 
out for themselves is driving people away . Example : guy in 

my unit was PCAing from another squadron , and away . 
Example : guy in my unit was PCAing from another squadron , 

and should have been DAV64 coded to be shielded from 
deployment as part of PCA .

Leadership
did not want to DAV64 just yet due to UEI going on / didnt 
want to look bad in front of wing for changing an OPR due 
date . 

I dont care about money , I care about job satisfaction , and its 
not there right now . I dont feel like my leadership cares about me at all , and I want to work in a company where 

my leadership knows my name.

The air force is significantly under resourced . Wing level leadership
and above are so risk averse that they refuse to do any critical 
thinking that could help solve the problems . So they place 
unrealistic expectations and harshly punish any

Do more with less ! It is a mantra we have been living by and 
running on the backs of Airmen . Senior leadership

at the wing level , MAJCOM , and higher are more out of touch 
with an ops tempo that never stops and continuously misses 
multiple opportunity to recognize our star

Furthermore , leadership
doesnt lead anymore . Everyone is too afraid of jeopardizing 
their chance for the next rank to challenge any of the asinine 
decrees coming from above

BLUF : There is too much bureaucracy and not enough leadership beyond the wing level . You need to lean the forces above , free 
up capital to reinvest in war fighting capability .

Personnel policy decisions at the senior levels of the Air Force 
are the number one reason I would leave . AF senior leadership has absolutely zero idea of how manage the number or the 

composition of the force.

The current sq cc is no more than a mouth piece for leadership
above . It is sad that they are not trusted to make decisions for 
fear of reprisal . Anyone who does not tow the party line 
commits career suicide

From about the Wing / CC level of leadership
on up , it is apparent that there is little actual awareness of 
the battlefield . The information that makes it to the units 
points to a lack of knowledge

the pilot bonus was the ONLY positive deciding factor in 
staying in the Air Force. Everything else strongly encouraged 

me to leave, including a disconnected and disinterested AF
leadership

caste more interested in domestic politics than defense of the 
nation, an archaic and hopelessly broken personnel system 
that needlessly bleeds talent , horrendous incompetent 
mission support, and predominantly poor leadership at the 0-6 
level and higher. 

I loathe going into work. I have a daughter with special needs 
and cant move out of clovis. There are major issues . I dont 

trust my
leadership

, my wife doesnt trust my schedule and the Air Force doesnt 
trust anyone . Awesome . I dont want to be held by the short 
hairs anymore

11K

11M

11R

11S

11B

11E
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11H
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Appendix I: KWIC for Separation Intentions 

 

I have never had a burning desire to fly commercially, which 
would have been the most logical path at the time. I accepted 

the
bonus and that new ADSC carried me to 14 years of service . . . close 

enough to 20 to entice me to secure retirement.

Money will not fix the personnel problem the Air Force faces . 
People that simply want to serve are not influenced by a 

retention bonus since they were already planning to stay in . 
People that are fed up with the Ops Tempo , additional duties , 

etc will not stay for a

bonus
because its a QoL issue that you cannot buy . People who 
arent allowed to focus on doing their jobs will leave for the 
civilian sector where they can .

The reasons I initially stayed in the service as a younger 
airman have changed over the years . The bonus

definitely helped my decision to stay at the 8 year point . 
However , as time progresses , the reasons I stay have 
changed.

I also had a short tour credit (lowing the chances of a 365) and 
the bonus was available. All those items kept me in. If I were missing 

any of those I would have left.
I detest additional duties and I detest the lack of resources 

were currently facing. That being said, Im staying in primarily 
because of the

bonus
, GI benefit transfer to my kids, plus the fact that I can get a 
retirement check at age 42. Job satisfaction has a part in my 
decision

However it would depend on the package as a whole, and I 
would want to stay in to vest medical benefits. The fighter pilot bonus is nice , but not a major driving factor . If I sign up , after taxes 

it will be about a 15k bump

The Air Force should have a creative approach to the bonus

. For example, if the Air Force offered me a bonus by allowing 
me to fly and remain at my current duty station, I would stay 
in without  needing a financial bonus. My ability to remain in 
flying operations  will keep me in the Air Force. Staff jobs or 
being removed from flying operations will most likely make me 
leave

I am married mil to mil and my husband took the bonus last 
year. I am still deciding if I want to take the bonus

or have my husband use the option of extending his. We 
currently have one child and another on the way. Ideally , we 
both want to serve 20

I will stay in the Air Force , I always reply with Well see . I 
always have one foot in and one foot out. The bonuse just 

means you're on the hook and the AF owes you nothing. I also 
hate that it used a measure of whether or not I am all in . That 

simply infuriates me and I dont want the

bonus . I want the freedom to leave if I feel that the Air Force and I 
are no longer compatible.

I want the flexibility to choose my future employment path 
instead of being locked in for another 5 or 9 years . Secondary , 

the current amount offered by the
bonus

isnt enough to make up for the lack of flexibility and the 
resulting guarantee of at least one (and probably two or thre) 
more PCSs and likely another

I feel the Aviator Retention Pay Bonus
is going to have to increase greatly to offset the desire for pilots 
to not accept much higher paying jobs with airlines after their 
initial UFT ADSC is complete.

Pilots care more about their time than the bonus

money. Add support personnel to allow focus on primary 
duties while shortening the duty the day . Working 8 - 10 
hours per day will keep more people in than bumping the 
bonus a few thousand dollars. The bonus bump will never 
compete with the airline money.

Its stuff like this that is taking time away from doing my job so 
I can go home at a reasonable hour that makes me not want to 

take the
bonus .

In fact while monetarily that is a small impact , it has a larger 
moral impact. It is what it symbolizes that troubles me. Also 

the
bonus

gives me no guarantee of assignment, job duty, deployment 
limitations etc. It asks for to much , and the money is not 
worth that kind of lack

I prefer to keep my options open. Im trying really hard to not 
make my decision to stay based on a bonus or an increase in base pay. I didnt join for those reasons, so 

why would I stay because of them.

The bonus would not make up for what could be earned in the civilian 
sector with a more stable schedule and less work hours .

Its been a very good place to be. I do not want to be committed 
further to the Air Force. The bonus would have to be $ 1 million for me to consider it.

When I asked friends why they were separating, long 
deployments coupled with high ops tempo was the #1 reason. 

Instead of giving pilots the ARP bonus to stay in, what if a
bonus

was given to pilots if they volunteered for a 9 mo / 1 year 
deployment . Many pilots would happily stay active duty 
without the bonus , if they were given the assurance that they 
would only deploy for 4 or 6 months.

I plan to separate upon completion of my commitment , if not 
earlier . The money is not worth the risks you accept when you 

sign for the
bonus ( deployments , etc . )

I believe I will have better opportunities outside the Air Force 
and any bonus

the Air Force would be willing to offer would not match the 
additional income I could earn elsewhere . The Air Force has 
not treated me well . I came

The Air Force needs to wake up and realize that there is a 
serious problem with retention. Because no bonus the Air Force could offer me would change my mind to stay in. 

Theres more to life than money.

2.Probably will 
NOT remain in 
the Air Force

1.Definitely will 
NOT remain in 
the Air Force

7.Definitely will 
remain in the 

Air Force

6.Probably will 
remain in the 

Air Force

5.Lean toward 
remaining in 
the Air Force

4.Undecided

3.Lean toward 
NOT remaining 
in the Air Force
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 I accepted the bonus and that new ADSC carried me to 14 
years of service . . . close enough to 20 to entice me to secure retirement . However, the Air Force almost lost me at 15 years. I was very 

close to applying for Palace Chase when I did not promote 

My career decision when I reach retirement
eligibility will be based on if my continued service will have 
enough depth of impact / meaning to justify continued sacrifice 
of family time.

The benefits of the military are great. Two of my biggest 
reasons for staying in are retirement / medical coverage and the Post 9/11 GI Bill that I transferred 

to my dependents 

The main reason Im staying in the AF is for the retirement

and because I love the people I serve with ( the sense of 
family) . The main reason I would want to leave is because the 
hours and deployments  are very hard on the family . Ive 
decided to stay in until retirement.

I owe an ADSC until 17.5 years of service based on some 
career retraining I did . At that point , assuming the retirement

package doesnt change , it would be ridiculous not to stay 
through 20 . However , if I had the option to Palace Chase , I 
would do so

This is also a strong motivation to leave . Nine of ten people 
that I know that have stayed in through retirement have done 

so because of the
retirement

program . Please keep this alive because it is a strong 
motivation to stay . On time promotions for people that want 
to spend 20 years in the Air Force

If I continue to get assignments / locations I am happy with , if 
there are no significant reductions in retirement

benefits , and if the dollar amount on Aviation Continuation 
Pay is substantially increased to dissuade me from leaving for 
the Airlines , I will stay in at least 20

Duty location is the primary driver of if I stay in past retirement ability .

Ive worked hard for my country and I think that I should 
receive something even if I dont serve 20 years. Right now, I 

feel like Im going to be forced to work a job / career field that I 
dont enjoy anymore simply because I dont want to give up my

retirement
benefits . If I could retire today and keep only Tricare and 
base facilities benefits , but no pay , Id do it without thinking 
twice . 

I know that I would be a valuable asset to them based off my 
experiences combined with my youth. And while the military retirement is lucrative, there is a bigger financial incentive to join the 

airlines earlier versus joining after attaining 20 years.
I love my country and I could imagine nothing other than 

serving , but after reducing BAH , cutting needed TDYs , the 
uncertainty of an actually valuable

retirement
and being asked to do the same with less is just not beneficial 
to anyone . I want to serve , but I want to provide for my 
family

I am still undecided , however I think the biggest factor 
against staying is uncertainty . Uncertainty about 

assignments , deployments , the possibility of future force 
reduction and forced early

retirement . Giving people a little bit more stability and foresight into 
their future would go a long way in keeping people.

Find a way to compete with that and retention of the best 
airmen will benefit. Military pension is the #1 factor 

influencing me to stay until
retirement

. I was enlisted prior to attending pilot training and by the 
time my ADSC from UPT was complete , I was only 3 years 
from retirement eligibility.  If I had more time until retirement 
, I would have left active duty and joined a guard or reserve 
unit.

The only reason I am staying in the Air Force is for retirement
benefits . Outside of that , the current environment in the Air 
Force is sickening . Leadership spouts that they care about the 
members of the Air Force , but

I love my current job, but dont expect to be able to keep doing 
it until retirement

. The focus on career progression, awards, and checking the 
right boxes instead of focus on the mission and my primary 
duty , is a strong influence to leave

AF does not value my contributions / service and I could be 
forced shaped at anytime without any loyalty . Uncertainty 

with compensation and constant pay cuts / changes to
retirement that will make sacrifices not worth the cost to stay .

They are cutting pilots , yet the airlines are hiring more than 
ever . . . why should I stay in ? The only thing keeping me 

going is a
retirement (hopefully) for my families security and because I am honored 

to serve and am proud of what I have done.

Ops tempo with TDYs and deployments have taken a large 
toll on the family and the knowledge of staying to retirement with 99% chance of having to do a yr unaccompanied isnt 

worth it even with large financial incentive.
I am very apprehensive about the future military benefits, and 
if the proposals for the future would have been enacted when I 

made my decision to stay until
retirement

, I probably wouldve made a different decision. The AF will 
not be able to keep people. Specifically, from my career field ( 
Pilot ) 

I was selected for special/highly competitive program, but 
AFPC said I need to return to flying due to lack of pilots. I was 

originally going to stay until
retirement , but now, I am getting out as soon as my ADSC is over.

Since I am not a school select, there is a chance that I get non-
continued at 15 years an lose out on retirement . Why would I take that risk?

1.Definitely will 
NOT remain in 
the Air Force

7.Definitely will 
remain in the 

Air Force

6.Probably will 
remain in the 

Air Force

5.Lean toward 
remaining in 
the Air Force

4.Undecided

3.Lean toward 
NOT remaining 
in the Air Force

2.Probably will 
NOT remain in 
the Air Force
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People who arent allowed to focus on doing their jobs will 
leave for the civilian sector where they can . We serve for a 

multitude of different reasons but
money is not high on the average persons list therefore it cannot be 

apart of the fix.

I would walk today. I am only holding on because I have two 
years left to retirement. In todays world the Airlines are hiring 

like crazy and the
Money

and lifestyle are better by far. Realize I am very satisfied with 
my AF job but it doesnt compare to the opportunities out there 
today.

I feel that monetary incentives will have to increase to keep 
pilots in the future with the projected commercial hiring. But money

is not always a good motivator for retaining quality officers . 
There has to be a fundamental change in what the AF values 
in its officers.

If I choose to take the bonus it will be because of my 
assignment, not because of the money involved. Leaving RPAs to go back to fighters kept me in to 

this point. I would not have stayed in to stay in RPAs 

When I am eligible to retire I will. No amount of money
or assignment will convince my family to stay in any longer. 
The pace of life, time away from home, and deployment risks 
make this career unsuitable

I still had valuable things to do in the military, and I love my 
country and the AF. The money was not enough to change our decision, but we thought once 

we made the decision we might as well get the money as well.

The Air Force will lose a lot of mid-level pilots with significant 
flight time. The Air Force should allow pilots to fly and become 

experts in operations. The
money

is not important to me. I am motivated by flying, not money. If 
the Air Force elects to assign me to a non-flying position,  I 
would separate and fly for the airlines.

And frankly, we are the kind of people the Air Force needs to 
retain in order to be successful as a military service. Those 

who are motivated by
money or safety from deployments are exactly the kind of people that 

should leave.

The first time I am passed over for promotion that is the AF 
telling me I am no longer wanted and will get out at the next 

opportunity.
Money is nice and I enjoy getting plenty of it but I can easily find 

employment in the civilian world.

Additionally , bonuses to retain my AFSC (pilot) havent 
changed in nearly 20 years. While serving is not about money

, I can apply to any airline, set my own schedule, never deploy, 
hold no additional duties, no additional training outside of my 
primary job 

I want to serve as a combat ready aircrew, not as a secretary 
or finance worker it isnt about money , but if I can provide for myself more efficiently on the civilian 

side (better money/time), I would leave 

Pilots care more about their time than the bonus money . Add support personnel to allow focus on primary duties while 
shortening the duty the day 

the bonus gives me no guarantee of assignment, job duty, 
deployment limitations etc. It asks for to much, and the money is not worth that kind of lack of determination in my own 

future. Outside market has a strong influence on leaving 

So . . . trying to go into the next 7 years with my eyes wide - 
open, Im looking at either staying because: 1. The bonus money

is good enough to make an impending 365 worth it 2. The 
bonus money is good enough to make the possibility of never 
leading (formally) and reaching the pinnacle of an officers 
career, worth it 3. The bonus money s good enough to make 
another staff job worth it. Its sad for me that these questions 
are all framed around the bonus 

I would rather serve to 20 with the option to opt out when 
desired than be committed based on a low-value bonus. I can 

make similar or better
money

with the airlines without having the constant drama and poor 
work schedule of the USAF. The soul crushing experience of 
working for a bureaucratic monstrosity

I have more than 4 years left until I can get out (I had a 
commitment of 10), and it isnt coming fast enough. It is not money

that could keep me in the air force. The current culture would 
have to change to convince me to stay. I joined the air force 
because I wanted to serve

With manning and resources as low as they are, no amount of money is going to make me want to stay and work all the additional 
jobs required. 

The current pilot bonus is no where near sufficient enough to 
compete with the pay from the airlines. That money

should be spent in ways to increase the quality of life for AF 
pilots . Use the money to reduce desk job work. The solution of 
guilt tripping pilots who leave with the patriotism card will 
not work. We are here serving our country

Because the bonus means I would have to serve past my 
ADSC. The bonus is also bogus. If people are staying it is not 

for the
money

. Not that amount anyway. If the bonus was at least double I 
would consider it. If it was more I would have a hard time 
walking away

I am a pilot, and the airlines are hiring. Its not about money
, but rather the amazing lack of respect that senior leaders 
have for the training, skills, and experience that we bring to 
the Air Force mission.

I plan to separate upon completion of my commitment , if not 
earlier . The money is not worth the risks you accept when you sign for the bonus ( 

deployments , etc . )

1.Definitely will 
NOT remain in 
the Air Force

7.Definitely will 
remain in the 

Air Force

6.Probably will 
remain in the 

Air Force

5.Lean toward 
remaining in 
the Air Force

4.Undecided

3.Lean toward 
NOT remaining 
in the Air Force

2.Probably will 
NOT remain in 
the Air Force
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Fairness in promotion opportunity
. Not all personnel in the Air Force are given an opportunity to 
meet certain requirements which are important to leadership 
when making promotion recommendations.

of the B.S . . Those are powerful words to hear from people 
who were Wing Execs or on the command eligible list . This 

assignment I have had an
opportunity

to get away from the mobility air forces and had a great 
commander that has really put things in perspective , fully 
utilized me , and actually taken the effort

I stayed active duty for the opportunity to lead Airmen and I enjoyed the work . The benefits of job 
satisfaction outweighed the cons .

I wanted to fly jets and get someone to pay me to do it . The 
AF provides that opportunity

Even though I have been given great opportunities in the AF 
and have given my best at every task I have had the opportunity to support , my performance reports and career progression 

dont reflect the quality of my efforts.
I dont feel like I have to be compensated any more or any less 

for the job I am performing now . There arent very many 
people who get the

opportunity to fly airplanes to defend the US , and thats a pretty good gig 
in my mind .

I have stayed in the Air Force is its Airmen . I am continually 
amazed at the quality of people I get to work with . I have also 

had the
opportunity

to have phenomenal leadership . Those leaders who mentored 
, taught , and cared have meant more to me over the years 
than any monetary or assignment incentive .

Honestly the thought of getting out with the most resent VSP 
crossed my mind . However I was just given the opportunity to PCS to the base / airframe of my choosing ( not forced to 

something I did not want / needs of the AF ).
This sends a significant negative message to mid - level 

officers who are not selected for promotion in their primary 
zone . It says that no matter what you do ,

opportunity for advancement and Command does not apply to that group 
of officers.

it is harder and harder to keep your family happy or even 
together . BL : We have lost all focus on the people part unless 

it deals with equal
opportunity or harassment . Senior leaders need to start talking to AOs 

and Airmen without their supervision allowed .

As an operations research major with an MBA and military 
experience , I can get a job that pays the equivalent with more 

growth
opportunity . I enjoy serving my country but I feel under appreciated and I 

do not have an impact outside of my drone work.

If I had to do it all again I would have tried to maximize my 
time flying while forgoing leadership opportunities and left 

the Air Force when the
opportunity to fly was removed.

The most valuable incentive is the opportunity

for individual flexibility . Programs that provide the 
opportunity to choose an incentive will be most valuable for 
retention . Some airmen are motivated by financial incentives -
I am not and neither are most of my Air Force peers

Ive always wanted to lead in an official capacity , because I 
sincerely desire the opportunity to affect peoples lives in a positive manner . The reality for me 

as a rated mobility pilot , is that I may not get to be a Sq/CC

The military rank structure and job promotion opportunity

is based on an outdated bureaucratic process that fails to 
acknowledge performance. Ive come to recognize that the only 
benefit of hard work in the Air Force is the opportunity for 
more hard work

There are many positive aspects of the Active Duty Air Force , 
and I would be willing to put up with some of the unavoidable 

downsides if I were afforded the
opportunity

to pursue personal goals . Pigeon - holing someone into a 
cookie - cutter career path is demotivating to me . Bloom 
where you are planted is something that I

most times it is the person who puts him or herself first and 
not their airmen who gets ahead . The person who submits 

themselves for every award and seeks every
opportunity

to be in the spotlight will more thank likely succeed while the 
other person who works diligently to promote , award , and 
give recognition to their airmen without expecting

I am frustrated with the lack of opportunity
to career broaden for rated officers . I would like to do 
something different like teach at USAFA , lead a non - flying 
squadron , etc.

High emphasis of PME DG in future opportunities . I know 
the company line of competing well against your peers in 

other career fields is an indicator of leadership
opportunity but how I compete against my immediate peers for months 

should matter more .

I will be leaving the Air Force to pursue a different career field 
. Additionally , because the retirement program is all or 

nothing , if I have the
opportunity to leave before my ADSC is up I will take it . Morale is low , 

promotion systems are idiotic , and its time for me to leave.

Air Force due to the current promotion system and recognition 
of officers over pilots . The opportunities for those who are 

interested in being a pilot are not given an
opportunity to stay in the Air Force yet the current climate is destroying 

all experience in the Air Force . The bonus is a great deal . 

1.Definitely will 
NOT remain in the 

Air Force

7.Definitely will 
remain in the Air 

Force

6.Probably will 
remain in the Air 

Force

5.Lean toward 
remaining in the Air 

Force

4.Undecided

3.Lean toward NOT 
remaining in the Air 

Force

2.Probably will NOT 
remain in the Air 

Force
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You can have no commitment, get out, continue to fly as an airline
pilot where you will do half the work for four times the pay 
and none of the B.S. Those are powerful words to hear from 
people who were

I see a negative trend of officers caring and worrying too much 
about an airline

job rather than focusing on their military job and the reason 
they are here . This has lead to a negative contribution in my 
desire to stay however the mass

It must be valued to retain our fundamental mission and 
retain the quality experience needed to train and inspire the 

future force . If not , prepare for the mass
airline exodus .

Being a pilot, I have recently seen my peers exit the AF at a 
rate I have never seen before. Being airline

eligible, I have felt the pressure to get out while the hiring is 
good. I however, cannot leave knowing that many good officers 
have chosen to leave

being 12 years into 20 leans me toward staying. Many F-22 
guys are leaving active duty right now for airline

jobs, if my kids were older I would also leave active duty (I 
dont want to move them 2-3 times during their high school 
years)

I intend to complete my current commitment and then see if 
the airlines are hiring . If I can get a job with a major airline

, I will leave active duty. This will provide with an opportunity 
for more stability with my family and to settle down in one 
location.

I intended to stay in the USAF from the beginning of my 
career, but recent developments with airline

hiring make me think that getting out sooner would be better . 
The sooner I get out of the USAF, the sooner I can climb their 
ladder.

As a pilot , Im extremely marketable outside of the military 
with all of the forced airline retirements going on the next few years . That is a huge draw 

for me and my peers because we love to fly!
My current job location , work schedule , aircraft type , and 

perception of life who are airline pilots vs military pilots gives me a desire to leave . Steady pay 
and benefits give me a reason to stay.

The most recent examples are the possible BAH changes as 
well as the retirement changes . I personally do knot have 

plans to seek a job with an
airline

but if push comes to shove , the pay is better and the job 
security is better . I stay in CURRENTLY because I love what 
I do

I am a pilot in the AF and without perceived career 
progression and strong benefits, I have no reason to stay in 

the AF. The pay in the
airline

business is significantly better than in the military and they 
allow their pilots to focus on being good pilots ( no additional 
duties outside of their core competency ) .

In my opinion , this would be a strong signal from the Air 
Force that my leadership abilities are not needed . I am a pilot 

and the
airline industry is growing . Pay alone will not keep me in the Air 

Force because the airline industry has more money to offer .

Opportunities for pilots are booming in the civilian world . US 
major airline

pay scales are comfortably in the $ 200 - 300,000 / yr range 
once experienced , which is up to 3 times as much money as 
what Im making now

Im a pilot , so the availability of airline
jobs is a big draw to leave active duty . As a mobility pilot , 
being gone on regular trips , plus deployments is beginning to 
be a draw on my family

If I am not promoted , I would like to separate and find a 
career with the Airline

Industry I love flying aircraft and accomplishing a mission 
that makes a difference in the world . I have been honored to 
work with some of the best people 

Also , the Aide to the SECAF told my friend directly that there 
were no pilot manning issues on the horizon with an airline

hiring boom! These two separate events lead me to conclude 
that our senior leadership, in general , doesnt care enough to 
really make the effort to understand 

If the next ten years are a repeat of my first ten , its a very 
easy decision to exit the service and live a much happier and 

predictable life as an
airline

pilot getting paid a whole lot more than the Air Force would 
pay . That pay is the only thing I see the Air Force has the 
ability to quickly

If I were eligible to take it again I would not choose to. The 
bonus has not adjusted with inflation over the last 20 years . 

An
airline pilot will most likely receive an annual profit sharing bonus 

that is higher than the aviation retention bonus.

The airline
industry is starting to have a huge demand for pilots . . . the 
pay is much better , they treat their employees much better 
and you arent constantly worried

17.5 years , Ive never seen a more demoralized career field 
and I would highly anticipate pilots continuing to leave at the 

end of their commitments as long as the
airline hiring trend continues . Throw all the bonus money you want 

at it , but it will change the minds of very few . . .

Bottom line: Im getting out because the quality of life in the 
Air Force is terrible when compared with the quality of life of 

an
airline pilot . The carrot on a stick is more enticing on the other side 

of the fence.

1.Definitely will 
NOT remain in the 

Air Force

7.Definitely will 
remain in the Air 

Force

6.Probably will 
remain in the Air 

Force

5.Lean toward 
remaining in the 

Air Force

4.Undecided

3.Lean toward 
NOT remaining in 

the Air Force

2.Probably will 
NOT remain in the 

Air Force
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Appendix J: KWIC for Retirement Intentions 

 

OPS TEMPO has now come to home station . When you are 
at home station the workload is crushing , and the 

mandatory training requirements and over - abundance of
additional

duties adds to the pile . Finally , the reductions in force 
strength to the lowest in AF history , combined with the 
inability for leaders to reduce workload

The USAF has changed significantly in the last 20 years, 
and not for the better . Focus on appearance , feelings , and additional

duties / training at the expense of training , equipping , and 
mission have absolutely crushed the lower levels . High 
profile bungling and negligence of programs 

We must accept the fact that our ability to accomplish the 
extraneous additional

duties is gone, the squadron of today is not the same as 
when our GOs were CGOs . Concentrate on mission and 
people . . . not bullets

My biggest influences into my decision to stay or go hinge 
upon the militarys misprioritization of additional duties 

and administrative stuff over the mission . The
additional

duties and ancillary programs are quickly becoming the 
mission instead of the mission . The administrative support 
mechanisms of the military are also quickly overpowering 
the operations / mission accomplishment

Additional duties are crushing moral. To many additional
programs and requirements are being created and pushed 
onto squadrons. We are already min manned and our 
primary job requires 8-12 hours per day.

The primary factor that would push me out the door into 
civilian life would be the perpetual state of doing less with 

more. Longer work days, increased
additional duties (often non-primary duty related) , and less personnel 

are driving loyal followers like me away.

Smart pilots I know are quitting and going to the airlines. 
Most of them are frustrated with poor decisions by wing 

leadership and higher. We are overwhelmed with
additional

training CBTs and courses and spend very little time 
focused on flight related training . Our wing will have a 
Class A Mishap where this is causal.

Just to emphasize , ops tempo is NOT purely defined by 
dwell ratios. The new normal has become executing home 

station duties undermanned, increased
additional

duties and DIY support functions, and increased presence 
TDYs throughout the world . All of these factors increase 
stress on Airmen and negatively impact their 
friends/families 

Plus , the amount of weekends , holidays , and nights (4 
hour simulator at 8 PM after working a 12 hour desk shift 

showing at 630 AM for
additional

duties because that is the only time you can fit in a 
simulator you are so busy . . . then you do 2 simulators on 
the weekends).

I'll make as much or more than Im making right now in the 
first 2 - 3 years , have 401K contributions being made on my 

behalf with no
additional

duties except to fly and be in control of my own schedule 
and face no threat of being deployed with no regard for my 
skillset or personal life . I

 Ratings are based almost entirely on additional duties and 
volunteering, with almost no emphasis whatsoever in 

competency in ones core AFSC. Being a good writer and 
having high visibility

additional duties seem to be how to get good ratings, rather than 
competency , professionalism , and meaningful service .

Budgetary concerns are driving poor morale . Constant 
cutbacks and increasing additional

duties are only adding more stress and more work with even 
fewer resources . It is troubling that restrooms cannot even 
be properly stocked or maintained because theres no money

Then when I am home, it seems as if the last thing anyone 
wants to do is give you extra time off. They would rather 

give you more
additional duties to help your next OPR/EPR. Not sure why I should 

sacrifice more family life to help my OPR / EPR.

Amount of Additional
Duties alludes to the problem I have with the USAF , but its 
exactly the problem . The AF focuses on bonuses to retain 
pilots , but I think using

Frequent PCS moves, TDYs, and the potential for an 
unaccompanied 365 put an inappropriate burden on 
military families. I enjoy my primary job (not all my

additional
duties) and am a faster burner, but I am considering getting 
out at the end of my commitment because I dont want to 
spend a year away from my family

Most people cant afford to take leave because no one is 
around to run the shop. Furthermore even with 7 person 

appointment letters
additional

duties still cant be accomplished because they are all gone 
or TDY. When you are home you have 1 duty and 5 + 
additional duties. Doing more with less is still the case . 
Until we have better manning I dont want to be part of an 
organization

I want to separate from Active Duty USAF service for a 
very important reason that you havent asked : I cant do my 

primary job. I am constantly drowning in
additional duties with no time to focus on my primary job: being a 

fighter pilot.

I do not believe pilots are leaving the Air Force because 
they arent being paid enough, theyre leaving because 

theyre mired in non-flying
additional

duties and under the constant threat of 365 day 
deployments , assignment uncertainty , the occasional 2 
month TDY.

Money wont fix your problems when you cant out spend a 
civilian sector that will give us less work, less stress, less additional

duties and more pay. That is why you wont fix this. Our 
leadership lacks leadership ability to put in the effort 
necessary to fix the issues.

Deployment tempo and length are too high to provide 
stability for my family. When stateside, our manning is so 

low that I have 13
additional

duties , which require long work days to get only the most 
important tasks complete . Additionally , my current SQ/CC 
is unsupportive with respect to separation.

But instead I feel like Im able to only do just enough. I 
spend several hours a week just doing data entry for my 

various
additional

duties. I could save so much time and be a better mentor for 
my students if our squadron just had one person that just 
did data entry
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the Air Force
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the Air Force
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I would love to continue to serve and fly in the ANG but I 
will probably be too old to join . Therefore , I will most likely 

transition to an
Airline job that pays twice as much for half of the work and none of 

the stress .

I had several factors encouraging me to separate, including 
an impending deployment, another early PCS, a $135k/yr 

civilian job opportunity,
airline

job opportunities and threats to military retirement benefits 
. Future deployments , especially ones that seem pointless 
or that do not come with a sense of accomplishment

I FEEL MORALE ACROSS THE BOARD IS LOW AND 
AFTER FIGHTING TWO WARS FOR ~ 13 YEARS, 

EVERYONE IS BURNING OUT. WITH NO CHANGES 
ON THE HORIZON AND AN

AIRLINE

INDUSTRY HIRING IN RECORD NUMBERS I 
BELIEVE OUR AF IS ON THE BRINK OF BREAKING 
IN THE NEXT 1 - 3 YEARS . MANPOWER RENEWED 
FOCUS ON NATIONAL DEFENSE !

More money could potentially be made working for the 
private sector (long term) and hours certainly seem more 

attractive. Additionally, I doubt that many
airline pilots are saddled with additional duties in their jobs

My current job location , work schedule , aircraft type , and 
perception of life who are airline pilots vs military pilots gives me a desire to leave.

Most other career fields cannot say the same about 
becoming pilots. Offer guaranteed retirement and bonuses 
and youll keep more pilots. Otherwise I can separate, start 

towards

Airline retirement and $300K per year before Id MAYBE make 
retirement. Im still weighing my options.

Seniority in an airline would be much more valuable than a 
long Air Force career that does not offer retirement. In the 

same thought, if
airline hiring does not pan out or decreases I would have stronger 

thoughts of staying in.

If I am not promoted, I would like to separate and find a 
career with the Airline

Industry I love flying aircraft and accomplishing a mission 
that makes a difference in the world. I have been honored to 
work with some of the best people

The AF is not looking properly at incentives . The military 
can't possibly match the financial compensation of flying for 

a major
airline

. Pilots stay because they want to (fly/lead/command) or 
planned to, not because the money makes it worth our while 
. 

I am a pilot in the AF and without perceived career 
progression and strong benefits, I have no reason to stay in 

the AF. The pay in the
airline

business is significantly better than in the military and 
they allow their pilots to focus on being good pilots (no 
additional duties outside of their core competency).

In my opinion , this would be a strong signal from the Air 
Force that my leadership abilities are not needed. I am a 

pilot and the
airline industry is growing . Pay alone will not keep me in the Air 

Force because the airline industry has more money to offer.

Not everyone wants to be a general. I certainly wont. A 
career flyer program needs to happen and fast or the airline hiring boom will eat the Air Forces lunch and we will see 

stop - loss territory.
I can get an airline job fairly easy right now and I would be 

making more money in the long run if I left the military 
and flew for an

airline
. The other problem is the additional duties. On the civilian 
side my only job would be to fly and I would have to waste 
my time 

On good days Id do this job for free. On bad ones you cant 
pay me enough. I can make much more over the coming 

years with an
airline

than in my current position . If I separate I will also have a 
better quality of life with more options concerning where I 
live and how much personal time I have.

main reasons that influences my tendency to leave the AF . 
I dont believe that the bonus is enough compensation to be 

competitive with the reasons to seek civilian (
airline

) employment . This is NOT just a monetary issue , but also 
a quality of life issue. The amount of money being offered 
does not make up for

I know that if I took the bonus Id be making more, at least 
for the first 3-4 years, than I would at an airline

- that doesnt matter though . I make a comfortable salary 
now, the problem is that after only six years in my MWS, Im 
already at a point where Im being pulled out of the cockpit 
and into a desk. 

continue to only fly the line , but forfeit further promotion 
eligibility . Leadership thinks they can just throw more 

money at us to keep us . However , an
airline

job can easily surpass this amount . . . with shorter 
workdays . Leadership needs to focus on the quality of life 
issue and provide more support agency manning

The airline hiring opportunities well outweigh the bonus. 
Even with the bonus I can eventually make more in the 

airlines and more importantly the
airline

lifestyle is much more attractive to me . I dont want to be a 
office worker that also flies airplanes . I want to be a pilot 
that also helps helps in the squadron.

Bottom line : Im getting out because the quality of life in 
the Air Force is terrible when compared with the quality of 

life of an
airline

pilot. The carrot on a stick is more enticing on the other side 
of the fence. I plan to separate from active duty, join the 
ANG 

Nothing better than focusing on the flying mission (which I 
thoroughly enjoy) and not putting up with the queep. Also 

will do the
airline

gig if they are hiring . . . no more additional duties to 
perform . . . just focusing on the one thing I enjoy and 
getting compensated much better

I plan on separating . You would have to pay me greater 
than the equivalent amount of money that I could make 

flying civilian jets at a major
airline

. I could easily separate after my commitment is up and 
make more money on the outside. I also would not have 
additional duties to perform as a civilian airline pilot. 
Bottom line - its an initial pay cut to separate , but becomes 
worth it after just a few years.
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The opportunity to pursue grad school at a civilian 
university, or to take a leave of absence are more valuable 

than a
bonus

. Likewise, the opportunity to choose a duty location or a 
particular job within my career field would be a very strong 
incentive to remain in the Air Force

I have not made a decision on taking the bonus yet . First , 
the bonus  has not kept up with inflation and is not high 

enough . Second , I am signing a commitment to the AF for 
5 to 9 years , but the AF will not commit anything to me for 

opportunities to do something meaningful . Third , taking 
the

bonus
basically gives the AF a blank check to give me a 365 
deployment to AFCENT . I know 28 people who have left 
the AF in the last 8 months

Money will not fix the personnel problem the Air Force faces 
. People that simply want to serve are not influenced by a 

retention
bonus

since they were already planning to stay in . People that are 
fed up with the Ops Tempo , additional duties , etc will not 
stay for a bonus

I want to keep my options open in terms of my next 
assignment. If I choose to take the bonus it will be because of my assignment, not because of the 

money involved.
I considered separating from the military in 2012. 

Unfortunately I was unable to find a satisfactory job as the 
economy was still in recession. I signed the

bonus after I was unsuccessful in finding a job I would really enjoy 
in the civilian sector.

The bonus has not been updated in nearly 20 years . Its 
seen as a retention tool but most folks that take or dont take 

the
bonus

have already made their decision to stay or go. What isnt 
discussed is the fact that many folks in my career field are 
staying in the Air Force,  just transitioning to the ARC.  
The ops tempo of the AD isnt sustainable and many quality 
people are leaving as a result.

 So . . . trying to go into the next 7 years with my eyes wide - 
open , Im looking at either staying because : 1 . The bonus 

money is good enough to make an impending 365 worth it . 
2 . The

bonus

money is good enough to make the possibility of never 
leading ( formally ) and reaching the pinnacle of an officers 
career , worth it . 3. The bonus money is good enough to 
make another staff job worth it . Its sad for me that these 
questions are all framed around the bonus, and I dont feel  I 
can talk openly with my leadership about it for fear of 
showing my cards and being labeled an opportunist.

My fear is that the moment I take the bonus I will be selected for deployment or PCS . I want some form 
of stability in my life and for my family.

I have had too many friends and co-workers deployed to the 
AOR for jobs that have nothing to do with their AFSC . The bonus

would have to be much more substantial for me to be willing 
to risk a PCS or deployment that would take me away from 
my family after years of deployments

Pilots care more about their time than the bonus money. 
Add support personnel to allow focus on primary duties 

while shortening the duty the day . Working 8 - 10 hours 
per day will keep more people in than bumping the

bonus a few thousand dollars. The bonus bump will never compete 
with the airline money .

We need to significantly increase Aviation Continuation 
pay . The top performers in my peer group feel insulted by 

the current
bonus structure and are leaving the AF .

Currently, I am only early eligible but I plan on not taking 
the bonus. The current landscape of fighter assignments, 
the poor quality of life, and possibility of a non-flying 365 

are just a few reasons why I will not take 'hush money.' 
Even if I come off the fence and stay in, I will not take the

bonus for fear of being forced into jobs I do not wish to do and then 
not having the ability to separate.

No amount of money or AF programs will stop people who 
are unhappy with their job leadership will stay. I elected not 

to take the early retention
bonus

because I am unsure of my long term commitment to the 
USAF. I will consider the bonus next year when Im 
available to select it in the zone, but it does not weigh 
heavily into my decision to stay in or get out.

If I was inclined to stay in, the bonus
would be nice but with so many reasons pushing me to not 
continue service the bonus would not be enough to influence 
me to stay in.

Its not about promoting me faster or throwing more money 
at me (I took the pilot bonus

because I went to school and was staying in at least that 
long anyway but it had NO bearing on my decision to stay 
thru 20).

That pay is the only thing I see the Air Force has the ability 
to quickly change with the ARP bonus

--I dont expect or want the Air Force and military to make 
culture changes . My patriotism still exists but I dont feel 
like I owe any more to the Air Force after my commitment 
expires . I think my attitude is easily represented in my 
peer groups by the low percentages who have been signing 
the ARP at the same meager amount it was over ten years 
ago.

the years since raising my right hand have been a total 
waste of time. Im pretty fully dissatisfied with my 

experience in the Air Force Taking the
bonus

would further surrender my decision making ability to the 
same ineptitude that has made me so dissatisfied in the first 
place . I wish to go in peace

we are highly trained and skilled at what we do and the 
airlines know that . They also know that the Air Force 

cannot compete with them. The current pilot
bonus

is no where near sufficient enough to compete with the pay 
from the airlines. That money should be spent in ways to 
increase the quality of life for AF

I plan to separate upon completion of my commitment, if not 
earlier. The money is not worth the risks you accept when 

you sign for the
bonus ( deployments , etc . )

THE AIR FORCE NEEDS TO STOP USING COMBAT 
AIRMEN AS SECRETARIES. I have no intention of 

allowing an antiquated
bonus

that does not come close to matching my value prevent me 
from making free-willed choices about my life or my familys 
future.

The bonus requires another long term ADSC, which Im not 
willing to accept. I do not approve of the community Im a 

part of, and do not wish to be forced to stay. The
bonus is not a lot of money compared to what airlines or private 

sector jobs can pay after a few years.
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They have all said the same thing about why they declined 
their bonuses and got out: There is no amount of money

in the world that you can put on having the ability to walk 
away from the Air Force and get away from the poor 
leadership that has infected it.

Very few pilots who are not on the command track have any 
interest in such a little amount of money

that locks them in to a longer commitment than necessary. 
Leadership above the Unit level is not leadership, it is 
management.

I am currently not married and dont have any dependents. 
I am making pretty good money

now and still find my job rewarding. The aviation incentive 
pay seemed like a good idea because it would extend me to 
retirement (or the ability to retire). I could get out now and 
make more money in the airlines, but I am not too 
interested in flying commercially. I am still motivated to 
serve and hopefully command one day.

and attack our benefits . I keep hearing from our senior 
leaders about doing more ( or less ) with less . At the same 

time , I see wasting
money

in programs such as Tops in Blues and the other bands that 
we have ( in my 15 years I have seen the TIB and choose 
not see it again

I watch as my people are expected to hack the mission with 
insufficient resources ( money

/ personnel ) and then get reprimanded when they cant 
make miracles happen with having to work 7 days a week . 
Its not right .

I would walk today. I am only holding on because I have two 
years left to retirement. In todays world the Airlines are 

hiring like crazy and the
Money

and lifestyle are better by far. Realize I am very satisfied 
with my AF job but it doesnt compare to the opportunities 
out there today.

The Air Force should allow pilots to fly and become experts 
in operations. The money is not important to me. I am 

motivated by flying  not
money . If the Air Force elects to assign me to a non-flying position, 

I would separate and fly for the airlines.

This assignment will cause a two year separation for 
minimal gains. It is this sort of institutional stupidity that 

makes we want to leave. I dont need the
money

, and I dont need the rank Im here to serve my wife and the 
Air Force. The AF is making serving both increasingly 
difficult.

The Air Forces changing culture is decreasing how much I 
enjoy my current assignment, and ongoing force structure 

decisions continue to negatively influence my opinion of my 
future options within the Air Force.  Its not about the 

money

, the deployments, or job, its about the workplace culture, 
the opportunities available and the quality of my personal 
life.  The Air Force increasingly decreases my opportunities 
and quality of life while asking me to take on more 
responsibilities due to budget constraints.

flexibility and the resulting guarantee of at least one ( and 
probably two or three ) more PCSs and likely another 

deployment or two . Its really not about the
money

, its about the stability and quality of life . Although its 
worth saying that $ 25k / yr simply isnt what it used to be . 
Most conversations Ive

I want to serve as a combat ready aircrew, not as a secretary 
or finance worker it isnt about money, but if I can provide 

for myself more efficiently on the civilian side (better
money /time), I would leave if removed from flying (i.e. non-flying 

assignment or 365).

And frankly , we are the kind of people the Air Force needs 
to retain in order to be successful as a military service . 

Those who are motivated by
money

or safety from deployments are exactly the kind of people 
that should leave. If people are leaning one way or another, 
but are stuck on the fence, those sorts of tactics may sway 
some.  But in many cases Ive heard of, retention bonuses go 
to those who have already decided to stay.  This is the AF 
throwing money at a problem that is largely not monetary.

They dont seem to realize the good pilots (the ones you want 
to keep who know they cant get hired by the airlines) will 

take the money and stay--but they would have had to stay 
without the money--so youre essentially giving away free 

money

. The ones you want to keep want to have a better quality of 
life. which from what we are seeing within current 
Leadership (both immediate supervision and Sr 
Leadership) is not going to happen. Its not the money that’s 
going to keep us. Im tired of having poor leadership, being 
away from my family, and being unable to have any say in 
my future.

Money is NOT the reason I swore to defend the 
Constitution. Money

will not make me stay. I plan to join the Air National Guard 
in hopes of being able to impact on a local and National 
level. 

The AF focuses on bonuses to retain pilots, but I think 
using that money to hire civilian help and bringing back 

support staff to flying sqdns would provide a better return 
on investment.  This would lighten the amount of 

administrative duty required of pilots who also have to 
remain extremely proficient in their job. It allows pilots to 
gain a higher level of mission satisfaction, which will keep 

them in the USAF, not the

money . I am in the military because I love our country and am 
proud to serve. 

Its not about money, bro. The bonus is a manipulation. Its 
what bad companies do. A manipulation only works in the 

short term. If those eligible AFSCs are so valuable then 
increase the special pay from the beginning. The bonus 

manipulation only solidifies my distrust of the USAF. Youre 
telling me that the AF thinks Im worth more 

money but it has been holding out for these past 10 years because I 
had a commitment? See ya !

Because even with the bonus I can make more money on 
the outside . Beyond that quality of life is more important 

than
money

. The AF offers a very low quality of life in my opinion , so 
additional money would not change my mind . Very weak 
leaders at high levels who

Taking the bonus ties my hands for when a 365 deployment 
is handed to me.  The  money is not worth being gone 1 yr away from family especially to 

probably not ideal location.

I am a pilot, and the airlines are hiring. Its not about money
, but rather the amazing lack of respect that senior leaders 
have for the training , skills , and experience that we bring 
to the Air Force mission.

My reasons for leaving are not financial. So financial means 
do not influence my decision. It is work stress, family, lack of 

career control. Change those and I will consider staying 
in…

Money
will never work . Not having weekends so I cant go to 
church. No time for family. Work stress. No time to work out 
and the PT test is still a priority for the AF but give no time.

As I mentioned before, I get paid well for what I do, and the 
bonus is a big amount of money

, but you couldnt pay me enough to keep doing this job.**Its 
not about the money** (And I believe this is true for most 
people in my career field)
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I am a 16 year Lt Col who knew he reached his terminal 
rank prior to pinning on the rank.  Once the carrot of future 

advancement was removed, my motivation for continued 
service was limited to strictly become 

retirement

eligible.  The Air Force has no clue or plan for my future 
development and can offer no guidance or mentorship on 
what my role in the Air Force is now.  I was not a school 
select and every bit of guidance for O-5s and above is on 
what to do after IDE.

Military pension is the #1 factor influencing me to stay 
until retirement

. I was enlisted prior to attending pilot training and by the 
time my ADSC from UPT was complete , I was only 3 years 
from retirement eligibility. If I had more time until 
retirement , I would have left active duty and joined a 
guard or reserve unit.

I plan to retire at my 20 year point.  My decision is primary 
based on the fact that at the conclusion of that time I will 

have provided adequate service to my country and earned 
military 

retirement  benefits.  In my career field (pilot) there is no financial 
benefit to staying in longer.

The main reason Im staying in the AF is for the retirement

and because I love the people I serve with (the sense of 
family). The main reason I would want to leave is because 
the hours and deployments  (esp. 365s) are very hard on the 
family . Ive decided to stay in until retirement. 

The main things keeping my right now are my love of flying 
and the mission, my remaining ADSC, and the current retirement

package. The main things driving me away are the daily 
workload/additional duties, my wifes inability to continue 
her career when I move every few years, and the DOD 
continuing to nickel and dime our benefits package/change 
our retirement for the worse.

I have almost no desire to continue to serve, but feel 
trapped by the 20 year retirement

system so I will stay for 4 more years despite the fact that I 
hate my job. I applied for TERA once and was denied. I 
would apply for TERA again immediately if it was offered.

My wife does not want to move anymore. I would stay in the 
Air Force past retirement if I could stay in my current location and return to flying.

A lack of job security is a major contributor to my decision. 
The hazy possibility of being forced out of the job prior to retirement is a very negative detractor .

My main factors for staying are the military retirement in 
its current state and the benefit of Tricare as a retiree in its 
current state.  Additionally, if I choose to commit to another 

9 years to be 

retirement
eligible, I would take the Bonus which is a very strong 
motivator to stay in.  Finally, I love the work environment 
and the people I work with and will miss that.

I am still undecided, however I think the biggest factor 
against staying is uncertainty. Uncertainty about 

assignments, deployments, the possibility of future force 
reduction and forced early

retirement . Giving people a little bit more stability and foresight into 
their future would go a long way in keeping people.

I only want to stay in because I like to fly.  However due to 
the increasing number of additional duties, the lack of 

potential bases to go to and the threat of being forced out 
short of 

retirement

are pretty big factors in what my decision will be in the next 
year or so.  Additionally on the outside more flying jobs are 
coming available and the compensation to be a pilot is much 
better.  The mission still has a draw, but more and more it 
seems second fiddle to all the other things that are deemed 
more important.

The Future in the Air Force feels much more uncertain 
than when I joined.  I dont know what the next week will 

hold let alone projecting out a few years.  I dont know if Ill 
be deployed in two weeks or able to take some of my use or 

lose leave.  I dont know if the 

retirement

will be there if I make twenty years or not.  It looks like 
there are more and more duties to do and less and less 
people to do them, with no respite in sight.  Flying is down, 
cweep is up.  Future looks grim.

Trust in senior leadership amongst Air Force members is 
waning due to constant budgetary reductions and changes 

to pay/
retirement

/quality of life . Not interested in the additional ADSC 
connected. It is not enough money for the amount of time 
committed.

I have no faith that if I try to stay in, I will be kept until 
retirement retirement . I am worried I will get booted out at like 15-18 years and 

not get any retirement for all those years of service.

Ultimately, I feel underutilized in the AF. The retirement retirement
benefits and extra aviation pay arent effective incentives 
for me to stay personally. I want to be challenged and 
useful. 

The current operations tempo and lack of people to fill 
positions in our squadrons make the choice to leave easier. 

A 20 year
retirement

is not enough to convince most people these days to stay in 
a sinking ship . People are not getting promoted , getting 
kicked out for no reason or just tired.  Apart from sheer 
patriotism there is no reason to put in the extra hours to 
hopefully be allowed to stay in the Air Force and retire. 

I am put in jobs to broaden my career instead of aligning 
me with something that I am good at. The money and retirement

no longer outweigh all the frustrations and negative factors 
that I would have to put up with to make it to retirement. I 
will never voluntarily accept an ADSC that will prevent me 
from 7 day opting out of an unwanted assignment/short 
tour.

Ops tempo with TDYs and deployments have taken a large 
toll on the family and the knowledge of staying to retirement with 99 chance of having to do a yr unaccompanied isnt 

worth it even with large financial incentive.

I would have 3-5+ more 4-6 month deployments and one 
whopping 365 day deployment in my future, just to be 

considered worthy of a
retirement

. Additionally, I am a top 10% officer with multiple 
distinguished graduate and #1 officer stratifications, but 
due to poor timing I was not selected for IDE in residence. 
Because of this, my career is essentially dead in the water. I 
could still easily make LTC, but I have little incentive to 
put my family through so much hardship for the long-shot 
chance at command, which was previously a personal goal.

Nobody leads anymore.  Nobody says no to anything that 
comes down from HHQ.  Between endless 4-6-month 

deployments, we routinely work 60-70 hours a week at home 
station, doing additional duties and non-mission related 

taskers so some Generals stop-light chart is green instead of 
yellow.  The quality of life has gotten so bad that I must 

leave, regardless of compensation, or bonus options, or 
healthcare, or 

retirement

. The lack of any kind of quality of life is the number 1 
reason I must leave after my ADSC is up. Its nearly 
impossible to have a quality family life under these current 
conditions.

With a civilian sector hiring pilots and rewarding them with 
more time home and more pay, the thin thread that keeps 

many pilots in is their sense of service to the country, a need 
to make things right in the USAF, and a good 

retirement Love of country will not disappear, but the rest could falter 
under the current situation 

1.Definitely will 
NOT remain in 
the Air Force

7.Definitely will 
remain in the Air 

Force

6.Probably will 
remain in the Air 

Force

5.Lean toward 
remaining in the 

Air Force

4.Undecided

3.Lean toward 
NOT remaining in 

the Air Force

2.Probably will 
NOT remain in 
the Air Force
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Appendix K: Stopwords 

Custom Stopwords List: 
 
af   didnt  id  put  wont 
a lot  didnt  idd  set   
active  doesnt ill  stay  
air force dont  im  survey  
alot  dont  ing  uh  
arent  due  isnt  usaf  
arent  feel  ive  ve  
becae  havent leave  wasnt  
blah  hc  lot  wasnt  
day  hh  mq  weve  
 
From ‘tm’ package: ‘english’ and ‘SMART’  
 
From ‘qdapDictionaries’ package: ‘Top200Words’ 
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Appendix L: Thematic Codebook 

First Order 
Theme 

Second Order 
Theme 

Third Order 
Theme Code Definition Examples 

System Culture 

Valued  s.cult.val 

a stated or perceived sense 
the USAF 
values/appreciates the 
airman as an individual, or 
values/appreciates the 
contributions of the 
community they are a part 
of   

* The fighter community is 
undermanned and grossly under 
appreciated. 
* We no longer care about people, we 
care only about machines and 
equipment.  We sacrifice the will of our 
members with cute terms like, Force 
Shapping and Do more with less.  
* I feel like my contribution, and that of 
most of our hard workers arent valued.  

Fairness s.cult.fair 
a sense the U2SAF is a 
meritocracy and is a level 
playing field 

* Lack of opportunity to promote or get 
to PME.  There are favorites and the 
high potential officer list is too early and 
never really gets re-evaluated.  
Accomplishments and merit dont mean 
much. 
* Harassed throughout my career and 
not given equal job opportunities due to 
religious and ethnic background even 
though I was told that I was well suited 
or better qualified for the job.  
* My most significant complaint about 
current AF culture is that the people 
who sacrifice the most, train the longest 
and hardest, and carry the responsibility 
and stress of executing every day at the 
very tip of the spear, are not recognized 
or treated in a commensurate or 
appropriate manner.  
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Camaraderie s.cult.camaraderie 

any discussion of the team, 
the people, the squadron etc. 
affect the respondents 
decisions 

* The people I work with are the main 
reason I stay in the Air Force.   
* We are no longer focused on unit 
cohesion, now all we care about is SAPR 
and CBTs.   
* The Airmen I work with and my job 
satisfaction in my primary duty are the 
reasons I stay. 

Mission Focus s.cult.msnfocus 

any comments related to 
loss focus on the primary 
mission, the changing 
priorities of the USAF, or 
how the current 
environment does not allow 
the member to focus on their 
mission 

* Pilots have zero time for study and 
perfection of the aviation art because 
when they aren't running the training 
office, scheduling desk, mobility office, 
etc, they are constantly going to SAPR, 
resiliency, suicide prevention and other 
over emphasized training sessions.  
*   It seems the air force is more 
interested in missions to get their share 
of the budget than missions that have 
operational impact. 
* The Air Force has lost focus of its 
primary mission to fly airplanes and 
fight wars.  It is much more concerned 
now on making everyone happy and 
ensuring their feelings arent hurt. 

Moral s.cult.moral 

The use of the word morale 
or a discussion of the 
emotional or mental 
condition of the individual, 
others, or their unit with 
respect to happiness, 
confidence, enthusiasm, etc. 

* The fact that I spend everyday that I'm 
not flying sitting a desk doing paperwork 
not associated with my primary AFSC is 
detrimental to my morale.  
* People are exhausted and fed up and 
demoralized by AF decision making.  
* Morale in general is suffering due to no 
money, no equipment, less people, etc.  

Change s.cult.change 

statements related to how 
the culture of the military or 
USAF has changed is 
changing  

* I have been a member of the USAF 
since 1999 and have seen a significant 
change in the overall mentality of the 
force.  We are breeding careerist to take 
command at the Wing/MAJCOM/Senior 
level, the OPSTEMPO is quite frankly, 
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brutal, and compensation is not 
commensurate with the sacrifice we as 
military members make.  
* I'm not in love with the direction the 
AF is going.  I've had a relatively 
successful carrer and have enjoyed my 
time in the AF for the most part.  The AF 
seems to be pushing for officers to 
develop into something I dont want to be 
or respect. 
* I look back on my first days of interest 
in the AF and realize that times have 
changed, largely for the worse. 

Transparency s.cult.trans 

A discussion of hidden 
agendas or conditions, and 
having available 
information required for 
collaboration, cooperation, 
and collective decision 
making. 

* System for 
promotion/stratification/assignments 
seems to be hidden in the mist, based 
more on extraneous duties unrelated to 
primary job performance. 
* The lack of transparency and AFPCs 
stupidity in creating catch 22s at every 
corner is legendary.  
* People want to see the why behind the 
actions and inconsistent messaging blurs 
the members understanding. 

Trust s.cult.trust 

A statement about the 
confidence the respondent 
has in leadership, the 
USAF, the military, or the 
government.  

* Air Force leadership has demonstrated 
often that they will change the rules 
(along with Congress).  
* There has been a loss of trust with the 
senior leaders of the AF. They say one 
thing and do another.  
* Changing retirement, join spouse BAH, 
etc for members who signed up under 
certain pretenses is poor form.  
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Toxic Culture s.cult.toxic 

an environment that 
can damage the emotional, 
physical or financial 
wellbeing of employees, 
customers and those 
associated with that 
organization. Examples 
include weak leadership, 
double standards, 
authoritarian or bullying 
leadership, levels of 
openness, lack of 
transparency and morality, 
dishonesty, reluctance to 
change, US vs THEM 
mentality, or the retention / 
promotion of poor 
performing members.  

* I really dont like the idea of working in 
any Command/Leadership work 
environment where I am view as the 
bottom of the barrel. 
* I have endured a hostile work 
environment and realize now that I have 
no hope to succeed in my current place.  
* I have no desire to work within a 
system where the military fighting man 
i'snt cared for by his civilian political 
leadership while being led by a team of 
personnel who are by far and large 
removed from the vagaries of this 
system.  
*From what I've seen, the best and 
brightest are leaving and those afraid to 
leave what they know remain a recipe 
for incompetant leadership. I see a 
hollow force where people are more 
interested in how long before they 
separate or retire than what they're 
doing. 

More with 
Less s.cult.moreless 

A direct use of the term 
'more with less'; statements 
suggesting of increasing 
requirements without the 
added manpower and 
resources 

* The things I want our leadership to 
know and understand is not that we do 
not mind doing more with less, but in 
doing so, know our capabilities are 
diminishing as a result.   
* We are expected to do more additional 
duties along with our primary duties 
with less people. 
* Our USAF should not expect its people 
to want to stay in an organization that 
not only asks us to do more with less, 
increases deployments, and then shows 
through their actions that the sacrifices 
our families make while we are gone are 
not appreciated.  
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Bureaucracy s.cult.bur 

the obstruction of the 
individual, unit, or USAF 
primary mission because of 
the insistence on perceived 
unnecessary procedures and 
red tape 

* We have allowed ourselves to become 
slaves to the AFIs instead of using them 
as tools to accomplish the mission. 
* The bureaucracy and paperwork has 
reached a ridiculous level.  
* Its disgusting to me that this 
inefficient nightmare of a beauracracy 
makes literal life and death decisions for 
thousands of innocent lives overseas. 

Politically 
Correct s.cult.pc 

avoiding language 
or behavior that 
any particular 
group of people might feel is 
unkind or offensive 

* The AF needs to get back to basics, 
focus on providing air and space 
dominance, and get out of the business of 
following all of the latest social issues, 
and stop becoming a social advocacy 
organization.   
* Too much Political Correctness is the 
other issue.  Everyone is so afraid to 
provide constructive criticism (in a 
professional manner, of course) because 
younger airmen/ (both officer and 
enlisted) are coodled from day 1. 
* The current environment of throwing 
CBTs or training briefings at everything 
in an attempt to make sure no one ever 
has hurt feelings is approaching the 
ridiculous. The profession of arms is 
being reduced to a public works program.  

Voice s.cult.voice 

the expressed feeling as 
though the individual has 
agency, is part of the 
process, or feels the 
organization listens to the 
concerns of their people 

* The Air force does not listen to the 
people that know best about something 
and I am sick of watching Air Force and 
government leaders waste money and 
resources.  
* Throughout my career, there has been 
a lack of concern by the Air Force 
personnel system concerning what I 
would like to do. I want to have more 
choices in my career. I want my opinion 
to be considered.  
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*  Individuals do not have the power to 
make the changes necessary to fix the 
organization because failing programs 
have become self-sustaining, and 
processes have become more important 
than people.   

Uncertainty s.cult.uncert feeling expressed about the 
future 

* In general, the unpredictable nature of 
assignments, promotion, future jobs is 
unsettling.  Not knowing if Ill be able to 
make it to retirement if I choose to stay 
in is a major concern. 
* The budget cuts have created 
animosity and uncertainty among 
personnel. 
* Everything is speculation, its too much 
uncertainty, withheld information, and a 
broken promise.  

Infrustructur
e Base s.infs.base 

statements about the 
locations of bases, or about 
the facilities of the base and 
local community  

* Many Air Force bases are in bad 
locations (not near any large towns) or 
require long commutes. 
* Also, descent locations and not getting 
tasked with poor locations or 1+ year 
long deployments up this point had 
significant impacts in my decision to stay 
until retirement. 
* By lack of support I mean: the 
restrictive hours of many support 
agencies like finance/TMO/medical, the 
self-help they are expected to do to have 
functional 
printers/computers/internet/radios/ops 
support, the knowledge of processes 
(DTS, orders, PERSCO, mobility folder) 
just to do a job.  
* Also want to provide my wife the 
opportunity to continue to pursue her 
career and provide my children with a 
good education both are not typical/not 
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found in the locations of many AF bases. 
Poor education systems/schools seem to 
always be the downfall of the majority of 
locations in which we have been 
stationed. 

Resources s.infs.resources 

any discussion about the 
resources (eg parts, money, 
etc.) and how this relates to 
mission accomplishment 

* Old aircraft that are generations 
behind from modern off-the-shelf 
technology versus modern enemy 
defensive systems. 
* Operators are paying the price for lack 
of resources and MX to the tune of flying 
extra sorties during the day and on 
weekends. 
* As manning, funds and ultimately 
resources dry up, support offices on base 
constrict and limit services, and hours 
forcing others to continually accomplish 
many support related tasks.  

Manpower s.infs.manpower 
how the number of 
personnel affects mission 
accomplishment 

* BL: the problem facing the AF is not 
enough people and increasing number of 
responsibilities on the individual instead 
of having a team to deal with these 
mundane tasks.  
* Additional duties for aircrew and the 
manning factors that force them are the 
primary negative retention force for me. 
* As we have shrunk the force, we have 
not rid ourselves of any antiquated 
tasks. With that in mind, we continue to 
pile more responsibility on to a ever 
shrinking number of people.  

AFPC s.infs.afpc 

any talk about the Air Force 
Personnel Center, 
discussion about how the 
AFPC affects the individuals 
career 

* Add on the wizards behind the AFPC 
curtain making unexplained, 
inconsistent decisions with no 
accountability, a career field manager 
that doesnt take phone calls from anyone 
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below Squadron Commander 
* AFPC doesnt care what they have to 
say nor do they care what lies outside of 
the cookie cutter boxes that my record 
checks. 
* Quit sending me to my last choice of 
assignment.  The helicopter functional is 
a moron. 

Support s.infs.support 
any mention of the agencies 
or functions needed for 
mission accomplishment  

* The support agencies meant to support 
us are a joke with customer service 
hours completely inadequate and more 
time off then the rest of us work. 
* The support functions now are almost 
non-existent (TMO, Finance, MPF, etc.). 
* Support personnel are inadequate to 
support complex unit requirements.  
Aircrew are indispensable and 
consequently retained and assigned 
additional responsibilities to backfill 
inadequate manning in supporting 
areas.  

Medical  s.inf.med medical care on base or with 
respect to Tricare 

*  Furthermore, I have to contend with 
Tricare and medical related visits for my 
dependents just like how I would have to 
do on the civil side so what is the point 
in staying in?  
* Medical Care/Tricare is my number one 
influence to leave the military. I feel I 
have zero option on who is my caregiver 
and additional services that at most 
would have been a copay while I had my 
civilian health insurance.  
* With the benefit cuts looming, 9-11 GI 
Bill, commissary, health care, lack of 
retirement COLA increases I am not so 
sure it was worth the sacrifice. 
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Leadership 

Senior 
Leaders s.ldr.senior 

any mention of senior 
leadership. This includes 
wing leadership and higher 

* There is a perception that those chosen 
to lead have spent so much time away 
from operations in ivory tower academia 
that they have lost all touch with the 
actual operations. 
* I am disturbed by the integrity issues 
that I see daily at the highest levels of 
command and control. 
* Air Force leadership is focusing on 
wrong things and does a poor job at 
messaging. 

Immediate 
Supervisor s.ldr.imd 

discussions about the 
individuals unit leadership 
or their immediate 
supervisor  

* My commander is retaliatory, acts 
without all the facts, chooses poor 
advisers and fosters an environment 
where harassment and retaliation are 
encouraged. 
* My unit leadership has worked hard to 
take care of my family in difficult 
circumstances.  
*  Ive had my fill of horrendous leaders 
who only got promoted because they 
were someones exec or did some special 
job. 

Toxic Leader s.ldr.toxic 

any mention about toxic 
leadership, or how 
leadership acts that would 
be consider toxic (weak 
leadership, double 
standards, authoritarian or 
bullying leadership, lack or 
transparency and morality, 
dishonesty, reluctance to 
change, US vs THEM 
mentality) 

* The lack of loyalty from senior leaders 
to the younger airmen is frustrating.  
They expect loyalty from the 
subordinates, but give none in return.  
At times, they treat the lower levels as 
expendable assets that they can just 
push to the streets.   
* Military Leadership is way to political 
now and they no longer hold the same 
values as the troops. I am tired of 
defending all of the military versus 
leaders behaving badly in the news. 
* In my MAJCOM (AMC) our senior 
leaders are universally despised by the 
rank and file. The problem is that they 
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sweep issues under the rug and pretend 
that everything is OK. There are 
systemic issues in my community with 
morale and retention that MAJCOM 
leaders do not understand, or if they do, 
are willingly choosing to exacerbate the 
problem.  

Priorities s.ldr.priorites 

discussions about the 
services priorities or how 
the individual does not 
believe leadership's 
priorities are aligned for 
mission accomplishment 

* The air force has become too 
bureaucratic. We spend way too much 
time on things that dont matter. 
* Additional Duties having nothing to do 
with AFSC. OPR system has nothing to 
do with AFSC. 
* Concentrate on mission and 
people...not bullets, awards and the next 
promotion.   

Effectiveness s.ldr.effective 
any mention about the 
effectiveness or leadership 
at any level 

* Mostly the leadership of the Air Force, 
but to be fair, I the ability to make 
meaningful decisions no longer resides 
with any AF leaders. We enforce policy 
even at the expense of common sense.  
* Lack of Senior AF leadership to realize 
or do anything about being stretched too 
thin, causing extremely high ops tempos 
between deployments, exercises, and 
TDYs. Leadership at all levels not 
caring/standing up for member quality of 
life by overburdening members with 
additional duties/jobs, taking away from 
the little bit of time they are home. 
* However, the primary reason I wanted 
to separate was/is the apparent lack of 
leadership/decision making at the 
highest levels.  AF leaders, beginning at 
the middle management level and on up 
to the top, are consistently failing our 
unit level airmen.   
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Managers s.ldr.managers 

the idea our leaders or no 
longer leaders or lead, but 
just manager the 
bureaucracy  

* Stop promoting the wrong people so-
called leaders who couldnt lead 
themselves out of a barn. 
* Leadership above the Unit level is not 
leadership, it is management. The only 
leadership we ever get is the same old 
canned/token phrases and talking points 
they get from their bosses who are even 
more clueless about what life is like on 
the Squadron and Group level.  
*Squadron and even group commanders 
are no longer leaders.  They only are able 
to echo the complete direction of the 
wing.   

Risk Adverse s.ldr.risk 
concepts related to risk 
aversion at any level of 
leadership 

* Wing level leadership and above are so 
risk averse that they refuse to do any 
critical thinking that could help solve the 
problems.  So they place unrealistic 
expectations and harshly punish any 
minor infraction or thinking that is not 
in line.  
* I feel that senior AF leadership, while 
well intentioned, lacks the courage to 
stand up for the Airmen who sacrifice 
day-to-day.  
* We need to promote creativity and 
boldness--not shut it down for fear of 
changing the status quo.  We need 
courage at the O-6 level to sheppard 
talent rather than drive them away.  

Careerism  s.ldr.career 

feelings that leadership is 
only out for themselves or 
that they have become 
careerist instead of leaders 

* Our Sq/CCs are chosen based on how 
many boxes they checked. Our CC (in a 
flying squadron) cant even fly without an 
IP as copilot. How are we supposed to be 
led by the people with the fewest combat 
hours and lowest flight qualifications? 
* Careerists are killing the service, and 
no one in leadership seems to care. 
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* Senior leadership breeds yes men who 
maintain an inefficient, wasteful status 
quo to boost their own position. 

Out of Touch s.ldr.outoftouch 

discussions about leadership 
and how they are no longer 
connected to the operators 
and current operations; they 
no longer understand the 
daily tactical situation  

* Senior leadership does not know what 
it is like to be the minion at the low level 
executing the mission day in and day out 
because when they were at these levels, 
this never ending war and the never 
ending cycle of deployments weren't 
happening. They cant seem to recognize 
that patriotism is only going to keep 
people around for so long before morale 
and ripping families apart begins to 
influence peoples decision to stay in the 
service.  
* From about the Wing/CC level of 
leadership on up, it is apparent that 
there is little actual awareness of the 
battlefield.   
* I was listening today to some GOs and 
Wing/CCs opine on why their pilots are 
leaving in droves. They all believe it is 
because the airlines are hiring. That is 
not why, that only answers why they 
CAN leave. The reason they ARE leaving 
is quality of life. 

Plans & 
Programs 

Assignment 
System s.pp.assign 

any mention about the 
assignment system, an 
individual’s ability to get 
assignments, or how the 
assignment system works  

* Despite multiple requests and 
attempts to remain at current duty 
station for longer than 3 years, we are 
moving again, not because I can’t be 
retained here, in fact there are more 
opportunities for my career field at this 
base, and many have been here for 5+, 
but it is better for the AF to move me 
and continue to broaden me and this 
trumps any family or spouse desires.  
* non-vol to CJCS program requiring 2 
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deployments across four years with 
nearly two back-to-back 365s.   
* The lack of AFPC to fit an individuals 
skillset with assignment is the key issue. 
Individual members are often at the 
mercy of timing (i.e. they had all the 
requirements and fit for a certain job, 
but got what was available at the time 
they were on the VML, and perhaps on 
the next cycle the right job and fit was 
there).  

Joint Spouse s.pp.joint 
any discussion about the 
joint spouse assignment 
system  

* While I hate to turn it down, I 
absolutely do not want to get locked in to 
a commitment and then have the AF 
keep me assigned far away from my 
(military) spouse.   
* The AF needs to do a much better job 
with Join Spouse assignments. My 
spouse  I are both active duty AF  have 
nearly pulled our hair out prior to every 
PCS trying to get an assignment 
together.  We've spent 4.5 years apart 
with assignments (time doesn't include 
TDYs/deployments). If the AF wants to 
retain mil to mil couples (especially 
women), the AF needs to make some 
changes in policy and the attitude of 
assignment officers. 
* I am married mil to mil.  In the first 
three years of our marriage we were in 
the same geographic location for less 
than one cumulative year.  There are 
very few options for us to gain another 
join spouse assignment, especially 
because I have not progressed 
professionally at all in the first two years 
of this assignment and both of our 
specialties are manned below  
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Bonus  s.pp.bonus 
discussions or concepts 
related to the current Bonus 
or the AvB 

* No amount of money is worth 
continuing to tolerate the severe 
mismatch between requirements and the 
resources provided to meet those 
requirements. 
* The bonus is not a factor in my decision 
to stay in or separate.   
* After accepting the ARP, my 
commitment extended to 17 years.  

PCS s.pp.pcs 

Mentions about the PCS 
system, the number of 
moves, or how the PCS 
system could be improved.  

* Moving every 1-2 years is extremely 
stressful for military families.  
* I’m tired of moving and uprooting the 
family every 2-3 years.  
* Increasing TOS when member 
desires/meets the needs of the Air Force 
would greatly improve morale for pilots 
in the fighter community. 

Force 
Management s.pp.fm 

any discussion about the 
force management system, 
force shaping, policies 
related to manpower  

* Given the gross mismanagement of 
people and resources in the Air Force, to 
include 365s to undesirable locations, I 
do not want to be under additional 
ADSC.  
* I could start developing seniority in an 
airline early, or risk force shaping years 
away from retirement.  
* Current decisions to cut the force, and 
now being followed by paying people to 
come back on active duty are further 
leading me to want to get out of the Air 
Force as soon as I am retirement eligible.  

Retirement s.pp.retire 

ideas and concepts related to 
the retirement system, 
changes to the retirement, 
or the retirement benefits 

* On top of that, we have to fight for a 
promotion or for a good assignment so 
there is constant stress of being 
overworked while at the same time 
worrying about being kicked out before 
you can make retirement.  
* I'm staying in because of the aviation 
bonus and retirement plan.  If I wasn't 
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locked in with a bonus and retirement I 
would probably have accepted a position 
in the civilian sector and continued 
service in the reserves. 
* I remain on active duty today for the 
retirement benefit alone. 

Promotion s.pp.promote 

mentioning the promotion 
system, how the promotion 
system works, or an 
individual’s interests in 
promotion 

* I have no interest in being a 
commander or completing PME in order 
to compete for promotion to O-5 
* Promotion is based on who gets what 
awards.  
* The AF has lost focus of what is 
important with respect to promotion 
based on performance and currently 
seems to merely promote based on filling 
squares.  

Benefits s.pp.beni 

discussion about any 
associated tangible benefits 
with serving in the military 
(e.g. education, pay, 
retirement, Tricare, etc.) 

* The AF paid for my great education, 
and the active duty and retirement pay 
and medical benefits are wonderful. 
* I plan to stay for the retirement and 
medical factors.  The pilot bonus, flight 
pay and educational aspects that I can 
pass to my children entice me to stay. 
* A military retirement, and the benefits 
associated with it, is the primary reason 
for my decision to remain in the military 
for 20 years.  

Maternity 
Leave s.pp.maternity 

any mention of maternity 
leave or associated themes 
around policies related to 
pregnancy or maternity in 
the military  

* There needs to be better programs in 
place for women aviators who want to 
have a family, not have their career 
stagnate because they are out of the 
cockpit for 10-11 months while pregnant.   
* 6 weeks of maternity leave is 
absolutely terrible.  
* I'm proud of our service for extending 
post-pregnancy deployment deferment to 
one-year.  
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Deployment 
System s.pp.deploy 

themes around actual 
deployments, the possibility 
of deployments, how 
deployments are assigned, 
or the purpose of 
deployments 

* I hear this first-hand again and again 
from highly trained Air Force members 
that deploy to do NOTHING.  STOP 
WASTING OUR TIME! 
* 365 deployment/ops tempo and the 
AFPAK hand program are the reasons I 
have not selected the bonus at this time. 
* Uncertainty . . . there is no reason or 
excuse that the entire AF is so 
unorganized that they cant give a better 
notice for deployments/TDY/train 

Feedback  s.pp.feedback 

concepts around feedback 
with relation to an 
individual’s performance or 
how leadership provides 
feedback to service members 

* The lack of transparency in the 
promotion system and the lack of honest 
and timely feedback from senior 
leadership is a serious problem in the AF 
and must be addressed to maintain a 
healthy atmosphere. 
* You should also know if youre in the 
middle of the pack or at the bottom of the 
pile. 
* The execution of Air Force vectoring is 
laughably inadequate.  Most people I 
commanded didnt even know they had a 
vector.   

PME s.pp.pme 
Any mentions of the 
professional military 
education.  

*  In-resident PME at the IDE level also 
needs to be much more selective. 
* The promotion system needs to be 
fixed.  Specifically IDE selection, over-
emphasis on SOS DGs, lack of 360 
feedback, etc.   
* The current leadership model for 
officers is vested on a single six week 
course and making SOS DG.  Make this 
one DG and you are a Col instead of 
looking at performance across the career.  
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PT s.pp.pt 

Discussions around the 
physical fitness test. These 
range from the execution of 
the test, the purpose of the 
test, to finally how the test 
is perceived by individuals. 

* The waist tape. It is pointless.  
* PT tests every 6 months is obnoxious. 
You dont generally have to do that in the 
private sector, and Ill probably have 
more time to stay in shape and more 
opportunity to eat healthily. 
* The emphasis the Air Force places on 
fitness test scores and failures is 
absolutely ridiculous. I have many 
experiences of leadership caring more 
about fitness scores than job 
performance.  

Individual  

Volunteer   ind.vol 
Explicitly saying they 
volunteered to service or any 
variant of this concept. 

* First and foremost, this is a volunteer 
force. When I took the oath, I made those 
commitments, not my children/spouse.  
* I volunteered to protect and defend the 
nation - potentially to give my life. 
* When I chose to join the Air Force, no 
body had to recruit me. I was highly 
motivated. When I competed for aviation 
training, no body had to convince me to 
do it. I wanted to be a pilot. 

Service   ind.serve 

Stated mention of 'Service' 
in the sense that an 
individual believes they 
need to service in the 
military.  

* I joined the air force because I wanted 
to fly and serve my country.  
* Im one of the sharp ones and dont 
think that I can have as positive an 
influence on the well-being of the US 
unless Im in. 
* Ive always believed it is every citizens 
duty to serve their country - whether 
that is in the military or some other form 
government/civil service. 

Patriotism    ind.pat 

Mentions of patriotism, 
being a patriot, being proud 
to serve, or being proud of 
the US. 

* Ive stayed in the AF because of my 
familys military heritage, love for my 
country, and a desire to be the type of 
commander I needed as a young Lt. 
* I will stay in the military until my 
usefulness at completing the mission is 
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no longer needed and the political BS 
becomes too much to endure for 
patriotism. 
* I love the Air Force and the United 
States.  I am proud of my service and our 
organization. 

Control   ind.control 

Any mention that the 
individual is lacking or 
wants control/say of their 
future life. 

* I prefer to enter free agency.  I dont get 
enough say in where I go or what I do to 
take the bonus. 
* The lack of control I have over my 
future assignments--regardless of how 
hard I work or how well I do my job--is 
the main factor driving me away from 
the Air Force.  
* I would like more flexibility to spend 
time with my family, and I feel that if I 
take the bonus I am signing up for a 
remote 365. 

Meaning   ind.mean 

Stating concepts about the 
individual's meaning or 
purpose in their career, the 
missions, operations, ect.  

* I also enjoy working with more people 
who operate with a sense of purpose and 
getting things done in a timely manner 
than those who dont.  
* Its simple.  I want to remain an Air 
Force officer because I believe in our 
mission. 
* The overall ability to contribute to the 
defense of our nation, serve as a noble 
warrior/peacekeeper, and teach military 
and civilians about the profession of 
arms and its importance in society. 

Community    ind.comm 

discussions about the how 
the individual feels about 
the communities they are 
part of (e.g. squadron, base, 
USAF, local community, ect) 

* The people I work with and the mission 
we get to accomplish is the biggest 
reason I am still in the Air Force.  
* I want to settle somewhere.  I don't 
know where Im from.  I want a home to 
call my own and to not have to leave my 
family for extended periods of time.  
* I wouldn't mind staying here for the 
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next 20 years. I want a place that I can 
call home. 

Not the 
Money   ind.not_money 

explicitly saying 'not about 
the money' or insinuating 
that money is not the reason 
they do what they do 

* Some airmen are motivated by 
financial incentives - I am not, and 
neither are most of my Air Force peers.  
* Service before self doesnt happen for 
most of us until we have done the job, 
fought side by side with our brothers and 
sisters, and lost friends/family doing the 
job.  Thats where patriotism comes from, 
not money or service commitments. 
* Money is not as important to me as 
control over my own destiny. 

Love   ind.love 

Any explicitly or implicit 
suggestions about love—love 
of country, USAF, flying, 
community, family, etc.… 

*  I love to serve my country, I love 
putting on my uniform every day, and I 
love to work with the men and women of 
the United States Air Force.  
*  I love being a fighter pilot.  
*  I love the service, the people, and what 
I do.  However, I love my family and our 
time together more.  I am not sure of my 
AF future anymore.  

Family  

QoL   fam.qol 

any discussion on how life in 
the USAF affects the quality 
of life for the individual's 
family (spouse, children, 
etc.) 

* My family is comfortable with the AF 
life for now. So I stayed in.  
* I think the quality of life on my family 
will be the ultimate deciding factor when 
I finish my UPT ADSC. 
* My wife and I are burned out from the 
ops tempo and additional duties required 
in the CAF.  

Spouse    fam.spouse 

mentioning how USAF life 
affects the life of spouse, 
how their spouse affects the 
individuals decisions, or how 
they miss their spouse 

*  But my wife has a career of her own 
and my PCS requirements make it 
difficult for her to progress in her career 
field.   
* The bonus cant change the unit 
culture, leadership, ops TEMPO, and 
lack of career opportunities for my wife.   
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* My spouse has difficulty getting 
certified in different states and has a 
tough time finding fulfilling work.  When 
I am in the Air Force, she is denied a 
career.  She has been told by potential 
employers that they do not hire military 
spouses.  

Child   fam.child 

mentioning how USAF life 
affects the life of children, 
how their children affect the 
individuals decisions, or how 
they miss their children 

* Overall, Ive had a good AF career so 
far, but Im ready to move on and have 
more control over my life and guarantee 
myself to be there for my kids/family as 
they need me more and more. 
* I do not feel that the military is 
compatible with families especially 
children that have to suffer with the 
frequent absence or irregularity the 
military demands and I refuse to put my 
baby through that even if it means a 
significant pay cut. 
* Primary reason for retiring as soon as I 
am eligible is to avoid having to move my 
children while they are in High School. 

PCS   fam.pcs 

explicit or implicit 
discussions about how the 
PCS'ing or moving 
constantly affect the 
individuals family 

* My wifes career has suffered due to my 
PCSs. 
* Additionally, when you combine TDYs 
and deployments with this PCS schedule 
my wife has had to do all of our PCSs 
because I have not been around to 
handle them.  This adds stress for me 
and increases my wifes dissatisfaction 
with the military. 
* The biggest decision on whether to stay 
or retire comes down to my kids and 
their education. I want them to 
experience high school in one location 
but as my career progresses we move 
and deploy people more frequently.  
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Sacrifice   fam.sacrifice 

any discussion how life for 
the individuals family has 
had to scarf ice for them to 
be a service member 

* But as I watch all of my O-4 squadron-
mates get hit with 365-day deployments 
to staff jobs that could EASILY be done 
over phone and email from the states, 
there is no way I will ask my family to 
deal with that, not for a meaningless 
cause.  
* I am tired of sacrificing my family to 
the needs of the air force 
* The military is wonderful, in general, 
but at the higher levels, the job demands 
and stress are higher than is healthy, 
and for me, I have found the demands 
incompatible with me being a good 
father--you get to do one or the other.  
Dad, we never see you, Dad, you are 
never home (not even deployed!).  Too 
many vacations with my wife driving 
while I work on a laptop.  Too many days 
at work before the kids are up and home 
after they are in bed.   

Alternatives 

Other    alts.other 
Any mention of other job 
opportunities outside the 
USAF 

* The current job opportunities outside 
the air force seem to be a better long 
term option.  
* However, one day the bs of the AF will 
catch up with me and I will not be able 
to do that anymore.  That and once I 
finish my phd Ill have plenty of 
opportunities to make lots of money 
outside of the AF.  
* The bonus is not a lot of money 
compared to what airlines or private 
sector jobs can pay after a few years. 

Airlines   alts.air explicitly mentioning the 
'AIRLINES'  

*  As a pilot I can get an airline job fairly 
easy right now and I would be making 
more money in the long run if I left the 
military and flew for an airline.   
* The allure of an outside job where my 
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entire responsibility is to be the best at 
flying planes sounds appealing and 
desirable to my current situation. 
* Especially, with today and the 
opportunities the airlines are providing 
TO JUST FLY!  

QoL   alts.qol 

explicitly stating life outside 
the USAF will offer a better 
quality of life. This ranges 
from stating more money, 
money time, more control, 
ect for the individual  

* I am a pilot and I have options in the 
civilian world, so even with 16 years 
invested, I will most likely get out to 
avoid a being away from my family any 
more in the next 4 years.  
* Bottom line:  Im getting out because 
the quality of life in the Air Force is 
terrible when compared with the quality 
of life of an airline pilot. 
* And based on what I know about the 
civilian sector, they treat people a lot 
better than the Air Force does. 
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